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CLUB TO CELEBRATE
75th ANNIVERSARY
DOUBLE BAY Bowling Club this year is celebrating the 75th anniversary
of its incorporation and the current membership has been promised a
series of “exciting events” during 2017 to mark the occasion.
The Club was incorporated on February 13, 1942, and opened on July 4, 1942.
The Board’s honorary secretary, Peter Wyner, in an email circulated to the
membership, said the club directors will announce plans for multiple exciting 75th
anniversary events as soon as they are finalised.
At the same time Wyner, who is the club’s webmaster, announced a subtle redesign
of the Double Bay Bowling Club website as pictured below.
He said the change is aimed at
presenting to the local community a
better showcase of the club.
The changes include some elements
relocated on the front index Home
Page, such as the "weather call" which
is now in a dark blue panel on the
middle-left side.
The Double Bay Watch link has been
switched to the left of the page
beneath the dark blue panel along with
links to the Calendar (see page 4),
Zone 13, Bowls Australia and other
Double Bay administration items.
The “weather call” notice.
The link to Double Bay Watch.

New names set for Mixed Pairs honour board
THE Double Bay Mixed Pairs honour board will
have a complete “new personality look” when the
2016 event is completed by the end of this month,
when Ian Ossher and Barbara Shur (pictured) are
one of the finalists.
The defeat of six-time winners, Jack Kampel and
wife Iris, by Bernard Fridman
RESULTS
and Judy Thomas in the second
2016 DRAWN
round just prior to the holiday
PAIRS
break, and the earlier exit of
SECOND ROUND
Gerald and Audrey Weinberg, who have appeared in five Harold
Jankelowitz 29
Mixed Pairs finals, means that the 2016 final will be contested
Ross Ruzicka
by two combinations playing the championship title match for
John Wineberg 11
Alan Simmons,
the first time.
The ease of the win by the Fridman-Thomas team over the
THIRD ROUND
Kampels surprised onlookers
Phillip Joel 25
Dominic Verre
After being locked at 11-all on 13 ends, Fridman and Thomas
Len Sandler 15
applied the pressure to add 8 shots on the 14th -17th ends to set
Eric Grusd
up a winning break towards the total of 23-14.
The Julian and Carol Engelman combination last month made
2016 MIXED
the semi-final when they knocked out Harry and Gail Black,
PAIRS
who were hoping to go one better than the runners-up trophy of
SECOND ROUND
the 2011 final against the Weinbergs.
Bernard Fridman 23
The Engelmans’ semi-final opponent will come from the clash
Judy Thomas
between Pepe Glick-Marie Thatcher and the Fridman-Thomas
Jack Kampel 14
Iris Kampel
duos

The first to qualify for the championship’s final is the Ian
Pepe Glick 38
Ossher–Barbara Shur combination, which defeated Rod Ferrer
Marie Thatcher
and Wendy Engelander by a seven shot difference (19-12) in a
Alan Saidman 8
Rene Saidman
semi-final on Saturday.
During the holiday break the Ossher-Shur twosome, who were
THIRD ROUND
2015 semi-finalists, put paid to the hopes of Phil Filler and
Rod Ferrer 24
Wendy Engelander
Margo Michael by a nine-shot margin, while Ferrer and
David Newman 13
Engelander finished 11 shots ahead of David Newman and Jill
Jill Abrahams
Abrahams.

At the same time Glick and Thatcher, easily accounted for the
Ian Ossher 27
Barbara Shur
Alan and Rene Saidman pair in the second round by 30 shots.

One team wins way to Drawn Pairs semi-final
IN the 2016 Drawn Pairs, Phillip Joel and Dominic Verre, have
won their way into the semi-final, while Harold Jankelowitz and
Ross Ruzicka, entered the third round with a comfortable
decision over John Wineberg and Alan Simmons.
No 2016 Veteran Singles results were received by the time this
issue was sent to the website.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JANUARY 11, 2017

Phil Filler 18
Margo Michael
SEMI-FINAL
Ian Ossher 19
Barbara Shur
Rod Ferrer 12
Wendy Engelander
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Good line up for 2017 Pennant season
DOUBLE Bay is likely to have a pool of more than 80 players from which to
select its 2017 Zone 13 Pennant teams.
This year’s Pennant season is from Saturday, March 4 to Saturday, May 13.
Double Bay has yet to decide which grades it will contest, but early indications are
that the club will field five teams starting from Grade 1.
All last year’s teams survived relegation, although the Grade 3 side battled against
stiffer opposition to finish fifth of the six clubs with a tally of 26 pts, 12 more than the
bottom club.
Grade 1 held its own against higher-standard opponents collecting 45.5 points for
fourth spot of the six teams in the Metropolitan Section 2 pennants.
Prior to the Xmas-New Year holiday period, almost 80 members had indicated a
willingness to represent Double Bay in this year’s Zone 13 Pennant competition.
However, some members have already indicated that they will not be available for
selection on certain dates during the 11-week competition, which includes no play on
the Easter Holiday weekend of April 14-17.

Calendar bowling year now on club website
Meanwhile, Men’s Committee member, Gerald Weinberg, has released the
Bowls Calendar for 2017.
It suggests that the club’s top echelon brigade could be engaged in competition
events for many Saturdays and Sundays during the year.
The current January weekends are allocated to complete the 2016 Veteran Singles,
the 2016 Drawn Pair, the 2016 Mixed Pairs events and the start of the 2017 Major
Fours Championship.
Entries for the Major Fours titles close this week (Wednesday, January 11) with
Round 1 matches to be decided by the January 21-22 weekend.
At the same time, Zone 13 championships entries close on Sunday, January 29 for
the State Fours, as do the entries for the State President’s Fours ,which
is restricted to grade 5 and 6 players. First rounds are on Saturday,
February 11, at venues to be announced.
The Double Bay Calendar lists matches on all public holiday
weekends, except for Easter
and the Xmas-New Year
period.
The whole year’s calendar is
now available on the Double
Bay website by clicking on the
Home Page logo (pictured top
right) which will load the
current month’s dates and
activities details (pictured
right).
The Women’s Club’s 13th Invitation Triples has been booked for the weekend of
September 9-10, 2017.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JANUARY 11, 2017
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Little sparkle for Double Bay in
2016 Turn-of-Year competitions
BEST results for Double Bay members in the 2016 Zone
13-sponsored Turn-of-Year came from Brandon Conway in the Pairs event and
the Michael Becker-skipped combination in the triples.
Conway, however, teamed with for Terry Pappas, the well-credentialed competitor
from Waverley, to make the semi-final where their run ended 22-18 against the strong
combination of J. and R. Clinton, from Merrylands.
The Pairs event attracted the strongest entry from the Double Bay membership with
teams of Ian Ossher and Harry Black, Sam Abrahams and Ken Shapiro, Len Sandler
and Gerald Raichman, Barrie Brickman and Rod Ferrer, Jack Kampel and Gerald
Weinberg.
Opening rounds were of three matches over 15 ends. Kampel and Weinberg playing
on home turf went through undefeated while Conway and Pappas, competing at
Western Suburbs Leagues, scored two wins to also headed a qualifying section.
The Kampel-Weinberg team was the club’s lone entry which made the cut-off when
it defeated club mates, Brickman and Ferrer, in unusual circumstances at Double Bay.
On the 4th end Kampel injured his hip and could not continue. It was agreed that Les
Brem come in as the substitute with Weinberg moving to the skip’s role. The new
combination won the match 16-11 and moved into the section winners’ contest on the
following day at Ashfield where they fell by a 25-12 score line to the home club’s
section winners, Mark Williams and Ms Hart.
At the same time Conway-Pappas won their way into the quarter-final with a
comprehensive 32-9 win and then into the final-four where they lost to the Merrylands
unit.
Double Bay’s lone entrant in the singles, Gerald Raichman, qualified for the last eight
where he defeated the visitor from the Orange City Club, Glen Seaton, in a tie-breaker set
11-3, 6-7, 5-0, then fell to the ultimate winner, Mark Gorlicki (Western Suburbs
Leagues), 11-3, 9-5 in the semi-final.
The club was represented in the Triples event by the team of Arnold Javen, Gerald
Raichman and Michael Becker
and an entry headed by Ian
Ossher
alongside
David
Newman and Harry Black.
The Becker trio was successful
in the post sectional games with
two wins and one draw to go into
the quarter-final where they
defeated (29-12) a composite team
Michael Becker
Gerald Raichman
Arnold Javen,
skipped by John Green, before
exiting to the strong trio from the
Cronulla Club skipped by M. Willey by 30-19 after playing 23 ends.
Footnote: Jack Kampel’s injury was diagnosed as muscle tears on the side of the hip bone with
some inflammation of the bursa in that area. It has been treated with a cortisone injection and
physiotherapy. Kampel has now resumed playing lawn bowls.

JOHN WINEBERG’S PAIRS WIN IN MELBOURNE – Story, picture next page

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JANUARY 11, 2017
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Double Bay-Lindfield combination
wins Maccabi Carnival pairs title

Women’s Club
Champions 2016
MAJOR SINGLES:
IRIS KAMPEL
*Lorraine Becker
MINOR SINGLES
KATHY PASSMAN
*Judy Thomas
MAJOR PAIRS:
PAM STEIN
BARBARA SHOTLAND
*Lorraine Becker
Rene Saidman
HANDICAP PAIRS:
BARBARA SHOTLAND
JUDY THOMAS
*Rene Saidman
Hilda Filipovic

Double Bay’s John Wineberg (left) with Rod Silber, of the
Lindfield Bowling Club, after being presented with the Maccabi
Australia 2016 Bowls Carnival Pairs Gold Medals.

DURING the Xmas-New Year Holiday break
several Double Bay members competed in the 16th
Maccabi Australia Lawn Bowls Carnival at the
Melbourne Armadale Bowling Club.
The five-day carnival from December 26-30
attracted Maccabi-members from Sydney, Melbourne,
Perth and Adelaide.
Although rain interrupted play at times the Carnival
completed its scheduled Mixed Pairs and Mixed
Fours tournaments.
Double Bay’s John Wineberg was the most
successful bowler taking out the Pairs Gold Medal
with Rod Silber, of the Lindfield Bowling Club.
Their win by 13 shots over Tony Tate and Mike Brown
(WA) also earned them the Alan Rosenberg Pairs Shield.
In the semi-final they had a 12-shot margin over the
Victorian duo of Brian Rosenberg and Gary Lasky.
Double Bay was also represented by Louis Platus, Phil
Filler, Peter Kurta, Frank Mogor and Dafna Orbach.
Filler was named the Carnival’s Most Promising Bowler
and was awarded the Rueben Steinberg Trophy.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JANUARY 11, 2017

MAJOR TRIPLES:
RENE SAIDMAN
FAYE GLOVER
LESLEY JUDELMAN
*Marna Morris
Marilyn Davis
Rein Rowlands
MAJOR FOURS:
RENE SAIDMAN
MARIE THATCHER
JAN SHEDLEZKI
JUDI SNIDER
* Jan Frape
Marna Morris
Audrey Weinberg
Margo Michael
DUTCHIE BACKHOUSE
TROPHY FOR
NON-PENNANT PLAYERS:

EDITH JOCHELSON
MEG COLLINS TROPHY FOR
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER:

JUDI SNIDER

*Denotes Runner/s-up
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January a jinx for hot weather Wednesdays
SOARING temperatures in the first weeks of January in the
past three years, has compelled Double Bay Bowling Club
officials to call off play in the popular Wednesday Intra-Club
competitions.
Last week’s re-start after the Xmas-New Year holiday break of the
Wednesday competition scheduled for January 11, was abandoned
when the temperature was above the 33° Celsius mark as early as 9
am.
Last year on Wednesday, January 20, play was abandoned due to
the extreme heat and in 2015, on Wednesday, January 14, club
officials called bowlers from the greens mid-afternoon when the
heat soared to more than 40° Celsius.
The early decision to cancel last Wednesday’s play due to summer heat was the second
in the past three weeks.
On Wednesday, December 14, 2016, play was shelved due to a forecasted day of
excessive heat, which eventually reached an all-time December mid-afternoon high of
37.1° Celsius.
As was the case last week, club officials made the decision to postpone the competition
on Wednesday, December 14, as early as 9.30 am, when the temperature on the Double
Bay greens was recorded at 33°.
Making an immediate decision to cancel play due to anticipated heat wave conditions
avoided the situation of January 20 last year when players were called from the greens
minutes before play was timed to start.
Several teams had played their roll-ups and others had completed one or two ends when
officials called a halt.
Players were refunded the $12 match fee and invited to stay at the clubhouse for the
afternoon tea menu, which had already been set by the in-house caterer.
Officials are aware they have a duty of care to ensure that the club membership is not
subjected to extreme playing conditions, which includes heat and other excessive weather
circumstances.
TOUGH 2017 DRAW FOR
MAJOR FOURS CHAMPIONS

SEE
PAGE 2

2016 DRAWN PAIRS
NEAR DECISION

SEE
PAGE 3

Tough 2017 draw for Major Fours Champions
THE defending Major Fours Championship team has been given a tough
assignment in the first round of the 2017 title.
The combination of Eric Wainstein, Abe Cohen, Ray Novis and Alan
Saidman, which won the 2016 trophy from the Julian Engelman side of Wayne
Podger, Les Brem and David Newman, now face the formidable foursome
headed by the Jankelowitz brothers, Ray and Harold, alongside their regular
lead, Les Lilian with Michael Becker in the second’s spot.
Harold and Ray Jankelowitz with Lilian won the Major Fours in 2010 and
were runners up in 2008, while the Jankelowitz pair had Fred Ginsberg and Len
Simon in their team which took out the 2003 title.
The 2017 draw, which attracted a 16-team field, was also unkind to Julian
Engelman, but he has a new look unit of Trevor Rosenberg, John Rosen and
Barry Lazarus, which comes up against the all-Grade-1 team of Jack Kampel,
Doug King, Bernard Fridman and Walter Jacobs in the opening round.
Kampel, King and Fridman with Paul Baker took out the 2015 Fours, and with
Sid Glick in the lead, were finalists in 2014. Kampel also skipped the 2013
winners (with Baker, King and Glick), while in 2010 Kampel, King, Fridman
and Arnold Javen were beaten by the Jankelowitz brothers’ side in the 2010
final.
Given weather conditions to suit, the Major Fours final is calendared for
Saturday, February 25, with the first round to be completed by January 21.

Newcomer wins way into Veterans’ title decider
FRANK MOGOR, who has been a Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club member for
little more than 12 months, has won his way into the 2016 Veterans’
Singles Championship final.
He held on to win the semi-final match by a four shot margin from Peter
Erdos, who has been at the club since 2013.
Erdos, who showed his lawn bowls potential in last year’s Rookies
Singles tournament and who competed in Double Bay’s 2016 Grade-3
pennant squad, was slow off the mark against Mogor.
He lagged on the scorecard 6-20 before staging a whirlwind comeback
to add 11 shots before Mogor claimed the single and 21st shot which
Frank Mogor
propelled him into the final.
Peter Erdos
Mogor’s move into the challenge round followed last week’s 21-15 win
over long-time Double Bay member and the Registered Club’s Deputy
Chairman, Barrie Brickman.
Mogor is challenged for the title, which has only been part of the club’s
annual championship events since 2013, by the former Diamond Bay
member, Dominic Verre, who knocked out the six-grader, Cedric Amoils,
21-10 in the semi-final.
Verre’s path to the final included a three-shot margin win over the
club’s regular Grade 2 competitor, Rob Hutchins.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JANUARY 16, 2017
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Singles specialist in Drawn Pairs Final
BRANDON Conway, better-known at Double Bay for his record of club,
district and state singles wins, is one match away from adding the 2016
Drawn Pairs title to his trophy cabinet.
Partnered by six-grader, Cedric Amoils, Conway on Sunday defeated Trevor Rosenberg
and Peter Solomon 24-13 to enter the final.
Conway has won two Double Bay Major Singles events and has been runner-up on two
other occasions and has a singles victory over Australia’s worldRESULTS
renowned international competitor, Aaron Sherriff.
In recent years Conway has devoted more 2016 DRAWN PAIRS
time to lawn bowls and in 2015 completed
SECOND ROUND
the club’s Major “double” when he won the
Louis Platus 25
Singles and the Pairs, partnered by Dan
David Nathan
Flanagan, as well as the Mixed Pairs with
Barry Lazarus 11
Barbara Shotland.
Harold Roper
The last four teams in the 2016 Drawn Pairs
QUARTER-FINALS
Championship was decided over the weekend
Harold Jankelowitz 22
where three were skipped by Grade-1 players
Ross Ruzicka
Brandon Conway
for leads, who are regulars in the club’s lower
Cedric Amoils
Alan Saidman 16
graded pennant teams.
Len Simon
The fourth semi-final pair, which clashed
Brandon Conway 23
with Conway’s unit on Sunday, had the GradeCedric Amoils
3 listed Trevor Rosenberg at the head for Peter
Louis Platus 20
Solomon, a consistent regular Grade 6
David Nathan
competitor and the
SEMI-FINAL
winner of the 2014
Brandon Conway 24
Veteran Singles.
Cedric Amoils
But only once in the
Trevor Rosenberg 13
Drawn Pairs semi-final did the Rosenberg
Peter Solomon
duo have the scoreboard in their favour

leading 8-7 after 8 ends. From then it was
2016 VETERANS
Peter Solomon
all Conway & Co. who came away with
SINGLES
Trevor
Rosenberg
the match at 24-13 after playing 19 ends.
The top half of semi-final draw has
QUARTER-FINAL
Harold Jankelowitz, a Major Singles Champion, and Ross Ruzicka
Frank Mogor 21
Barrie Brickman 15
against Phillip Joel, a top-flight player with Major Championship
finals experience and the exuberant lower-graded Domanic Verre.
SEMI-FINAL
The Jankelowitz–Ruzicka unit were given a strong workout in the
Frank Mogor 21
Peter Erdos 17
quarter-final on Saturday by Alan Saidman and Len Simon, before
taking the match 22-16 by scoring five shots over the last three ends
Conway and Amoils were pushed for much of the quarter-final challenge by Louis Platus
and David Nathan, taking 13 of the 21 ends played, but it was Conway’s ability to apply the
pressure to score four shots on each of three ends, plus two counts of three, to be ahead 23-16
before taking the match 23-20.
Earlier, the Platus pair had won their second round clash against Barry Lazarus and Harold
Roper by a significant 14-shot margin, which included a six score on the fourth end and a five
collect on the 14th to run out winners 25-11.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JANUARY 16, 2017
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BOWLING
AGAIN
HIT BY
MID-WEEK

Wednesday
competition off,
but social games
as weather cools

DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club
officials last week made a prudent
decision to call off the January 18
restart of the Wednesday Intra Club
competition due to extreme heatwave
conditions, but gave the membership
the option of playing a social game
when cooling conditions were predicted
later in the day.
It was the second consecutive week that excessive heat compelled club officials to
cancel the Wednesday bowling program and the third in the past five weeks.
The early morning heat on Wednesday, January 18, reached an all-time record 30°
Celsius and peaked at 9 am at 33.5° when the club made the decision to postpone play
in the Intra-Club competition which has more than 90 players involved. Soon after the
Sydney weather bureau gave the temperature for the Eastern Suburbs at 36.5°.
However, with the Sydney Weather Bureau’s prediction of a mid-morning cool
change, officials made the decision to have the greens available later in the day for
members to play social games organised by the bowling administrators, Harry Black
and Gerald Weinberg.
CONTINUES PAGE 2

No change in club’s
championship match fees

WOMEN’S CLUB
CHALLENGE
FOR THREE PENNANTS

MAJOR FOURS
CHAMPIONS
SURVIVE
FIRST GAME

Report page 3

PAGE 6
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MEMBERS BRAVE THE HEAT FOR
WEDNESDAY’S SOCIAL PLAY
FROM PAGE 1

THE temperature on the Double Bay
Bowling Club at 1 pm last Wednesday (January 18) had dropped several
degrees when 26 members took to the greens for a few hours of social, but
competitive bowling.
A slight breeze was prevalent during the afternoon which ensured that the 3035 degree average didn’t create overly oppressive conditions.
Club officials arranged two games of pairs and three games in the triples
format.
The greens were running very quick, but true. Standard of play was quite high
with many of the club’s top tier players competing in evenly matched games.
General consensus of members’ opinion was that club officials decision to
keep the club open for the anticipated cool change was “good thinking”.
“Whilst I would not play in the conditions which fronted us in the morning, it
was good thinking to give the younger membership the opportunity to bowl if
circumstances changed for the better later in the day,” one veteran member told
Double Bay Watch this week.
Another said that he was disappointed that the weather had been such that he
had not “put a bowl down” since before Xmas, and he would not have taken up
the chance of playing in the afternoon when the temperature was in the 30°
range. “But,” he added “the idea of not closing the club was obviously the right
decision, especially when the prediction was for cooler conditions later in the
day.”
It was the third Wednesday in the past five weeks that excessive heat has
compelled the club management to cancel the day’s bowling program.
Last Wednesday-week, January 11, play was abandoned as early as 9 am when
the temperature was above the 33° mark.
On December 14, last year, play was shelved due to a forecasted day of
excessive heat, which eventually reached an all-time December mid-afternoon
high of 37.1° Celsius.
Heat also was the reason the club put a stop to play on Wednesday, January
20, 2016, and on Wednesday, November 18, 2015.
Officials say they have a duty of care to ensure that the club membership is
not subjected to extreme playing conditions, which includes heat and other
weather circumstances.
Wet weather has also compelled the cancellation of Wednesday lawn bowling in
recent times. Rain caused the “no play” sign to be displayed at Double Bay on July 20,
August 3 and 24, 2016.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH JANUARY 23, 2017
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THE Double Bay Men’s
Bowls
Committee
has No change in championship
failed in its bid to reduce
fees as $12 a game stays
the cost of competing in the
club’s annual championship matches.
Members at the Men’s Bowls Committee’s annual general meeting on October
23 said it was becoming an expensive commitment when entering any of the
regular club events.
They asked that an approach be made to the club management to review the charges
imposed on players entering club competitions.
Players are charged a $12 match fee when playing in each round of the Major and
other club championships. This includes a proportion allocated for afternoon tea or
other refreshments.
Members said that the fee should be reduced when matches are played on days when
no catering is involved.
The Men’s Bowls Committee, headed by president, Alan Rosenberg, last week
issued a statement which said that the club competition fees will
remain unchanged.
“The issue of fees payable in club competitions was raised by the
Bowls Committee with the Board of Directors,” the statement
said.
“Pursuant to a
Board
resolution
the status quo will remain as last year,
that is a $12 token (pictured) will be
required to be submitted by a player on
Members and visiting players competing
every occasion that they compete in a
2017 club championship event in the popular Double Bay Men’s Club
irrespective of the day or time on Monday and Wednesday Intra-Club
competitions can continue to wear either
which the game is played.
“The Bowls Committee must adhere their club uniform or neat alternate “mufti”
attire.
to this resolution and your co-operation
The matter of dress code for competitiveas players is requested in its social play was raised by the membership at
enforcement,” the statement added.
the Men’s Club’s recent annual general
Sixty four members have entered the meeting.
2017 Major Fours Championship
After consultation with members the Men’s
which will be played over five rounds Club Committee has decided that players will
involving 30 matches.
continue to be permitted to wear “mufti”.
However, members are reminded that the
Members are concerned that to play
through to the final, the eight players compulsory dress code when competing in
would have paid a combined $480 in club, Zone and other championships, is to
wear the registered Double Bay Club uniform.
match fees.
It was also noted at the Men’s Bowls
Club’s annual meeting that in the 12 months ended June 30, 2016, the membership
paid more than $119,000 in green fees, an increase of almost $24,000 over the
previous year.

“Mufti” to stay for
social competitions

DOUBLE BAY WATCH JANUARY 23, 2017
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Defenders scrape home in opening of Major Fours
THE team defending its 2016 Major Fours title on Saturday avoided a first
round loss by one shot, while a hot favourite combination skipped by Jack
Kampel was eliminated by a combination which included the skip of the
team which was last year’s runners-up.
The unchanged 2016 championship team of middle-graders, Eric Wainstein,
Alan Sacks, Ray Novis and Abe Cohen were given a “horror” first round draw
against the all-Grade-1 outfit of Ray and Harold
Jankelowitz, Michael Becker and Les Lilian, but
RESULTS
survived by a one-shot margin in a last end
2017 MAJOR FOURS
thriller.
FIRST ROUND
Wainstein was compelled to make a last minute
David Newman, Mark Sack
Wayne Podger, Ian Ossher 24
change to the four which took to the green on
d
Saturday, when Abe Cohen became unwell soon
Peter Gibbon, Alan Rosenberg
Len Sandler, Paul Baker 14
after arriving at the club and was substituted by
Trevor Rosenberg, John Rosen
John Wineberg.
Barry Lazarus, Julian Engelman 26
Surprisingly the Jankelowitz group led only
d
Walter Jacobs, Doug King
once on the scorecard at 11-10 after the 13th end.
Bernard Fridman, Jack Kampel 16
By the 18th Wainstein held sway at 18-12, but
Alan Sacks, Ray Novis
gave away three shots on the following two ends
Abe Cohen, Eric Wainstein 18
for a 18-15 lead with the 21st end to play.
d
Les Lilian, Michael Becker
Lilian, Becker and the Jankelowitz brothers
Harold and Ray Jankelowitz 17
applied the pressure and held a match-winning
Ronald Munz, Phil Filler
five shots when Wainstein played his last bowl
Gerald Raichman, Arnold Javen 22
d
which rolled in for third shot and the match at
Sam Abrahams, Rob Clark
18-17.
Max Thomas, Rob Hutchins 13
The exit of another top-shelf team, Jack
Peter Grunfeld, Peter Erdos
Kampel, Bernard Fridman, Doug King and
Alan Saidman, Sol Caganoff 31
d
Walter Jacobs, was a surprising result against the
James Flaxman, Eric Grusd
assemble headed by Julian Engelman, who
Ian Hadassin, Andrew Baker 11
skipped the runners-up in last year’s Major Fours
Rod Ferrer, Dan Flanagan
final.
Harry Black, Pepe Glick 23
d
This year Engelman had a new look combination
Dominic Verre, Lou Platus
of Barry Lazarus, John Rosen and Trevor
Peter Solomon, David Kellaway 14
Rosenberg, who were always in control and
Les Ginzberg, Maurice Boland
finished with a 10-shot (26-16) advantage over
Peter Levy, Gerald Weinberg 33
d
Kampel & Co.
Allan Kavnat, Barry Glover
After the 17th end Engelman’s team had the
David Nathan, Norman Morris 10
match in its keeping with the score at 26-7, but
Michael Rowley, Les Brem
relaxed the pressure to allow Kampel to collect
Phillip Joel, Brandon Conway 29
d
nine shots on the final three ends.
Sam Ginges, Harry Stein
Bernie Garden, Barrie Brickman 11

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
DOUBLE BAY WATCH JANUARY 23, 2017
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Easier for other Major Fours contenders
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

A dominant win was recorded by the Gerald Weinberg line-up of Les
Ginzberg, Maurice Boland and Peter Levy, which outplayed Norman
Morris team of David Nathan, Barry Glover and Allan Kavnat (substituted
by newcomer Glen Silver) by 33-10.
The match started with a Weinberg eight count and finished on the 19th with a
seven shots tally as his team won 11 ends.
There was a similar result when Sol Caganoff skipped his troupe of Alan
Saidman, Peter Erdos and Peter Grunfeld to a 31-11 decision over Andy Baker,
Ian Hadassin, Eric Grusd and James Flaxman, who wrapped up the match with
a total of 17 shots over the last six ends.
Brandon Conway’s strong line-up of Phillip Joel (substituted by Rob
Fetherston) Les Brem and Michael Rowley had little trouble moving past the
challenge from Barrie Brickman, Bernie Garden, (substituted by Sid Glick),
Harry Stein and Sam Ginges winning 29-11 after taking charge at mid-match
with a six registered on the 12th end.
Comfortable wins were reported by Ian Ossher’s team by 24-14 over Paul
Baker’s four, the Arnold Javen line-up staged a late comeback with eight shots
against the Rob Hutchins team to make the next round by 22-13, while the Pepe
Glick outfit (where Les Ferguson came in for the absent Harry Black) cruised
past the David Kellaway side by 23-14.
Club officials are pleased that weather conditions allowed all first round games to be
completed on schedule.
Second round matches are set for Saturday with the semi finals to be decided on Saturday,
February 4. Team skips are reminded that unavailable players must be substituted as no
postponements will be considered.

RESULT

Last four decided for Mixed semi-final

2016 MIXED PAIRS

Bernard Fridman and Judy Thomas held on to win their
way into the 2016 Mixed Pairs semi-final on Sunday.
They staved off a late challenge from Pepe Glick and Marie
Thatcher to make the semi-final where they will clash with the
husband and wife pairing of Julian and Carol Engelman.

Quarter-final
Bernard Fridman 24
Judy Thomas
d
Pepe Glick 17
Marie Thatcher

The winning pair will meet Ian Ossher and Barbara Shur, who
earlier qualified for the final with a 18-12 decision over Rod
Ferrer and Wendy Engelander.
After 15 ends Fridman-Thomas led 24-8;
then Glick and Thatcher ran off the next six
ends for nine shots to have the final score at
24-17.
Pepe Glick and Marie Thatcher (left)
with Judy Thomas and Bernard Fridman
Phil Filler photo
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Three grades challenge for 2017 Pennant honours
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club will field three teams in the Eastern Suburbs 2017
Pennant competition, which will include the defence of its 2016 Grade 2 title.
Last year Double Bay won the Grade 2 Pennant and for the first time claimed the Grade 4
pennant.
This year Double Bay’s Grade 4 team has been promoted to Grade 3 where it will clash
with the club’s other Grade 3 outfit.
As Eastern Suburbs District does not support a Grade 1 competition there is no promotion
for the club’s 2016 pennant-winning Grade 2 team.
The 2017 fixture list starts on Thursday, February 2, when the Pennant No. 3 Green side
faces Randwick, at home, while the Double Bay Grade 3 Blue team has a bye.
The two Grade 3 teams have a short season of six games, each having a bye and will play
each other twice.
The Grade 2 competition has an equally short season of six games, starting on Saturday.
February 4, against Randwick.
The club’s Pennant Selection committee headed by Barbara Shotland along with Lorraine
McLaughlin and Leike Becker, announced the squads for the three grades this week.
The Squads are:
Grade 2: Barbara Shur, Gail Black, Leikie Becker and Rene Saidman;
Marna Morris, Iris Kampel, Pam Stein and Barbara Shotland.
Grade 3: Greens (against Randwick) Pat Bryant (sub for Leslie Judelman), Florrie Cohen,
Kathy Passman and Lorraine McLaughlin;
Judi Snider, Margo Michael, Audrey Weinberg and Jan Frape.
Grade 3: Blues Alma Goldman, Frankie Grusd, Wendy Engelander and Judi Bihari;
Rein Rowlands, Jan Shedlezki, Carol Engelman and Barbara Hower.
Reserves: Jenny Welton, Pat Bryant, Faye Glover and Marilyn Davis.
Shotland said the selection committee urges every player to encourage and be supportive of
one another. “A positive and enthusiastic team is a happy and successful team,” she said.
Shotland said it is really important to understand that although reserves have been named,
every constituted club member is eligible to compete at pennant level and may be called upon
to do so during the upcoming season.

Double Bay Women’s Club’s team which won the Eastern Suburbs District Grade 2
Pennant last year.
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Veteran Singles title to first year member
FRANK Mogor competing in his
first Double Bay Men’s Club
championship event has won the
2016 Veterans Singles title.
He scored a comfortable win over
Domenico Verre on Saturday, scoring
on 14 of the 19 ends for a 23-8 result.
Consistency was the key to his
victory as Verre defended well for all
but three ends when he gave away a
four count on the fifth end and two of
three shots on the 18th and 19th ends.
Mogor has been a Double Bay
member for a little more than a year.
On his way to the title he knocked
out the experienced third-graders,
Frank Mogor (right) and Domenico Verre, the
Barrie Brickman and Peter Erdos.
2016 Veterans Singles finalists.
Photo by Phil Filler
Verre, a former Diamond Bay
member, also accounted for highergraded scalps in the early rounds including Grade 2 competitor, Rob Hutchins.

INCIDENT AND ACCIDENT
AS WEDNESDAY
THIS WEEK’S
COMPETITION
HEADLINES
RESTARTS
PAGE 2

FANCIED TEAMS
OUT OF 2017
MAJOR FOURS
TITLE RACE
PAGE 3

DATE SET FOR NEXT TWILIGHT BOWLS AND DINNER - PAGE 4

Incidents on and off the green: President’s collapse; top

player’s double “foot fault” at Australian Open tennis
AFTER a six-week break, due to the traditional Xmas-New Year holiday period and
three Wednesdays of postponements because of extreme hot weather, the Double Bay
Men’s Club’s Intra-Club competition resumed last Wednesday, January 25.
But it wasn’t without incident, as news broke that one of the club’s key Major
Championship and pennant performers, Jack Kampel, will be out of action for at least two
months after fracturing his right ankle and bruising the left one and Men’s Club President,
Alan Rosenberg, collapsed on the green and was taken to hospital for observation and tests.
The Wednesday competition’s pre-holiday break was scheduled after the round of
December 14, but this was called off due to heat. The programmed restart was set for
Wednesday, January 11, but this was also cancelled due to an excessively high heat
temperature, as was the fixtures of last Wednesday-week, January 18.
Club officials have now rescheduled the start of the Summer-Autumn edition of the
Wednesday competition for four weeks and any team changes should be immediately notified
to the Men’s Club secretary, Gerald Weinberg.
Jack Kampel’s accident occurred in Melbourne, when he and wife, Iris,
started their usual attendance at the final week of the Australian Open
tennis championships.
On their first night in Melbourne, accompanied by Double
Bay club-mates, Bernard Fridman and Judy Thomas, they were
returning to the hotel after an evening meal with the Kampels’
four daughters.
As they crossed the road to the hotel, Jack tripped as he missed the change of
the ground level and twisted both ankles. He was immobilised for more than
an hour waiting for an ambulance. Hospital x-rays revealed that the left ankle
was bruised and swollen, while the right ankle was fractured and would
require surgery.
Jack told Double Bay Watch that he was fitted with a moon boot (pictured),
was sold a set of crutches and flew back to Sydney the next day where he later
sought a second opinion from Dr. David Lunz, the orthopaedic surgeon, who
specialises in disorders of the foot and ankle, at Prince of Wales Hospital.
A second set of X-rays suggest that Jack will not need a right ankle operation.
“Dr Lunz is of the opinion that I will not need the operation as it is believed the fractured
fibula will eventually heal without surgery,” Jack said.
“I have an appointment with him on Thursday for a check up and I am hoping for good
news. I am managing to get around with the aid of crutches and still learning what I can and
can't do for myself around the unit,” he said and added: “All in all - it could’ve
been worse!”
Alan Rosenberg (pictured) in an email to the membership played down
the incident of his collapse during last Wednesday’s game.
“Now I know how to get the attention of the members, but I hope that I don’t
have to fall on the green to gain attention again. I know I felt dizzy, but I don’t
remember falling,” he emailed. Rosenberg expressed thanks to the members, many of whom
are of the medical profession, who came to his assistance, as well to those who later phoned
and sent get well wishes.
He said that the good news is that he is feeling better now and the doctor has referred him to
a cardiologist, but he would not return to the greens until he is given medical advice to do so.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH JANUARY 30, 2017
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Major Fours title now wide open
as fancied combinations bow out

RESULTS
2017 MAJOR FOURS

QUARTER-FINAL
THE 2017 Major Fours Championship has
David Newman, Mark Sack
Wayne Podger, Ian Ossher 23
been thrown wide open following the defeats
d
on Saturday of the teams skipped by Gerald
Trevor Rosenberg, John Rosen
Barry Lazarus, Julian Engelman 21
Weinberg and Julian Engelman.
Weinberg has headed teams to take out four
Rod Ferrer, Dan Flanagan
Harry
Black, Pepe Glick 16
Double Bay Major Fours Championships, while
d
Engleman was the skip of the unit which
Peter Grunfeld, Peter Erdos
Alan Saidman, Sol Caganoff 12
finished in last year’s runners-up spot.
Michael Rowley, Les Brem
Of the three teams which have so far qualified
Phillip Joel, Brandon Conway 25
for the semi-finals, only Brandon Conway and
d
Les Ginzberg, Maurice Boland
Pepe Glick have skipped Major Fours titlePeter Levy, Gerald Weinberg 19
holders at Double Bay.
TO PLAY
Glick was successful in 2012 with his team of
Alan Sacks, Ray Novis
Alan Rosenberg, Michael Becker and John
Abe Cohen, Eric Wainstein
v
Woods, which finished ahead of Conway’s side
Ronald Munz, Phil Filler
of Matt and Robert Fetherston and Mark Sack.
Gerald Raichman, Arnold Javen
Conway’s lone Major Fours Double Bay trophy

was in 2002 when his line up was Doug King,
2016 VETERAN SINGLES
Alan Rosenberg and Ken Wallis.
FINAL
On Saturday Conway’s combination of Michael
Frank Mogor 23
Rowley, Les Brem and Rob Fetherston (sub for
Domenico Verre 8
Phillip Joel) outstayed the Weinberg team of Les
Ginzberg, Maurice Boland and Les Ferguson
(sub for Peter Levy) with a late scoring surge of six shots on the 18th to 20th
ends to claim a 25-19 decision.
The Weinberg team was well behind at 5-19 after 14 ends, but hit the target
when it collected six shots on the 15th end to reduce the leeway to 11-19. Then it
added three shots followed by a four count to be only one shot behind (18-19)
with four ends to play, but couldn’t hold off the opposition’s run to the line.
In an evenly contested event Pepe Glick, Harry Black, Dan Flanagan and Rod
Ferrer got home by four shots (16-12) over Sol Caganoff, Alan Saidman, Peter
Grunfeld and Peter Erdos.
Of the 21 ends seven were decided with two shots, while the other 14 were
single counts.

There was only two shots separating the two teams when Ian Ossher skipped his
team of Wayne Podger, Mark Sack and David Newman against the Engelman line up
of Barry Lazarus, Sid Glick (sub for John Rosen) and Trevor Rosenberg
Again it was a late charge which decided the outcome. Engleman was well ahead
after 16 ends on 21-11, only to allow the opposition to take over with a tally of 12
shots to run out winners 23-21.
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BOOK NOW FOR NEW FIVE-WEEK SEASON

“Full house” likely for popular bowls and dinner evenings
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s highly-rated Twilight Bowls and Dinner,
which resumes for a five-week competition next month, is expected to
attract a “full house”, according to Men’s Committee
member and organiser, Phil Filler (pictured).
Included in the list of competitors is Lorraine Becker, who aims
to retain the unofficial tag as the Twilight Champion when the
Summer-Autumn edition starts on Thursday February 16. Becker
took out the Spring Twilight-Dinner Bowling Championship
$250 first prize in November.
Filler said this week that many of the entrants have returned
from their highly enjoyable previous experience of the event and there is a
sprinkling of new competitors.
“Not surprisingly there are a number of husband-and-wife entries reflecting the
great social interaction that occurs on the nights. Unquestionably the quality of
the food is also a great drawcard as numerous participants have indicated that
their non-playing spouses will join after the bowls for the evening meal,” he
said.
Organisers are encouraged that a number of the club’s “better bowlers” will
compete in the three-bowls pairs format, while there will be a need for triples
games to accommodate players who prefer a social atmosphere.
This may also be a requisite with the number of rinks available at this time of
the year is usually no more than 14.
Filler said that cost has been retained at $30 which includes two games of 10end bowls, an exquisite meal and prizes.
“Those considering joining in the upcoming Twilight Bowls and Dinner
competition should hurry with their entry, because we can only accommodate a
maximum of 50 players,” he added
DOUBLE BAY WATCH JANUARY 30, 2017
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Women’s club adds another $2600 to Children’s Hospital

DONATIONS NOW TOTAL $58,500

Double Bay Women’s Club made its annual donation to the Randwick Children's Hospital
Research Foundation at its half-yearly membership meeting last week when president, Iris
Kampel, handed a $2600 cheque to the Foundation’s representative, Conla Ni Rafferty
(right). The club has now raised more than $58,500 for the Children’s Hospital.

WOMEN’S FINANCIAL ASSETS MOVED TO REGISTERED
CLUB NOW MAKING DOUBLE BAY A “UNIFIED CLUB”
AS

STORY
PAGE 4

Club asks for Six Pennant grades
DOUBLE Bay’s Men’s Club wants to field six teams in the upcoming 2017 Zone 13
Pennant Competitions.
It has nominated teams to compete in Grade 1 (Metropolitan Division) and Zone 13’s
Grade 2, 4, 5, 6 and 7. This is one more Grade than the club fielded last year.
The last time Double Bay competed with six pennant teams was in 2013 when
it contested the now defunct Zone 11’s Grades 1-6.
Zone 13 has yet to announce the make-up of its 2017 GRADING
pennant competition, but has already completed the form DETAILS
of its Grade 1 Metropolitan competition.
LIKELY
Double Bay, which finished fourth in 2016, will again
play in the Grade 1 Metro Conference Section 1 against THIS WEEK
two other former Zone 11 clubs, Waverley and Ashfield DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club’s
Chairman of Selectors, Gerald
as well as Belrose and North Sydney,
They will compete on a home-and-away basis with each Weinberg (pictured), said on
club having two byes in the 10-game competition from Monday that he expects Zone
13 to announce the 2017
March 4 to May 13.
Club officials are anxious to have a Grade 7 entry to Pennant Gradings this week.
He will attend the Zone 13
accommodate the number of recent new members now
delegates meeting tonight
available for pennant competition.
(Monday, February 6) at the
The 2016 results of the Grade 3 team prompted the
Ramsgate Bowling Club, when
decision not to compete this year at this level.
the 2017 Pennant details
should be finalised.
Hip fracture rather than ankle would
He said from experience he
have been better for Jack Kampel!
suggests that there may be
difficulties with the pennant
groupings as the Zone
JACK Kampel, Double Bay’s regular Grade 1
requires either 6, 12 or 18
player is expected to miss the first rounds of the
teams in each grade to ensure
2017 pennant competition while he recovers from
that five home and five away
injuries to both ankles.
games are played in each
During a recent visit to Melbourne he fractured his
section.
right ankle and bruised the left one.
If there are an odd number
The latest medical report confirmed there is no need
of
entries they may promote
for an operation on the right ankle.
or
relegate
teams, he said.
With the pennant season around the corner, Kampel
Weinberg said that the
last week asked the doctor when would it be possible
Grade
1 draw will again be a
to get back onto the greens.
strong challenge for Double
“The doctor quipped that if bowls was a priority I
Bay.
should have broken my hip. The recovery time for that
Games against Belrose and
is much quicker than my fractured ankle,” Kampel told
North
Sydney will be tough.
Double Bay Watch on Monday.
Ashfield has lost a few
“In the meantime, he suggests that I get some physio
interstate players, but gained
on my other foot - which is still swollen and bruised.
some new members, while
“The next check-up is in five weeks. If all’s OK, the
Waverley will probably field
medical boot can come off and then it will take another
the same squads as last year,
month after that,” Kampel added.
he said.
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Defending champs
fail in bid to retain
Major Fours title
THE bid by the defending champions to
become the first four players to retain the
Major Fours Title at Double Bay in the past
16 years, failed at the semi-final stage on
Saturday.

The defending Major Fours team
Eric Wainstein, Abe Cohen,
Ray Novis and Alan Sacks.

RESULTS

2017 MAJOR FOURS
Since the merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club in
2001 no same team makeup has won the Major
QUARTER-FINAL
Alan
Sacks, Ray Novis
Fours in consecutive years.
Abe Cohen, Eric Wainstein 18
Eric Wainstein’s unit of Abe Cohen, Ray Novis
d
Ronald Munz, Phil Filler
and Alan Sacks won the 2016 title from Julian
Gerald Raichman, Arnold Javen 7
Engelman, Wayne Podger, Les Brem and David
SEMI-FINALS
Newman, and looked to be in line to create a
David Newman, Mark Sack
record second title win.
Wayne Podger, Ian Ossher 26
On Saturday they came unstuck in the 2017 semid
Alan
Sacks,
Ray Novis
final against the four skipped by the consistent Ian
Abe Cohen, Eric Wainstein 17
Ossher alongside Mark Sack and two of last year’s
Rod Ferrer, Dan Flanagan
runners-up, Wayne Podger and David Newman, on
Harry Black, Pepe Glick 21
a 26-17 scoreline.
d
Michael Rowley, Les Brem
Twenty-four hours earlier, when Les Ferguson
Phillip Joel, Brandon Conway 19
substituted for the unwell Abe Cohen, their hopes
were still alive as they eased past the challenge
from Arnold Javen’s team, Gerald Raichman, Phil Filler and Ronald Munz after 19
ends by 18-7.
In the other semi-final, the multi-time holder of club Major championship trophies,
Pepe Glick took his unit of Rod Ferrer, Dan Flanagan and Harry Black into the 2017
Major Fours final with a narrow 21-19 decision over Brandon Conway, Phillip Joel,
Les Brem and Michael Rowley.
The Glick unit was behind Conway until it scored five shots on the 16th end to take
the lead at 16-15. It continued the pressure to add five shots until the 20th end when
they were ahead 21-16 and finished on 21-19.
In the quarter-final, Wainstein’s outfit outplayed Javen’s team, racing to a 10-3
advantage at the half-way point and maintained the ascendency throughout with a run
of eight shots to the 19th end when the result was declared.
With Ferguson continuing for the absent Cohen in the semi-final, the Weinstein and
Ossher teams were neck-and-neck until the 13th end when Ossher and Co. chalked up
a tally of six shots to take command at 17-10.
Wainstein replied with a four count on the 15th (14-20) but, by then the bird had
flown, and Ossher regained the hold and the spot in the final by a nine shot margin.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

DBWBC assets transferred to Registered Club
DOUBLE BAY Women’s Club (DBWBC) has transferred its assets and the main
financial control to the Registered Club’s Board of Management.
This was revealed to its membership at the half-yearly meeting on
Tuesday, January 31, 2017, by President, Iris Kampel (pictured).
Kampel said that several months ago the Board informed the Women’s
Club that merging the financial liabilities with the Registered Club into
one financial system was not only essential from an accounting point of
view, but the right way to go to make Double Bay a unified club.
“With the Registered Club’s installation of the MYOB software program it seemed
logical for DBWBC to integrate and streamline financial workings and at the same time
consolidate all its assets with the Registered Club. As a result we will now function with
one financial system and be a united entity,” she told the membership.
“Discussions were held and the Women’s Club’s management drew up points of
reference thought to be important for the Board to approve and minuted regarding this
new arrangement,” she said.
The decision follows the successful financial mergers of other leading Sydney women’s
bowling clubs such as Mosman and Taren Point.
Kampel said that she consulted with Wendy Herbert, a member of the Constitutional
Committee of NSW Women’s Bowls, with Julie Hayden, past president of Mosman
WBC, and with Barbara Holden, a past NSW treasurer from the Taren Point WBC.
The advice received was that their club’s are running as one entity most efficiently and
from an accounting point of view it is also more cost effective.
Kampel said that it was also recommended that the club’s committee portfolio of
treasurer should be renamed as the Finance Officer.
“DBWBC will run as before with our management having full control of the workings
and objectives that we wish to pursue,” she said.
“But we will change the title of treasurer to Finance
ASSETS TRANSFERRED
Officer, who will have control of all our monetary
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club's
requirements and will liaise with the Board’s
bank account was closed on
Treasurer and club manager to present invoices for
February 1, 2017, with the assets
payments to be made on behalf of Double Bay
transferred to the Double Bay
Bowling Club (DBBC) account.
Women’s Club.”
Kampel said that Registered Club’s Board accepted
The Women’s Club’s fixed
deposit maturing in June, 2017,
the women’s committee’s financial strategy and
will also be transferred to the
other important criteria.
DBBC account.
“The Finance Officer will have sole control of petty
The prestigious Invitation Triples
cash to administer the DBWBC sundry expenses.
Tournament will be convened and
She will keep a record of all transactions and meet
administered as before by the
with the treasurer or club manager on a regular basis.
Women’s Club.
“The Finance Officer will no longer present reports
as all the transactions of the DBWBC will be reflected in the DBBC annual report, but
current financial details will be provided for our management meetings,” Kampel added.
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STRONG ENTRY IN BID TO RETAIN
DISTRICT SENIORS FOURS TITLE

UNBEATEN
SINCE
INCEPTION

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club will have a strong 2017
representation when it attempts to maintain its
unbeaten record in the Eastern Suburbs Women’s Bowling Association’s
District Seniors Fours events.
The club has four teams entered for the State Seniors and one combination
seeking the Open Fours District title.
The championships are set for Monday,
February 13, at the Hillsdale Club.
Double Bay has an unbeaten record in the
Eastern Suburbs Senior Pairs title. A club
entry has won the title every year since it
was introduced in 2012.
Last year’s winning combination was Jan
Frape, Gail Black, Lorraine Becker and
The 2016 District Senior Fours
Rene Saidman.
Champions (from left) Jan Frape, Gail
The District winners move into the
Black, Lorraine Becker and Rene
Saidman.
Regional Fours Playoffs later this year.
Teams: Seniors
*Rene Saidman, Barbara Shur, Gail Black,
Lorraine Becker.
*Kathy Passman, Faye Glover, Alma Goldman,
Barbara Hower.
*Judy Bihari, Lesley Judelman, Rein Rowlands,
Pat Bryant.
*Barbara Shotland, Marie Thatcher,
Marna Morris, Iris Kampel.
Team: Open
*Jan Frape, Wendy Engelander, Margo Michael,
Audrey Weinberg.

DOUBLE BAY
WOMEN’S CLUB
2017 PENNANT RESULTS
Grade 2
DOUBLE BAY 70 - (5 points)
RANDWICK 28 - (0 pt)
.
Grade 3 (1)
RANDWICK 45 - (4½ pts)
DOUBLE BAY 32 - (½ pt)
Grade 3 (2)
RANDWICK 56 - (5 pts)
DOUBLE BAY 21 - (0 pt)

LIFE MEMBER SLIPS INTO A WRIST CAST
Double Bay Women’s Club kept up with Men’s Club news last week when
its Life Member, Juliette Friedlander, did a “Jack Kampel” when she had
an encounter with an uneven street surface.
She was walking in Rose Bay when she tripped to the ground; the result
of which required her left wrist to be put in plaster as pictured.
Jack Kampel, one of the Men’s Club leading players, suffered injuries to
both ankles in an street accident while in Melbourne two weeks ago and
will out of lawn bowling action for at least two months. SEE ALSO PAGE 2
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 6, 2017
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FIRST HEAT, NOW RAIN PUTS
DAMPENER ON WEDNESDAYS
THE Double Bay playing membership again lost a day’s play
last Wednesday (February 8) as rain took the place of heat to
compel club officials to call off another day of bowling.
With the Tuesday’s record rainfall soaking the Double Bay greens,
followed by overnight downpours and a heavy shower just before 10
O’clock on Wednesday morning, club officials had no option but to
postpone the Wednesday intra-club competition which has a listing of
near 100 men and women players.
Soon after 9 am they notified the Website Master, Peter Wyner, to
change the day’s weather sign to X and then emailed the membership
advising that the club would be closed due to inclement weather.
It was the third week this year that the Wednesday matches were
called off owing to severe weather conditions, twice because of
excessive heat.
The 2017 re-start of the Wednesday program set for January 11, was
abandoned as early as 9 am that day when the temperature was above
the 33° Celsius mark.
The following Wednesday, January 18, club officials again made an
early decision to delay the start of the regular competition because of
the continuing extreme heat, but some players took up the option of
playing a social game when the predicted cooling conditions arrived
later in the day.
On Wednesday, December 14, play was shelved due to a forecasted
day of excessive heat, which eventually reached an all-time December
mid-afternoon high of 37.1°
Rain also took its toll on Wednesday playing conditions last year
when the “no play” sign was displayed at Double Bay Bowling Club
on July 20, August 3 and 24.

INSIDE
WOMEN
PENNANT
BOWLERS
BRAVE HEAT
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Mixed results for Double
Bay in Zone Fours events
DESPITE heat conditions the sectional rounds of the
2017 Zone 13’s NSW State Fours and the Zone’s
Presidents Fours Championships were played at the
weekend.
In the State Fours Double Bay’s best result came from the Ian
Ian Ossher and Andy
Ossher combination of Wayne Podger, Trevor Rosenberg and
Baker
Peter Grunfeld, while Double Bay has one of its two entries in a
sectional final of the Presidents championship.
The Ossher unit had the tough draw in the Open’s Section 4, being one of only five first round
matches set for Saturday morning, when they finished ahead on the Taren Point greens from
Marrickville’s challengers fronted by D. Minihan.
In the Saturday afternoon clash they had an easier decision over J. Doyle (Cronulla) 26-7, then on
Sunday morning in the section semi-final came up against one of the Zone’s top-flight teams of three
Taren Point skips headed by Wayne Turley alongside John Green, David Axon and Mike Nagy and
found the opposition too classy on a 27-6 score line.
It was the Turley team which took out Double Bay’s Sol Caganoff entry of Gerald Raichman, Paul
Baker and Alan Saidman in the second round by 22-9, while at Grandviews Bowling Club Pepe Glick,
Rod Ferrer, Harry Black and Arnold Javen lost 18-14 against an Alexandria Erskineville team headed
by Wal Picklum.
Also at Grandviews Walter Jacobs took command of the team of Len Sandler, John Rosen and Eric
Grusd, but exited in the first round to Randwick’s S. Ford by a single shot 20-19
The Bernard Fridman make-up at Taren Point of Gerald Weinberg, Peter Levy and Doug King had
their second round game rescheduled to the morning and won 27-10 against a Waverley team of
Whitbourne, Ellis, Anlezark and skip George Sotiriou. On Sunday morning they couldn’t match the form
of the Engadine four of Dave Ferguson going out 22-10.
Ray and Harold Jankelowitz with Michael Becker and Les Lilian were also at Taren Point for a round
two encounter against home ground skip, P. Armstrong and finished behind 23-12.
The entry skipped by Brandon Conway at Grandviews had a last minute substitute problem
compelling a forfeit to Taren Point’s J Chapman, the team which went on to reach the Section 2 final.

In the Zone 13 Presidents Fours Championship at Western Suburbs Leagues, Double
Bay’s Andy Baker team of David Nathan, Sam Abrahams and Phil Filler also had a first
round bye, then received a forfeit from their second round opponents of the Alexandria
Erskineville Club, which put them into Section’s 3 semi-final on Sunday morning.
In the semi-final the Double Bay team, which had to make a substitution when Phil Filler became
unavailable and was replaced by Norman Morris, kept its cool against the Moorefield four headed by C.
Crosby.
Each player traded shots with his opposition for much of the match. However, Baker played a typical
skip’s game by reducing the count when the team was behind or by producing the perfect bowl to claim
the shot. The Double Bay four only really broke away towards the end for a four shot margin at 21-17.
The team now faces Earlwood Bardwell Park’s L. Warner four in the sectional final, which has been
rescheduled for Saturday morning at Grandviews.
Earlier in the Presidents event, Double Bay’s Max Thomas’ team of Sam Ginges, Ross Ruzicka and
David Kellaway had a first round bye and its second round was postponed to Sunday morning when
they fell 25-17 to the well-disciplined combination from Taren Point skipped by C. James.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH FEBRUARY 13, 2017
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SIX 2017 PENNANT TEAMS,
BUT GRADE 2 MISSES OUT
DOUBLE BAY Men’s Club will have six teams competing
in the upcoming 2017 Zone 13 State Pennant Competition.
This was decided last week by Zone 13’s Bowls Co-ordinator and Match Committee
Chairman, Cameron Curtis, of Grandviews Bowling Club, and announced at a club
delegates’ meeting attended by Double Bay’s Chairman of Selectors, Gerald
Weinberg.
Fielding six pennant teams requires a
Dilemma for club selectors
pool of a minimum of 72 players
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club selectors face a
available each week during the 10dilemma
following the Zone 13 decision to
week season starting on Saturday,
“demote” its Grade 2 team to Grade 3 in the
March 4 to May 6, with a break over
upcoming 2017 pennant competition.
the Easter holiday period (April 14This means that Grade 1 players could be
17).
ineligible to compete two divisions lower in Double
Double Bay’s proposal to compete in
Bay’s Grade 3 team.
Grade 1 (Metropolitan) had already
There is a similar situation with this year’s Grade
been approved.
3 playing contingent, which is made up of last
Double
Bay
also
requested year’s Grade 2 team.
representation in Zone 13’s Grades 2,
Week-to-week changes in the makeup of
4, 5, 6 and 7 which was considered by
pennant sides is customary due to various
situations such as injuries, health and other
the Match Committee, but it decided
that Double Bay’s Grade 2 team problems.
One of Double Bay’s problems is, would a player
would compete in Grade 3 along with
from
last year’s Grade 2 team competing in the
11 other clubs. However, it approved
2017 Grade 3 side, be qualified to play in Grade 4,
Double Bay’s listing for teams in
two grades lower than his registered standard?
Grades 4, 5, 6 and 7.
Double Bay’s Chairman of Selectors, Gerald
The Match Committee’s pennant Weinberg, has written to the Zone’s Bowls cogradings were based on the number of
ordinator, Cameron Curtis, for a clarification of the
entries received for each grade.
situation.
In the case of Grade 2, only eight
He has stressed that the situation is not of Double
Bay’s making and could have a adverse effect on
clubs applied, so this had to be
player’s attitude to pennant play, if they are
reduced to six. The makeup in
choosing the final six clubs for this “benched” instead of participating in a one grade
lower team.
year’s Grade 2 pennant was based
upon past results, which resulted in
Clovelly being the lone Eastern
Suburbs representative.
Where there is an odd-number of
clubs in a grade, Zone officials will
T
consider having composite teams
The Double Bay Men’s Club selectors (l-r)
from two clubs to avoid including a
Barrie Brickman, Julian Engelman, John
bye during the season.
Rosen, Harry Stein and chairman
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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Sectional draw for pennant grades to come
 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Zone 13 has selected the clubs to contest for the 2017 Pennant honours, but
has yet to announce the sectional team makeup
of Grades 3 to 7.
HAPPY
Only Grade 2 will be contested without a
WITH
sectional playoffs.
SIX GRADES
The largest number of clubs competing in one
grade is 24 in Grade 5. It will be played in four
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club
sections which has a long list of former Zone 11
President, Alan Rosenberg,
clubs
including Double
Bay, Alexandria
said this week it is
Erskineville, Ashfield, Bondi, Bronte, Clovelly,
wonderful that the club will
Coogee, Diamond Bay, Eastlakes, Matraville,
be fielding six teams in this
year’s Zone 13 pennants.
Randwick, Waverley and Wests Leagues.
“Our inclusion in Grade 7
Twenty three clubs are listed for Grade 6 which
for the first time in a number
will also compete in four sections. Local challenges
of years, will enable our new
for Double Bay could come from Randwick,
players to show their ability in
Alexandria Erskineville, Coogee, Hillsdale,
the pennant competition,” he
Leichhardt and Marrickville.
said.
Rosenberg said he can
Only three of the 17 teams in Grade 7’s three
appreciate that members will
sections are from the Eastern Suburbs, Double Bay,
be disappointed that the club
Eastlakes and Waverley. The majority is from the
will not have a Grade 2 side
well-established Zone 13 outfits including Taren
this year..
Point, Sutherland, Sylvania, Caringbah, Cronulla
“It means that the Grade 3
and Engadine.
combination will still be our
‘second side’ and will be
Double Bay’s opposition in the two sectional
playing in a very strong
Grade 3 contest could come via familiar opponents
competition,” he said.
from Alexandria Erskineville, Eastlakes, Leichhardt
“Let us show our true spirit,
and South Coogee, as well as strong teams from
win the section and gain
Taren Point, Blakehurst and Cronulla.
promotion for next year,”
There is tough opposition ahead for the Double
Rosenberg added
Bay in Grade 4, where the 12 clubs will be divided
into two sections. Local area contestants are Bronte, Hillsdale and Randwick.
Only two Zone 13 clubs, Taren Point and Engadine are competing in all seven
grades and both have two teams in Grade 7.
Double Bay’s best Grade 7 performance was in 2006 when it won the Zone 11
pennant and competed in the State finals, but was out-graded by more
experienced teams from outer-Sydney and country clubs.
Of the players who competed in the 2006 Grade 7 State finals at Wentworth
League Bowling Club only Mark Reisin, Maurice Boland, Bernie Hirst,
Michael Weinberg, Sam Ginges and Vivian Diamond are still on the Double
Bay membership list.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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Last chance to enter
Twilight bowls games
ONLY a handful of places are available for
Double Bay’s popular Twilight Bowls and
Dinner competition which rolls off on
Thursday.
Organisers have set a limit on the number
of participants and with 44 spots already
taken, it will be a case of “first in” before this Wednesday (February 15) will fill the vacancies.
The first 2017 edition starts on Thursday February 16 and carries a Championship prize of $250.
Each evenings play costs $30 which includes two games of 10-end bowls, an exquisite dinner menu
and prizes.
Members are reminded that non-bowlers who, want to enjoy the sumptuous dinner, can book a seat
at a table at the special price of $25, which also includes participation in the lucky door prize.
Advance booking for the dinner is required for catering purposes.
Organiser, Phil Filler said on Monday that it is important that all participants arrive by 4.45 pm when
the competition rules as well as the scoring system is explained to those competing for the first time in
the five-week event. Due to daylight conditions it is important that play starts at 5 pm.
There is now an “Away List” where competitors give notice of upcoming Thursdays on which they are
unavailable. This gives organisers time to arrange substitutes.

DOUBLE BAY’S 2006 GRADE 7 ZONE 11 PENNANT WINNERS

Pictured receiving the 2006 Zone 11 Grade 7 Pennant Pins are (from left) Mark Reisin,
Brian Grill, Vivian Diamond, Jack Grossberg, Michael Weinberg, Morris Karet, Sam Ginges,
Bernie Hirst, John Michelin, Spike Meyerson, Max Katz and Sid Helprin

 FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Since 2006 Double Bay has competed only once in a Grade 7 pennant. That was in
2015 when the club management answered a Zone 11 call to make available players to
form a composite team with Diamond Bay in a four-club contest.
The team scored only four points from its six games and for most matches Double
Bay provided two thirds of the players including Frank Mogor, Ross Ruzicka, Sam
Ginges, Al Rowlands, David Ossher, James Flaxman, Eric Frenkel, David Nathan,
Mark Reisin, Bernie Hirst and Neville New.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH FEBRUARY 13, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Women brave heat to play District pennant games
DOUBLE BAY Women’s Club pennant players braved last Thursday’s
heat to compete in two Eastern Suburbs District matches.
Although Sydney’s temperature
maximised at 32° Celsius during
1
Thursday, conditions on the Double
Bay greens were within the NSW
Bowls chart of heat limits.
Players said that it was “hot”
playing, but a slight breeze helped
keep the temperature around the 2930 degree mark as the two Double
Bay Grade 3 teams clashed and the
2
Grade 2 hosted Clovelly.
In the Grade 3 encounter the
Double Bay (Green) team (picture
1) of Judi Snider, Margo Michael,
Audrey Weinberg, Jan Frape (skip
and (picture 2) Lesley Judelman,
Florrie Cohen, Kathy Passman, and
with Lorraine McLaughlin (skip)
defeated the Double Bay (Blue)
3
team (picture 3) line-up of Rein
Rowlands, Jan Shedlezki, Carol
Engelman, Barbara Hower (skip)
and (picture 4) Alma Goldman,
Frankie Grusd, Wendy Engelmann,
Judi Bihari (skip) by 46 shots to 32.

GRADE 2 ON WAY TO TITLE

4

The Grade 2 team continued its path
to retain the District Pennant title
with a solid 54-26 shot margin
over Clovelly.
The teams were Barbara Shur, Gail
Black, Leikie Becker with Rene Saidman
skip, and Iris Kampel, Marna Morris,
Pam Stein, Barbara Shotland as skip.
PHOTOS BY PAM STEIN
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TODAY, Monday, February 13, Double Bay
celebrates its 75th Birthday.
It was on this date in 1942 that Double Bay
Bowling Club Limited was formed and a few
months later on July 4, the club was officially
opened by the Mayor of Woollahra in the
presence of the President of the Royal NSW
Bowling Association.
On July 17, the initial club meeting was called and in
the first year, the membership was 46, made up of 39 full members and 7 social
members - then some 12 months later, the first President’s Day was held on March 20,
1943.
The club’s 25th Anniversary was marked on July 16, 1967, with a peak membership of
351, of which 240 were “full members”, 41 were “provisional members” (who could not
play on Saturdays and Wednesdays) and 57 “social members”.
The Women’s Club was established on May 22, 1978, with a limited membership of 50
but with licensing Court approval was increased to 125 a short time later.
In 1992 on its 50th year Double Bay’s membership had steadied to 289 with 147 full
male members and 102 women.

IN more recent history, on October 4, 2000, Double Bay
Bowling Club merged with Rose Bay Bowling Club.
At that time the Rose Bay Bowling
Club membership was 169, with 48
being women (and 19 social
members). The Double Bay Bowling
Club membership was 160, with 48
Rose Bay’s
of the Women’s Club.
farewell cake
Three days later the members of
the two clubs met officially for the first time at a
dinner in the Double Bay Club after the first joint
meeting of playing members on the Double Bay greens.
The president of the merging
By 2014 the Member's Register grow to 260 (171 male
Rose Bay Bowling Club
Gerald Weinberg speaking at
and 89 female). and a new website was developed inthe dinner which welcomed
house featuring Monday, Wednesday competition
the membership to Double
results, while the latest news about the club activities
Bay.
At right Leon Portrate the
reported in the internal weekly newsletter Double Bay
Double Bay chairman.
Watch became a regular link on the website. At the
same time Wi-Fi Internet clubhouse link was made available to members and visitors.
Most recently the Registered Club’s board of management has given its Future
Mission Statement saying it is determined to attract the community at large to the
club, to be informative and offer the best facilities to members and visitors.
Ideas are being developed to this end and implemented as deemed appropriate to
ensure Double Bay Bowling Club continues to thrive and remains "the place to be".
However, details of the 75th Anniversary celebratory events are still to be announced.
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WOMEN’S DISTRICT SENIOR FOURS
TITLE REMAINS AT DOUBLE BAY

CLUB TITLE
HOLDERS
SINCE
INCEPTION

The foursome of Marie Thatcher, Marna Morris, Iris Kampel and Barbara Shotland last
week kept up the Double Bay Women’s Club’s dominance of the Eastern Suburbs District
Senior Fours Championship with a 20-11 win over Matraville.
REPORT PAGE 5

FIRST FOUR 2017
MAJOR CHAMPS
THE first-time team make-up of
(l-r) Wayne Podger, Mark Sack,
David Newman and skip, Ian
Ossher, scored a convincing nineshot win on Saturday to claim the
Men’s Club’s 2017 Major
Fours Championship.
PHIL FILLER PHOTO

DETAILS PAGE 2

IAN OSSHER TEAM COMES UP TRUMPS
IN 2017 MAJOR FOURS CHAMPIONSHIP
FOUR regular players in Double Bay’s 2016 Grade 2 pennant team
combined on Saturday to win the 2017 Major Fours Championship.
The first-time teaming of Ian Ossher, Wayne Podger, Mark Sack and David
Newman, scored a 23-14 title victory over the A-grade unit of Pepe Glick,
Harry Black, Dan Flanagan and Rod Ferrer.
The Ossher four had not previously played as a team, although they had
competed in sides which contested last year’s Grade 2 pennant competition.
Ian Ossher is following in the footsteps of his late father, David, who was a
multi-winner of Major titles at Rose Bay Bowling Club.
It was a first Double Bay Major Championship title for Ossher, Newman and
Podger, while for Podger and Newman they went one better than in last year’s
Major Fours when they were in the Julian Engelman combination which took
the runners-up prize.
Ossher’s second player, Mark Sack, was a Major Triples winner in 2010 and a
runer-up in the 2012 Fours team
Pepe Glick’s team,
except for Ferrer, who
was
a
top-flight
competitor
at
the
Lindfield Club, was
well experienced in the
pressure of Double Bay
Bowling Club’s Major
Champinship finals.
The 2017 Major Fours runners-up Pepe Glick, Harry
Glick has won Pairs,
Black, Dan Flanagan and Rod Ferrer
Triples and Fours titles,
Flanagon was in last year’s Triples championship team and with Brandon
Conway, won the 2015 Pairs, while Black has trophies for Pairs and Fours titles
as well being a runner-up in all Majors, bar the Singles.

NINE SHOTS IN TWO ENDS SWINGS FINAL
There was little to choose between
the two finalists in the early ends, but a
four count on the sixth and a five collect
on the 11th swung the match in
Ossher’s favour.
By the 13th end Glick’s challenge was
nine shots in arrears at 7-16, which
only slightly improved after scoring

three shots on each of the 15th and 17th
ends to lag 13-18.
Ossher’s team wrapped up the match
with four shots on the 19th end to be
ahead 23-13.
Despite collecting a single on the next
Glick conceded the title to the Ossher
four at 23-14.

CLUB PRESIDENTS FOUR OUTCLASSED IN ZONE’S SECTION FINAL – Page 3
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Opposition too good in Zone 13’s
Presidents Fours section decider
DOUBLE Bays team in a sectional final of the Zone 13
Presidents Fours Championship was outclassed at Grandviews Bowling
Club on Saturday morning.
The side of Andy Baker, Sam Abrahams, Phil Filler and David Nathan, was
overwhelmed by a powerful set from Earlwood Bardwell Park (EBP) by 27-6
As is the case with small clubs where the top team competes in Grade 4
Pennants, EBP had a sprinkling of players who would make other club’s Grade
1 or Grade 2 teams.
Nonetheless, the Double Bay unit was competitive for the first 12 ends, until
EBP gained complete control by adding a couple of four counts plus one of
three.
Much of the damage was done by EBP’s lead player, who was always on the
jack, while their second and third players were for the most part contained by
the Double Bay pair.
However, when Double Bay was holding shot the EBP skip produced
consistent and sometimes brilliant deliveries to turn around the score.
In the end Double Bay excited the event after 19 ends.

Andy Baker

Sam Abrahams

Phil Filler

David Nathan

Entries now open for Major and Minor Singles
The Men’s Club has opened the entry lists for the 2017 Major
and Minor Singles Championships.
First round Major Singles are set for Sunday, March 5 and for the
Minor Singles on March 12, with both championship finals to be
played on Sunday, April 9.
Members who have previously won a Minor or Major Singles are
ineligible for the Minor Singles event.

RECORD ROLL UP
FOR THIRD TWILIGHT
BOWLS AND DINNER

SEASON THREE

THE third season of Twilight
Bowling and Dinner last Thursday
rolled off with a record 59 competitors.
This was almost twice as many participants compared to Season 2, plus there
were countless others joining for dinner.
Club organisers were pushed to the limit to accommodate near-60 players on
the two available greens, which groundsman, Rob Fetherston,
had playing beautifully as a cloud cover cooled the
temperature.
Star of the night was Arnie Javen (pictured right) who scored
a massive 21 points to take out the weekly $50 prize.
Second spot in the first week of the accumulative five-week
scoreboard was Susan Johnson with 18 points with Frankie
Grusd next closest on 15 points.
The $50 Lucky Door Prize went to Audrey
Weinberg (pictured left).
The dinner session has become a drawcard with 14 “extras”
registering for the last Thursday’s meal, at which members and
guests praised the caterers and in particular pointed to the beef
dish as being “so delicious it melted in one’s mouth.
Organisers warned that as the evenings draw in during the
coming weeks they ask those who want a pre-game roll-up to
arrive well before the start of the session at 5.00 pm.
At the same time they reminded that traffic conditions at that period of the
afternoon should be taken into account when driving to the Double Bay Club.

DOUBLE BAY PAIR
IN ZONE’S SENIORS
ZONE 13 selectors have named two Double
Bay players in the team to compete in the
Inter-zone
Quadrangular Challenge
on
Sunday, April 9, at Engadine Bowling Club.
They are Arnold Javen and Brandon
Conway, who will play in the side with Marty
Kraul and Peter Hughes, from Engadine.
Zone 13 comes up against Zones 5, 12 and
16 in the three challenges played over three
games, each of 15 ends.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
SIX SENIOR FOURS
WINS IN A ROW
FOR DOUBLE BAY
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club
maintained its winning record in
the Eastern Suburb’s District
Senior Fours Championship last
week with a solid win against a
Matraville team’s challenge.
A Double Bay entry has won the
title every year since its inception
in 2012.
Champions in front – the Double Bay District Seniors
This year’s winning combination
Fours Champions Marie Thatcher, Marna Morris, Iris
Kampel and Barbara Shotland.
of Marie Thatcher, Marna Morris,
The
runners-up (back) are Matraville’s
Iris Kampel and Barbara Shotland
Wilma Baldwin, Jan McGregor, Barbara Livesey
kept up the domination of the
and Linda Ross
District event when it overcame a
slow start on the Double Bay green
to finish 20-11 ahead of Matraville’s Wilma Baldwin, Jan McGregor, Barbara Livesey and
skip Linda Ross.
Hopes of an all-Double Final, as was the case in 2012, 2013 and 2015, were dashed when
the team of Barbara Shur, Gail Black, Lorraine Becker and Rene Saidman were ousted in the
semi-final on an extra end by the Ross combination on a 19-18 score line.
The District Open Fours and Senior events were played at Hillsdale and Clovelly with the
finals decided at the Double Bay Club. Play was abandon shortly after the start of the second
rounds at Hillsdale due to the heavy rain which hit Sydney on Tuesday.
The Senior final was a closer contest than the nine-shot margin reflects. Matraville was
ahead early, but the Double Bay skip Shotland produced effective bowls to take command.
On one end she played down the middle of the green to convert from two down to three up.
It was the signal for Double Bay to play short ends, which allowed the team to move an
opposition shot bowl and turn-around the count in its favour. After a first round bye the
Shotland unit defeated South Coogee’s entry headed by K Hamer 26-12, then knocked out
the club mates team of Leslie Judelman, Rein Rowlands, Pam Stein (substitute for Pat
Bryant) and Judy Bihari 26-6.
In the top half of the draw the Saidman combination won its opening match 37-7 against P
Leonard (Clovelly), then took care of another Clovelly challenge headed by M Ireland by 2715 and came up against the Ross skipped Matraville team in the semi-final.
The score was locked at 18-all on the 21st end. Matraville won the extra end toss and the
head was tight with bowls all within reach of the target, but Saidman was unable to move
Matraville’s shot bowl sitting directly in front of the jack for the match at 19-18.
Double Bay’s other Senior entry skipped by Kathy Passman with Faye Glover, Alma
Goldman and Barbara Hower lost in the second round to the Ross team 18-14.
The club’s lone team in the Open Fours, the group of Wendy Engelander, Margo Michael,
Audrey Weinberg and skipped by Jan Frape, lost its opening encounter to Clovelly’s G.
O’Reilly 25-19.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, FEBRUARY 20, 2017
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Gala Dinner headlines
Club’s 75th anniversary
THE Double Bay Bowling Club will celebrate its 75th
1942-2017
anniversary at a Gala evening on Saturday July 29.
This was revealed last week in an email to the membership from the Board of Management’s
secretary, Peter Wyner.
He said that following numerous enquiries about the club’s proposed 75th celebrations he has
listed a preliminary events calendar which includes functions in May, July and August.
Double Bay Bowling Club was incorporated on February 13, 1942 and
officially opened on July 4, 1942. Records show that celebratory dinners
marked Double Bay Bowling Club’s 25th year when Ken
Drury was president and its 50th anniversary under John I.
Einfeld’s presidency.
The 75th celebrations are being planned and coordinated by the Board’s current chairman, Barry Lazarus.
The preliminary dates include
May 15: “Appreciation Evening” with
invitations to local other sports clubs and
Ken Drury
corporate bodies;
July 15: All-day bowling event with invited
dignitaries from the Royal NSW Bowling Barry Lazarus
Association, Zone and local clubs;
July 29: Gala 75th Birthday Celebration with entertainment.
Also planned for a date in August is the previously promised
bowls tournament to honour the memories of Eddie Fingret and Leon
Portrate, two of the club’s stalwart administrators.
John I
Einfeld

Further details of the 75th anniversary program are to be revealed in a
Media press release by the weekend of April 22.

Pennants start Saturday

GRADE 1

THE 2017 Pennant season starts on
Saturday, March 4, with Double Bay
committed to compete in Metropolitan
Grade 1 and Zone 13’s grades 3 to 7.
The fixtures for all the club’s teams are
listed on this page.
Saturday games cancelled due to inclement
weather are to be played the next day at 9.30
am except on April 16 (Easter) and May 7
(Mother’s Day).
Section finals are on the “Spare” Saturday,
May 20, with the finals set for May 27-28
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Revamp for Autumn Wednesday League
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club has revamped its popular Wednesday IntraClub competition for the Autumn season listed to start this week.
The major change from the Summer League, which was completed last week,
is that the competition will now have two divisions instead of three to compete
in the Fours format over three set matches.
This will provide a fixture list of 14 games for 28 teams until the start of the
Winter season.
Fifteen teams will contest Section 1 and 13 will compete in Section 2 giving a
list of 112 members playing each week.
In addition 13 members have been named as reserves who will play as
substitutes when required.
The format provides for each team to have one bye during the season.
Section 1 includes all Double Bay’s Grade 1, Grade 2 and Grade 3 players,
plus a selection from Grades 5 and 6.
All, but one competitor, in Section 2 are from the club’s five, six and seven
gradings.

JAVEN TEAM WINS
SUMMER LEAGUE
THE team skipped by Arnold
Javen with Michael Becker,
Gerald Raichman and Lorraine
Becker (pictured), won the Blue Division 1 of the Wednesday Summer
League with a collection of 36 points.
They were three ahead of the side of Pepe Glick, Les Lilian, Michael Jackson
and Fred Ginsberg, with the Gerald Weinberg, Maurice Boland, Alan
Rosenberg and Peter Erdos combination in third spot also on 33 points, but with
an inferior shot aggregate.
The Green Division 2 was a close call as the two top teams each collected 39
points, but the Ian Ossher, Phil Filler, David Newman and Stan Franks group
had a four shot aggregate margin over second placed Rob Hutchins, Max
Thomas, Sam Abrahams and Jan Hutchins.
In third position, with 35½ points, was the David Kellaway headed team of
Mike Golland, Peter Wyner and Gerry Cardash.
The Red Division 3 competition went to Barry Abeshouse’s unit of Frank
Muller, Sam Ginges and Jacques Hasson with 33 points.
Eddie Cohen, Ross Ruzicka, Bernie Hirst and Stephen Klein came next with
32 points, followed by Lionel Hovey, Sam Terley, Maurice Jochelson and
Harold Roper on 29 points.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH FEBRUARY 27, 2017
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Saturday pennant trials washout,
but delayed Mixed Pairs semi

played on the drying Sunday

RESULT
2016 MIXED PAIRS
Semi--final
Julian Engelman 25
Carol Engelman
d
Bernard Fridman 16
Judy Thomas

ANOTHER day’s play was lost to the inclement weather on
Saturday, February 25, when rain saturated the three Double Bay
greens, but the rinks dried sufficiently on the Sunday for the
second 2016 Mixed Pairs semi-final to be played .
The Mixed Pairs semi-final between the husband and wife combination of Julian and Carol
Engelman against Bernard Fridman and Judy Thomas had been delayed due to bad weather and
other reasons since late January.
After a slow start when the Englemans dropped a six on the second end to trail Fridman and
Thomas 1- 7 they came back to take the lead 11-7. They went further ahead to be in command
with a seven shot advantage with four ends to play, which was reduced to 21-16 by the 20th, but the
Engelmans eased away with a four count on the last end to advance to the final by 25-16, where
they will clash with the Ian Ossher-Barbara Shotland pairing.
On Saturday club officials were compelled to call off the three scheduled pennant trials
against teams from Manly and the three intra-club trials as early as 8.30 in the morning.
It alerted the membership to the cancellations in an email which said that “due to current and
forecast ongoing rain, the greens have been closed and all games scheduled for today are
cancelled”.
A thunderstorm on Friday evening, followed by consistent and times heavy downpours throughout
the night and early morning dropped 18 mm of rain in the Eastern Suburbs.

Fridman’s $50 collect for Twilight’s top score
TOP-shelf Double Bay bowler, Bernard Fridman,
won the honours at the Second Session of the club’s
Season Three Twilight Bowls evening last Thursday.
SEASON THREE
He took home the $50 prize after scoring nine points in
each of the two set-games completed prior to the dinner
session to top the evening’s points scoring from the list
of almost 60 competitors.
However, two players, Frankie Grusd (pictured) and Sue Johnson, share the top
accumulated score after two rounds with 28 points, one more than Frank Mogor, Louis Platus
and Jill Abrahams.
Special guest at the dinner session was Double Bay’s Jack Kampel, who is recovering from
an accident which injured both
ankles.
This week’s dinner menu featured
delicious salmon dishes (pictured
right) followed by a cheesecake
dessert.
Competitors agreed that from this coming Thursday play will start 15 minutes earlier at 4.45
pm. It was also pointed out that competitor unable to take part in a session should advise Phil
Filler or Michael Becker by email, phone or in person, no later than 12.30 pm on the
Wednesday before. Should anyone not comply with this condition they are responsible for
$25 meal fee.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Top team drops point in District Pennants clash as ......
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s top pennant combination dropped a point
at home to Matraville in the third round of the 2017 Eastern Suburbs
District Grade 2 competition last Thursday.
Playing on a newly “manicured” No 1 green in perfect conditions, the Double
Bay side scored a convincing win on one rink, but conceded the other by four
shots to take the match by 4-1 points.
There was only one change in the Double Bay line-up when Marna Morris was
with her husband, who was undergoing a medical procedure, and was
substituted by Jenny Welton in Barbara Shotland’s combination.
GRADE 2
PENNANT
Line Up
Iris Kampel,
(inset) Jenny
Welton,
Marna Morris,
Pam Stein,
Barbara
Shotland
PAM STEIN PHOTOS

Barbara Shur,
Gail Black,
Lorraine
Becker,
Rene
Saidman

....... the Grade 3 side ends all-square with Randwick
Meanwhile, in Round 5 of the Grade 3 Pennants, Double Bay’s (2) team tied at
home with Randwick when each scored a total of 44-shots to share the
competition points.
Highlight came from the side skipped by Barbara Hower which after giving away
seven shots on one end, rallied to make up the deficit and take the match 27-16, while
the other rink, skipped by Judy Bihari, played well to keep the shot tally on a par with
Randwick and share the 5 points by 2½ - 2½.
The Grade 3 (1) had the 5th round bye.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH FEBRUARY 27, 2017
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Rain again stops Wednesday play, but greens
recover for Pennants and club championship
FOR the fifth time this year Double Bay Bowling Club greens were closed last
Wednesday, March 1, due to local weather conditions, but were declared
playable on Thursday for the Women’s Club’s District Pennant matches and for
the club’s Twilight Bowls.
Despite continuing showers Double Bay’s groundsman, Robert Fetherston
(pictured) and staff, worked overtime to have the greens
rolled and marked for play for the start of the 2017 Pennant
season on Saturday as well as the first round of this year’s
Major Singles Championship on Sunday
In the two months of 2017 excessive heat has compelled
Men’s Bowls Club officials to twice call off Wednesday
play, while saturating and continuing rain prevented the
preparation of the playing surface on three other occasions.
Sydney’s record January, 2017, heat caused the
postponement of the Double Bay Wednesday Intra-club
matches on January 11 and January 18.
Wet weather put the dampener on the Wednesday competition of February 8, then on
Saturday, February 25, when 2017 Pennant trials were scheduled, and last
Wednesday, March 1, when the start of the Autumn Intra-club
competition was due to start. The membership was alerted to
PENNANT
last Wednesday’s abandonment as early as 8.15 am when
DECISIONS
the Double Bay website displayed the X sign.
FOR
All but one of the Men’s Club Zone 13 Pennant matches
WEATHER
were played on Saturday, while four first round games of
Page 2
the Men’s Club’s Major Singles Championship were
completed on Sunday morning.

MEN’S PENNANTS PAGE 3, MAJOR SINGLES
PAGE 4 - WOMEN’S PENNANTS PAGE 6

INCLEMENT WEATHER DECISIONS
BOUND BY CONDITIONS OF PLAY
THE Double Bay Men’s Club officials received scores of phone calls on
Saturday morning seeking clarification if the first round of the 2017 Zone
13 Pennants were on or off due to the wet weather.
The majority of the calls, some of which were to managers of the club’s
pennant teams, were made between 8.30 am and 10 am, a time when it was not
possible to provide a definite answer if Double Bay’s three home pennant
matches would be played.
This is because some conditions of pennant play are controlled by the Zone in
a specific provision regarding inclement weather.
Zone 13’s Conditions of Play for Inclement Weather is that a decision as to
whether or not a game is to be played, shall not be made before 8.00 am for
morning matches and 11.00. am for afternoon games.
Double Bay’s webmaster, Peter Wyner, who was the side manager of the
club’s Grade 6 team, said he received calls from his team players asking if the
match listed for Hillsdale was on or off.
“It was clear to me that some pennant players are not aware of Zone 13
Conditions of Play regarding inclement weather,” he told Double Bay Watch
on Monday.
“As the current pennant draw lists our games for afternoon play the front page
of the Double Bay website’s
Weather Panel will be now
include the wording ‘Pennants inclement weather call not before
11 am on day of play’,” he said.
Bowls Australia’s Conditions of Play (COP) also includes under General Conditions
Governing all Association Events the clause 2.19. Inclement Weather.
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Disappointing opening to 2017 Pennant quest
DOUBLE Bay made a disappointing start to the 2017 Pennant season with only one win
from the five matches played on rain-soaked grounds in the Eastern Suburbs and at the
Northern Beach area of Belrose.
The Grade 5 clash with Diamond Bay was postponed after officials declared surface was
too wet to prepare for play.
Double Bay won only
three
of the 15 rinks played
GRADE 1
v BELROSE
at BELROSE
on heavy, very slow rated
B CONWAY
D KING
H JANKELOWITZ
greens
L LILIAN
G WEINBERG
R JANKELOWITZ
The Grade 1 team away
P GLICK
B FRIDMAN
M BECKER
at
Belrose went down 10-0
H BLACK
A JAVEN
J WINEBERG
on the shot count of 43-67.
L 16-27
L 16-17
L 11-23
0 POINTS
The Bernard Fridman,
Gerald
Weinberg, Doug
GRADE 3
v MARRICKVILLE
at DOUBLE BAY
King and Arnold Javen rink
S CAGANOFF
J ENGELMAN
I OSSHER
offered a challenge to the
A SAIDMAN
L FERGUSON
M SACK
Belrose side going down
P BAKER
P KURTA
I COHEN
16-17.
R MUNZ
R FERRER
P ERDOS
In Grade 3 Sol Caganoff,
W 22-17
L 15-22
L 16-23
1 POINT
Alan Saidman,, Paul Baker
and Ronald Munz scored a
GRADE 4
v BALMAIN
at DOUBLE BAY
five-shot win at home to
E WAINSTEIN
B LAZARUS
R HUTCHINS
Marrickville, while also at
A COHEN
B BRICKMAN
J ROSEN
home the Grade
4
G RAICHMAN
T ROSENBERG
A ROSENBERG
combination
of
Barry
B GARDEN
P GRUNFELD
F GINSBERG
Lazarus, Barrie Brickman,
L15-19
W 15-13
L 20-22
1 POINT
Trevor Rosenberg and
Peter Grunfeld won 15-13.
GRADE 5
v DIAMOND BAY
at DIAMOND BAY
In Grade 6 Double Bay
D KELLAWAY
F MOGOR
M ROWLEY
players were surprised
M THOMAS
L SANDLER
A BAKER
when
the
Hillsdale
P FILLER
R NOVIS
E GRUSD
controlling body declined
I HADASSIN
C GORMAN
A SIMMONS
to allow the customary rollWASHED OUT
WASHED OUT
WASHED OUT
up time because of
threatening weather.
GRADE 6
v HILLSDALE
at HILLSDALE
Ross Ruzicka’s side of
H STEIN
N MORRIS
J POPPER
Lionel
Hovey,
John
P WYNER
G SOFER
B GLOVER
Lennox
and
Bernie
Hirst
S GINGES
D NATHAN
G FRANCO
won by a 12 shot margin to
J GLASSER
L SIMON
H GOLD
give the Grade 7 team an
L 16-28
L 14-26
L 11-29
0 POINTS
8-2 (60-54 shots) win over
visiting Taren Point. The
GRADE 7
v TAREN POINT
at DOUBLE BAY
other rinks skipped by
J FLAXMAN
M WEINBERG
R RUZICKA
James
Flaxman
and
J RAINES
P SOLOMON
L HOVEY
Michael
Weinberg
held
P GIBBON
H JACOBS
J LENNOX
their opponents to narrow
J HASSON
G SILVER
B HIRST
wins
to
secure
the
L 18-21
L 19-22
W 23-11
8 POINTS
aggregate shot points.
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Forty two after 2017 Major singles tile
THE draw for the 2017 Major Singles championships conducted last week listed
42 entries of which 22 have the benefit of a first-round bye.
The entry total is four less than last year when Jack Kampel won the championship from
Ronald Munz. Kampel is unlikely to defend the title, as he is battling to return to lawn
bowling following the January 23 accident in Melbourne when he suffered
severe damage to the right ankle and bruising to the other.
The draw has Kampel and Munz meeting in the quarterJack Kampel
final.
Of the 42 competitors 12 have competed in the 16 Major awaits on X-rays
Singles finals since the merger with Rose Bay in 2001.
to know when to
Five are previous winners Jack Kampel with three titles return to bowls
(2009, 2010, 2016), the same count as Gerald Weinberg
(2004, 2006, 2014), two-time winners Brandon Conway JACK Kampel says his ankle
(2007, 2015) and Harold Jankelowitz (2003, 2012), while injuries “are improving” and he
will know what the immediate
Peter Levy has claimed the trophy once (2005).
future holds for him after a
The other seven were runners-up - Ronald Munz (2016), consultation with the specialist
Doug King (2004, 2015), Bernard Fridman (2011), John today (Monday).
Wineberg (2010), Pepe Glick (2009), Ray Jankelowitz
Physio and lots of exercise has
(2008, 2002) and Walter Jacobs (2003).
improved his left ankle and he’ll
The former Double Bay Singles Champions not know the condition of the right
contesting this year’s event are current member, Rob ankle, which has been in a “boot”
Fetherston (2001, 2002 2013) and ex-members, James since the accident, after this
week’s X-rays and the physician’s
Cook (2008) and Matthew Fetherston (2011).
Only two former champions, Peter Levy and Harold report.
“Hopefully, if all’s good I will be
Jankelowitz, have a first round match. Levy is up against
able to take the boot off,” Jack
Grade 6 player, Stan Franks; Jankelowitz faces a tougher said
assignment in Grade 3 opponent, Rob Clark.
“I was told by the specialist that
In other Round 2 matches, Munz and King clash in after the boot comes off, it would
Round 2, Pepe Glick meets Rob Hutchins, Fridman is take about a month or maybe
opposed by Phil Filler, Ray Jankelowitz battles Alan more, of rehab.”
Regarding the 2017 defence of
Simmons, while Weinberg and Conway await the
his
Major Singles crown Jack
outcome of first round games.

RESULTS
2017 MAJOR
SINGLES
FIRST ROUND
Max Thomas 31
Ian Hadassin 8
Mark Sack 31
Ian Ossher 21
Len Sandler 31
Norman Morris 26
SECOND ROUND
Ray Jankelowitz 31
Alan Simmons 15
.

SUNDAY’S
GAMES
In Sunday’s first round
games played on heavy
greens Max Thomas was
too experienced for Ian
Hadassin, Mark Sack caused
an upset win over Ian Ossher
and the consistent Len
Sandler held off newcomer,
Norman Morris, by a six-shot
margin.
After a opening round bye,
Ray Jankelowitz knocked out
Alan Simmons, 31-15
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said, with a not too serious voice,
that after his first round bye, he
was hoping for a couple of walkovers which would give him time
to build up his leg strengths!
“Seriously, though, if I’m
scheduled to play in round two I
would have to see if I can stand
and put some weight on the right
foot,” he said.
“If so, maybe I'll get on the
green as a token gesture, but I
doubt it very much. It's just too
soon,” he added.
Jack is disappointed that he will
miss much of this year’s Grade 1
pennant competition.
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SEASON THREE

Weather gods with us!”

“Twilighters”
miss the wet
THE 40 plus Double Bay
twilight bowlers beat the
wet weather on Thursday
evening and reaped the
rewards with another fantastic session on the greens and partaking of a
delicious dinner.
Club organiser, Phil Filler, told Double Bay Watch that “the weather gods were
well and truly with us as conditions couldn’t have been better with a clear sky
and a light breeze”, which was in contrast to the previous day when Sydney was
soaked and the Wednesday Intra-club competition was called off.
Filler said that special thanks are due to the club’s caterers “who were truly
remarkable with their efforts under such uncertain conditions,
yet served lamb shanks that simply fell off the bone”.
The $50 prize for the evening’s top bowling score went to the
consistent lead player, Rein Rowlands (pictured), whose 18shot collect elevated her to the top of the leader’s board on 42,
followed by Frank Mogor 40 and Sue Johnson 39.
The lucky door prize $50 was taken home by David
Kellaway.
Clear evening for twilight bowling last Thursday as
evidenced by James Flaxman, Sue Johnson and Ros
Hart.
Phil Filler photo

President calls for “pride” in playing pennants
PRESIDENT of the Men’s Bowling Club, Alan Rosenberg, last week urged players representing
the club in its 75th year “to bowl with pride and confidence” during the 2017 Pennant season.

“It maybe your first time that you will be playing in a pennant game or, like me in my 43rd year, it is exciting
playing for your club, playing against other clubs, meeting other lawn bowlers and competing on different types of
greens,” he said.
“Being our 75th anniversary it is a special year. Let’s go out to bowl with pride and confidence with the
knowledge that we are representing a great club”.
Rosenberg asked players to remember the five C’s of lawn bowls -- Confidence, Concentration, Consistency,
Correction and Compatibility as well as encouragement.
“Be supportive of your team and put all negatives out of your mind, because there a certain things other than
your opponent, over which you have no control -- such as the pace of the green, the weather elements of wind,
rain and heat. Just bowl the best you can and above all enjoy yourself,” he added.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Club takes out 2017 District Grade 3 Pennant
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club has won the Eastern Suburbs District’s 2017
Grade 3 Pennant championship.
The club fielded two sides in the grade and the Green (1) team took the
District title following a 5-0 (46 shots - 38) win last Thursday over club mates
Grade 3 (2) Blue.
It was a last end collect that gave the Green outfit the full points required to
become the top District team
Teams were Green (1): Leslie Judelman,
Florrie Cohen, Kathy Passman, Lorraine
McLaughlin (top pictured); Judi Snider,
Margo Michael, Audrey Weinberg, Jan Frape
( pictured below).
Blue (2): Rein Rowlands, Jan Shedlezki,
Carol Engelman, Barbara Hower; Alma
Goldman, Frankie Grusd, Wendy Engelander,
Judi Bihari
Going into the last end of the 21 ends,
the Lorraine
McLaughlin rink
SMALL ENTRY FOR
was on 23 shots
MAJOR SINGLES
against Barbara Hower’s 24.
ONLY 14 entries were
With Randwick toping the ladder with 13 points from
received for the Women’s
Double Bay (1) on 9½ a win by four or more points was
Club’s 2017 Major
Singles Championship
required to take the pennant.
which is due to play the
On the last end the Blue side was holding three shots
first round on Thursday.
around the jack. McLaughlin missed with her first drive
The draw is
but her last bowl was spot-on in accuracy as it converted
Judy Thomas v
the head to two up and winning the match 25-24 to give
Kathy Passman
the team a 5-0 points win
Hilda Filipovic v
Rene Saidman
Lesley Judelman v
Barbara Shotland
Iris Kampel v
Audrey Weinberg
Margo Michael v
Pam Stein
Barbara Shur v
Jan Frape.

Byes:
Lorraine McLaughlin
Jan Shedleski

Grade 2 also heading to District success
It is on the cards that Double Bay will have two
District Pennant championship teams, with the Grade
2 side at the top of the table with 19 points well ahead
of Clovelly, Randwick and Matraville.
In last Thursday’s Round 4 result Double Bay had a
clear 5-0 (71-23) win at home to Randwick as the well
balanced and accurate combinations mastered the heavy
conditions.
Round 5 will be played at Clovelly on Tuesday March
14 and the final round at Matraville on March 21.
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Double Bay Watch issues now archived on website
PAST copies of Double Bay Bowling Club’s weekly newsletter, Double Bay
Watch, can now be retrieved from a new link on the club’s website.
More than 145 issues of Double Bay Watch have been loaded onto the website covering
the years 2014 to 2016.
In the years 2014, 2015 and 2016 Double Bay Watch has produced a yearly average of
260 pages with a total of more than 360,000 words and hundreds of pictures and
illustrations.
The achieved issues can be retrieved by activating the link Archive years and clicking
on any year (as illustrated below).

CLICK HERE TO
OPEN YEAR’S ISSUE

All issues for that year are in one sequential file. Enquiry by issue or by a “find”
reference within the sequential file.
The current week’s issue of Double Bay Watch is opened as previously with a click on
the DOUBLE BAY WATCH image link.

STEP-BY-STEP DETAILS HOW TO OPEN
ARCHIVED FILES -- NEXT PAGE
Double Bay Watch was first published as a monthly print issue in February, 2004,
and distributed to the membership at the club.
It became a weekly edition in 2010 when its pages were available from the website.
In more recent years each issue has been emailed via a PDF file to the membership with
a copy uploaded to the website for general circulation.
Printed copies of all issues from 2004 are filed in volume and date order in the Double
Bay Bowling Club’s office.

INSIDE

PENNANT RESULTS p3

MEN’S MAJOR SINGLES RESULTS – page 4
WOMEN’S MAJOR SINGLES RESULTS – page 6

How to access past copies of Double Bay Watch
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s webmaster, Peter Wyner, has provided the ways
and means to access past copies of Double Bay Watch from the website.
Much depends on what internet browser is used to view the website.
Wyner has provided the moves required for Google (Chrome), Internet Explorer,
iPad and Firefox.

Google (Chrome)
Click onto a year e.g. 2014. The year file will load, but
there are variables on how quick it will load the first time.
Note 2014 file is 39.14 mg. Subsequent access would be
much faster as the file is on the local computer (cached).
Select icon on top right (3 small parallel lines) and then “FIND” in the displayed
table or CTRL F to bring up a window to input the data you want to find.
The requested data is then highlighted in the document and subsequent “finds” are
controlled by the arrows either down or up (forward or back).
The mouse can be used to roll down the page/s.
There is another icon on the right top that can be pulled down to display individual
file of an issue. Select the issue (e. g. June), it will display and then press Esc on the
keyboard to clear the Book mark display window.
You can now search this issue only.

Internet Explorer
Click onto a year e.g. 2014 – the file will load, but there are variables on how quick
it will load the first time. Note 2014 year file is 39.14 mg.
Subsequent access would be much faster as the file is on the
local computer (cached).
Right click mouse to display and select “Find” option. Input
data into its window. Next option to find is available for
subsequent occurrence/s.
EASIER WAY
The mouse can be used to roll down the page/s.
TO GET BYGONE
PHOTOGRAPHS
iPad
Double Bay Watch
Click onto year e.g. 2014 – the file will load
editor, Mike Golland,
but there are variables on how quick it will
said that over the
load the first time. Note 2014 year file is 39.14
years he has received
mg.
scores of requests for
Touch “Google” field awaiting input to
copies of pictures
display Google suggestion.
produced in current
Select “In this document”.
and past issues of the
Enter text in input window (top of keyboard
magazine.
display).
Now, members can
Press text display.
go to the website and
Next occurrence use right arrow or left arrow to go back.
open the required
issue to copy the
photograph to their
Firefox
computer or other
device.
Similar to other Internet Browser systems.
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GRADE 1

v ASHFIELD

AT DOUBLE BAY

B CONWAY

B FRIDMAN

H JANKELOWITZ

R FETHERSTON

D KING

R JANKELOWITZ

P GLICK

G WEINBERG

L LILIAN

H BLACK

P LEVY

J WINEBERG

Won 25-21

L 13-20

L 5-28

GRADE 3

v ALEX ERSKINE

Lost 1 (43) 9 (69)

AT ALEX ERSKINE

S CAGANOFF

M BECKER

J ENGELMAN

A SAIDMAN

I OSSHER

L BREM

P BAKER

M SACK

P KURTA

R MUNZ

D NEWMAN

R FERRER

L 11-26

W 19-16

L 16-21

GRADE 4

v HILLSDALE

AT HILLSDALE

E WAINSTEIN

B LAZARUS

R HUTCHINS

G RAICHMAN

B BRICKMAN

J ROSEN

A COHEN

T ROSENBERG

I COHEN

B GARDEN

P GRUNFELD

L FERGUSON

L 14-30

L 21-22

L 8-37

GRADE 5

v EASTLAKES

AT DOUBLE BAY

D KELLAWAY

L SANDLER

M ROWLEY

M THOMAS

A ROSENBERG

A BAKER

P FILLER

R NOVIS

E GRUSD

L SIMON

A SIMMONS

P WYNER

W 19-12

W 19-18

W 33-10

GRADE 6

v RANDWICK

AT DOUBLE BAY

JACK ROSEN

N MORRIS

L PLATUS

G SOFER

J POPPER

H STEIN

S GINGES

D NATHAN

B GLOVER

J GLASSER

I HADASSIN

G FRANCO

W 21-13
GRADE 7

L 17-19
v RANDWICK/WAV

L 13-25

M REISIN

R RUZICKA

J RAINES

P SOLOMON

L HOVEY

P GIBBON

H JACOBS

B HIRST

J HASSON

S FRANKS

G SILVER

GRADE 5 Washout 4/3/17

W 21-19
v DIAMOND BAY

W 25-17
AT DIAMOND BAY

D KELLAWAY

Jack ROSEN

M ROWLEY

M THOMAS

L PLATUS

A BAKER

P FILLER

R NOVIS

E GRUSD

D VERRE

C GORMAN

A SIMMONS

D 17-17

W 21-9

Lost 1 (46) 9 (63)

Lost 0 (43) 10 (89)

Won 10 (71 ) 0 (40)

Lost 1 (51) 9 (57)

AT RANDWICK

J FLAXMAN

L 19-22

Sunday

W 27-14

Won 9 (65) 1 (58)

SUNDAY

Won 9½ (65) ½ (40)

DOUBLE BAY TOPS TWO GRADES – See next page
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Early Major Singles results according to form
RESULTS
2017 MAJOR
SINGLES
FIRST ROUND
Gerald Raichman 31
Jody Glasser 19
Wayne Podger 31
Domenico Verre 22
Peter Kurta 31
Andy Baker 15
Rod Ferrer 31
Frank Mogor, 18
Peter Levy 31
forfeit
Stan Franks
Alan Saidman 31
forfeit
Peter Erdos
.

SECOND ROUND
Pepe Glick 31
Rob Hutchins 17
Sol Caganoff 31
Dan Flanagan 14
Bernard Fridman 31
Phil Filler 20

2017 MINOR SINGLES
FIRST ROUND
Peter Grunfeld 25
Ken Shapiro 14
Michael Rowley 25
Richard Trayer 18
Stan Franks 25
Jacques Hasson 12

THERE were no upset or surprise results in the
opening rounds of the 2017 Major Singles
Championship resolved in the past week.
Upper level players, such as Bernard Fridman, Sol
Caganoff and Pepe Glick after first round byes eased
into the third round, while Rod Ferrer opened his
challenge with a clear first round result.
Good first round form was displayed by Wayne
Podger, Gerald Raichman and Peter Kurta, all of whom
recorded solid wins.
Grade 1 player, Peter Levy, the 2005 Major Singles
champion, received a first round forfeit and there is a
doubt about his next opponent, Walter Jacobs, who is
currently recovering from a medical episode.
Alan Saidman was another who had a first round
walkover which put him up against the club’s three-time
Major Singles title-holder, Gerald Weinberg, in the next
round.

Big field challenge for Minor Singles title
THE 2017 Minor Singles Championship attracted a
near full field of 28 entries for a 32-team draw.
Four players received a bye into Round 2.
Heading the entries is Andy Baker, who was runner-up
to Peter Erdos, in last year’s final.
Highest graded player is Peter Kurta, a regular in the
club’s number two pennant selection, who is in the
other half of the draw and could face Baker in the final.
In opening games Michael Rowley was too
experienced for Richard Trayer, Peter Grunfeld
accounted for Ken Shapiro and Stan Franks was always
in front of Jacques Hasson.

Two Double Bay teams off to good start in Zone 13 pennants
AFTER two rounds of the Zone 13 Pennant competition, two Double Bay teams are
heading their sections.
The Grade 5 (Section 1) outfit after its 9½ – ½ win on Sunday in the washed out first round
match at Diamond Bay, now has 19½ points with Eastlakes and Randwick holding second spot
on 10 points.
The Grade 7 (Section 3) team is also unbeaten with 17 points, six ahead of Taren Point.
However, the other Zone 13 teams are battling against tough opposition.
The Grade 3 side has two points from a possible 20, Grade 4 is last of the six clubs with a single
point, as is the Grade 6 team, which is in Section 3 of five clubs.
In Grade 1 Metropolitan Conference (Section 1) Double Bay has secured only one point from its
two games and this weekend is at home against Waverley, which has played one match for a 9-1
loss to North Sydney.
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With one session to play two
share lead for top prize purse
TWO players share top spot in Season
SEASON THREE
Three of the Double Bay Twilight Bowls
ONE WEEK TO PLAY
and Dinner competition.
With one session to complete the series
coming up on Thursday, Rein Rowlands
retained the points lead with a collect of 10 shots, but she was joined by Ian
Ossher, whose evening’s best count of 15 shots won him the $50 collect and put
him equal with Rowlands on 52 shots.
The season winner depends on the scoring system of the tournament whereby
after the last week of bowling each player’s two worst scores are eliminated
from their final tally.
Last Thursday, despite the occasional shower throughout the day, was a mild,
overcast evening making playing conditions ideal. However, with barely 15
minutes to go to dinner, the rain came down. Luckily it lasted less than two
minutes, allowing everyone to complete their concluding ends.
The $50 lucky door prize went to Carol Engelman.

Jack Kampel rolls up as ankle injury rehab starts
JACK Kampel has started his comeback to lawn bowls after an accident which kept
away from the greens for the past nine weeks.
In January Kampel fractured his right ankle and bruised the left one in an accident
during a visit to Melbourne.
Since then he has undergone intensive therapy to repair the damaged ankles. Last
week, the medical boot which covered the right ankle, was removed and he was given
advice to have weekly appointments with a physio.
His routine is now a set of morning exercises for both legs
which takes about two hours. He is also to “loosen up” at various
times during the day - and late last week he used his exercise
bike - for a short session.
During a visit to the club last Tuesday, Kampel rolled-up for a
couple of ends and pulled up “reasonably well”.
“I was obviously stiff, but it
was a fairly encouraging start
in my comeback process,” he
told Double Bay Watch.
It is expected that Kampel
will not be at full-fitness to
compete at Grade pennant
level for another four to six
weeks.
He will also miss the chance
to defend his 2016 Major
Singles Title.
Jack Kampel’s ankle supported by a boot, (centre) now free of the protective
paraphernalia and (right) his ‘thumbs up” at the start of his rehabilitation program.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Top players ease into Major Singles Second Round
THERE were no upset results in the Women’s Club’s 2017 Major Singles
opening round decided last Thursday.
RESULTS
Defending champion, Iris Kampel overcame the
MAJOR SINGLES
challenge from Audrey Weinberg, while the 2015
FIRST ROUND
champion, Rene Saidman, and the runner-up, Barbara
Shotland, both entered the second round without too much
Kathy Passman beat
Judy Thomas
trouble.
It will be tougher encounters in Round Two when
Rene Saidman beat
Hilda Filipovic
Saidman comes up against Kathy Passman, and the club’s
Barbara Shotland beat
two top-shelf exponents Kampel and Shotland clash.
Leslie Judelman
Pam Stein, who finished ahead of Margo Michael last
Iris Kampel beat
week, now faces Jan Frape, who proved a shade too
Audrey Weinberg
consistent for Barbara Shur.
This will be a repeat of their meeting in last year’s State
Singles at District final, when Stein went on to Regional level.
Lorraine McLaughlin and Jan Shedlezki, after their first
round byes last week now play each other in Thursday’s round.

Pam Stein beat
Margo Michael
Jan Frape beat
Barbara Shur

.

Popular authors
Jack Kampel’s
ankle
supported by a boot, (centre) now free of the protective
abound
in
Women’s
paraphernalia and (right) his ‘thumbs up” at the start of his rehabilitation program.
Club library room
THE Double Bay Women’s Club library area has a
plentiful of great books across many genres on
its shelves, according to its new librarian, Frankie
Grusd, (pictured).
The library, which is also open to the club’s male
membership, is situated in the women’s locker-room.
Grusd, who is a qualified librarian with experience in major South African educational and other
institutions, said the majority of books are “who-done-its” and “high octane” thrillers which are to be
found mainly on two bottom shelves.
All are by popular authors such as John Le Carre, James Patterson, Karin Slaughter, Patricia
Cornwall, Jeffrey Archer, David Balducci and other crime-cum-thriller writers.
There are some memoirs and biographies such as Hilary and Bill Clinton’s, novels by the likes of
well-known authors Bryce Courtney, Hilary Mantel, Geraldine Brooks, Lionel Shriver and Tim Winton
as well as many of commercial fiction by writers of the ilk of Jodi Picoult.
“Members are welcome to browse through the collection and take home a book or two and are
sure to find some reading to their taste,” she said.
Members are also asked to “donate” books to the library’s collection.
They can be placed in a receptacle on the bottom shelf in the right hand corner.
This is also for the return of borrowed books.
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Double Bay greens soak up the
wet for three pennant games
An upgraded drainage system installed when the
club’s No 1 N. J. Kellaway green was re-laid with
Tifeagle grass in late 2013 has paid dividends in
having the surface playable despite Sydney’s
record month of rainfall.

Although more than 100 mm of rain fell in the area during
the week, greenkeeper, Rob Fetherston, was able to
prepare the No. 1 green for the three pennant fixtures listed
for Double Bay on Saturday.
However, Thursday’s heavy periods of rain prevented
FLASHBACK TO 2013 WHEN
competitors from taking to the greens for the Women’s
NEW GREEN LAID
Club’s Major Singles second round, the final of the 2016
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Dinner session.
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rollup and barbecue lunch.
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STATE MATCH COMMITTEE ISSUES STATEMENT ON WET WEATHER PROTOCOL
Aware that the Bureau of Meteorology had issued a severe weather warning that affected a significant
portion of NSW, Bowls NSW on Thursday, March 16, issued a statement that its State Match Committee had
advised that the protocol of deciding whether Grade 1 State and all other Grade Zone Pennants matches will
proceed should be made by the Host Club.
The Host Club may determine that the match be played or the match be postponed if it is determined that the
greens are unplayable on that day, the State Match Committee said. Where the visiting side has a significant
travel commitment, the host club may determine that play is unlikely to be possible and advise the visiting club
before they would be required to leave.
Competing clubs should communicate and the visiting club may telephone in advance to check.
The Conditions of Play state that in all cases the health and safety of players shall be the prime consideration.
The State Match Committee recommended that play proceed in any match of State Pennants where the green
is playable, provided that the health and safety of players is not compromised.
The State Match Committee recommend that this procedure be followed for all Grades.
Zones are advised that the drastic step of postponing all matches within the Zone should only be taken when
the Zone assesses that there is a risk to the health and safety of players to allow the matches to go ahead.
Players should not be expected to drive through flood waters, the statement added.

PENNANT PLAY AT DOUBLE BAY – THREE AWAY GAMES HIT BY RAIN
THREE pennant matches were played during intermittent rain at Double Bay on Saturday, with
one win and two losses .
In the Metropolitan Grade 1 match Double Bay fell to Waverley 9-1, while the Zone 13 Grade 5
(Section 1) retained its unbeaten record with a 9-1 win over Clovelly, but the Grade 6 side could
not overcome the Coogee visitors in a 10-0 defeat.
At Blakehurst Double Bay’s Grade 3 side was leading when rain compelled players from the
green, while at Ramsgate, the Grade 7 had completed six ends before rain compelled officials to
stop play. Earlwood Bardwell Park notified Double Bay early on Saturday that its playing surface
was unplayable for the Grade 4 match.
These three games have been rescheduled for Sunday, March 26.
GRADE 1

v WAVERLEY

AT DOUBLE BAY

B CONWAY

B FRIDMAN

G WEINBERG

R FETHERSTON

D KING

L LILIAN

P GLICK

A JAVEN

R JANKELOWITZ

Harry BLACK
L 16-21

P LEVY
W 26-18

J WINEBERG
L 17-19

GRADE 3

v BLAKEHURST

AT BLAKEHURST

S CAGANOFF

W PODGER

W JACOBS

A SAIDMAN

I OSSHER

J ENGELMAN

D FLANAGAN

M SACK

L BREM

R MUNZ

D NEWMAN

R FERRER

MATCH

UNFINISHED

RESUMES

GRADE 4

v EARLWOOD BP

AT EARLWOOD

E WAINSTEIN

B LAZARUS

R HUTCHINS

G RAICHMAN

B BRICKMAN

P KURTA

A COHEN

John ROSEN

I COHEN

B GARDEN

P GRUNFELD

L FERGUSON

POSTPONED

TO BE PLAYED

MATCH
GRADE 5

v CLOVELLY
L SANDLER

M ROWLEY

M THOMAS

A ROSENBERG

A BAKER

P FILLER

T ROSENBERG

E GRUSD

L SIMON

A SIMMONS

P WYNER

GRADE 6

L 14-23
v COOGEE

W 21-18

W KOSS

B GLOVER

G SOFER

J POPPER

H STEIN

S GINGES

D NATHAN

G FRANCO

J GLASSER

I HADASSIN

D VERRE

GRADE 7

L 12-22
v RAMSGATE

L 10-21

M REISIN

R RUZICKA

S FRANKS

P SOLOMON

L HOVEY

P GIBBON

N NEW

B HIRST

J HASSON

Harold BLACK

G SILVER

UNFINISHED

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MARCH 20, 2017

Won 9 (69) 1 (52)

Lost 0 (38) 10 (72)

AT RAMSGATE

J FLAXMAN

MATCH

SUNDAY

AT DOUBLE BAY

Jack ROSEN

L 16-29

SUNDAY

AT DOUBLE BAY

D KELLAWAY

W 34-11

Lost 1 (59) 9 (66)

RESUMES

SUNDAY
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Kampel now “hamstrung”
in bid to return to bowling
JACK Kampel, who has competed in 20
Major Championship finals since the
merger with Rose Bay in 2001, has suffered
a setback in his recovery from ankle
injuries.

SEASON 3 LAST
GAME WASHOUT
ONE WEEK STILL
TO PLAY

Early decision to
call off twilight
bowling session

He fractured his right ankle and bruised the left
one in an accident during a visit to Melbourne in
January and last Wednesday pulled a hamstring in
the left leg in his early comeback to competition.
Kampel is the prolific winner of 11 Major titles as
THE fifth and final round of the Double
well as being in the runners-up level of nine others
Bay Bowling Club’s Twilight Bowls and
in the past 16 years. He has hopes of making it a Dinner set for last Thursday, March 16,
fourth Major Singles in this year’s event.
was called off due to a rain-soaked
He was near to returning to lawn bowling and had
playing surface.
pulled up well from a number of short roll-up
It has been re-scheduled for this
sessions.
Thursday, March 23, with an early 4.45
Last Wednesday, with the intention of a short
pm start.
rollup Jack accompanied his wife, Iris, to the club
Organisers decided to postpone the
to compete in the weekly intra-club league.
fifth and final game of Season Three,
When the Kampels arrived officials had received
soon after 1 pm when it was obvious
a late withdrawal from one of the Wednesday
that the forecast of continuing heavy
teams and Jack agreed to substitute in the lead’s
showers would put a “damper” on the
roll which would require him to play two bowls
evening.
and rest until the next end.
In an email to the 40-or–more regular
All went well until he had delivered 16 bowls
participants, the organisers said
when he felt a hamstring twinge in his left leg.
“unfortunately due to the inclement
Jack said he iced the “hammy”
weather, tonight’s final session of
at the club and went to the
twilight bowls will need to be
physio on Thursday for an hour’s
postponed until next week.”
session.
It asked that players review their
“The
injury
has
been
diaries and only advise organisers if
continually iced and I have given
they are unable to compete this
the area applications of Voltaren
Thursday.
Emulgel,” Jack told Double Bay
The early decision to cancel the
Watch.
bowling prevented the caterers from
“You can deduce I'm trying
preparing the evening’s dinner menu.
everything to enable me to play
my Major singles, but I'm not
optimistic. I believe that problem has resurfaced from an injury I had a
couple of months ago and has never quite healed and it broke down with
Jack Kampel
me protecting my ankles last week,” he lamented.
in action last
The decision to close the greens on Sunday has given Kampel another
week before
his
week to recover before attempting to defend his Major Singles title.
hamstring
“At this stage I plan to play and any sign of the hamstring problem, I'll
injury.
concede and walk off,” he added.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MARCH 20, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Grade 2 one win closer to District pennant title
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s Grade 2 team last week took another step
towards retaining the Eastern Suburbs District pennant title.

In the fifth round contested on Tuesday at Clovelly, the top-rated team scored
a 4½ (41 shots) - ½ (31) decision to retain top-spot in the pennant table.
Conditions were far from perfect on the Clovelly green with a deceptive wind
playing havoc with the bowls. There were close ends and others when the bowls
were spread far and wide.
Double Bay players are aware that it is always a challenge playing at Clovelly, with
its constant and changing wind, breathtaking views and the happy chance of sighting a
passing whale.
One rink scored a match-winning 26-13, result, while the other staged a comeback from
being behind 3-11, regained control to grab a vital share of the point in 18-18 result.
Double Bay can claim the District honour with success in the final round tomorrow
(Tuesday, March 21) at Matraville.

FLASHBACK

CLUB’S No. 1 GREEN HAS UPGRADED
DRAINAGE AND NEW TIFEAGLE GRASS

These were the scenes at
Double Bay Bowling Club in late
2013 and early 2014.
Top picture shows the topsoil
being lifted from the No 1 Green
as part of the construction of
the upgraded drainage system
and laying of the Tifeagle grass.
Pictured left shows
greenkeeper, Rob Fetherston,
mowing the new surface which
came into play in March, 2014.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MARCH 20, 2017
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Mixed
Pairs
to husband-and-wife
team
Mixed Pairs
titletitle
to husband-and-wife
team – AGAIN!

2017 MAJOR SINGLES
DEFENDING CHAMPION
JACK KAMPEL OUT IN
3½ HOUR EPIC
BRANDON CONWAY WINS
BATTLE OF “TITANS” AGAINST
HAROLD JANKELOWITZ
See pages 4 and 5

Married couple Carol and Julian Engelman (above
right) pictured with their 2016 Mixed Pairs final
opponents, Barbara Shur and Ian Ossher.
SCORE & REPORT NEXT PAGE. 2

ENGELMANS ADD TO FAMILY
TREND IN MIXED PAIRS TITLE
ROSE Bay couple, Julian and Carol Engelman, (pictured)
last week became the 11th husband-and-wife combination to
win the Double Bay Bowling Club’s Mixed Pairs title in the
past 15 years.
Their 26-17 win over Ian Ossher and Barbara Shur in the long-overdue 2016 Mixed
Pairs final was the first by a married couple since 2013 when Jack and Iris Kampel
took home the championship for a fifth time.
The opening round of the 2016 Mixed Pairs was played in late November, but
inclement weather and players’ bowls commitments compelled the Double Bay
championship organisers to hold off the latter rounds until this year.
The 2016 final, which was to have been played last Thursday, was postponed due to
rain which saturated the playing surface.
The Engelman’s were one of eight married couples in the 2016 Mixed Pairs entry.
The multi-time winners, Jack and Iris Kampel, were second round losers, Gerald and
Audrey Weinberg, who have won the event three times, went down in their opening
match. Norman and Marna Morris were also first game casualties as were Michael
and Lorraine Becker who went out to the Alan and Rene Saidman couple.
The Engelmans only husband-and-wife opposition on their way to the championship
was in the third round when they scored a one shot (17-16) win over Harry and Gail
Black.
Since the 2001 merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club, the other married teams to
have their names as Mixed Pairs champions are Jan and Ken Wallis (2003) and Carole
and Barrie Brickman (2005).
Barbara Shotland, whose spouse, Robert, is a Double Bay Bowling Club member,
but does not compete at championship level, teamed with Phillip Joel to win the 2014
Mixed Pairs from the Kampels, and in 2015 she was partnered by Brandon Conway to
retain the trophy with a final win over Gerald and Audrey Weinberg.
Other Mixed champions have been two-time winners, James Cook and Karen
Levinson (2006 and 2007) and Walter Jacobs with Lorraine McLaughlin, who won in
2001.

Consistency pays off in 2016 Mixed Pairs final
Julian and Carol Engelman were too consistent in the 2016 Mixed Pairs final against Ian
Ossher and Barbara Shur, despite the fact that they dropped seven shots over two ends.
The Engelmans were ahead 11-3 after seven ends when Ossher and Shur claimed four shots on
the eighth end and three on the ninth to be only be one shot (10-11) in arrears.
By the 12th end the Engelmans had regained the ascendancy with the scoreboard showing them
ahead 17-10.
A three collect on the 14th gave Ossher and Shur renewed hope of a challenge for the title as they
added another three shots on the 16th to again reduce the Englemans’ lead to a single shot at 1817.
However, that was the last time Ossher and Shur added to their score as the Engleman’s reeled
off the following four ends for eight shots to have the title on the 20th end at 26-17.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MARCH 27, 2017
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Good day at the Pennants as five teams take major points
DOUBLE Bay won five of its seven pennant games completed at the weekend.
In the Zone 13 pennants the Grade 5 (Section 1) team retained top spot with a 10-0
win at Matraville, while the Grade 3 side scored a weekend double with wins at home
to Leichhardt and away at Blakehurst in the match rained off last Saturday-week. The
Zone 13 Grade 6 outfit is still to collect winning points..
The Grade 1 Metropolitan team managed an away rink win from the strong North
Sydney Club, but remains at the tail of the five-team Section.
GRADE 1

v NORTH SYDNEY

At NORTH SYDNEY

B CONWAY

B FRIDMAN

L LILIAN

R FETHERSTON

D KING

H JANKELOWITZ LI

G WEINBERG

A JAVEN

Harry BLACK

P GLICK
W 18-17

P LEVY

W PODGER
L 17-19

GRADE 3

L 9-24
v LEICHHARDT

At DOUBLE BAY

S CAGANOFF

R JANKELOWITZ

W JACOBS

A SAIDMAN

I OSSHER

J ENGELMAN

J WINEBERG

M SACK

L BREM

R MUNZ
L 18-24

D NEWMAN
W 18-15

R FERRER
W 25-11

GRADE 4

v BRONTE
B LAZARUS

R HUTCHINS

G RAICHMAN

B BRICKMAN

P KURTA

A COHEN

John ROSEN

L GINZBERG

B GARDEN

P GRUNFELD

L FERGUSON

W 29-17

GRADE 5

v MATRAVILLE

L. 16-18

L SANDLER

M ROWLEY

M LOTT

A ROSENBERG

A BAKER

R NOVIS

T ROSENBERG

E GRUSD

L SIMON

A SIMMONS

P WYNER

GRADE 6

W 21-15
v GRANDVIEWS

W 18-15

W KOSS

J POPPER

G SOFER

B GLOVER

H STEIN

J GLASSER

D NATHAN

S ABRAHAMS

D VERRE

I HADASSIN

G FRANCO

L 16-21

GRADE 7

V MOOREFIELD

L 16-25

M REISIN

R RUZICKA

J RAINES

P SOLOMON

L HOVEY

P GIBBON

H JACOBS

B HIRST

J HASSON

S FRANKS

G SILVER

W 20-12

Lost 0 (33) - 10 (66)

AT DOUBLE BAY

J FLAXMAN

L 17-30

WON 10 (61) - 0 (49)

AT DOUBLE BAY

Jack ROSEN

L 11-20

WON 9 (69) – 1 (46)

AT MATRAVILLE

M THOMAS

W 22-19

WON 9 (61) – 1 (50)

AT DOUBLE BAY

E WAINSTEIN

W 24-19

Lost 1 (42) 9 (60)

W 27-8

WON 9 (64) – 1 (60)

SUNDAY’S PENNANT RESULTS – NEXT PAGE
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MARCH 27, 2017
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TITANS CLASH IN MAJOR
SINGLES ROUND TWO

RESULTS
2016 MIXED PAIRS
FINAL
JULIAN ENGELMAN
CAROL ENGELMAN 26

TWO of Double Bay’s
leading exponents of the
singles format, Harold
Jankelowitz (right), and
Brandon Conway (left),
staged a ding-dong battle in the second round of the 2017
Major Singles on Sunday before Conway finished ahead by a
two shot margin (31-29).
Both are two-time winners of the title at Double Bay.
Conway was successful in 2015 and 2007 and was twice
runner-up. In 2012 it was to Harold Jankelowitz and in 2014 to
Gerald Weinberg.
Jankelowitz’s wins were in 2012 and in 2003 when he won from
Walter Jacobs.
This year the draw put them together in the second round where
Conway was waiting after receiving a first round bye.
There was little between the pair, who had the scoreboard level
on five occasions.
On the 7th end it was 5-all, after 11 ends they were 8-8, then two
ends later the tally was 11 shots each. By the 23rd end it was
even at 20-20 and on the 31st it was anyone’s game at 29-all.

IAN OSSHER
BARBARA SHUR 17

2017 MAJOR SINGLES
FIRST ROUND
Trevor Rosenberg 31
Paul Baker 27
SECOND ROUND
Arnold Javen, 31
Max Thomas 11
Wayne Podger 31
Jules Popper 15
Brandon Conway 31
Harold Jankelowitz 29
Peter Kurta 31
Jack Kampel 27

2017 MINOR SINGLES
FIRST ROUND
Trevor Rosenberg 25
Harold Gold 2

CONTINUES NEXT PAGE

SUNDAY’S PENNANT RESULTS
GRADE 3

v BLAKEHURST

At BLACKHURST

S CAGANOFF

W PODGER

W JACOBS

A SAIDMAN

I OSSHER

J ENGELMAN

P BAKER

M SACK

L BREM

R MUNZ
W 21-4

D NEWMAN
W 23-13

R FERRER
W 23-15

GRADE 7

v RAMSGATE

AT DOUBLE BAY

J FLAXMAN

M REISIN

R RUZICKA

S FRANKS

P SOLOMON

L HOVEY

H JACOBS

N NEW

B HIRST

J HASSON

Harold BLACK

N/A

G SILVER

N/A

MATCH

POSTPONED TO

GRADE 4

v EARLWOOD BP

N/A

DATE TO BE

Lost 1 - 9

ANNOUNCED

AT EARLWOOD

E WAINSTEIN

B LAZARUS

R HUTCHINS

G RAICHMAN

B BRICKMAN

P KURTA

A COHEN

John ROSEN

I COHEN

B GARDEN

P GRUNFELD

L FERGUSON

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MARCH 27, 2017

WON 10 (67) 0 (43)
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Kampel battles injury comeback
in Major Singles defence loss
JACK Kampel (pictured right) battled for three-and-a-half hours in a
forlorn bid to retain his Major Singles title on Sunday.
The three-time winner of the championship at Double Bay, Kampel went
out of the 2017 event in a second round 39-end marathon 31-27 to Peter
Kurta (pictured left) whose best singles performance
has been as the 2015 Minor Singles finalist.
For Kampel it was one of his most challenging games of lawn bowls as
he took the chance that the
January injuries to his ankles and
a more recent hamstring problem,
had mended sufficiently for him to
SEASON 3 WRAP-UP
play a demanding singles game.
Kurta applied the pressure from
Rain cuts short last session
the start electing ditch-to-ditch ends and racing to 8A
downpour compelled players
0. It wasn’t until the 17th end that Kampel evened at to heavy
run for cover midway through the
final round of Season 3’s popular
12-all and went to a 19-12 lead after the 21st end.
Bowls and Dinner, last
It was 22-apiece on the 30th end when Kampel Twilight
Thursday.
looked as if he was playing on a sort of “auto pilot”
Organiser, Phil Filler, said It is was a
“shame
that the full round couldn’t be
th
rhythm which appeared to stopped going into the 36
played because of the rain”.
end when the score was 27-all.
He said the decision not to award points
Kurta took his chance and collected a four count on for the final two week’s games resulted in
Season 3’s $200 first prize being shared.
the 39th end to finish Kampel’s bid for a fourth Major
Because this week’s bowls fee was
waived, there was no cash prize for the
Singles and the match at 31-27.
best scorecard, nor was there a
On Monday, Kampel told Double Bay Watch that night’s
door prize.
Filler said that the shortened amount of
he was encouraged to report that, in the
bowling was not in despair as everyone
circumstances, he felt “pretty good physically” and revelled in the additional social interaction
would have a session with the physiotherapist.
during June Edelmuth Catering’s superb

Conway takes match on 32nd end
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

Harold Jankelowitz after 16 ends was six shots
(17-11) ahead of Brandon Conway in their 2017
Major Singles match.
He was still in front after the 22nd end (22-17), but a
four count on the 26th had Conway in charge at 2423. On the 28th end Conway was still in command at
27-25, only to see Jankelowitz came back to hit the
front 29-27 on the 30th..
Two shots on the 31st end had Conway again level
pegging (29-29) and on the 32nd end he produced
accurate deliveries to have three bowls around the
jack for the match on a count of 32-29.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MARCH 27, 2017

roast chicken dinner.
“I would like to place on record my
appreciation for all those who assisted in
making this event the success that it has
become,” Filler added.
Ian Ossher and Rein Rowlands (pictured
below) were all-square on 52 points to
share the Season’s $200 prize.
They finished one point ahead of Frank
Mogor,
Fifty-eight
members
and
guests
competed in the five-week Season 3
Twilight Bowls and Dinner.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
TWO DOUBLE
BAY PENNANT
TEAMS IN
REGIONAL PLAYOFFS

Tough draw in
District Singles

DOUBLE Bay’s Pam Stein
(pictured) has been given a
“horror” draw in her
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club again
defence of the Eastern Suburbs District
confirmed its top status in the Eastern
Suburbs District Women’s Bowling
Singles title, which starts today (March 27)
Association when the Grade 2 qualified
at the Hillsdale Club.
for the Regional Pennant playoffs.
Stein, who defeated club-mate, Jan Frape, in
The club’s Grade 3 team has also won
last
year’s championship round, faces another
its way into the Regional level contest.
top-ranked Double Bay member, Barbara
Both teams will compete on Tuesday,
Shotland, the District’s 2008 Singles champion,
May 16, at a Sutherland venue in a bid
to qualify for the 2017 State pennants.
in this year’s first round.
Last week the Grade 2 side travelled
Double Bay has eight players competing in
to Matraville for the concluding Eastern
the event. Three time District winner, Iris
Suburbs District match.
Kampel, looks to have a relatively easy path to
On a heavy green in humid and stifling
the semi-finals, where she is likely to clash
conditions, Double Bay won 5-0 with
rink wins of 23-8 and 19-13.
with another Double Bay entry, including Jan
Double Bay topped the table with 28½
Frape.
points, followed by Matraville 14,
Other club hopes are Barbara Shur, Rene
Randwick 7 and Clovelly 5½.
Saidman, Kathy Passman and Audrey
Weinberg.
Double Bay will host the second round games on Tuesday, then the event returns to
Hillsdale for the next two rounds. The semi-finals are set for Thursday and the final
for Friday, March 31 at venues to be announced.

Defending champion knocked out of club Major Singles
RESULTS
2017 MAJOR SINGLES
SECOND ROUND
Barbara Shotland 25
Iris Kampel 6
Pam Stein 25
Jan Frape 15
Rene Saidman 25
Kathy Passman 11
Lorraine McLaughlin 25
Jan Shedlezki 24.

Five-time Double Bay Women’s Club Major Singles
Champion and the defending title-holder,
Iris Kampel (pictured) last week was
unceremoniously bundled out of the 2017
event.
She fell to the dominating Barbara
Shotland, who hardly delivered a bowl
which failed to count in the 25-6 second
round scoreline.
In a very close encounter Lorraine McLaughlin scored a
one-shot win over Jan Shedlezki, while Pam Stein eased
past Jan Frape, while the 2015 champion, Rene Saidman,
after a slow start, finished ahead of Kathy Passman.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MARCH 27, 2017
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Women’s Club’s
District Singles
supremacy ends

DOUBLE BAY
WOMEN’S
BOWLING CLUB

Editor: Mike Golland

LAWN BOWLS
BACK ON TV

Double Bay Women’s Club’s 11year dominance of the Eastern
Suburbs District (ESD) Singles
championship came to a halt
last week when the 2017 title
was contested by two players
from Randwick Women’s Club.
Since 2005, 11 of the 12 ESD
Singles champions have been
Double Bay players.
This year Double Bay
maintained its strong
representation in the event with
eight entries, including last
year’s winner, Pam Stein, and
runner-up, Jan Frape.
However, for the first time in
more than a decade, not one
Double Bay player competed in
a semi-final.
The title went to Randwick’s
Ros Madgwick, who defeated
club mate, Taryn Keir, 25-22.
REPORT AND SCORES
PAGE 5

A second season of The Bowls Show will
be screened on SBS television next month.
Bowls Australia and SBS have announced
that the partnership has been renewed and
the nationwide free-to-air weekly program
will restart on Sunday, May 14, in a new
time slot of 3 pm.
CONTINUES PAGE 3

MONDAY LEAGUE WASHOUT
The club’s Monday afternoon Intra-club
competition was postponed due to inclement
weather.
Club officials notified competitors early in the
morning that due to current and forecast
ongoing rain, the greens had been closed and
all games scheduled for the day were cancelled.

LAST EX-CHAMPION STILL STANDING

Conway firms to favouritism
for 2017 Major Singles crown
ONLY one former Double Bay Major Singles
Champion remains in the 2017 event after the
weekend’s second round encounters.
Brandon Conway (pictured), a two-time winner
(2015, 2007), who knocked out another dual Major
Singles title-holder, Harold Jankelowitz (2012, 2003)
in the second, is now a firm favourite to finish on top
of the pack this year.
However, there are several competitors remaining in the current event who
have won the runners-up trophy including Doug King, who lost to Conway in
2015, Bernard Fridman, second to Matthew Fetherston in 2011, Pepe Glick
(2009 to Jack Kampel), Ray Jankelowitz (2008 v James Cook) and Walter
Jacobs (2003 v Harold Jankelowitz).
In the second round over the weekend, Jacobs proved too solid for Peter Levy,
the 2005 champion, by a significant 31-23 result collecting shots on 16 of the 31
ends.
Levy had the better of the early ends, but at the
RESULTS
halfway stage lagged 20-12.
2017 MAJOR SINGLES
Doug King (pictured), who was
SECOND ROUND
also in the 2004 final against
Gerald Weinberg, was made to
Peter Grunfeld 31
Trevor Rosenberg 22
struggle against Ronald Munz,
Mark Sack 31
the surprise packet of last year’s
Louis Platus 26
Major Singles when he took all
Alan Saidman 31
Gerald Weinberg 30
before him except in the final
Walter Jacobs 31
against Jack Kampel.
Peter Levy 23
King finished ahead 31-24, but
Rod Ferrer 31
Len Simon 29
only after he halted a Munz come back.
Doug King 31
After playing 10 ends King was ahead 16-4, but by
Ronald Munz 24
the 22nd Munz had levelled the game at 20-20 and
Pepe Glick 16
Wayne Podger 5*
went ahead for the first time with single counts on the
David Kellaway 20
next two ends to have the scoreboard turned around to
Len Sandler 7*
22-20.
*denotes retired during game
But he gave away four shots on the 25th end and
2017 MINOR SINGLES
experience at top level bowling paid off for King as
SECOND ROUND
Michael Rowley 25
he strung together seven shots to win the game on the
Eric Frenkel 22
31st end..
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Three-time champion exits in round two
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

GERALD Weinberg, a three-time winner of the Major Singles at Double
Bay, suffered a one-shot loss in his second round encounter with Alan
Saidman on Sunday.
Saidman turned in one of his best performances when he led for much of the match.
By the 10th end he was ahead of Weinberg by two shots (10-8); 10 ends later was still
in command at 21-15.
It was 24 each after 26 ends before Saidman again hit the front to be within two
shots of victory on 29-26 after 31 ends. Weinberg hit back with a total of four shots to
be on the edge of victory 30-29 on end 34.
On the 35th Weinberg was two down, but drew the shot with his fourth bowl to hold
game. Then Saidman produce a great last bowl to take the shot bowl out and trail the
jack for a three count and the match at 31-30.
In other results Rod Ferrer just scraped in on a last bowl against Len Simon on the
37th end. Simon, after keeping the score level for much of the contest, held match shot,
but Ferrer came up with the winning bowl for 31-29.
Mark Sack also had a tough game against Louis Platus being taken to 34 ends before
claiming the match at 31-26, while Peter Grunfeld was too good for Trevor Rosenberg
scoring 11 shots on ends 25 to 31 for a 31-22 entry into round three.

Top personalities in new TV bowls show
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE

The 2017 version of SBS television’s, The Bowls Show, will be screened over 20
weeks from May 14, but will not be aired on four Sundays from July 2 to July 23,
when SBS is committed to its Tour de France telecast.
The Bowls Show replays are to be available online via SBS On Demand.
Host, Jack Heverin (pictured) will return alongside the sport’s
biggest personalities including Steve Glasson, Karen Murphy
and Kelvin Kerkow.
Episodes with feature content from this year’s World Junior
Championships, the Australia v England Test Series, the
Australian Open and Australian Indoor Championships.
There will also be segments on coaching, club and social bowls
and club profiles, in addition to feature interviews with lawn
bowls stars.
Last year’s first season of The Bowls Show surpassed
expectations and achieved a total cumulative reach of more than 970,000 viewers.

With the new time-slot, bowls officials say that it’s vitally important that the
second season receives even stronger viewership.
Bowls Australia will maintain its relationship with Fox Sports as the sport’s
official Pay-TV partner, which will continue to televise more than 50 hours of
live Bowls Premier League and Australian Open coverage annually, in addition
to other events.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 3, 2017
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Grade 5 - first loss, but retains top Pennant spot
DOUBLE Bay’s Grade 5 four-game unbeaten run in the 2017 Zone 13
Pennants came to an end at Randwick on Saturday, but it retained top spot
in the Section 1 leader’s ladder.
Randwick took the honours 9-1 by a 10-shot margin (73-63) when the lone
rink win of 30-20 came from the David Kellaway-skipped side (Max Thomas,
Phil Filler, Ray Novis).
The one point kept the team at the head of Section 1 with 39½ points, 1½
ahead of Eastlakes with Randwick third on 29½.
The lone win in Round 5, where Double Bay had byes in Grade 1
(Metropolitan) and Zone 13’s Grade 6, came from the Grade 7 combination at
home to Eastlakes when the Norman Morris rink (Peter Solomon, Harry Jacobs,
Jeff Raines) won 21-12 and the Ross Ruzicka side (Lionel Hovey, Bernie Hirst,
Glen Silver) had a runaway 27-8 result The team sits in second place in Section
3 with 36 points one behind Moorefield.
GRADE 1

ROUND 5

BYE

GRADE 3

v TAREN POINT

At DOUBLE BAY

S CAGANOFF

R JANKELOWITZ

W JACOBS

A SAIDMAN

I OSSHER

J ENGELMAN

J WINEBERG

M SACK

L BREM

P GRUNFELD
L 16-19

D NEWMAN
L 13-24

R FERRER
W 21-22

GRADE 4

v RANDWICK

AT DOUBLE BAY

B BRICKMAN

B LAZARUS

R HUTCHINS

G RAICHMAN

L GINZBERG

P KURTA

A COHEN

John ROSEN

L FERGUSON

B GARDEN

P ERDOS

R MUNZ

L 15-28

W 20-16

D 14-14

GRADE 5

v RANDWICK

AT RANDWICK

D KELLAWAY

L SANDLER

M ROWLEY

M THOMAS

A ROSENBERG

A BAKER

P FILLER

L PLATUS

E GRUSD

R NOVIS

A SIMMONS

P WYNER

W 30-20

L 16-28

L 17-25

GRADE 6

ROUND 5

BYE

GRADE 7

v EASTLAKES

AT DOUBLE BAY

J FLAXMAN

N NORRIS

R RUZICKA

S FRANKS

P SOLOMON

L HOVEY

N YATES

H JACOBS

B HIRST

J HASSON

J RAINES

G SILVER

L 11-23

W 21-12

W 27-8
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

End to 12-year run in District Singles titles
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s 12-year dominance of the Eastern Suburbs
District’s Singles title ended last week at the Hillsdale
Club, when not one of its eight contestants won past
RESULTS
the quarter-finals.
DISTRICT SINGLES
Double Bay players had won the District title 11 times in
Double Bay competitors
the past 12 years, but the 2017 event was a letdown for the
FIRST ROUND
club as the defending champion, Pam Stein, was bundled
Barbara Shur
out in the second round by Randwick’s Ros Madgwick,
forfeit from
who beat Double Bay’s District 2008 title-holder, Barbara
L Berka (Sth Cog)
Shotland, in the opening round.
Pam Stein 25
The club’s most prolific District singles champion, Iris
Barbara Shotland 11
Kampel, who has held the title four times, was a third
SECOND ROUND
round causality falling to Taryn Keir from the Randwick
Barbara Shur 25
Club.
L Davis (Clov) 22
Other top-hopes from Double Bay, Rene Saidman, the
Jan Frape
club’s 2015 Major Singles winner, and the consistent
forfeit from
M Stokes (Clov)
Barbara Shur, did their best to keep the club’s record by
qualifying into the quarter-final round.
Rene Saidman 25
Audrey Weinberg 15
In contrast to Monday’s first round at Hillsdale and the
Tuesday’s second day at Double Bay, the third session on
Kathy Passman 25
Wednesday, March 29 was played at Hillsdale in searing
A Lowlett (Rand) 21
heat of just over 30 degrees.
Iris Kampel 25
This venue is known for its discomfort in exceptional hot
C Stone (M F’ld) 2
weather as the surrounding buildings trap the heat onto the
P Stein 12
playing areas.
R Madgwick (Rand) 25
The third round was played in the morning followed by
THIRD ROUND
the quarter-finals in the afternoon.
R Saidman 25
Saidman, had beaten club mate and the 2016 District
J Frape 15
Singles runner-up, Jan Frape, in the morning 25-15.
K Passman 4
Midway into the afternoon’s
L Baldwin 25
CLUB 2017 MAJOR
encounter
against
Clovelly’s
SINGLES
I Kampel 20
Sharon Scarcella, Saidman
SEMI-FINALS
T Keir (Rand) 25
TUESDAY MARCH 4
became muscle-weary and
B Shur 25
Barbara Shotland
went out by 20-25.
L
Davis
(Clov) 22
v
Shur played a 4¼-hour game
Rene Saidman
QUARTER-FINAL
in the morning when she
Pam Stein
scored a three-shot margin win
R Saidman 20
v
over
Clovelly’s
L.
Davis,
but
S Scarcella (Clov) 25
Lorraine McLaughlin
was given only a 20 minute
B Shur 17
FINAL
break before the quarter-final
R Madgwick (Rand) 25
THURSDAY MARCH 6
contest against Madgwick.
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Bowlers to remember
ANZAC war heroes
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club continues its
tradition of marking one of Australia’s most
important national occasions, the anniversary
of the first major military action fought by
Australian and New Zealand forces during the
First World War.

Anzac Day (April 25), is a time at which Australians reflect on the
many different meanings of war. This year it falls on a Tuesday and
Double Bay will have a remembrance ceremony prior to a special
session of bowling for members of the men’s and women’s clubs.
The Anzac service will start at 10 am in the courtyard adjoining the
clubhouse. The ceremony includes the Ode of Remembrance, a
period of silence, the sounding of the Last Post and the lowing and
raising of the Australian flag.
Prior to the ceremony at 9.30 am, coffee and biscuits will be
available, but the kitchen will be closed for the public holiday.
Members planning to attend the Anzac Service and remain for a
social bowls game must notify club officials by entering their name on
the Anzac Day list now on the clubhouse noticeboard.
The club management has waived all fees for the Anzac Day
bowling event which is expected to end at 12.30 pm.

PENNANT RESULTS AND STANDINGS – PAGES 3 and 4

Runners-up trio move towards 2017 Major Singles title round
THREE players, who have been runners-up in a Double Bay Major Singles
final, advanced towards another chance at the title after winning 2017 third
round matches at the weekend.
Bernard Fridman, who was the runner-up to
RESULTS
Matthew Fetherston in the 2011 final, had to produce
2017 MAJOR SINGLES
some of his best bowling to account for Alan Saidman
THIRD ROUND
31-24 over 36 pulsating ends.
Peter Kurta 31
Peter Grunfeld 25
Bernard Fridman 31
Alan Saidman 24
Ray Jankelowitz 31
Rod Ferrer 8
Walter Jacobs 31
David Kellaway 16

2017 MINOR SINGLES
FIRST ROUND
Norman Morris 25
Sam Ginges 8
Phil Filler 25
Jody Glasser 14
SECOND ROUND
Gerald Raichman 25
Ian Hadassin 12
David Newman 25
James Flaxman 20
Phil Filler 25
Stan Franks 13
Andy Baker 25
Peter Grunfeld 17

At the same time Ray Jankelowitz, second to James
Cook in 2008, had little trouble to get past Rod Ferrer in
third round encounter winning 16 of the 22 ends played
for the required 31 shots.
Double Bay’s high profile member, Walter Jacobs, who
found Harold Jankelowitz too good in the 2003
championship match, on Sunday moved past the
consistent David Kellaway into the round of 16.
Now, Jacobs and Ray Jankelowitz will face each other in
a quarter-final, while Fridman awaits the round three
outcome between two-time Major Singles Champion,
Brandon Conway, and the dependable, Sol Caganoff.
Earlier last week Peter Kurta, the Grade 4 pennant
regular, who hit the headlines recently when he defeated
the defending Major Singles champion, Jack Kampel, in a
marathon second round, continued his winning ways with
a six shot margin over fellow Grade 4 team mate, Peter
Grunfeld.
Kurta was in command for most of the match. By the
24th end he was nine shots to the good (27-18) and played
solidly to take the honours 31-25.
Now he looks to the outcome of the match between the
2015 runner-up, Doug King, and another Grade 1
contestant, Arnold Javen, for his next opponent.

Grade 4 player stalking the 2017 Minor Singles crown
Gerald Raichman, one of the highest graded entrants in the 2017 Minor Singles
Championship, has won his way into the third round with a solid win over Ian
Hadassin by 25-12.
Hadassin, who competes in the club’s Grade 6 pennant side, played well enough but
was not match for his more experience Grade 4 opponent.
Phil Filler spent most of the day on the green when he defeated Jody Glasser 25-14
in the first round and then accounted for Stan Franks 25-13 to advance to the third
round where he faces David Nathan, who won his second round 25-20 over James
Flaxman. Norman Morris eased into the second round with a comfortable decision
over the veteran Sam Ginges.
Andy Baker surprised with a 25-17 win over Peter Grunfeld to make round three.
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METRO AND ZONE 13 ROUND 6 PENNANT RESULTS
METRO GRADE 1

v BELROSE

At DOUBLE BAY

B CONWAY

B FRIDMAN

L LILIAN

R FETHERSTON

J KAMPEL

H JANKELOWITZ LI

G WEINBERG

D KING

Harry BLACK

P GLICK
L 8-27

P GLICK
L 14-19

A JAVEN
W 23-18

ZONE 13 GRADE 3

v MARRICKVILLE

At MARRICKVILLE

S CAGANOFF

R JANKELOWITZ

W JACOBS

A SAIDMAN

W PODGER

J ENGELMAN

L BREM

M SACK

J WINEBERG

P GRUNFELD

D NEWMAN

R FERRER

W 24-11
GRADE 4

L 12-23

L 8-22

v BALMAIN
B LAZARUS

R HUTCHINS

G RAICHMAN

B BRICKMAN

A ROSENBERG

L GINZBERG

John ROSEN

L PLATUS

B GARDEN

P ERDOS

R MUNZ

GRADE 5

L 16-23

D 18-18

v DIAMOND BAY
T ROSENBERG

M ROWLEY

M THOMAS

R NOVIS

A BAKER

P FILLER

A SIMMONS

E GRUSD

L SIMON

S EDELMUTH

P WYNER

GRADE 6

L 9-17

W 22-20

v HILLSDALE
W KOSS

S ABRAHAMS

G SOFER

J POPPER

H STEIN

S GINGES

B GLOVER

G FRANCO

J GLASSER

D NATHAN

D VERRE

GRADE 7

W 21-11

W 25-15

V TAREN POINT
M WEINBERG

R RUZICKA

S FRANKS

P SOLOMON

L HOVEY

N YATES

H JACOBS

P GIBBON

J HASSON

H GOLD

G SILVER

GRADE 4 Round 3

L 8-19

L 16-27

v EARLWOOD B P

AT EARLWOOD

E WAINSTEIN

B LAZARUS

R HUTCHINS

G RAICHMAN

B BRICKMAN

L PLATUS

P FILLER

John ROSEN

T ROSENFELD

B GARDEN

P ERDOS

P GRUNFELD

L 13-37

W 9.5 (68) - .5 (48)

AT TAREN POINT

J FLAXMAN

L 12-25

LOST 2 (49) – 8 (54)

AT DOUBLE BAY

Jack ROSEN

D 22-22

LOST 1.5 (56) – 8.5 (59)

AT DOUBLE BAY

D KELLAWAY

W 18-17

LOST 1 (44) – 9 (56)

AT BALMAIN

E WAINSTEIN

W 22-20

LOST 1 (45) – 9 (64)

W 23-19

W 28-20

LOST 0 (36) – 10 (71)

SUNDAY 9/4/17

LOST 2 (64) -8 (76)

DOUBLE BAY PENNANT POINTS AFTER SIX ROUNDS – Next page
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Grade 1 Pennant status on line as team still winless
DOUBLE Bay could lose its Grade 1 Pennant status following its 9-1 home
loss to table toppers, Belrose, on Saturday.
With only three games to play to complete the 2017 Metro Conference Grade
1 (Section 1) fixtures, Double Bay is anchored at the bottom of the five-team
table with four points (see below).

This in contrast to the 2016 Grade 1 result when Double Bay finished fourth
with four wins and one draw for 45½ points from 10 games.
It is away to Ashfield (currently on 36½ points) this weekend and then plays at
Waverley (10½ points) and completes the season at home to North Sydney (21
points) having its second bye in Round 10 on May 13.
Much will depend on how the other two ex-Zone 11 Grade 1 clubs complete
their matches in the Metro Conference’s Section 3, where Alexandria
Erskineville currently has one win from its five matches for 12 points, while
South Coogee, in a similar situation to Double Bay, is winless and is at the
bottom of the ladder with three points.
The Grade 1 Metro Pennants Conference, which is under the control of Bowls NSW,
caters for all the leading Sydney Bowling Clubs such as Carlingford, Northmead, The
Hills, Dundas, Merrylands, Wentworthville, Engadine, Taren Point, Cabramatta,
Wallacia, Mount Lewis, Penrith, St Johns Park and Glenbrook.

ONE WIN FROM FIVE IN ZONE 13 PENNANT GAMES
In Zone 13 pennants Double Bay scored only one win from five grades on
Saturday when the Grade 6 team was successful at home to Hillsdale.
The Grade 3 (Section 1) side is another which is finding it difficult to gain points
against stronger opposition and is fifth of six teams with 22 points, 10 points above
tailenders, Blakehurst.
Double Bay’s Grade 4 (Section 1) shared last spot with Earlwood BP on 13 points
before they played the rained-off Round 3 match on Sunday which EBP won 8-2
which elevated Double Bay to second last spot with 15 points from on Hillsdale 14.
The Grade 5 (Section 1) team, which had led the competition for five rounds,
following its 8-2 loss to Diamond Bay in Saturday’s local derby, has dropped to
second spot on 41½ points behind Eastlakes (48 points).
Grade 6, with a tally of 10½ points from five games, is the tailender of Section 3,
where Randwick, with two games in hand, has 11 points.
Double Bay’s Grade 7 side (Section 3) is competitive and holds second place on 36
points, 10½ less than leaders, Moorefield.
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Full weather forecast now
on Double Bay’s website
THE Double Bay website now has a weather
forecast link which can provide predictions
a week in advance.
The addition to the Double Bay home page is a link to the WillyWeather
website and it provides
information on all
conditions prevailing
at the club on any
particular day of the
week.
WillyWeather covers
current and estimated
temperature,
the
prevailing
wind
strength
conditions,
and anticipates if there
will be wet weather
from
showers
or
continuous rain.
To
activate
the
WillyWeather link from
the Double Bay website
click at the spot shown
within the circle on the
above picture.
It will open the week’s
weather forecast for the
Double Bay area as
pictured above.
Also visible is a panel (at right) which
gives the “Now” weather conditions
for the temperature, the humidity,
amount of rain at Double Bay, wind
direction and its speed, as well as the
air pressure.
The Double Bay website address is
www.doublebaybowlingclub.com.au
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 10, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Setback to 2017 Major Singles final
An injury to one contestant and another’s family health problem, caused a
setback in last week’s finalisation of the Women’s Club’s 2017 Major
Singles Championship.
The semi-finals between Pam Stein and Lorraine McLaughlin and Barbara
Shotland against Rene Saidman were scheduled for last
Tuesday.
However, Pam Stein forfeited the match against Lorraine
McLaughlin (pictured right) following the hospitalisation of her
husband, Edgar.
Rene Saidman (pictured left) had an easier than
expected semi-final win over Shotland by a 11-shot
margin to qualify for the final set for last Thursday.
But 24-hours after Saidman’s win over Shotland, she suffered a
leg muscle injury playing in the Double Bay Intra-Club Wednesday
competition and withdrew from the championship’s final round.
However, McLaughlin, who was the 2001 Major Singles runnerup, offered to postpone the 2017 final until Saidman recovered from
injury.
It will now be played this Thursday, April 13, although it clashes with McLaughlin’s
observance of the Catholic Holyday Maundy which occurs on the Thursday before
Good Friday and commemorates Jesus Christ’s last supper and the initiation of the
Eucharist.

Rene Saidman was too solid for Shotland, whom she defeated to win the club’s
2015 Major Singles title by a score of 25-14.
Shotland was going for her second Major Singles having won the event in 2007, but
couldn’t get a hold on her opponent. Typical of this was on the final end when
Shotland held four perfectly produced shots, only to see Saidman delivery an even
better bowl which took the jack back to collect four shots and entry into her second
Major Singles final.
RESULTS
Club officials praised Lorraine McLaughlin’s attitude in
2017 MAJOR SINGLES
seeking approval to postpone the final until her opponent
SEMI-FINALS
was available.
Rene Saidman 25
“Lorraine McLaughlin does a fantastic job at our club and
Barbara Shotland 14
at District level where she is the Chair of Match,” a
Lorraine McLaughlin
committee member said on Monday.
forfeit from
“She draws up the District’s yearly programme, prints it
Pam Stein
in colour, sends it to all clubs, arranges the venues, the
umpires, the controlling body, attends the games.
“Sometimes Lorraine leaves one bowling club and crosses town to be at another to
ensure she has the results: then she emails them out to one-and-all,” the official added.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 10, 2017
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SECOND CLUB MAJOR
SINGLES FOR SAIDMAN
RENE Saidman won a second Double Bay
Women’s Club Major Singles title last week when
she accounted for club stalwart, Lorraine
McLaughlin, in a “close and classy” final.
She showed her ability soon after joining Double
Bay Women’s Club from the Lindfield Bowling
Club in 2014, by taking out the 2015 Major ‘Singles
Crown from Barbara Shotland.
The former South African came to Double Bay
after 10 years at Lindfield so that she could
compete with her husband, Alan, in mixed events.
But it was in the Women’s Singles
championship that she set a “record” at Double
Bay in winning the title at her first attempt, because the Lindfield Club does
not sponsor the event due to the small number of women members.
Rene, however, did win the Lindfield Minor Singles, which was open to both
men and women. With husband, Alan, she won several Lindfield Mixed Pairs
titles. Before joining Double Bay she skipped in Lindfield’s number one
women’s pennant team which won the District title in 2013.
At District level, Rene had won the Pairs and Fours and reached the final of
the Zone Pairs. WOMEN’S MAJOR SINGLES FINAL REPORT, PICTURE PAGE 3
MEN’S MAJOR AND MINOR SINGLES RESULTS UPDATE PAGE 2

Amazing comeback in Major Singles win
GERALD RAICHMAN produced one of the best comebacks witnessed in
recent years at Double Bay when he pulled back from being 17 shots
behind after 16 ends to win a third round Major Singles match against
Mark Sack on Sunday.
Raichman (pictured) started his fight back on the 19th end
when he collected four shots to change the scoreboard from 621 to 10-21. Another full count on the 25th end had him only
one shot off the pace at 21-22.
Sack lengthened his lead to 26-21 after the next two ends, only
to see Raichman on the 31st draw level at 26-all and then hit the
front for the first time scoring four shots on ends 32-24 for the match at 31-26.

King and Conway on way to 2015 final matchup
Brandon Conway, the 2015 Major Singles Champion,
and Doug King, the runner-up, could clash again in
the 2017 Championship round.
Conway and King (pictured) are at either ends this
year’s draw and following their third round wins at the
weekend need two more victories to resume the battle for
Double Bay’s Major Singles supremacy.
King gave his usual reliable performance against fellow
Grade-1 opponent, Arnold
Javen, but had to play 27 ends before getting to 31RESULTS
17 with a four count.
2017 MAJOR SINGLES
Javen virtually lost the game in the opening minutes
THIRD ROUND
when he allowed King to score a tally of 15 shots by
Brandon Conway 31
Sol Caganoff 20
the sixth end to lead 15-3. Then, on the 19th end he
became glued on 17 shots as King scored on the
Doug King 31
Arnold Javen 17
following final eight ends for a 14-shot win margin.
Conway had somewhat of an easier passage into the
Gerald Raichman 31
Mark Sack 26
third round, although the match went to 33 ends, but
he was never behind on the scorecard racing to 17-6
2017 MINOR SINGLES
on the 14th and 25-15 by the 29th to win 31-20.
FIRST ROUND
Louis Platus 25
Domenico Verre 13
SECOND ROUND
Peter Kurta 25
Trevor Rosenberg 14
THIRD ROUND
Phil Filler 25
David Nathan 23

Filler first into Minor Singles semi-final
Phil Filler is the first to reach the 2017 Minor
Singles semi-final when he scraped past David
Nathan 25-23 on Sunday.
Another hope for the title, Peter Kurta, continued
his winning ways eliminating Trevor Rosenberg by a
11-shot difference and Louis Platus put an end to
Domenico Verre’s hopes in a first round win 25-13.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 17, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Injury no bar to
top Singles win
RENE SAIDMAN overcame a
muscle injury to win the
Women’s Club’s 2017 Major
Singles final on Thursday, April
13, from the long-time Double
Bay top flight member, Lorraine
McLaughlin,
on
a
25-16
scoreline.
Club president, Iris Kampel, who
has won five Major Singles crowns at
Double Bay, said both competitors
had
DRAW
Rene Saidman and Lorraine McLaughlin
problems
2017 MAJOR PAIRS
in being able to take to the green for the final.
Round 1, April 18
Saidman was still recovering
RESULT
Lorraine McLaughlin
from a muscle strain suffered a 2017 MAJOR SINGLES
Jenny Welton
week
earlier,
while
FINAL
v
McLaughlin
has
continuing
Y. Gorman
Rene Saidman 25
aches and pains, which require
Gail Black
Lorraine McLaughlin 16
regular medication.
Round 2, April 20
“You could have called this match a handicap final,
Iris Kampel
rather
than a Major singles event,” Kampel quipped as she
Rene Saidman
congratulated the players after the match, which was
v
described as being “close and classy” with excellent heads
Winner Round 1
and a display of every shot in the book from both players.
Audrey Weinberg
On the 14th end Saidman was ahead 16-10 and then
Jan Frape
scored a “full house” to draw well ahead. McLaughlin,
v
Barbara Shotland
who featured in several Major finals soon after the 2001
P Stein
merger with Rose Bay Bowling Club, came back with a
collect of six shots over the following four ends.
Judi Snider
Judy Bihari
Saidman set sail for the title when she scored another four
v
followed by a single to end the match with a nine shot
Alma Goldman,
margin and can now nominate for the State Singles title.
Rein Rowlands
Carol Engelman
Kathy Passman
v
Lesley Judelman
Jan Shedlezki

MAJOR PAIRS NEXT CLUB CHALLENGE
Double Bay Women’s Club’s next championship event is the
2017 Major Pairs which is due for completion on Tuesday, May 2.
First and second round matches are listed for this
Tuesday and Thursday.
The winning pair qualifies for the State Championships.
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PM SENDS NEW FLAG
FOR ANZAC CEREMONY
THE Australian Flag, which will be used
in the club’s Anzac Day Ceremony
tomorrow (Tuesday, April 25) has been
presented with the compliments of the
Australian Prime Minister, Malcolm
Turnbull.
Mr Turnbull, the Member for Wentworth, is a
keen supporter of the Double Bay Bowling Club,
and arranged for the flag to available in time for
Anzac Day.
The flag, which has flown at the entrance to the
club for “many years”, was faded and somewhat
tattered, which prompted club officials to seek a
replacement.
Double Bay’s General Manager, Steve
The new
flag flying at
Edelmuth, contacted Mr Turnbull’s, electoral
Double Bay
office to ascertain where a replacement
Inset: The
Australian Flag could be purchased.
old
one it
The office immediately offered to supply the
replaced.
flag and arranged its delivery last week when
groundsman, Robert Fetherston, made the
flagpole changeover.
The Anzac Ceremony starts at 9.30 am with complimentary coffee and muffins followed
at 10 am by the Memorial Service including the lowering of the flag At the conclusion
members and guest are invited to play about two hours of organised social bowls free of a
green fee. Late entries for the bowls can be made by contacting. the club on 9327 6774.

MALCOLM TURNBULL AT THE CLUB – PICTURES PAGE 2
MAJOR AND MINOR SINGLES RESULTS – Pages 3-4

Malcolm Turnbull got his club “gear” in 2008
When Malcolm Turnbull visited Double
Bay Bowling Club on December 10,
2008, he was presented with a club
shirt, a club cap and a member’s
handbook by [then] Club Chairman,
John Rosen (pictured).
At that time Mr Turnbull was the Leader of the Federal
Opposition, and admitted to the club members at the
afternoon tea-break, that although he had lived in the
district all his life, he did not realise that Double Bay
Bowling Club was such a great sporting organisation
within so beautiful surrounds.
Mr Turnbull “worked the room” taking almost 20
minutes to talk to members, including (at right)
with then vice-chairman (and current Men’s Club
President) Alan Rosenberg and wife, Rayna.
Although Mr Turnbull promised not to talk about
“politics or religion”, he did answer questions from
the membership about the then current economic
problems facing the world and Australia
Mr Turnbull, when asked by a member “what in
the current economic situation, should I try to get a job, or stay home and play bowls?”
The Federal politician replied “I think you can do both – take up lawn bowls as a professional!”

Conway is lone Double Bay player
named in Zone’s Senior State team
THERE is only one player from Double Bay Bowling Club
selected for the Zone 13 Senior (60-years-and-over) InterZone Sides Championship team.
Brandon Conway has been named to play in the seconds
position in the side skipped by Engadine’s Peter Hughes, with
Grandviews’ Ray Tozer as lead and Martin Krali playing third.
The only other former Zone 11 team players in the squad are
Brandon Conway
Steve Tobey (lead) and Wal Picklum (skip) from Alexandria pictured wearing the
Erskineville.
Zone 11 vest after
Zone 13 is in Section 4 and will play round-robin matches
winning the 2012
against Zones 1, 8 and 11 at the Sylvania Club on Tuesday- State Senior InterWednesday, May 16-17, with the final at Taren Point on May 18. Zone title along with
Zone 11 won the State Seniors Championship in 2012 when six
Double Bay players, including Conway, were in the team.
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five other Double
Bay players.
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Last four in Major Singles all experienced finalists
THE four players who have won their way into the semi-final of the 2017
Major Singles championship have all competed in
the event’s championship round at Double Bay.
RESULTS
The 2017 semi-finals were decided in a four rink
2017 MAJOR SINGLES
battleground on Sunday morning when
QUARTER-FINALS
Brandon Conway showed his best singles play
Brandon Conway 31
against Bernard Fridman;
Bernard Fridman 19
Doug King pushed aside the challenge from the
Doug King 31
inexperienced, but talented Peter Kurta;
Peter Kurta 10
Pepe Glick produced too many accurate deliveries
Pepe Glick 31
for Gerald Raichman and
Gerald Raichman 24
Walter Jacobs held on to eliminate the everconsistent, Ray Jankelowitz.
Walter Jacobs 31
Ray Jankelowitz 23
Conway has won the Major Singles at Double Bay
2017 MINOR SINGLES
on two occasions (2015, 2007) and is also a two-time
THIRD ROUND
runner-up (2014, 2012). Doug King was runner up to
Peter Kurta 25
Conway in 2015 and second to Gerald Weinberg in
Michael Rowley 14
2004, while Glick was beaten in the 2009 final by
Jack Kampel and Jacobs’ best performance was in the 2003 final when he
finished second to Harold Jankelowitz .
On Sunday Jacobs rallied to take the lead from Ray Jankelowitz 22-15 on the
20th end and kept the same seven-shot margin (30-23) after
another 10 ends and made the final four with a single on the
FLASH
31st for a 31-23 result.
BACKS
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE

From left: Walter Jacobs, runner-up in 2003, Pepe Glick (right) runner up to Jack Kampel in
the 2009 Major Singles final and Brandon Conway with Doug King, the 2015 Major Singles
finalists.
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Even contest between top two singles exponents
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

The battle between two of the club’s most consistent singles exponents,
Brandon Conway and Bernard Fridman, was an even contest for most of
the encounter,
However, Conway increased the pace at the 18th end when he scored four shots
to consolidate his lead to 18-11.
Fridman replied with a trio count on the 19th, but he only scored again on three
of the following 11 ends. After 29 ends Conway was “home-and-hosed” at 3019 and put an end to the rivalry by scoring three shots for 31-19 win.
Pepe Glick needed 33 ends to put an end to Gerald Raichman’s opposition,
although he looked in danger after the 19th when the two were tied at 15-all. A
four count on the 22nd and another on the 33rd was, however, enough for the
game to end in Glick’s favour 31-24.
Doug King, one of the club’s few top-shelf members who competes only at
weekends, did not give his less experienced opponent, Peter Kurta, too much
leeway taking a five-shot margin (12-7) after 14 ends.
King applied more pressure from that point and prevented his opponent from
scoring again until the 22nd end when Kurta claimed one shot and followed up
with one shots on ends 23-24 to be behind 10-22.
Six ends and nine shots later King had the match “done-and dusted” by 31-10.

Minor Singles: Tennis player and soccer
goalkeeper now shine on bowling green
TWO former well-performed sportsmen will
clash in a semi-final of the 2017 Double Bay
Men’s
Bowling
Club
Minor
Singles
Championship.
Peter Kurta (left), who continues to excel on the tennis
court, and Phil Filler (right), a well-credentialed goalkeeper in his younger days, have
won their way into the last four of the Minor Singles.
Both are showing strong potential on the bowling green.
Filler, joined the Double Bay ranks in 2013 and is making his second attempt at the
Minor Singles title, where he has scored three decisive wins to qualify for the 2017
semi-final.
Kurta, a member at Double Bay from 2013, has also proved his ability in this year’s
Major Singles when he defeated the defending champion, Jack Kampel, in a 210minute marathon, to reach the last eight from where he was eliminated on Sunday (see
report above).
Adding to his record in the Minor Singles event, Kurta contested the 2015 final won
by David Kellaway.
Last week Kurta in the Minor Singles third round defeated Michael Rowley, who
had survived an earlier 4½ hour round two match against Eric Frenkel, 25-22.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, APRIL 24, 2017
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Day of disappointment in pennant games
Double Bay 2017 Pennant teams suffered a “clean sweep” of defeats in all
five matches played in the seventh round on Saturday.
The only bright light came in Grade 7 where Double Bay was presented with a 10-0 forfeit
win by the combined side from Waverley and Randwick.
With three rounds to complete the season Double Bay is struggling to avoid being section
tailenders in Grades 1, 3, 4 and 6. The Grade 5 team holds down second spot, but is 12½
points behind the leaders, Eastlakes, which scored a 9-1 win over Double Bay on Saturday,
while in Grade 7, Double Bay has 46 points chasing leaders Moorefield on 55½.
METRO GRADE 1

v ASHFIELD

At ASHFIELD

B CONWAY

B FRIDMAN

L LILIAN

R FETHERSTON

J KAMPEL

H JANKELOWITZ LI

D KING

G WEINBERG

A JAVEN

P LEVY
W 25-22

P GLICK
L 9-31

W PODGER
L 5-35

ZONE 13 GRADE 3

v ALEXANDRIA

At DOUBLE BAY

S CAGANOFF

R JANKELOWITZ

J ENGELMAN

A SAIDMAN

I OSSHER

J WINEBERG

L BREM

M SACK

L FERGUSON

P GRUNFELD

D NEWMAN

R FERRER

L 10-32

L 9-23

L 9-25

GRADE 4

v HILLSDALE

AT DOUBLE BAY

E WAINSTEIN

B LAZARUS

R HUTCHINS

A COHEN

B BRICKMAN

P KURTA

I COHEN

John ROSEN

G RAICHMAN

R NOVIS

A SIMMONS

R MUNZ

L 15-16

L 19-27

W 20-18

GRADE 5

v EASTLAKES

AT EASTLAKES

D KELLAWAY

L SANDLER

M ROWLEY

M BOLAND

A ROSENBERG

A BAKER

P FILLER

T ROSENBERG

E GRUSD

L SIMON

A SIMMONS

P WYNER

W 22-28

L 18-19

L 17-14

GRADE 6

v RANDWICK

AT RANDWICK

Jack ROSEN

R KAPLAN

S ABRAHAMS

G SOFER

B GLOVER

H STEIN

S GINGES

I HADASSIN

G FRANCO

J GLASSER

C GORMAN

D VERRE

L 14-24

L 18-22

W 27-16

GRADE 7

v WAVERLY/RAND

AT DOUBLE BAY

N MORRIS

M REISIN

R RUZICKA

J FLAXMAN

P SOLOMON

L HOVEY

P GIBBON

H JACOBS

B HIRST

J HASSON

J RAINES

S EDELMUTH

LOST 1 (39) – 9 (88)

LOST 0 (28) –10 (80)

LOST 1 (54) – 9 (61)

LOST 1 (57) – 9 (61)

LOST 1 (59) - .9 (62)

WON 10-0 FORFEIT
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Top pair after fourth consecutive title
PAM Stein and Barbara Shotland, the Women’s
Club’s most successful pairing in recent times, are
on their way to capturing their fourth consecutive
Major Pairs title.
They have won the Major Pairs crown from 2014 to
2016. Last year they were successful against Lorraine
Becker and Rene Saidman, in 2015 Jan Frape and Sandy
Desiatnik were the runners-up and in 2014 Jan Frape and
Audrey Weinberg were their opponents.
By coincidence it was the Frape-Weinberg combination
which was the Stein-Shotland opposition in the second
round of the 2017 Major Pairs last week.
However, Shotland had to call on Marna Morris to
substitute for the unavailable Pam Stein*, but it was an
effortless result as Shotland was in tip-top form to
advance the pairing to the semi-final by a 15-shot margin.
The pair most likely to give the Shotland-Stein couple a
run for the 2017 trophy is Iris Kampel and Rene Saidman,
who overcame the challenge of Lorraine McLaughlin and
Jenny Welton in the second round.
Lesley Judelman with Jan Shedlezki, Judi Snider and
Judy Bihari, also secured wins to make the semi-final
round, which will be played on Thursday, April 27, with
the final set for Tuesday, May 2.
The winner of the Major Pairs can nominate to compete
in
the
State
Champion-ofChampions event later this year.
The same qualifying condition
applies to the club Major Singles
championship.

RESULTS
2017 MAJOR PAIRS
Round 1
Lorraine McLaughlin
Jenny Welton 20
Yvonne Gorman
Gail Black 11
Round 2
Iris Kampel
Rene Saidman 25
Lorraine McLaughlin
Jenny Welton 11
Barbara Shotland
Pam Stein 22
Audrey Weinberg
Jan Frape 7
Judi Snider
Judy Bihari 19
Alma Goldman
Rein Rowlands 18
Lesley Judelman
Jan Shedlezki 18
Carol Engelman
Kathy Passman 10

*Stein “back” after injury?
Pam Stein injured her back carrying
her fully-laden bowls bag up the
clubhouse steps.
It is a warning to members to use the
recently installed ramp from the
greens to the clubhouse entrance.
Stein has undergone X-rays, has
used hot pads with bed rest and is on
medication.
She hopes to return to the greens in
time for the Major Pairs semi-final.
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Flashback to 2014 – the 2014 Major Pairs
finalists, Jan Frape, Audrey Weinberg, Barbara
Shotland and Pam Stein.
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ANZAC CEREMONY

NEW UNIFORM
TO MARK 75th
ANNIVERSARY
DETAILS AND MORE
PICTURES PAGE 3

REPEAT OF 2015
MAJOR SINGLES
FOR 2017 TITLE
Brandon
Conway
and
Doug King will clash in the
2017 Major Singles final,
as they did two years ago.
STORY PAGE 5

Chairman, Barry Lazarus, and deputy
chairman, John Rosen, at the Anzac Day
Service

Seventy at Double Bay service
REPORT AND PICTURES PAGE 2

WOMEN’S PAIRS
FINAL CHANCE
FOR SAIDMAN
Rene Saidman could add the
Pairs title to her 2017 Major
championship count
STORY PAGE 7

Solemn Anzac ceremony
for Double Bay bowlers
Report by Iris Kampel
THERE was a relaxed, but solemn
atmosphere on Anzac Day morning as
Double Bay Bowling Club members and
visitors gathered to have an early tea or
coffee with muffins and Anzac biscuits,
before the remembrance ceremony.
Seventy bowlers and visitors shared this
Flag at half-mast
important tradition followed by a game of social
bowls.
At the appointed time John
Rosen called us to gather
around the flagpole and he
commenced the ceremony of
lowering the flag.
Those members who wore
medals handed down from
family stood by his side On this
warm grey Tuesday morning
we all gathered around our
flagpole to pay homage to the
brave of many wars.
Barry Isenberg, John Rosen, Rob Hutchins, Lea Portrate
John Rosen recited the Ode
and Yvonne Gerstl
and the last post echoed
through the gardens and lanes
of our neighbourhood It was a
very moving ceremony which
came to a close as we stood for
a minute’s silence.
At the end of the ceremony
members enjoyed a very
sociable game of bowls and
each others’ company.
Organisers thanked the Club
Double Bay members at the Anzac service and (below) at
Manager, Steve Edelmuth, for
the social bowling
his assistance in the ceremony
which was organised by the
Women’s Bowling committee.
Anzac Day photos by
John Wineberg and
Michael Rowley
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ROYAL BLUE IS MAJOR COLOUR
IN CLUB’S 75th BIRTHDAY UNIFORM
THE Double Bay membership will receive a new look uniform to mark the
club’s 75th Anniversary year.
The new royal blue, white and gold coloured playing strip, is unique in that it will be
identical for men and women members.
The unisex outfit has been created by a panel from the men’s and women’s clubs and
has been designed to accommodate the differing cut required for male and female
wear.
The club’s vice-chairman, Barrie Brickman, revealed the decision to provide the new
uniform to the membership at the afternoon tea break last Wednesday.
He said that the club will present a shirt, a trouser and
headwear without charge to each member as part of Double Bay
Bowling Club’s 75th Anniversary celebrations.
All members will have the choice of
a polo short- or long-sleeved shirt, a
pair of trousers or shorts and
headwear from a selection of a
unisex hat, cap, or visor.
The women also have the choice of
a pair of three-quarter slacks.
In coming weeks members will
complete an order form to provide
Internal pockets,
on
left and right hip
their clothing sizes.
Double Bay logo
Officials plan for members to wear
on left chest
Double Bay BC
the new outfit for the 75th
text on back collar
Anniversary’s bowling programme
Left chest internal
during July.
pocket and club logo.
Double Bay BC text on
Members
requiring
additional
back collar
clothing should order the items now
at the wholesale cost. Later orders
will be priced at a retail rate.
All clothing will have the
compulsory Bowls Australia logo.

Elastic waistband with
drawstring. Side pockets,
two back pockets and zip
front.

PARADE OF CLUB
UNIFORMS OVER
PAST 16 YEARS
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Part elastic
waistband
Side pockets
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Five changes
in uniforms
since merger
THE new uniform which
will be worn by members
from July this year is the
sixth change since the
merger with Rose Bay
Bowling Club in 2000.
Club
members
are
pictured here wearing the
previous five versions of
2004
2005
2010
the official Double Bay
uniform.
In the pictures above Harold Jankelowitz is wearing the 2004 uniform. In 2005
it was “modernised” with trousers to match as pictured by the then Men’s Club
president, Rob Hutchins, but the trousers were returned to “traditional” white in
2010 when Arnold Javen
was the “model”.
At left in 2011 there was
another change as Harry
Black is pictured showing
the new apparel and the
most recent alteration to the
club’s playing uniform was
2011
2013
previewed in 2013 by
Julian Engelman.

RECENT WOMEN’S CLUB UNIFORMS

2011
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Déjà vu for Conway and King in Major Singles final
THE scene has been set for another scintillating Major Singles final
between two antagonists who have played each other once before for the
title.
REPEAT OF 2015 CHAMPIONSHIP
It will be a case of déjà vu
for Brandon Conway and
Doug King, who clashed in
the club’s 2015 Major
Singles final, in what was
described as “one of the best
singles games played on the
Double Bay greens by two
masters of singles play.”
Conway
won
the
championship by a single
shot (31-30) in a record
four-hour marathon over 40
pulsating ends.
Gerald Weinberg (centre), who marked the 2015 Major
Singles final between Brandon Conway (left)
He had previously won the
and Doug King and described the game as
Major Singles in 2007 when
“one of the best”.
he defeated the State-ranked
James Cook, and has been runner-up in 2014 to Gerald Weinberg and in 2012
against Harold Jankelowitz.
It will be King’s third time he has challenged for the Major Singles at Double
Bay. In 2004 he went down to Gerald Weinberg 31-25, but he has won his way
into two other Major Singles championship rounds, one at Bondi BC and the
other at Diamond Bay BC.
King and Conway set up a repeat of their 2015 final when they won their semifinal games on Sunday morning
Conway eased past Walter Jacobs 31-22 over 30 ends, while
RESULTS
King had a convincing 31-19 result over Pepe Glick. A four
2017 MAJOR
count on the opening end set the pace for Conway, who was
SINGLES
never headed on the scoreboard. The closest Jacobs came was on
SEMI-FINALS
the 12 end when he added two shots to level at 12-all.
Brandon Conway 31
Walter Jacobs 22
Jacobs prevented Conway from getting too far in front, but a
score of three on the 25th end signalled the end of Jacobs’s
Doug King 31
challenge when the score was 25-18 against him.
Pepe Glick 19
It was a similar story on the adjoining green were King was in
charge from the start over Pepe Glick, who had his chance at 9-all on the 10th end, but
failed to score again for another five ends when King had the scorecard reading 14-11.
King applied the pressure from the 20th to 25th ends when he added 14 shots to have
the match in the bag on 29-17 going on to a 31-19 verdict.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 1, 2017
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Club’s one section hope in Zone 13 Pennants
DOUBLE Bay’s hope of any success in the 2017 Zone 13 Pennant competition now rests
with the Grade 5 Section 1 side which has an outside chance of qualifying for the
sectional quarter-finals.
In round eight last Saturday the team defeated Clovelly 8½ - 1½ to remain in second spot on
the ladder with 51 points behind Eastlakes on 58. With two rounds to complete the sectional
play, Double Bay must score winning points against Matraville and Randwick to finish in
second spot and face the quarter-final against the Section 4 number one side where
Moorefield, Taren Point and Cronulla are all in range of taking out top-spot.
METRO GRADE 1

v WAVERLEY

at WAVERLEY

B CONWAY

B FRIDMAN

H JANKELOWITZ

D KING
R FETHERSTON

G WEINBERG
M SACK

L LILIAN
H BLACK

P LEVY
L 15-18

P GLICK
L 10-22

A JAVEN
L 15-16

ZONE 13 GRADE 3

v BLAKEHURST

at DOUBLE BAY

S CAGANOFF

W PODGER

R JANKELOWITZ

A SAIDMAN

I OSSHER

J ENGELMAN

L BREM

P BAKER

J WINEBERG

P GRUNFELD

D NEWMAN

R FERRER

W 20-15

W 23-7

L 18-22

GRADE 4

v EPB SPORTS

at DOUBLE BAY

E WAINSTEIN

B LAZARUS

R HUTCHINS

A COHEN

B BRICKMAN

P KURTA

I COHEN

L FERGUSON

G RAICHMAN

B GARDEN

R NOVIS

R MUNZ

L 22-23

D 24-24

L 14-31

GRADE 5

v CLOVELLY

at CLOVELLY

D KELLAWAY

L SANDLER

M ROWLEY

M BOLAND

A ROSENBERG

A BAKER

P FILLER

T ROSENBERG

E GRUSD

L SIMON

A SIMMONS

P WYNER

L 17-20

W 24-8

D 21-21

GRADE 6

v COOGEE

at COOGEE

Jack ROSEN

R KAPLAN

S ABRAHAMS

G SOFER

B GLOVER

H STEIN

I HADASSIN

S GINGES

G FRANCO

G GIACOMINI

J GLASSER

D VERRE

D 19-19

L 14-18

L 13-21

GRADE 7

v RAMSGATE

at DOUBLE BAY

N MORRIS

M REISIN

R RUZICKA

J FLAXMAN

P SOLOMON

L HOVEY

P GIBBON

H JACOBS

B HIRST

J HASSON

J RAINES

G SILVER

L 19-21

L 10-31

L 18-20
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LOST 0(40) – 10 (56)

WON 9 (61) – 1 (44)

LOST 1½ (60) – 8½ (78)

WON 8½ (62) - 1½ (49)

LOST ½ (46) -.9½ (58)

L 0 (47) – 10 (72)
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Saidman on way to another Major Pairs, as
the Judi-and-Judy team aim for their first
RENE Saidman has a chance of becoming only the fourth player to have
won the Women’s Club’s Major Singles and the Major Pairs within the
same year since 2000.
Saidman, who took out the 2017 Major Singles last
RESULTS
month, is in the 2017 Major Pairs final with partner,
2017 MAJOR PAIRS
Iris Kampel, who is one of the other two club members
SEMI-FINALS
who has taken home the Major Singles and Pairs
Iris Kampel
trophies in the one year.
Rene Saidman 22
Waiting for Saidman and Kampel in the 2017 final
Barbara Shotland
are the two club members with a similar first name,
Pam Stein 11
Judi Snider and Judy Bihari, who will be making their
Judi Snider
debuts in a championship round.
Judy Bihari 22
In opening the way to add the Pairs to her Major wins
Lesley Judelman
at Double Bay, Saidman with Kampel, knocked out the
Jan Shedlezki 17
defending champions, Pam Stein and Barbara
Shotland, in last week’s semi-final by an
11-shot margin.
Stein has twice taken out the Singles
and Pairs “double”; the first in 2007 and
then in 2009, while Val Cohen
completed the achievement in 2002.
In the other 2017 Pairs semi-final,
Snider and Bihari, defeated Leslie
Judelman and Jan Shedlezki, 22-17.
Judi Snider
They were another pairing hoping to
Judy Bihari
compete in their initial Major final.
Judi Snider
Both pairs were neck and neck from
the start until the Judi and Judy duo forged ahead nearing the closing ends.
At the same time, Stein and Shotland were not at their best as Stein was still
feeling the effects of a back strain which kept her away from bowling the
previous week in the quarter-final. However, with Saidman still in tip-top form
and Kampel displaying her customary skilful accuracy they held control for
most of the encounter to win 22-11. The final is set for Thursday, May 4.
Double Bay Women’s Club will host a District umpire’s measure testing
session on Tuesday, May 2.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 1, 2017
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Doug now King of club singles

WOMEN’S
MAJOR
PAIRS
RESULT
PAGE 7

Men’s Club president, Alan Rosenberg (centre),
continued the tradition of marking the Major Singles
final when Doug King (right) defeated Brandon
Conway on Sunday.
SCORE AND DETAILS NEXT PAGE
PHOTO BY JACK KAMPEL

Third time is right time for Doug
King to win Major Singles crown

RESULTS
2017 MAJOR
SINGLES

FINAL
DOUG King, the once-a-week bowler, confirmed the
Doug King 31
adage “third time lucky” on Sunday when he won the
Brandon Conway 22
2017 Major Singles from Brandon Conway.
2017 MAJOR
But there was
PAIRS
nothing lucky in
FIRST ROUND
the way King
Peter Wyner
David Kellaway 27
won 31-22 to
Ray Novis
reverse the result
Paul Baker 13
of the 2015
Harry Black
Pepe Glick 21
Championship
Ronald Munz
when Conway
Rob Clark 16
took the crown
from him by a
single shot during a 40-end marathon.
King had once previously been in a
Double Bay Major Singles final when
he went down to Gerald Weinberg
31-25 in the 2004 event.
This time King and Conway
contested 28 ends, the first seven of
which were all in King’s favour as he
played long ends and was outstanding
converting several times and drawing
brilliantly to be ahead 13-2.
Then Conway won the eighth end
and pulled the mat up to about two
paces over the minimum.
Doug King (right) and Brandon Conway
relax before playing for the 2017 Major
This plan worked very well as he
Singles Championship on Sunday.
caught up and passed King to lead
PHOTO BY JACK KAMPEL
17-13 after 14 ends.
However, King recovered and regained the lead 21-18 after the 20th. It set the
pace for the following seven ends as King played tip-top bowls moving towards
his first Major Singles title with a collect of 11 shots.
FIFTH GRADERS IN UPSET FIRST ROUND MAJOR PAIRS WIN
David Kellaway and Peter Wyner, who compete in the club’s Grade 5 pennant team, scored a
solid win over higher graded opposition in the first round of the Major Pairs on Sunday.
They knocked out the pairing of Grade 2 combatant, Paul Baker and Grade 4’s, Ray Novis, 27-13
winning on 14 of the 19 ends played.
The well-matched pairing of Harry Black and Pepe Glick held a few too many guns for Ronald Munz
and Rob Clark in their opening match to the sore of 21-16.
SEE ALSO NEXT PAGE 
DOUBLE BAY WATCH MAY 8, 2017
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Trio of winners in bid for 2017 Pairs crown
THREE teams, which have won the Major Pairs at Double Bay, including
the defending champions, are contesting the 2017 championship, the draw
for which was made last week.
The draw has thrown up interesting first
round contests for the previous championship
pairs.
The 2016 champions, Jack Kampel and Peter
Levy (pictured) have an opening round
encounter with Wayne Podger and Rob
Fetherston, who took out the 210 event when

2016

partnered by his son, Matthew.
Two-time winners (2011 and
2009) Gerald Weinberg and
Arnold Javen (pictured right),
face lesser-graders, Errol Kaplan

2009
2011

and Ruven Kaplan, while the 2013
champions, Harold Jankelowitz and Les
Lilian (left), have drawn the inform pair of
Frank Mogor and Peter Kurta.
Thirty-one teams entered the event, three
more than last year.
DEADLINES EXTENDED

2013

Organisers have changed the deadline for the
completion of the 16 first round matches to Saturday,
May 20, as the original date (May 7) clashed with the
club’s Major Singles final and the following Sunday, May
14, is Mothers Day
Players have been warned that the second round
should be played on Sunday 21st May or not later than
Saturday, May 27, with the quarter-finals set for Sunday,

May 28, or not later than Saturday, June 10.
Semi Finals must be played on Saturday. June 17 with final on Sunday, June 18.
At the same time officials reminded contestants that if one team member cannot play, an eligible
substitute must be named. If both players are unavailable the team will forfeit the match.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH MAY 8, 2017
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Champions of 2015 receive rewards
FINALISTS in the Men’s Club’s 2015 championships were presented with
their awards during the afternoon tea break in the
Wednesday League on May 3, 2017.
Club officials apologised for the
delay in the presentations of the
trophies and plans to acknowledge the
2016 winners and runners-up at the
same time were postponed as one of
the events has yet to be decided.
Players who won or were beaten
finalists had the option of receiving a
monetary prize or an engraved trophy.
Brandon Conway
The most “prolific” winner was
three 2015 wins
Brandon Conway, who collected
envelopes for taking out the Major
Singles, Major Pairs with Dan David Kellaway with
Minor Singles
Flanagan and the Mixed Pairs when the 2015trophy
partnered by Barbara Shotland.
David
Kellaway,
the 2015 Minor
Singles Champion,
elected to have a
trophy
as
a
permanent reminder
of his win, as did
Peter Kurta 2015 Minor Peter Kurta.
Singles runner-up
tyrophy winner

Jack Kampel and
Gerald
Weinberg
each collected three
prizes, while Peter Levy, Bernard Fridman
and Doug King were acknowledged for
competing in two championship events.

Peter Levy, Sol Caganoff and David Newman
runners-up in Major Triples.

CORNER FLAG TO MATCH NEW UNIFORMS
The club’s new blue and white corner flags were
installed last week.
Previous flags in club colours
were maroon and gold (at left)
introduced in 2008.
From 2000-2007 the gold and
blue (right) was the flag
matching the club's uniform.
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Clubs outplayed in Metro Grade 1 pennants
DOUBLE Bay’s Grade 1 team, which in previous years was a leading contender
for Zone pennant honours, could not match the talent of the opposition clubs in
the 2017 Metropolitan Conference, which ends this week.
Prior to the change in the setup of the State Zones, Double Bay was a top Grade 1
club in the Zone 11 (Sydney Central) pennant competition.
This year the club competed in Section 1 of the four-section Grade 1 Metro
Conference and failed to win any of its eight matches, only collecting points for rink
wins.
Double Bay has the bye this weekend and will be on the bottom rung of the Section
1 ladder on six points, with a minus 169 shot aggregate, while nearby Waverley is one
spot above with 21 points from two wins in the Section 1 ladder pictured below.

This is a similar situation of two other ex-Zone 11 clubs.
South Coogee, which is in Metro Conference Section 3, has scored only four points
and has a minus 237 shot to hold up the competition ladder. In Saturday’s final game
it is at home to the previously strong Zone 11 club, Alexandria Erskineville, which is
also finding the going tough and is second last on the ladder with 13 points.
The only ex-Zone 11 club which is on a par with the other Zone 13 Grade 1 clubs, is
Ashfield, which has strengthened the standard of its playing strength to compete in
Section 1. As the table above shows it is unbeaten and is the run-away leader with
65½ points, 26½ more than equal second-placed Belrose and North Sydney.

OTHER DOUBLE BAY ZONE 13 PENNANT RESULTS NEXT PAGE
METRO GRADE 1

v NORTH SYDNEY

H JANKELOWITZ

R FETHERSTON

D KING

L LILIAN
H BLACK

J KAMPEL
G WEINBERG

B FRIDMAN
B CONWAY

P LEVY
L 11-26

P GLICK
L 17-20

A JAVEN
WON 21-15

ZONE 13 GRADE 3

v LEICHHARDT

at LEICHHARDT

S CAGANOFF

W PODGER

R JANKELOWITZ

A SAIDMAN

I OSSHER

J ENGELMAN

L BREM

M SACK

D FLANAGAN

P GRUNFELD
L 15-24

D NEWMAN
WON 16-14

R FERRER
L 14-25

DOUBLE BAY WATCH MAY 8, 2017

at DOUBLE BAY

LOST 1 (49) – 9 (61)

LOST 1 (45) 9 (63)

Page 5

GRADE 4

v BRONTE

at BRONTE

E WAINSTEIN

B BRICKMAN

R HUTCHINS

A COHEN

P KURTA

L FERGUSON

I COHEN

P BAKER

G RAICHMAN

P ERDOS
L 13-28

B GARDEN
L 10-22

R MUNZ
16-21

GRADE 5

v MATRAVILLE

at DOUBLE BAY

D KELLAWAY

L SANDLER

M ROWLEY

M BOLAND

A ROSENBERG

A BAKER

P FILLER

T ROSENBERG

E GRUSD

L SIMON
WON 28-19

A SIMMONS
WON 23-16

P WYNER
WON 26-12

GRADE 6

v GRANDVIEWS

at DOUBLE BAY

Jack ROSEN

W KOS

S ABRAHAMS

R KAPLAN

G SOFER

H STEIN

I HADASSIN

B GLOVER

G FRANCO

G GIACOMINI
WON 20-18

J GLASSER
WON 25-15

D VERRE
WON 33-10

GRADE 7

v MOOREFIELD

at MOOREFIELD

N MORRIS

M REISIN

R RUZICKA

J FLAXMAN

P SOLOMON

L HOVEY

P GIBBON

H JACOBS

B HIRST

S FRANKS

J RAINES

G SILVER

L 12-27

DREW 15-15

WON 35-10

LOST 0 (39) – 10 (71)

WON 10 (77) - 0 (47)

WON 10 (78) - 0 (43) -.

WON 8½ (52) – 1 ½ (52)

Three teams take top points as Grade 5 nears sectional playoff
DOUBLE Bay’s pennant results took a turn for the better in Round 9 of the
Zone 13 competition on Saturday.
Highlight was the resounding 10-win by the Grade 5 outfit at home against
Matraville RSL to take top spot on the ladder. The result put the side on 61 points
with one match to play at home to Randwick (57½ points). Double Bay must collect
maximum points and reverse a first round 1-9 away loss to remain in contention for
the sectional series.
The team has benefitted from the selectors retaining, where possible, the make-up of the
rinks from week-to-week. The skips, David Kellaway, Len Sandler and Michael Rowley
have been in consistent form as the team has won six of its nine games.
Against Matraville RSL on Saturday the rink of Rowley, Andy Baker, Eric Grusd and
Peter Wyner set the pace with an 18-shot margin.
Kellaway’s unit of Maurice Boland, Phil Filler and Len Simon, won by nine shots, while
Sandler, Alan Rosenberg, Trevor Rosenberg and Jody Glasser got home by a seven shot
margin for an overall aggregate win of 77-47.
The Grade 6 combination surprised with a 10-0 home win over table-toppers Grandviews,
but still rest at the tail of the scoreboard with 22 points, nine below Randwick and Coogee
both on 31 points.
The win was set by of a 13-shot rink margin by Sam Abrahams’ side of Harry Stein, Gus
Franco and Domenico Verre and supported by Jack Rosen’s team of Ruven Kaplan, Ian
Hadassin and G. Giacomini, and the Werner Kos headed unit of George Sofer, Barry Glover
and Jeff Raines.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH MAY 8, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Saidman and Kampel too experienced in Major Pairs Final
REPORT AND PHOTO BY PAM STEIN

EXPERIENCE, and the accuracy which goes with it, proved a vast
difference when the top-shelf pair of Iris Kampel and Rene Saidman won
the 2017 Major Pairs Championship last week against their lesser practiced
opponents, Judi Snider and Judy Bihari.
Snider, the club’s 2016 Most Improved player, proved worthy of the award
with some fine leading draw bowling and yard-on shots, while her partner,
Bihari, was calm and supportive playing with a skip's demeanour.
Both found the fast green more problematic than did their more clued-up opposition,
but it was a solid learning curve for first time finalists.
The first end was television-worthy, with a breathlessly close head with each bowler
replacing the shot bowl with her own, to the applause of the spectators.
After the last bowl the umpire, Lorraine McLaughlin, was invited to determine the
shot. One to Saidman, but only just!
RESULTS
The Saidman pair continued to dominate the head and were
2017 MAJOR
well
ahead early. They kept up the pressure in a steady rhythm
PAIRS
as their accuracy and experience took them to 24-8.
FINAL
Iris Kampel
Rene Saidman 29
Judi Snider
Judy Bihari 8

The 2017 Major Pairs Finalists (back) Iris Kampel, Judi Snider and (front)
Rene Saidman with Judy Bihari.

Women’s Club bowlers underwent a measuring session
last week. Report and pictures next week.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH MAY 8, 2017

The
difference
between the two
combatants was seen
on the 17th end. Snider
and Bihari held two
resting touches, only
to see Saidman covert
into the head into a
five
count. This
signalled the end of
the challenge and the
last end was conceded
by a duo who will
benefit
from
the
adventure of playing
in such a highpressure match.
Rene Saidman is now
the fourth player to win
the Women’s Club’s
Major Singles and the
Major Pairs within the
same year since 2000.
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WOMEN’S CLUB AGAIN STATE SENIOR FOURS HOPE

THIS YEAR’S
REGIONAL
CHAMPIONS

THE
Double
Bay
Women’s Club will again
represent the Eastern
Suburbs District in the
upcoming NSW State
Senior Fours titles.
This follows last week’s
Regional Final played on
home soil when Double
Bay’s team of Marie
Thatcher, Marna Morris,
Iris Kampel and Barbara
Shotland, defeated the
Sutherland representative
side 26-12.
Double Bay has now
won the Regional Senior
Fours for the fifth time
since its inception in 2012.
Last year was the first
time the club did not
qualify for the State event.
REPORT AND MORE
PICTURES PAGE 5

Marie Thatcher, Marna Morris,
(back) with Iris Kampel and
Barbara Shotland.
PAM STEIN PHOTO

Two teams in Pennant sectional playoffs
DOUBLE Bay will have two teams in the 2017 Zone 13
Sectional playoffs on Saturday at Taren Pint.
The Grade 5 side won Section 1 and now faces Section 4
runner-up, Taren Point, in the quarter-final.
The Grade 7 side was second in Section 3 and clashes with
the section’s top side, Moorefield, in the playoff.

DETAILS p 2

LOWER GRADES BEST IN 2017 PENNANTS

DOUBLE Bay will compete in two 2017 Zone 13 Sectional Pennant playoffs at Taren Point at the
weekend.
For the second consecutive year the Grade 5 side has been the club’s most successful Pennant
combination. Last year the team finished second in its section. This year, with a similar line-up of
players, it won the section in a final round cliff-hanger result via last bowl deliveries which gave it the
seven aggregate shot points.
The Grade 7 team, which has been a consistent point scorer in its Section 3, took second spot (63½
points) and on Sunday comes up against the section’s table toppers, Moorefield (75 points), to decide
the Section winner and a place in the grade’s semi-final.
In Grade 5, the winner of Saturday morning’s sectional between Double Bay and Section 4’s second
placed, Taren Point, goes into the semi-final on Saturday-week (May 27) against the winners from the
sectional game between Olds Park, which topped Section 3, and the Section 2 second-placed, Tigers
Five Dock.
Overall, it was a disappointing pennant season for Double Bay. The Grade 1 Metropolitan side
finished last of five teams with only six points, while in the Zone 13 competition, Double Bay’s other
three entries ended the season on the bottom rung of Grades 3, 4 and 6.

Skips’ last
end bowls
squeeze
Grade 5
into Zone 13 Pennant sectional playoff
Michael Rowley

David Kellaway

Len Sandler

FINAL bowl deliveries by the three skips of the Grade 5 team playing the 10th
round of the 2017 Zone 13 Pennant at home on Saturday against Randwick,
paved the way for Double Bay to win its section by a slim one-and-a-half points.
Coming into the last round Double Bay held top-spot with 61 points, two more than
Eastlakes and three-and-a-half ahead of Randwick.
Eastlakes won its concluding game 9-1 against Matraville RSL to finish with 68
points, while Double Bay and Randwick were neck-and neck on the aggregate
scoreboard, the result of which would decide if Double Bay wins or finish third in
Section 1.
On the 21st end Len Sandler’s rink of Alan Rosenberg, Trevor Rosenberg and Alan
Simmons scored a single shot to record a comfortable 23-15 win, but David
Kellaway’s rink (Maurice Boland, Phil Filler and Len Simon) were behind 17-19 and
the Michael Rowley side (Andy Baker, Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner) was lagging by
eight shots at 14-22 to show the aggregate in Randwick’s favour at 54-56.
Kellaway was one down as he played a great last bowl to convert to two up and
share the match points with a 19-all draw and tie the shot-count at 56-56.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, MAY 15, 2017
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Team holds mid-rink talk to decide last end plan
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

On the third rink, Rowley was one-up when he crossed to the mat to play his last
deliveries, but Randwick’s skip drew within 10 centimetres closer to the jack,
and with another nearby, prepared to claim two shots.
Before Rowley played his last bowl
the team discussed the situation where
Season’s “greatest draw shot”
Double Bay had three bowls just past
A group of Double Bay’s A-grade players has
described the last ends of last Saturday’s
the jack. It was decided, having an
Grade 5 match against Randwick as “one of
eye on the 56-56 “big board” score,
the
most exciting finishes in a pennant match
that Rowley should attempt a
for many-a-year”.
forehand draw to trail the jack back to
With the A-grade Metro team having the last
the Double Bay bowls for at least a
round bye, the players cut-short their time on
single count and the match by a one
an adjoining green to watch the encounter that
shot aggregate margin.
could decide the grade’s Section 1 winner.
Rowley produced a perfect bowl
And in the pre-match roll-up two senior
which trailed the jack back to his
players, Brandon Conway and Harry Black,
team’s bowls for a three count which,
gave encouragement and advice to the team.
although giving the game to
Chairman of Selectors, Gerald Weinberg,
Randwick by 17-22, was sufficient to
described Michael Rowley’s last bowl as “the
greatest draw shot of the season picking up
swing the 59-56 aggregate to Double
the
jack and trailing it back for a three count to
Bay and the 8½-1½ competition
give our 5’s top spot in the section”.
points to retain first place and win the
section.
GRADE 5

v RANDWICK

at DOUBLE BAY

D KELLAWAY

L SANDLER

M ROWLEY

M BOLAND

A ROSENBERG

A BAKER

P FILLER

T ROSENBERG

E GRUSD

L SIMON
DREW 19-19

A SIMMONS
WON 23-15

P WYNER
L 17-22

ROUND 10

WON 8½ (59) – 1½ (56)

Grade 7’s win at Eastlakes takes second place
THE Double Bay Grade 7 team scored a 20-shot aggregate 9-1 win at Eastlakes on
Saturday to consolidate second place in the Section 3 Zone 13 pennant competition.
The win came on the back of a 30-12 rink win by James Flaxman, Lionel Hovey, Bernie
Hirst and George Silver, while the side of Mark Reisin, Peter Solomon, Harry Jacobs, and
Jeff Raines won 18-11 in a 63-43 shot win.
GRADE 7

v EASTLAKES

at EASTLAKES

N MORRIS

M REISIN

J FLAXMAN

S FRANKS

P SOLOMON

L HOVEY

P GIBBON

H JACOBS

B HIRST

G GIACOMINI

J RAINES

G SILVER

L 15-20

WON 18-11

WON 30-12

ROUND 10

WON 9 (63) – 1 (43)

OTHER PENNANT RESULTS NEXT PAGE
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METRO GRADE 1

DOUBLE BAY

BYE

ZONE 13 GRADE 3

v TAREN POINT

at TAREN POINT

J KAMPEL

W PODGER

R JANKELOWITZ

M BECKER

I OSSHER

J ENGELMAN

J WINEBERG

M SACK

P BAKER

D FLANAGAN
L 18-24

D NEWMAN
L 17-25

R FERRER
L 22-26

GRADE 4

v BRONTE

at BRONTE

E WAINSTEIN

B BRICKMAN

R HUTCHINS

A COHEN

P KURTA

L FERGUSON

I COHEN

L GINZBERG

G RAICHMAN

P ERDOS
L 12-23

B GARDEN
L 10-31

R MUNZ
DREW 21-21

GRADE 6

BYE

ROUND 10
ROUND 10

LOST 0 (57) 10 (75)
ROUND 10

LOST ½ (43) – 9½ (75)
ROUND 10

Lessons in “Measure-for-Measure”
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club last week staged a
measuring session for its members.
They were instructed in the intricacies of “measuring for
shot” by umpires Lorraine McLaughlin, Iris Kampel and
Jenny Welton.
McLaughlin (below right) demonstrated the use of the long
measurement instruments;
Kampel displayed how to determine the shot when the jack is
in the ditch;
Shotland (below left) showed how to use the callipers when
the bowls are a fraction apart;
Welton (left) revealed the Orbital Measure instrument which
has to be unscrewed before use.
ON THE GREEN – NEXT PAGE 

PAM STEIN PHOTOS
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Teamwork vital in Seniors Regional win
The Double Bay team of Marie Thatcher, Marna Morris, Iris Kampel and
Barbara Shotland, representing the Eastern Suburbs District in last week’s
Senior Fours Regional play at home against Sutherland, demonstrated
what cohesive, supportive teamwork is all about.
Every member was on her game. However, from the start the driving factor of
the success lay with lead Thatcher and the second Morris, both of whom,
applied the pressure with relentless accuracy.
Tidying up and playing strategic placement shots was left to the third player,
Kampel, while skip, Shotland, consolidated or converted when necessary.
This was evident on the seventh end with a ditch-to-ditch jack and where
Sutherland’s
second and third
each had a resting
toucher.
Shotland drove
neatly through a
forest of front
bowls, took the
jack cleanly into
the ditch and
scored three shots
which set the way
for the team’s 26At left the Double Bay Senior Fours Marie Thatcher, Marna
12 win.
Double Bay has a Morris, Iris Kampel and Barbara Shotland; At right: The Sutherland
foursome Faye Cullen and Sandra Jowett, Pamela Ridge and
tricky cross wind Jackie Hull.
which appears to
fool visiting players but is a kindly friend to the
“know how” home team.
The State Senior Fours titles are set for October.
More than 100 spectators were at Double Bay
for the Regional qualifying games. As well as
Double Bay and Sutherland, Engadine and
Randwick, competed in the Open section with
Engadine taking the honours by 19-16.
A section of the 100-or-more spectators at last week’s
Regional qualifying matches at Double Bay
PAM STEIN PHOTOS
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GRADE 5 OUTGUNNED
IN PENNANT PLAYOFF

WOMEN’S CLUB
AGAIN IN STATE
GRADE 2 GAMES
DOUBLE Bay Women’s
Club will again represent
Region 13 in the Grade 2
State Pennants later this
year at The Entrance.
The team received medals
for winning the Regional
playoff against Sutherland
last week.
SEE PAGES 4 & 5

DOUBLE Bay’s hopes a making its mark in
the 2017 Zone 13 Pennant competition came
to a halt on Saturday when the Grade 5 side
was outgunned in the sectional quarter-final
match against home side, Taren Point.
Three other former Zone 11 clubs, Alexandria
Erskineville, Tigers Five Dock and Eastlakes,
were also eliminated at the same stage from the
Grade 5 pennant playoffs by teams from the
more powerful Southern Sydney clubs in Zone
13.
Double Bay, which headed the Grade 5
Section 1 Pennant ladder, won one rink, but
found the overall strength of Taren Point’s
young brigade too consistent and bowed out on
a shot scoreline of 41-68.
It was a similar result as last year when the
Grade 5 team finished second in the 10-game
pennant season, but was knocked out in the
section qualifier by the Southern Section team
from Ramsgate.
Overall it was a forgettable Pennant year for
Double Bay with the Grades 1, 3, 4, and 6
ending at the tail of their sections.
GRADE 5 PHOTO AND SCORES PAGE 2

President praises Grade 5 and club spirit
GRADE 5

v TAREN POINT

at TAREN POINT

DAVID KELLAWAY

LEN SANDLER

MICHAEL ROWLEY

SAM ABRAHAMS

ALAN ROSENBERG

ANDY BAKER

PHIL FILLER

TREVOR ROSENBERG

ERIC GRUSD

LEN SIMON

ALAN SIMMONS

PETER WYNER

LOST 7-35

WON 20-11

LOST 14-22

SECTION QUARTER-FINAL

LOST 41-68

The Double Bay Grade 5 team at Taren Point for its 2017 Zone 13 sectional quarter-final (from left)
David Kellaway, Len Simon, Sam Abrahams, Phil Filler, Len Sandler, Trevor Rosenberg, Alan
Rosenberg, Andy Baker, Michael Rowley, Peter Wyner, Eric Grusd, Alan Simmons.
MICHAEL ROWLEY PHOTO

DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club president, Alan
Rosenberg, (pictured) has applauded the Grade 5 team which
won its section in the 2017 Zone 13 pennant competition.
In an email to the Grade 5 squad, Rosenberg, who was a member of the
team, said everyone congratulates the pennant side for making the
playoffs.
It was a very good effort to win the section, he said.
“Although the team was not successful in the quarter-final match
[against Taren Point], the players showed a great spirit,” he said.
Rosenberg also said “well done” to all the other players who competed in the grade
throughout the pennant season.
“The fact that many members travelled to Taren Point to support the team showed
Double Bay has a “real club spirit”, he added.
Side manager, Peter Wyner, said that the team had received a supportive and
congratulatory message from Double Bay’s Women’s Club executive member, Barbara
Shotland, acknowledging the Grade 5 team’s effort in winning its section.
“This echoes our overall club spirit,” Wyner added.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, May 22, 2017
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Disappointment for Grade 7 Pennant squad
Jubilation by Double Bay’s Grade 7 pennant players that they had qualified for the
Zone 13 sectional play last week, was short lived.
After the team’s Round 10 win by 9-1 (20 shot margin) at Eastlakes it had collected 63½ points to
be second behind Moorefield on 75 points, but this was before the result of the Ramsgate v
Waverley-Randwick had been posted on the league ladder, where Ramsgate won 10-0 taking its
tally to 69½ pts and replacing Double Bay in second place.
Club officials were also misguided that the ladder showed that the Double Bay team’s total was
an accumulation of its points from nine games. Therefore, it was thought that the 10 points
allocated from its round seven forfeit win from Waverley/Randwick had not been included in its total
of 69½ points.
However, even though the zone listed Double Bay as having played nine matches, the 10 points
for the forfeit had been included in the 63½ total.
This meant that Double Bay was in third place and did not qualify for the sectional matches.

Close calls in early Major Pairs results
THERE were several narrow wins recorded in first round
clashes of the 2017 Major Pairs championship over the weekend.
David Newman and Ian Ossher defeated Bernie Garden and Barrie
Brickman, on an extra end 17-16, after the score was 16-all on the
21st end, while Rod Ferrer and Trevor Rosenberg scraped in 19-18
over Mark Sack and Julian Engelman.
The top-ranked pairing of Phillip Joel and Brandon Conway came
from 13-16 down to defeat the lesser graded team of Phil Filler and
Norman Morris 19-16 when they added six shots over the last three
ends.
It was a slightly easier game for the 2013 champion pair Harold
Jankelowitz and Les Lilian, even though Harry Stein subbed for Les
Lilian, as they finished ahead of Peter Kurta and Steve Edelmuth
(sub for Frank Mogor) 23-16, when a five count on the 20th end
sealed the result.
Jack Kampel and Peter Levy are the defending Major Pairs team,
but for the first round match on Sunday, Levy was unavailable and
Sid Glick came in as the substitute to share in a remarkable
comeback against the formidable combination of Wayne Podger and
Rob Fetherston.
Kampel and Glick were behind 8-19 after 13 ends, but rallied to
reel off the following eight ends for 15 unanswered shots and
advance closer to keeping the title in the Kampel-Levy names on a
23-19 result.
Another substitute was required for the John Wineberg–John Rosen
team, when Rob Hutchins came in for Rosen in
2017 MINOR
the match against Alan Rosenberg and Maurice
SINGLES
Boland.
nd
2 Round
Hutchins was in tip-top form and led the way
Louis Platus 25
for an effortless 20-9 win.
Alan Sacks 16
Gerald Weinberg, who has won the Double
Bay Major Pairs five times, twice with current partner, Arnold Javen,
had a trouble-free win over Errol Kaplan and Ruven Kaplan 22-9.
Current Major Singles champion, Doug King, with Dan Flanagan
eased into the next round 20-9 over Jody Glasser and Peter Grunfeld.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, May 22, 2017

RESULTS
2017 MAJOR
PAIRS
1st Round

Arnold Javen
Gerald Weinberg 22
Errol Kaplan
Ruven Kaplan 9
Peter Levy
Jack Kampel 23
Wayne Podger
Rob Fetherston 19
Les Lilian
Harold Jankelowitz 23
Peter Kurta
Frank Mogor 16
David Newman
Ian Ossher 17
Bernie Garden
Barrie Brickman 16
Phillip Joel
Brandon Conway 19
Phil Filler
Norman Morris 16
John Wineberg
John Rosen 20
Alan Rosenberg
Maurice Boland 9
Trevor Rosenberg
Rod Ferrer 19
Mark Sack
Julian Engelman 18
Dan Flanagan
Doug King 20
Jody Glasser
Peter Grunfeld 9
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Sixth time for Double Bay
in Grade 2 State playoffs
REPORT BY PAM STEIN

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club will represent
Region 13 in the Grade 2 Pennant State
Championships for the sixth consecutive year,
following its win in the Regional Shield match
against the Sutherland District team last week at
Taren Point.

STATE FINALS AT
THE ENTRANCE
The 2017 State
Pennant tiles will be
stage on the Central
Coast at The Entrance
bowling clubs from
Tuesday, August 15 to
Saturday, August 19
In the 2016 State
titles the Double Bay
team won four of its
five games by 5-0
margins, but missed
the semi-final cut-off
by 1½ points.
Double Bay has won
the Grade 2 State Flag
in 2001 and i 2004.

The team of Iris Kampel, Marna Morris, Pam Stein
and Barbara Shotland; Barbara Shur, Gail Black, Leikie
Becker and Rene Saidman won 51-24 against
Sutherland, the same District side Double Bay defeated
to qualify for last year’s Grade 2 State titles.
Shotland’s four adapted to the fast Taren Point green
and piled on the points despite the wind which
continually changed direction.
The team skipped by Saidman took a little longer to
get on top of the opposition, but finished ahead to
ensure a 27-aggregate shot margin.
At the same time Double Bay’s Grade 3 District team
of Lesley Judelman, Florrie Cohen, Kathy Passman and Lorraine McLaughlin; Judi
Snider, Margo Michael, Audrey Weinberg and Jan Frape came heartbreakingly close
to gaining State qualification when it went down to the talented Taren Point team by
five shots on a 32-37 scoreline.
The two sides faced far more experienced players on their home ground, nonetheless
the Double Bay combinations displayed a fighting spirit and camaraderie that augurs
well for the future.
The Grade 4 Regional Pennant play-off contested at the same time was a Cinderella
story with a moral.
The Eastern Suburbs District club, South Coogee, had entered two teams in Grade 4
pennants, one was considered its top A-selection and the other consisted of its lesser
lights as the B-side.
During the season the B-team shocked by defeating the A side for the District
championship and was given little hope in the Regional playoff against the powerful
Engadine line-up.
To the surprise of one-and-all South Coogee took out the Regional match and will
compete at State level.
The moral of South Coogee’s win is that with determination, a positive attitude, hard
work, a cohesiveness and enthusiasm, a team can rise to unexpected heights.

PICTORIAL NEXT PAGE
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, May 22, 2017
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Medals and shield presented to Double Bay
EIGHT Double Bay Women’s Club bowlers received their Grade 2 gold
medals and the club was presented with the Regional 13 Seniors Fours
Shield during a ceremony at the Taren Point Club on Tuesday, May 16.

GRADE 2 team (above left) Iris Kampel, Marna
Morris, Pam Stein, Barbara Shotland; (above)
Barbara Shur, Rene Saidman, Gail Black
and Leikie Becker.
GRADE 3 (left) Florrie Cohen, Leslie Judelman,
Lorraine McLaughlin, Kathy Passman; (below left)
Audrey Weinberg, Margo Michael, Jan Frape
and Judi Snider.
BELOW: Presentation of the recently won Senior
Fours Regional Shield to Barbara Shotland
by District Secretary, Toni Hartley (left), and
District President, Sue Snape.

Pam Stein
photos
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188-year-old pairing
in Major competition
MAJOR
PAIRS
CHAMPS

Last year’s
finalists to clash in
2017 second round

ONLY one of the last year’s Major Pairs
finalists will have the chance of
contesting this year’s championship
match.
Jack Kampel and Peter Levy (pictured
above), the 2016 Major Pairs titleholders, and the runners-up Andy Baker
(below left) and Michael Rowley (right)
will meet in this year’s second round.

Two of Double Bay most senior players, 96-yearold Sam Terley (left) and Les Ferguson at 92
years, are believed the eldest duo to contest the
Major Pairs championship at the club.
Their first round opponents were both in their 70s
REPORT NEXT PAGE
,

ALL THE SCORES PAGE 2

Long-time stalwarts combine
in Major Pairs championship
LES Ferguson, a stalwart of Double Bay Bowling Club
and one of its most consistent A-grade competitors,
teamed up with another long-time member, Sam
Terley, in this year’s Major Pairs Championship.
Both were members of Double Bay Bowling Club well
before the amalgamation with Rose Bay Bowling Club in
the year 2000.
The pairing of Ferguson and Terley, with a combined age
of 188 years, is thought to have created the most senior
combination to have played in a Major Pairs event at the
club.
For the 92-year-old Ferguson, it was not out of the
ordinary to compete in Major events, having won four
Major titles and been runner-up one other time, but Terley
now in his 96th year, experienced as he is, has not reached
the heights of championship level.
They were drawn in the
first round of the 2017 Major
Pairs a couple of weeks ago
against a pair a little less
their seniors, Ian Hadassin at
70 years, and the 76-year-old
Ross Ruzicka.
There was little between
Ian Hadassin Ross Ruzicka
the two teams until Hadassin
and Ruzicka clicked with a
five count on the ninth end to have the score at 14-6. They
retained control and at the 20th end were ahead 20-12,
which prompted Terley and Ferguson to retire to the
clubhouse for a well-earned rest.
Hadassin and Ruzicka’s Major Pairs time ended on
Saturday when they were overrun by a big margin by the
powerful duo of Harold Jankelowitz and Harry Stein, who
is replacing Jankelowitz’s usual partner, Les Lilian,
currently overseas.

RESULTS
2017 MAJOR
PAIRS
1st Round

Ian Hadassin
Ross Ruzicka 20
Sam Terley
Les Ferguson 12
Andy Baker
Michael Rowley 30
Chris Gorman
Alan Saidman 7
2nd Round

Arnold Javen
Gerald Weinberg 20
Dan Flanagan
Doug King 11
Harry Stein
Harold Jankelowitz 33
Ian Hadassin
Ross Ruzicka 8
Harry Black
Pepe Glick 30
David Newman
Ian Ossher 7
Trevor Rosenberg
Rod Ferrer 24
Peter Erdos
Alan Simmons 10
Phillip Joel
Brandon Conway 28
Peter Wyner
David Kellaway 11
Alan Sacks
Eric Wainstein 20
John Wineberg
Rob Hutchins 15
Len Sandler 20
Gerald Raichman
Michael Becker
Ray Jankelowitz 19

2017 MINOR
SINGLES
2nd Round

Len Sandler 25
Norman Morris 13
SEMI-FINAL

Peter Kurta 25
Phil Filler 23

MAJOR PAIRS and MINOR SINGLES DETAILS NEXT PAGES
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Fifth–graders have tough match ahead in Major Pairs
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

MICHAEL Rowley and Andy Baker, who were part of the club’s 2017
section-winning Grade-5 team, last year formed a successful partnership
which surprised by winning all the way to the Major Pairs final, where they
succumbed to the high-status combination of Peter Levy and Jack Kampel.
This year’s draw hasn’t been so kind to the fifth-graders, who face their 2016 victors
in the second round.
Rowley and Baker on Saturday continued their tip-top form with an effortless 23shot margin win over 17 ends against Alan Saidman and recent newcomer, Chris
Gorman, to set up the repeat of the 2016 final.
Another top pairing, Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen, had a stunning second
round victory over current Major Singles champion, Doug King, and his wellcredentialed partner, Dan Flanagan, to the tune of 20-11.
Brandon Conway, runner-up to King in the Major Singles and the 2015 Major Pairs
winner with Flanagan, is teamed with Phillip Joel for his tilt at this year’s event.
After a narrow three shot first round win over lesser-graded opponents, Phil Filler
and Norman Morris, they turned on the power against another pair from the Grade 5
listing, David Kellaway and Peter Wyner. Conway was in fine form repeatedly
playing perfect deliveries to give his team the shot count. Only time he failed was on
the 18th end when Kellaway-Wyner claimed five shots to bring their tally to 11 for the
match.
Brothers Pepe and Sid Glick clashed when Sid came in as a substitute for David
Newman who was unavailable to play with his constituted partner, Ian Ossher, against
Harry Black and Pepe Glick.
It was a one-sided affair as Black and Pepe Glick amassed 30 shots to Ossher’s 7 to
set up a “top-of-the table” match against the winners of the Kampel-Rowley
encounter.
There was only one shot difference in the result when Len Sandler and Gerald
Raichman finished ahead of Michael Becker and Ray Jankelowitz.
In other second round results Alan Sacks and Eric Wainstein knocked out John
Wineberg and Rob Hutchins, while Trevor Rosenberg with Rod Ferrer accounted for
Peter Erdos and Alan Simmons.

Second chance for Kurta in Minor Singles chase
PETER Kurta (pictured) will contest his second Minor Singles final
following his tough semi-final win over Phil Filler on Saturday.
Kurta was the runner-up to David Kellaway in the 2015 Minor
Singles.
It took him 32 ends to sneak past Filler by 25-23 in a tense spar
where Filler was ahead until the 23rd end when Kurta scored the
game’s first three count to take the lead at 19-17 and retain
command until he added a single on the 32nd.
In a second round encounter Len Sandler’s experience was too much for
Norman Morris winning by a 12-shot difference.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH MAY 29, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Jenny Welton retires from executive after 14 years
STORY AND PHOTO BY PAM STEIN
A DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club member, who has served on the executive
for the past 14 years, will retire from the management at the upcoming
Annual General Meeting.
She is Jenny Welton, who joined Double Bay Women’s Club in 1999 and
immediately volunteered to assist the Social Committee and was elected a vicepresident in 2003.
Club officials paid a tribute to
Welton on Thursday, May 18,
and wished her a happy 80th
birthday with the cutting of a
cake for the occasion.
“Jenny has been a delight within
the club,” President, Iris Kampel,
said this week.
“Her popularity, her easy laugh
and her amazing ability to complete
tasks in record time, ensured her a
place around the management table
over all these the years.

“Jenny’s motto has always been
‘if you are observant there are
always jobs to do’,” Iris said.
For many years Jenny has
accurately
kept
the
State
Jenny Welton (left) cuts the cake to celebrate her
competition record book; collected
th
80 birthday with congratulations from Women’s
and recorded competition entry
Club president, Iris Kampel (right) and vicemoney; distributed
the club
president, Lorraine McLaughlin.
uniforms, collected the Charity Day
raffles and ensured the women’s office records and files were always in order.

On the bowling green Jenny Welton is an registered umpire and has many
competition titles to her name.
Iris Kampel said that over the years Jenny’s acting talent and beautiful singing voice
has enlivened the club’s Christmas Party entertainment.
Jenny was a well-known member of the ‘Sweet Adeline’ choir, which toured
Queensland, Victoria, South and Western Australia.
At the Sydney Choir Convention her trio, High Gloss, won third place and she
currently leads a choir that entertains at Sydney institutions.
“Jenny assures us she will not be idle and will always be available to help out
wherever she is needed,” Kampel added.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH MAY 29, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
State Carnival – Double Bay team wins four
out of five, but misses cut off to final rounds
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club was well represented at the annual Women’s
Bowls NSW State Carnival hosted by Warilla Bowling Club and supported
by local clubs Oak Flats, Albion Park, Figtree RSL, Windang and
Towradgi Park.
The five-day carnival from Monday, May 22 to Friday, May 26 was attended
by more than 150 bowlers from all corners of New South Wales.
Double Bay’s leading lights, Barbara Shur, Leikie Becker, Iris Kampel and
Barbara Shotland competed in the tournament in Section 5 and won four of their
five games, but missed out on progressing to the knockout stage when two of
the 12 teams went through undefeated,
The Shotland four on the opening day defeated the Margaret McGuinness’
team from Halekulani by 19-12, then won 16-10 from the side of Lia Hensel
from Culcain.
On the Tuesday morning it started with a two-shot 18-20 loss to Sue Hamilton
combination from Goulburn Railway BC, but returned to the winner’s list 22-10
against the Anne Cheetham unit of Lemon Tree.
The Wednesday games resulted in a 17-16 in over the Anne Gosden’s side
from Windsor and a comfortable 22-8 decision over Dianne Creed’s team from
the Castle Hill Club.
The Double Bay team finished third on 4 points with a shot total of 114 against
76 for a 38-shot margin. Bomaderry’s Debra Wilson’s team won the section
with 5 points (+ 96 shots) from St Johns Park’s Denise Huender 5 points (+ 91).
The two top teams did not compete against Double Bay in the 12 team section.
Double Bay was also represented by Jan Frape and Wendy Engelander who
competed with two other carnival participants in Section 6, winning one of their
five matches.
The opening ceremony and dinner were well attended with the Double Bay
team dressed as Bowler-ellas as part of the
Women in Disney theme
It was the first time in 12 years that the State
Carnival has been staged in the Illawarra region.
The area is known for its world-class greens
and it will also host the 2018 carnival from May
21–25 with the Opening Dinner at Warilla
Bowling Club on Sunday, May 20.
The Warilla club has eight indoor rinks, four
outdoor rinks and a well-stocked proshop.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH MAY 29, 2017
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GALA DINNER
TO CELEBRATE
DOUBLE BAY’S
75th YEAR

DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club will mark its 75th (Platinum) Anniversary year with a Gala
Dinner in the recently refurbished clubhouse on Saturday, July 29, 2017.
Club officials last week completed arrangements to celebrate the club’s 75th year and will
inform the membership of all the details within a few days.
The club has marked its two previous anniversary years with celebratory dinners, the first
on July 16, 1967, as a tribute to its 25th Silver birthday and the other for the 50th Golden
Jubilee on July 4, 1992.
Double Bay Bowling Club membership was alerted to the July 29, 2017, dinner via a
Smilebox email urging that the date be saved for the Double Bay Bowling Club Gala
Dinner – a night of Memories, Entertainment and Great Food – Invitation to Follow.
The Board of Management will also produce and circulate to members a 75th Anniversary
Book detailing the major events of the past 25 years and Double Bay Watch will have a
special issue highlighting various happenings at the club during that period.

TWO BOWLING EVENTS FOR ANNIVERSARY YEAR
THE Men’s Bowling Club will host two special events as part of the 75 th
anniversary year.
On Saturday, July 15, BowlsNSW President, Barry Watkins, and Zone 13 President, Ray
Tozer, will be guests at an afternoon bowling session for the club’s male and female
membership.
The inaugural Eddie Fingret-Leon Portrate Memorial Trophy Tournament will be staged on
Sunday, August 5, as an Open Triples event.
All the details will be announced later this month.

Men welcome to Women’s Club Thursday bowling
MEMBERS of the Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club have been invited to
share the greens with the Women’s Club on Thursday mornings.
The invitation was made at last Wednesday’s afternoon tea break by Men’s
Club president, Alan Rosenberg, on behalf of the Women’s Club president, Iris
Kampel.
Rosenberg said that any male member who would want to bowl with the
women on Thursday mornings would be very welcomed.
Kampel told Double Bay Watch this week
ANOTHER GRANDCHILD
that most of the club’s competitions are
FOR GENERAL MANAGER
completed by this time of year and the women
are happy for the men to share the bowling
facilities on a Thursday morning.
“There is usually green space available. The
men can make up their own game, or can join
the women in a mixed game,” she said.
Men’s Club members can telephone on any
weekday on the women’s club number 9362
5774 and give details of the names and playing
positions if wanting to have a rink to play an
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club
all-male match, or nominate to play mixed
General Manager, Steve
Edelmuth,
and his wife June
bowls in teams made up by the Women’s Club
(above), last week welcomed
selectors.
their sixth grandchild when
If phoning after 8:30 am on a Thursday
Layla Rae was born to Ryan
members should use the Bowling Club number
and Loren Edelmuth.
of 9327 6774 and give the details to Club
The new arrival brings the
family’s list of grandchildren to
Manager, Steve Edelmuth.
three girls and three boys.
Women’s Club social bowling during the
winter months of June, July and August start
at 10:30 am with cards called at 10.15.
RESULT
2017 MINOR
SINGLES
3rd Round
Louis Platus 25
Andy Baker 21

Platus edges way to Minor Singles semi-final
LOUIS Platus has qualified for his second Minor Singles
semi-final following a 25-21 win over Andy Baker at the
weekend.

Platus’ previous best performance in the Double Bay Minor
Singles event was in 2011 when he lost in the semi-final to the
eventual champion, Rob Clark.
Against Baker, Platus needed 35 ends to get the result in a game which featured
small counts, except for the 23rd end when three shots were posted. The score was 14all after 18 ends; then on the 28th end Platus went ahead 20-19 and kept the pace
towards the semi-final spot.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 5, 2017
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First-time trio
in the frame
for Zone 13
Triples title

JACK
JACKKAMPEL
KAMPEL

DOUG
DOUGKING
KING

HARRY
HARRYBLACK
BLACK

THE first-time combination of
Jack Kampel, Doug King and Harry Black has won its way into the semi-final of
the 2017 Zone 13 State Triples Championship.
Kampel, has a strong record of four Major Triples titles at Double Bay, three of
which included Doug King in his line up, twice as the lead player.
For the strong Zone 13 State event, sprinkled with State and Zone representative
opposition, Kampel had the consistent Harry Black playing the first bowls.
Double Bay’s four other entries exited the event after the first round.
In their opening Section 4 game at South Coogee on Saturday afternoon, the Kampel
trio defeated the home-based team of Brad Cook, Steve Anderson and Joe Kilby 23-22
after playing an extra end.
They returned to the same venue on Sunday morning to score a tight, but convincing
23-21 decision over the strong Grandviews combination of Nick Buttolo, R. Dixon
and C. Grant. In the afternoon they won the sectional final with another nail biter 2520 over Leo Gore’s Blakehurst unit of G. Jones and G. Frost, but only after the second
last end when the Kampel trio edged ahead by four shots.
The semi-final is on Saturday, June 24, at South Coogee, when Kampel and Co face
the Engadine team of Dave Ferguson, M Lewis and Craig Scott, which, on its way to
winning Section 3, amassed a total of 114 shots to 49, including a 32-15 defeat of
Double Bay’s Rod Ferrer, Mark Sack and Trevor Rosenberg in the first round.
Double Bay’s Harold Jankelowitz, Ray Jankelowitz and Dan Flanagan side lost to
Ashfield’s John Fitzgerald, Rob Dixon and G. Ashcroft 25-18, while Brandon
Conway, Phillip Joel and Ian Ossher, fell to the Alexandria Erskineville trio skipped
by Wal Picklum with R. McMahon and C. Pirie 26-18.
At Taren Point, where the green was “on fire” running at 18+ seconds with a
inconsistent wind, the Gerald Weinberg outfit of Alan Saidman and John Wineberg
suffered a last end Section 2 loss to South Coogee’s Barney Milloy, Ray Stokes and
Bob Grant by 20-18.
In an even battle for most of the encounter the Weinberg trio secured a four count on
the second last end to tie the score at 18-all. Then the South Coogee team had the
advantage despite attempts by Saidman and Weinberg to dislodge the shot bowl and
Milloy secured a second shot to clinch the match.

DOUBLE Bay’s two entries in Section 2 of the Zone 13 Presidents (Grades
5-7) Triples event also failed to make their mark playing at Ashfield.
The trio of Andy Baker, Max Thomas and Sam Abrahams went down to P.
Stembridge (EBP) 22-15, while Len Sandler, David Kellaway and Alan
Simmons, lost 20-12 against the Sutherland combination headed by P. Hinks.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 5, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

SMALL ENTRY FOR 2017 MAJOR FOURS TITLE
ONLY five teams entered the Women’s Club’s 2017 Major Fours
Championship which will be completed next week.
Included in the five teams
was
the
defending
champions, Judi Snider,
Marie
Thatcher,
Jan
Shedlezki
and
Rene
Saidman,
In the only round one match
the 2017 runners-up Margo
Michael, Audrey Weinberg,
Defending champions - Rene Saidman, Marie Thatcher,
Marna Morris and Jan Frape
Jan Shedlezki and Judi Snider.
knocked
over
Rein
Rowlands, Carol Engelman, Florrie Cohen and Judy Bihari by a
2017 MAJOR
single shot 22-21.
FOURS
Bihari’s unit
was
1 Round
ahead 21-18 going into
Margo Michael
the 21st and final end
Audrey Weinberg
only to see Frape score
Marna Morris
Jan Frape 22
a four count to take the
Rein Rowlands
match.
Carol
Engelman
In the semi-final the
Florrie Cohen
Frape side, apart from
Judy Bihari 21
ABOVE: Margo Michael, Audrey Weinberg,
giving
away
five
shots
Marna Morris, Jan Frape.
SEMI-FINAL
on the third end, was
BELOW: Rein Rowlands,
Faye Glover
Carol Engelman,
ahead throughout until
Jill Abrahams
Florrie Cohen, Judy Bihari.
the last end, when the
Gail Black
Faye
Glover,
Jill
Iris Kampel 20
Abrahams, Gail Black
Margo Michael
and Iris Kampel team
Audrey Weinberg
Marna Morris
collect a trio of shots to
Jan Frape 19
snatch the match 20-19.
In the other semi-final,
Hilda Filipovic
Kath
Passman
the well-balanced team
Lorraine
McLaughlin
of Hilda Filipovic, Kath Passman, Lorraine McLaughlin and
Barbara Shotland 19
Barbara Shotland, proved too solid for Rene Saidman’s last
Judi Snider,
year’s championship side, moving into this year’s final by a 10Jan Shedlezki
shot margin.
Marie Thatcher
Rene Saidman 9
The final between the Kampel and Shotland teams has been
scheduled for Tuesday, June 13.
st
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RAIN DROPS KEEP FALLING
MORE BOWLING
DAYS LOST TO
WET WEATHER
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club members lost another two days of play when
last week’s wet weather compelled the closure of the greens on Wednesday,
June 7 and Thursday, June 8.
Overnight rain, accompanied by thunder storms and the forecast of more wet
during the day, compelled club officials to call off last Wednesday’s Intra-club
competition which has a regular playing attendance of 100 plus.
It was the ninth day this year that the greens were hit by the local weather
conditions. Rain was the reason when play was postponed on Saturday,
February 25, Wednesdays February 8 and March 1, Thursday, March 16, and
Monday, April, 3.
Play on two other Wednesdays was lost this year due to excessive heat conditions on
January 11 and 18.
The Eastern Suburbs District Women’s Bowling Association had allocated Double
Bay to host the semi-final round of its 2017 Major Pairs event for last Thursday, June
8, but the matches were postponed due to the continuing heavy rain.
The four semi-finalists are teams from the Double Bay Club Report page 3

Major Pairs games played on Saturday – page 2

Last end collect ‘saves’ Major Pairs title-holders
THE defending Major Pairs champions, Jack Kampel and Peter Levy,
moved a step closer to retaining the title with a second round win over the
duo they accounted for in last years final.
In the 2016 title match, Kampel and Levy defeated the lesser-graded pair, Andy
Baker and Michael Rowley, by a 19-shot margin, but on a rainsodden green last Saturday they needed a last end collect to
RESULTS
advance to the quarter-finals on a 25-20 result.
2017 MAJOR
P[AIRS
Only two former Double Bay Major Pairs championship teams,
Kampel-Levy and Gerald Weinberg-Arnold Javen, remain in
2nd Round
this year’s contest.
Peter Levy
Jack Kampel 25
On Saturday Weinberg and Javen, who won the event in 2009
Andy Baker
and 2011, were given a run for their money by Rod Ferrer and
Michael Rowley 20
Trevor Rosenberg before closing the match 16-14 to move into
3rd Round
the semi-finals where they will meet the first-time combination
Harry Stein
Harold Jankelowitz 22
of Harold Jankelowitz and Harry Stein.
Len Sandler
Jankelowitz, who won the 2013
Gerald Raichman 19
Major Pairs with regular partner, Les
Arnold Javen
Lilian, this year teamed with Stein in
Gerald Weinberg 16
Trevor Rosenberg
the Lilian’s absence overseas.
Rod Ferrer 14
But the combination “clicked” on
Saturday when the pair scraped into the
semi-finals with a 22-19 decision over Gerald Raichman and
Sid Glick (sub for Len Sandler).
Harold Jankelowitz and
After 10 ends the Jankelowitz and Raichman teams were
Harry Stein
locked at 11-all; it was 18-apiece after 18 ends, when
Raichman regained the lead with a single shot. However, he couldn’t prevent
Jankelowitz scoring two shots on each of the last two ends to claim victory.
Kampel and Levy were well ahead in the early stages of their clash with Rowley and
Baker, being in command at 14-5 after nine ends.
A four count on the 11th end set the Rowley pair on the upward path and by the 13th
it was even at 14-14. On the 15th Kampel added four shots to be in front 18-16 only to
see the opposition level at 18-all after 16 ends.
Playing the last head Kampel-Levy were to the fore on the scoreboard by 23-20, but
were three down as the skips crossed for the last time. Kampel’s first bowl was
almost perfect moving out the shot bowl, but was still two down. With his last bowl
Kampel again played a great delivery converting to two up and a win by a five shot
margin.
Ferrer was in top form in the low-scoring match against Weinberg-Javen. He and
Rosenberg were equal at 14-14 on the 20th end. On the final end Ferrer was one in
front when Weinberg crossed to play the last two bowls.
Weinberg’s second-last bowl just missed the shot bowl and the jack, then Ferrer’s
final bowl was just out of the count.
Weinberg then produced the perfect bowl which removed the shot bowl then
stopping close to the jack for second shot and the match.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH JUNE 12, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

ALL DOUBLE BAY AFFAIR IN
IN DISTRICT’S SENIOR PAIRS
FOUR Double Bay teams will contest the 2017 Eastern Suburbs District
State Seniors Pairs semi-finals on home soil this week.
The club had five teams entered for the event which opened at the Hillsdale
Club on Monday, June 5, but the first round losing combination was the
Lorraine Becker and Barbara Shur team which went down by one shot (17-18)
to the Matraville duo of B Pitfield and J Watson.
In the second round, hosted by the Clovelly Club on Tuesday, June 6, Double
Bay’s Kathy Passman-Jan Shedlezki defeated the Pitfield-Watson pair 14-13,
while Barbara Shotland-Marna Morris was too strong for the team from
Clovelly of D Barrie and J Napper by a conclusive 26-9 scoreline.
In the other half of the draw, Iris Kampel and Rene Saidman scored a 19-10
win over S Mason-J Forbes (Matraville) as Jan Frape and Gail Black were
superior for another Clovelly pair, M Stokes and H Steinmetz, by 22-10.
The semi-final matchup has the teams of Passman against Shotland and
Saidman facing Frape.

Two called up for City v Country clash
TWO of Double Bay’s top-rated players, Barbara Shotland and Rene
Saidman, have been capped to represent City in the annual clash with
Country in the over-60-year-old category.
This year it is County’s turn to host the event, which will be held at Soldiers
Point Bowling Club, on Sunday and Monday, July 22-23.
The event has a strong friendly rivalry of a traditional City
v Country atmosphere.
Saidman (left) is the club’s current
Major Singles title-holder and has also
won the Major Pairs with Iris Kampel.
Shotland (right) has the reputation as
one of the most consistent bowlers who
excels in all aspects of the game.
This year marks a change in the teams’ construction, as it is
now an event that NSW Selectors will attend to check out the new talent from
around the state. The selections have been honed in the Open event to seven in
the Under-25 age category and eight in the Over-25 bracket.
City and Country each has 12 players in the Over-60 event making it a total of
54 players who are in with a chance of gaining State selection.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH JUNE 12, 2017
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FIRST
INVITE
FOR
CLUB’S
75th YEAR BOWLING CELEBRATIONS
THE Double Bay Bowling Club membership last week received an
invitation to take part in the celebration of its 75th anniversary on
Saturday, July 15.
The event is the first of three to mark the club’s founding in
1942 which will take in a short period of social lawn bowling
before a celebratory afternoon tea at which the Royal NSW
Bowling Association President, Barry Watkins (pictured),
will be the special guest.
Double Bay will also host a Anniversary Gala Dinner in the
clubhouse on Saturday, July 29, and stage
the inaugural Leon Portrate and Eddie
Fingret Memorial Bowling Day on Sunday,
August 6 (see page 3).
Members have until June 22 to confirm
RAIN
attendance at the July 15 function which opens with lawn
AGAIN bowls at 1 pm. Green fees have been waived for the event..
SEE PAGE 3

AND

THE WET STOPS MAJOR PAIRS FINAL PAGE 2

MAJOR PAIRS FINAL: Three ends played then rain
ONLY three ends of the 2017 Major Pairs final between the
TWO
defending champions, Jack Kampel and Peter Levy, against
TEAMS
the two-time constituted Major Pairs winning combination
of Gerald Weinberg and Arnold Javen, were completed on
FORFEIT
Sunday morning, June 18, before rain
QUARTER
RESULTS
stopped play.
FINALS
When
play
was
abandoned
Kampel
and
2017 MAJOR
PAIRS
Levy were 3-2 up against Weinberg and his substitute partner,
Sol Caganoff, who came in for Javen currently recovering from
3rd Round
hernia surgery.
Alan Sacks
Eric Wainstein
On Saturday Weinberg called on Sid Glick to be Javen’s
forfeit from
replacement in the semi-final against Harold Jankelowitz and
Phillip Joel
Harry Stein, but Glick was unavailable to continue the
Brandon Conway
partnership in the final.

Peter Levy
Two quarter-final matches were forfeited on Saturday when
Jack Kampel
substitute players were not named for unavailable constituted
forfeit from
team members.
Harry Black
Pepe Glick
Brandon Conway forfeited the match against Eric Wainstein
and Alan Sacks, when his partner, Phillip Joel, was away from
SEMI-FINALS
Sydney. At the same time, Harry Black surrendered the game
Arnold Javen
Gerald Weinberg 20
against Kampel-Levy because his skip, Pepe Glick, was
Harry Stein
overseas.
Harold Jankelowitz 11
Club officials told contestants when the Major Pairs draw was

Peter Levy
made that the final would be played on Sunday, June 18, which
Jack Kampel 20
would ensure qualification of the winning team to compete in the
Alan Sacks
Zone’s upcoming Champion-of Club-Champions Pairs event.
Eric Wainstein 13
The Major Pairs final will resume on Friday at 1.30 pm.
FINAL

Peter Levy
Jack Kampel 3
Arnold Javen
Gerald Weinberg 2
(To finish))

Substitutes used in semi-finals
In the semi-final Kampel and Levy had a tussle against
Wainstein and Les Brem (sub for Alan Sacks).

Although Kampel was ahead on the scoreboard for most of the
game on the 20th end Wainstein played a great fourth bowl to
convert from one down to four up which would have taken their score to 17-18, but
Kampel played a wonder last delivery to draw the shot to make it 19-13.
A single count on the last end gave them the match at 20-13.
Weinberg and Sid Glick won 12 of the 20 ends in the other semi-final
against Harold Jankelowitz (pictured) and Harry Stein.
The duo lead from the start and the result could have been greater than
20-11, except for Jankelowitz’s ability to produce a number of
conversions, including a “kill” when he was five down, as well as a big
save when he was four shots out of the count.
However, the Weinberg’s pair was more consistent with Glick leading well
throughout.
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ANOTHER WASHOUT

WEDNESDAY WET
WEATHER WOES
WET weather compelled the last
minute cancellation of play in the
club’s Intra Club Wednesday
competition last week (June 14).
The games were called off soon
after 11 o’clock when a heavy
downpour soaked the greens which
were still recovering from the
torrential showers which hit the
Eastern Suburbs overnight and early
morning.
Only 20-or-so of the regular
Wednesday competition players
were at the club when the
postponement announcement was
made.
Club officials were also concerned
that a larger than usual number of
regular players had withdrawn from
competing due to health reasons,
personal commitments and the
prospect of wet weather.
It was the second consecutive
Wednesday and the 10th day this
year that the greens were closed due
to weather conditions. Rain was the
reason play was postponed last
Wednesday, June 7. Previous days
lost were on Saturday, February 25,
Wednesdays February 8 and March
1, Thursday, March 16, and Monday,
April, 3.
Excessive heat also compelled officials to
abandon play on Wednesdays January 11
and 18.
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TEAM MATES – Eddie Fingret (left) and Leon
Portrate pictured when they competed for
Double Bay in a 2006 pennant team.

Portrate and Fingret
inaugural memorial
bowls tournament
THE inaugural tournament to honour the
memories of two Double Bay Bowling Club
administrative stalwarts, Leon Portrate
and Eddie Fingret, will be staged on
Sunday, August 6, as part of the club’s 75th
Anniversary celebrations.
Portrate was a long-time president and
chairman of Double Bay Bowling Club;
Fingret was the Men’s Club president at the
merged Rose Bay Bowling Club and at
Double Bay for a combined total of 10 years.
The tournament format will be two 15-end
games of two-bowl triples. Mixed teams and
singles entries will be accepted.
The day will commence with morning tea at
10 o’clock with cards called at 10.30 am. Play
will continue until the bell for a catered
luncheon when Portrate and Fingret family
members will be guests of honour and take
part in the presentation of the trophies and
prize money.
Men’s Club president, Alan Rosenberg, and
Women’s Club president, Iris Kampel, have
urged their members to take part.
June Edelmuth Catering is the generous
sponsor of the event.
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Three from Double
Bay test skills in
Australian Open
THREE Double Bay members,
Ian Ossher, Phil Filler and
Peter Grunfeld, competed in
the 2017 Australian Open
Lawn Bowls on the Gold Coast
last week.
They were joined by Hank Sato,
Double Bay members Peter Grunfeld (third from
a friend of Ossher who plays out left) with Ian Ossher and Phil Filler (third from right)
of the Harbord Bowling Club, to
and at left their fourth team member Hank Sato
pictured with their first match opponents Ryan
contest
the
Open
Pairs
championship, which had a entry Bester, Donny Piker, Gerry Baker and Gary Lawson.
of 220 players from Australia and
overseas.
The Ossher four were drawn in Section 2 of the 55
sectional qualifying rounds to play three round-robin
games at the Musgrave Hill Bowls Club.
Ossher also competed in the Open Men’s Singles
which attracted more than 300 competitors from home
and abroad.
In the opening fours match, the Double Bay
composite team came up against the powerhouse
Rain or no rain the game must
go on – so Ian Ossher
combination skipped by Canadian international, Ryan
managed to hold an umbrella
Bester, with the 2014 Commonwealth gold medallist,
and bowl
Donny Piker, leading, South Australia’s Gerry Baker
during a singles match in the
playing second and the New Zealand champion, Gary
Australian 2017 Open .
Lawson, in the thirds’ position.
“We played out of our skins against those top-graded opponents,” Filler told Double
Bay Watch on his return from Queensland. “Were not disgraced in going down by 209,” he added.
They fared much better in the second match against the New Zealanders M. Lenihan and
G. Clealand and the two from the local Broadbeach Club, J. Brandin and C. McMillan,
scoring a well-designed 14-9 win.
It was a little tougher in the third match when they clashed with Australians Mike Pole
(Foster), Phil Scott-Young (Foster), R. Logan (Tuncurry) and S. Harris (Tuncurry)
finishing all-square on 14-14.
The section was won by the Bester team which went through to the 64-team knock-out
stage undefeated with nine points, while the Ossher team’s four points was equal to the
Harris total, but was placed third on an inferior shot aggregate of 37 to 43 for minus 6.
The strength of the tournament can be judged by the fact that one of the best
credentialed Australian combinations of Ray Pearse (NSW), Bret Wilkie (Qld), Ben
Twist (NSW) and Aron Sherriff (NSW) was knocked out in the Round of 16.
In the Open Singles, Ossher played his three games at the Mudgeeraba Bowls Club.
He went close in the opening clash against Paul Rafton (Tweed Heads) before going
down 19-21. In the second encounter there was not much between him and John Breust
(Narooma) finishing behind by four shots (21-17) and then it was a 21-15 loss to Richard
Girvan (Nelson Bay) to complete his commitment in the tournament.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Most “new faces” take 2017 Major Fours honours

Barbara Shotland and Kathy Passman circled (front row) were the only two players who
have competed in the Women’s Major Fours final in the past two years.
The 2017 Major Pairs finalists were (back) runners-up Iris Kampel, Gail Black, Jill Abrahams
Faye Glover; (front) winners Shotland, Lorraine McLaughlin, Passman and Hilda Filipovic.

THERE was a near-complete “new look” about the final
of the Women’s Club’s 2017 Major Fours played last
Thursday.
Not one of the eight players were involved in last year’s
final, but two of the 2017 finalists, Barbara Shotland and
Kathy Passman, were in the team which won the 2015
Major Fours.
This year Shotland and Passman were joined by Hilda
Filipovic and Lorraine McLaughlin in the final against the
new combo of Faye Glover, Jill Abrahams, Gail Black and
Iris Kampel.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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2017 MAJOR
FOURS

FINAL
Hilda Filipovic
Kath Passman
Lorraine McLaughlin
Barbara Shotland 16
Faye Glover
Jill Abrahams
Gail Black
Iris Kampel 14
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MAJOR FOURS FINAL GOES FOR 3½ HOURS FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
The two teams produced a hard fought battle lasting three-and-a-half
hours which went down to the wire.
By the 18th end the Shotland team had the score 15-12 in its favour.
The 19th end was over 30-metres in length and the dreaded “Great Wall of China”
started to build up and by the time the skips went to the mat, Kampel was one down
with her nearest bowl more than two metres astray.

It was a case of “hit the shorties and hope for luck”, but Shotland managed to
draw the shot to take the score to 15-13.
The 20th end saw Black draw a magical shot just two millimetres from the jack
putting the Kampel unit into the last end behind at 14-15.
Kampel called for a long end and Glover played well to draw close and Abrahams
produced an excellent draw shot no more than 15 centimetres from the jack for 2-up.
Nonetheless, McLaughlin’s delivery moved the jack more than a metre, but
Kampel’s side still held shot, if only by a millimetre.
It looked certain the match would go into an extra end except that Kampel’s first
bowl drew close enough to claim second shot.
With her first bowl Shotland went wide, but with her last delivery she drew past
McLaughlin’s bowl and pushed the shot bowl out of the count to win the game 16-14.

Shotland or Saidman pair for District’s Seniors title?
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club will provide the Eastern Suburbs District’s
Senior Pairs Champions for 2017 when the final is played tomorrow
(Tuesday, June 20).
The club had five of the 10 entries for the event which had it first and second
rounds played at Hillsdale and Clovelly two weeks ago.
In the semi-finals contested at Double Bay the Barbara Shotland-Marna Morris pair
defeated Kathy Passman and Jan Shedlezki 21-10 while Rene Saidman and Iris
Kampel accounted for Jan Frape and Gail Black 24-8.
The losing teams were never in front where the accurate drawing of the winning
sides was the tell-all.

ABOVE LEFT: Iris Kampel, Rene Saidman, Jan Frape and Gail Black.
ABOVE RIGHT: Marna Morris, Barbara Shotland, Kathy Passman and Jan Shedlezki.
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Sixth-time Major Pairs winner

Gerald Weinberg won his sixth Double Bay Major Pairs Title last
week when he teamed with substitute partner, Sol Caganoff,
(pictured left) to defeat the 2016 title-holders, Jack Kampel and
Peter Levy.
Weinberg’s six Major Pairs title wins have been with four
different partners and he was 2014 runner-up with Peter Levy.
FULL REPORT PAGE 2

DISTRICT SENIOR
PAIRS CHAMPS

Rene Saidman and Iris Kampel
retained the honour of Double Bay
Women’s Club providing the Eastern
Suburbs
State
Seniors
Pairs
Champions last week.
They won the title from club mates, Marna
Morris and Barbara Shotland.
DETAILS PAGE 4

Rene Saidman

Iris Kampel

CLUB’S GALA 75th ANNIVERSARY
DINNER ON SATURDAY, JULY 29

The Double Bay Bowling Club membership has
received, via an email Smilebox, the invitation
to attend the 75th Anniversary Gala Dinner in
the clubhouse on Saturday, July 29, from 7 pm.
DETAILS PAGE 3

Weinberg
combines
with a sub
to win 2017
Major Pairs
Title match

The players in the 2017 Major Pairs final, Sol Caganoff (left),
Gerald Weinberg, Peter Levy and Jack Kampel.
INSET: Weinberg’s constituted partner, Arnold Javen.

GERALD
Weinberg
won his sixth Major
Pairs title at Double Bay on Friday, June 23. It was the third
RESULT
with Arnold Javen, but he won this year’s championship
2017 MAJOR
match with Sol Caganoff, the substitute partner for Javen, who
PAIRS
is recovering from hernia surgery.
FINAL
The only other player with a multi-winning record in the club’s
Arnold Javen
Major Pairs since the Rose Bay merger in 2000 is Les Lilian, who
(sub Sol Caganoff )
has been the lead partner in three championship Major Pairs teams.
Gerald Weinberg 23
In 2013 he teamed with Harold Jankelowitz, in 2008 with James
Peter Levy
Jack Kampel 20
Cook and with Alan Rosenberg in 2002.
Weinberg’s run of five Major Pairs wins started in 2001 when
partnered by Alan Treisman. In 2003 he was with Walter Jacobs, then in 2005 with Les
Ferguson, followed in 2009 and 2011 with Arnold Javen. In the 2014 final he and Peter
Levy were runners-up to Brandon Conway and Dan Flanagan.
Weinberg and Caganoff staged a notable comeback last Friday afternoon to defeat the
defending champions, Jack Kampel and Peter Levy, 23-20 after lagging 5-14 when the
10th end had been played.
It took almost three-and-a-half hours to complete the 21 ends; it was on the 11th end that
the Weinberg unit started the comeback which included a six count on the 15th to hit the
lead at 16-14.
Kampel and Levy steadied to hold four shots on the 16th end only to see Weinberg reduce
the count to two and be level at 16-all. They added three to their score on the 17th and 18th
ends to look likely to retain their title with the scoreboard at 19-16.
The game was wide open after the 19th end when Weinberg and Caganoff put together a
three count to again have the score even at 19-19. The pair continued to apply pressure and
dominated the head on the 20th for a four shot tally with the championship seemingly “in the
bag” at 23-19.
Not to be denied Kampel and Levy hit back to hold two 21st end shots, but it was
insufficient to win the match compelling Kampel to successfully kill the end.
After six bowls of the replayed end Weinberg was holding shot with positional bowls
everywhere. Kampel removed the shot bowl with his third delivery while Weinberg’s bowl
covered the back as he was only one down. Kampel failed to change anything with his last
bowl so the Weinberg-Javen constituted team became 2017 Major Pairs Champions with a
three shot margin in which substitute Caganoff produced a number of well-judged deliveries
resulting in important additions to the scorecard.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 26, 2017
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Members, guests welcome to
club’s 75th Year Gala Dinner
ATTENDANCE at Double Bay Bowling
Club’s 75th Anniversary Gala Dinner on
Saturday, July 29, has been capped at 120.
The club’s general manager, Steve Edelmuth,
told Double Bay Watch, that members are “most welcome” to attend the
function with spouses, partners or friends, but accommodation will be limited to
ensure a “night to remember” of first class food and entertainment.
Guests can detail their party’s table seating arrangements, while other’s seating
will be arranged by the club management, Edelmuth said.
The club bar will be opened during the function, but the menu includes a
complimentary bottle of wine on each table.
“Members can look forward to a great evening with the added surprise
appearances of a special guest personality and a well-known variety act,”
Edelmuth added.
Guests are asked to be attired in “smart casual” dress with bookings at $100
per head, to be made before Saturday, July 15, by email to
steve.edelmuth@gmail.com or on mobile at 0410 616 051.

Double Bay team thumped in Zone State Triples semi-final
DOUBLE Bay’s team in the semi-final of the 2017 Zone 13 State Triples
Championship played at South Coogee on Saturday found that “not all
good things come in threes”.
The trio of Jack Kampel, Doug King and Harry Black were thumped good-and
proper 36-9 by the youthful Engadine-based team of Craig Scott, M. Lewis and
Dave Ferguson.
Facts showed that the Engadine trio, which went on to win the title, was three
times younger than the Double Bay team, it scored more than three times the
number of shots than Double Bay and was in all three ways the better team.
Skip, Jack Kampel told Double Bay Watch that, even if the team had
collectively played at top form, it was doubtful if it would have made a dent in
the final scoreline.
“It was a total mismatch,” he said.
Kampel said that the green was “unbelievably non-responsive and dead”.
The playing surfaces were abysmal and Engadine’s skip considered lodging a
complaint that the green was not up to standard for a State level tournament.
“To give an idea of the pace – and the fact that we didn't play the last two
ends, the game lasted two hours. And the other semi didn't last much longer.
“However, we were outplayed in every position and in every department of the
game. But - we did get to the semi-final,” Kampel added with a knowing smile.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 26, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
District officials at Double Bay for Seniors Pairs title

WINNERS

&

RUNNERS-UP

PAM
STEIN
PHOTO

It was an all-Double Bay final when the 2017 Eastern Suburbs District State Seniors Pairs
was decided last week. Rene Saidman and Iris Kampel (back left) won the title from (right)
Marna Morris and Barbara Shotland.
The match was under the supervision of the District secretary, Toni Hartley (front left) from
the Matraville Club and the District Match Committee chair, Lorraine McLaughlin, of
Double Bay BC.

Saidman-Kampel reverse 2016 Seniors final result
Rene Saidman and Iris Kampel atoned last week for their loss in the final
of the 2016 Easter Suburbs District Seniors Pairs when they won this
year’s event against club mates, Barbara Shotland and Marna Morris, on
a comfortable 19-10 result.
Last year Kampel and Saidman went down in the event’s inaugural final 21-11
to another Double Bay combination of Gail Black and Marie Thatcher.
Since 2016 the Senior Pairs, for players 60-years and over, has been played
over 18 ends of three-bowls and no dead ends.
The 2017 final was played at Double Bay on a heavy green on which Shotland
took longer to adapt, allowing Saidman to pull ahead from the start.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JUNE 26, 2017
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FOUR
FROM
DOUBLE
BAY
TRIAL FOR
DISTRICT
“PLAYING
FIVE
YEARS”
SQUAD
Lesley Judelman, Yvonne Gorman, Rein Rowlands and Di Engelander,
who have been playing lawn bowls for five years or less, competed in trials
at Waverley Bowling Club for selection in the Eastern Suburbs District teams to
contest the 2017 Under-5-Years Inter-District series.
Forty players from Eastern District Clubs took part in the trials on Saturday, July 1, in a bid for
inclusion in the 16-player squad which will compete against Georges River District on
Monday, July 24, at venue to be announced.
The second game is set for Monday, September 25, against the Sutherland Shire District.
Double Bay Women’s Club has a wealth of talent in the Playing Five-Years category with 19
members qualified to make themselves available to contest the trials.
The trials are played on a Saturday so that women working weekdays have the opportunity to
compete. The majority of women’s competitions are played during the week. At the same time
it does mean that with weekend family duties many women are unable to take part in the trials.
Selectors have yet to announce the makeup of the squad.

ONE DOUBLE BAY TEAM IN STATE SENIORS PAIRS FINALS Page 2

Conway and Levy club’s lone hope
in Zone’s State Senior Pairs event
ONLY one of Double Bay’s eight teams
in the 2017 Zone 13 State Seniors Pairs Double Bay hosts
Championships, has qualified for the
2017 tournament
semi-final round, which will be played
at Double Bay on Sunday.
The combination of Brandon
Conway and Peter Levy remain in the
championship race after surviving the
sectional rounds at the Earlwood
Bardwell Park Bowling Club.
Two other Double Bay Senior Pairs
entries, Julian Engelman with Les
Brem and Harold Jankelowitz with
Les Lilian won their way into section
finals before being eliminated.
Double
Bay and Grandviews
Brandon Conway and Peter Levy
Bowling Club co-sponsored the event
played over two weekends with the opening rounds decided last Saturday and
Sunday, July 1-2.
Two Double Bay teams were in the Reserve Pairs division.
In the Seniors category Double Bay hosted the Sections 1 and 2 matches, while
Section 3 was played at Earlwood Bardwell Park Sports Club (EBP) and
Section 4 at Blakehurst Bowling Club.
The Reserve Pairs (for players graded 5 or lower) was contested at Engadine
(Sections 1-2) and at South Coogee (Sections 3-4).
The Veterans Pairs (for players from 70-years-of-age and played over 18 ends)
required only the one section which was played at Grandviews.
All semi-finals and finals of the four divisions will be played at the Double
Bay Club on Sunday, July 9.

Last end four shot collect sends team into semi-final
The Conway-Levy pairing after winning their opening game on Saturday
against P Butts-J Blackman (Taren Point) 24-17, returned to EBP Sports on
Sunday morning for a win over B Turpin-K Rhodes (Engadine) by 24-14.
In the afternoon’s Section 3 final against T Brennan-P Matthews (Grandviews)
the Double Bay pair qualified for the tournament semi-finals following a last
end collect of four shots.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Major Pairs champions contest Zone Seniors section finals
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

In a very close encounter Conway and Levy were lagging 17-19 on the last
end and down by a couple of shots at the head.
Levy responded to Conway’s call to move the jack and with a perfectly
directed, well-weighted bowl sent the jack into the ditch where it eventually
finished with a tally for Conway-Levy of four shots and a 21-19 result.
At Double Bay the club’s 2014 Major Pairs Champions, Julian Engelman and
Les Brem, (pictured left) went down in the
Section 2 final against Ray Stokes and Shane
Dollar (South Coogee) 20-12 after knocking out
K Mitchell-M Gorlicki (Alexandria Erskineville)
20-19 and their club mates Pepe Glick and Harry
Black, 24-17, who had earlier defeated G
Williams-R Bull (Taren Point) 26-13.
In Section 1 at Double Bay, the well-performed
Double Bay pairing of Harold Jankelowitz and Les
Lilian (pictured right) who won the 2013 Major
Pairs title, received a first round forfeit, then scraped
past M Hills-R Higham (Moorefield) 20-19.
They trailed late in the game at 14-17 and by 17-19
going into the last end, but rallied to grab a three
count for a 20-19 result which put them into the
section final against Phil Wright and Phil Means
(Marrickville) where their run ended on a 30-14
scoreline.
Meanwhile, in Section 2 the Gerald Weinberg–Jack Kampel combination scored an
comfortable 24-8 win over R McDonald-J Brennan (Randwick) then lost to the
Stokes-Dollar duo 21-15. At one stage the two teams were locked 10-10, but a
disastrous end which cost six shots put an end to the Weinberg-Kampel challenge.
Alan Saidman-Sol Caganoff went out in the Section 1 opening round 21-15 to P
Wright-B Morton (Taren Point) while Gerald Raichman and Paul Baker forfeited to
the Stokes-Dollar combination in Section 2’s first round.
Also in Section 3 at EBP Sports Michael Becker-Ray Jankelowitz did not progress
past the opening round losing 25-17 to P Cavanagh-J Canute (Taren Point).
In the State Reserves both Double Bay pairings completed one match.
Sam Abrahams and Max Thomas played at South Coogee where they fell to R
George-R Harris (Sylvania) 26-10, while Allan Simmons and Len Sandler competing
at Engadine, lost 25-21 to A Walker-M Hamson (Taren Point) in Section 1 which was
won by T Harry-C Koupparis (Gymea).
Sections 1 and 2 of the Open event were played at Taren Point and Sections 3 and 4
at Grandviews.
In the upcoming Sunday Seniors semi-finals Conway and Levy team face the
Engadine pair of M Krajl and P Hughes while the Wright and Means team clashes
with Stokes and Dollar.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 3, 2017
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DRAWN (OUT) PAIRS NOW AT FINAL POINT
AT last, after more than nine months in the making, the 2016 Drawn Pairs
is one match away from declaring the championship
RESULT
team.
It is one of the club’s most popular non-Major status
2016 DRAWN
PAIRS
competitions and had attracted a 32 team entry when the
Semi-final
2016 event rolled off on Sunday, October 23.
Domenico Verre
By January 15 of this year, the pair of Brandon Conway and
Phillip Joel 22
Cedric Amoils had won their way to the championship match
Ross Ruzicka
with a 23-20 decision over Louis Platus Harold Jankelowitz 21
and Harold Roper.
And they been waiting ever since for news of which team
they will face in the final.
A week earlier on January 7, the pairing of Harold
Jankelowitz and Ross Ruzicka (pictured) qualified for the
semi-final in the top half of the draw when they accounted for Alan Saidman and Len
Simon 22-16, but it wasn’t until last week that the pair of Phillip Joel and Domenico
Verre fronted up for the penultimate championship match.
It turned out to be a close encounter of a one-shot margin as Joel and Verre came
from 17-21 behind on the 18th end to collect five shots over the concluding three ends
to claim the other spot in the 2016 final.
Anxious club officials are hoping the final will be decided within a week-or-two.
The earliest possible is Sunday, July 16, as the greens will be occupied by the Zone
State Pairs on Sunday, July 9 and the Club’s 75th Anniversary bowls afternoon on
Saturday, July 15.

MEMBERS DECIDE TO CALL OFF

GAMES AS RAIN STOPS PLAY
RAIN, which has plagued Double Bay bowlers in the past
months, again compelled the abandonment of the
Wednesday Intra–Club competition last week.
Play started on schedule under a grey, cloudy sky, but by 1.30 pm
steady rain obligated club officials to call players from the greens and
serve an early afternoon tea.
Bowling Club president, Alan Rosenberg, asked players if the day’s play
should be postponed as the weather forecast display on his mobile phone was
an “all wet green colour”.
Only a handful of the players responded positively to the suggestion that play
should continue if the weather improves.
Rosenberg announced that play was abandoned and the final round of the
current Wednesday League would continue this week on July 5.
It was the 10th time this year that inclement weather has compelled the
cancellation of play at Double Bay.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Women’s club welcomes five new members
STORY AND PHOTO BY PAM STEIN

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club has
welcomed five new members in
recent weeks.
They are, pictured on the steps of
the clubhouse, (standing) Cynthia
Katz, Irene Forman and Maxine
Brem; (seated) Arlene Normand
with Faye Green.
President, Iris Kampel, said that
the club wishes success on the green
and happy socialising in the
clubhouse to the new members.
Cynthia Katz has been playing
bowls for many years in South
Africa.
“After coming to Sydney in
November, 2016, I decided to join
Double Bay and I hope to spend
many happy seasons at the club,”
she said.
Irene Forman reported that she
was a regular golfer, as is her
husband Allan, and she sometimes play a round of golf. Another of her pastimes
is playing Bridge and she became an Australian eight years ago.
Maxine Brem made it known that she is thoroughly enjoying the challenge of
playing bowls.
“The club offers lovely fresh air, new friends in a very enjoyable and
encouraging atmosphere,” she said.
Arlene Normand revealed that she is a dietician by profession with a practice
in Rose Bay. “When I’m not working you can find me cycling and travelling,”
she said
“I love going to the movies, reading good books and keeping fit at the gym.
Now I am excited about playing lawn bowls at Double Bay.” she responded.
Faye Green announced that her time is taken up with volunteering at the
Montefiore Home, painting dyes on silk to match the jewellery she designs and
produces.
“Now playing lawn bowls adds to a busy and creative life,” she added.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 3, 2017
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Strong Double Bay entry in bid
to retain District Triples crown
DOUBLE Bay will be out
to win its sixth consecutive
Eastern Suburbs District
State Triples title when the
2017 event gets underway
today (Monday, July 3) at
the Hillsdale Bowling Club.
The defending trio, Rene
Saidman, Pam Stein and Iris
Kampel, are combining again
this year and the possibility
The trio which won the 2016 Eastern Suburbs District
of another all-Double Bay State Triples, Pam Stein, Rene Saidman and Iris Kampel
will team again this year.
final is likely as the club
Saidman was the substitute for Barbara Shotland who
has five of the 16 entries.
was overseas during the period of the event.
Last year the constituted
entry from Double Bay was Stein, Barbara Shotland and Kampel, but Shotland
was available due to an urgent overseas family commitment and Saidman
played in all the District rounds.
The 2016 runners-up were the Double Bay unit of Marie Thatcher, Jenny
Welton and Gail Black, but this year Welton plays skip for Black and Frankie
Grusd comes in as the lead player.
Double Bay will also be represented by the combinations of Barbara Shotland,
Lorraine Becker and Marna Morris, Jan Frape, Audrey Weinberg and Lesley
Judelman, as well as Rein Rowlands, Alma Goldman and Wendy Engelander.
Shotland returned in time to
take her place in the 2016
constituted champion District
team with Stein and Kampel for
the Regional State triples final
which they won and qualified
for the State championship
played at Tuncurry.
The 2017 Eastern Suburbs
District Triples has attracted
The trio which won the 2016 Regional Triples title
and represented Region 13 in the State
entries
from
Waverley,
championships Pam Stein, Barbara Shotland and
Clovelly,
South
Coogee,
Iris Kampel.
Randwick and Matraville.
The second round is on Tuesday at Matraville with the semi-final at Hillsdale
on Wednesday. The venue for the Thursday final is to be announced.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 3, 2017
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ONE SHOT
COSTS SPOT
IN SENIORS
PAIRS FINAL

Rene Saidman

Barbara
Shotland
S

TWO READY FOR CITY TEST
Double Bay Women’s Club’s Rene Saidman and
Barbara Shotland are in fine form their appearance
with the City squad to clash with Country on July 2123. Last week they teamed with Iris Kampel to win the
District’s Triples Championship.
STORY AND PICTURE PAGES 4-5

Double Bay’s Brandon Conway
and Peter Levy (pictured above)
missed advancing to the Zone
13 State Seniors Pairs final on
Sunday when they lost the extra
end of the semi-final 19-18.
Coincidently, the Seniors and
Open Pairs semi-finals, played
at Double Bay, were decided on
the outcome of the last ends
and all resulted in single shot
winning margins.
TURN TO PAGE 2

Extra end proves one shot too many for Conway–Levy in
Zone’s State Senior Pairs semi-final
Brandon Conway and Peter Levy missed the
opportunity of challenging for the 2017 Zone
13 Seniors title when they lost an extra end by
one shot semi-final 19-18 at Double Bay on
Sunday (July 9).
It was the first time Conway and Levy had
competed as a combination in a Major or Zone
pairs event.
However, they proved to have all the talent and
experience to be more than competitive at the top
level by winning a qualifying section to the semifinal where they clashed with Peter Hughes and
Martin Krajl from Engadine Bowling Club.
Conway and Levy were on fire at the start racing
to a 10-0 lead after five ends. By the 12th they were
Brandon Conway
Peter Levy
in front 13-7, but a loss of four shots on the 13th
and again on the 17th end had the match all square
at 16-all. The Engadine pair hit the front for the first time with a single count on
the 20th end (18-17), but Conway pulled back to 18-all on the 21st and had the
mat for the extra end which produced a tight head with the Double Bay pair
unable to prevent going one down.
In the other Seniors semi-final South Coogee’s Ray Stokes-Shane Dollar
defeated Phil Wright-Phil Means (Marrickville) 18-17 and went on to win the
title 21-18 from the Hughes pairing.
RESULTS: Open Pairs semi-finals, played at Double Bay, Jay Green-Wayne Turley (Taren
Point) 18 v M Lewis, David Ferguson (Engadine) 17, Jay Short-Cameron Curtis
(Grandviews) 15 v Kyle Hansen-Antony Moran (Taren Point) 14.
Final: Curtis 22 defeated Turley 12.

CLUB UNIFORMS FOR 75th ANNIVERSARY BOWLS DAY

DOUBLE BAY Men’s and Women’s Club members are to wear their current club
uniforms when taking part in Saturday’s (July 15) 75th Anniversary Celebration Bowls
afternoon.

The majority of the club membership has entered to be part of the afternoon’s festivity
which includes a short session of lawn bowls followed by a gala afternoon tea when Royal
NSW President, Barry Watkins, and Zone 13 President, Ray Tozer, will be special guests.
Men’s Club president, Alan Rosenberg, said this week that it was hoped that the
membership would wear the announced updated uniforms for the 75 th events, but the
garments will not be available.
“The significance of the event, expected to attract a full house of 120 players, means that
everyone should be dressed for bowling wearing the current club shirt and white trousers,”
he said.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 10, 2017
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Kos team wins Winter Wednesday top spot
THE team skipped by Werner Kos (pictured) with
Harry Black, Len Sandler and Alan Simmons, has taken
out the Division 1 2017 Winter edition of the club’s
Wednesday Intra Club competition.
They finished the season with 48 points and a plus 108
shot aggregate. Second place went to the Peter Levy
combination of Rod Ferrer, John Wineberg and Les
Ginzberg on 44½ points (+ 95 shots) with the unit of Pepe
Glick, Les Lilian, Peter Kurta and Fred Ginsberg taking
third spot with 43 points (+52).
The Second Division was topped by Jack Rosen (pictured),
George Sofer, Gus Franco and Jeff Raines on 51 points (+127),
followed by Heinz Gerstl, Alf Wall, Harold Gold and Peter
Gibbon 44 points (+45).
The Winter-Spring competition stars this Wednesday (July 12)
with the same format of two-bowls fours played over three eightend sets in two divisions.

Low graders head 2017 Pennant result statistics
LOWER grade players were the most consistent performers in the 2017
Pennant competition, according to statistics released this
week by the Double Bay Men’s Club’s selection panel.
Grade-5’s Max Thomas ((pictured) headed the list of the 79
players who represented Double Bay in the Metro A-grade
Conference and the five Zone 13 pennant grades.
Thomas, who played in the first six pennant games before
becoming sidelined due to a cardiac problem, won five and
drew one game for a 83.33 percentage win record.
In second place is Grade-7’s Bernie Hirst who participated in
all of the team’s eight games for six wins and two losses on 75% result. Third
and fourth spot was shared by fellow Grade-7 players Lionel Hovey with a
66.67% win average and Harry Jacobs, 62.50%.
Other players with a 66.67% win rate were from the section winning Grade-5,
Phil Filler, David Kellaway and Alan Simmons alongside team mate Len
Sandler on 62.50% while Ross Ruzicka (Grade 7) also finished with 62.50%.
Best of the club’s A-graders was Brandon Conway who had a 50% win ratio
from the eight matches.
In Grade-3 top performer was Peter Grunfeld with five wins (55.56%), best in
Grade-4 were Les Ginzberg and Barry Lazarus both winning 50% of their
matches.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 10, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
A straight six for Double Bay in
District Triples championship

2017 DISTRICT
TRIPLES
Double Bay teams
1st Round

Wendy Engelander,
Alma Goldman
Rein Rowlands 23
L. Lowlett
C. Abrahams
Carol Stokes
(Randwick) 11
Iris Kampel,
Pam Stein
Rene Saidman 28
L. Baldwin
Pam Keir
H. Condon
(Randwick) '7
Frankie Grusd
Gail Black,
Jenny Welton 11
W. Baldwin,
B. Livesey
Linda Ross
(Matraville) 23

PAM STEIN PHOTOS

MAIN PICTURE: Back: The Clovelly team skipped by Gina O'Reilly,
with Betty Skinner and Sharon Scarcella.
Front: Double Bay’s 2017 District Championship-winning Triples
team Rene Saidman, Pam Stein and Iris Kampel.
INSET: Flashback to last year when the same trio won the event.

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club won its sixth consecutive
Eastern Suburbs District Triples last week when the
team of Rene Saidman, Pam Stein and Iris Kampel
retained the championship title on home soil.
The three players won last year’s title, but the records
will show that the team was Kampel, Stein and Barbara
Shotland. However, with Shotland in South Africa due to a
family commitment, Saidman substituted for her in all
matches.
In this year’s final the Double Bay trio defeated the
Clovelly team of Gina O'Reilly, Betty Skinner and Sharon
Scarcella 28-9 playing steady bowls.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Marna Morris
Lorraine Becker
Barbara Shotland
forfeit win
Lesley Judelman
Audrey Weinberg
Jan Frape
2nd Round

B. Shotland 18
P. Coupland (Clovelly) 6
R. Saidman 18
R. Rowlands 13
SEMI-FINALS
G. O’Reilly (Clovelly) 15
B. Shotland 10
R. Saidman 18
L Roseland (Matraville) 5
FINAL
Iris Kampel,
Pam Stein
Rene Saidman 28
S. Scarcella
B. Skinner
G. O’Reilly 9
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In charge from start of District Triples final
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

THE Double Bay team was in command from the start of the District
Triples final last week as Iris Kampel’s lead bowls put pressure on the
opposition on almost every end.
This enabled Pam Stein to add to the count or place defensive back bowls,
giving Rene Saidman, renowned for her drawing ability, the opportunity to cut
down the count, or play to add shots.
On the way to the final the Saidman unit
was given a run for their money by the
Double Bay team of Rein Rowlands, Alma
Goldman and Wendy Engelander in the
quarter-final played at Matraville.
Rowlands is an Under 5 year bowler and
a rookie skip, who showed leadership and
boosted the team’s confidence.
Rein Rowlands, Wendy Engelander
and Alma Goldman
The three played above themselves and
th
were 6-0 ahead early and 8-all on the 8 end, then 10-all on the 10th suggesting
it was anybody's game.
However, experience kicked in as Saidman's girls applied the pressure over the
final six ends to grab a 18-13 win.
In the semi-final at Hillsdale the Saidman team had a narrow decision over the
Matraville entry skipped by L Roseland by 18-15.
In previous years the District Triples finals have been contested by two Double
Bay entries, but this year the run was broken when Gina O'Reilly’s Clovelly
team finished ahead of the strong Double Bay outfit of Barbara Shotland,
Lorraine Becker and Marna Morris.
The Double Bay trio went down in the semi-final 15-10 at Hillsdale as
O’Reilly was in top form to turn around the heads on several vital ends to claim
the five-short winning margin.
Double Bay’s District Triples team will be out to retain the Regional title when
the Region 13 Triples Championship is played on Tuesday, August 29, at a
venue to be announced.

Saidman and Kampel set to challenge for Regional Seniors Pairs title
Meanwhile, Double Bay’s District Senior Pairs champions, Rene Saidman and Iris
Kampel, will challenge for the Region 13 title at the Ramsgate Bowling Club on Tuesday,
July 11.

Two from Double Bay in City squad for annual Country clash

Double Bay will also be represented when the annual City v Country championship is
played at Soldiers’ Point Bowling Club on the weekend of July 21-23, where Barbara
Shotland and Rene Saidman have been included in the City squad.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 10, 2017
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CLUB
ITS 75th

Editor: Mike Golland

More than 100 members
led by Chairman, Barry
Lazarus, on Saturday,
July 15, 2017, were joined
on Double Bay’s No. 1
green by Royal NSW
President, Barry Watkins,
and Men’s Club President,
Alan Rosenberg, to mark
th
the club’s 75
Anniversary year.

MARKS
YEAR

Twenty-seven brand new lawn bowls placed to form the figures 75 were the
th
central point as Double Bay Bowling Club opened its 75 Anniversary
celebration with a Men’s Club President’s Day. The celebration was started
with the bowling of a specially produced white bowl with a blue and gold
inscription and the Double Bay logo (pictured).
MORE REPORTS AND PICTURES pages 2-4

WEDNESDAY NOW ‘WETNESDAY’ – ANOTHER DAY LOST TO RAIN
SEE PAGE 6

HISTORY AND TRIBUTES AS CLUB CELEBRATES
HISTORICAL facts of the founding of the Double Bay Bowling
Club were capsulated along with tributes and appreciations when
Double Bay Men’s Club President, Alan Rosenberg, gave the
welcoming keynote address at the 75th Anniversary Bowling day on
Saturday, July 15.
Speaking during the afternoon tea session, which followed two hours
of bowling by more than 100 members and invited guests, Rosenberg
(pictured) traced the founding of the club and
paid tribute to Woollahra Council, which was
represented at the celebration by Councillors
Anthony Marano and Luise Elsing (who is
pictured with Alan Rosenberg) for its support
to establish a bowling club on land which was
“dirty black swamp”.
He outlined how the club had progressed
from its opening day on July 4, 1942, and summarised facts and figures of achievements
since that time.
Rosenberg revealed that one of Australia’s most highly-rated lawn bowlers, Cameron
Curtis, who won the 2017 Zone 13 State Pairs Championship played at Double Bay a week
earlier, suggested that Double Bay Bowling Club could historically be considered in the same
way as St Andrews is to golf.
The celebration’s special guest, President of the Royal NSW Bowling Association, Barry
Watkins, said lawn bowls must “streamline” its overall administration and, at the same time,
retrieve the social aspect of the game.
The Royal is most serious in its attempts to unify the NSW administration of the code with
a merger of the men’s and women’s associations, he said.
“It has been on the back burner for too long. We hope that it can be achieved during this
calendar year. It will produce many benefits for both associations . . . all-in-all its not rocket
science,” Watkins added.
Double Bay’s State Zone Councillor, Arnold Javen, welcomed President of Zone 13, Ray
Tozer, who congratulated Double Bay and its current leadership.
A major aim by Zone 13 which now includes the former Zone 11 (Central Sydney clubs) is
to update the annual Turn-of-the-Year tournament, which will mark its 60th year in December
with increased prize pools for men’s and women’s events as well as for veteran competitors,
Tozer said.
Club Chairman, Barry Lazarus, (pictured left with Ray Tozer
and Double Bay Life member Gerald Weinberg) applauded the
members who organised and supervised the 75th Anniversary
period. He also praised the tea menu provided
by the club’s in-house cater June Edelmuth,
and the initiative of serving soup prior to the bowling session.
Three prominent club officials, Peter Wyner, Michael Becker and Phil
Filler, were awarded Merit Badges presented by Barry Watkins.
Master-of-Ceremonies for the afternoon was former Men’s Club President
Rob Hutchins.
A 16-page glossy booklet “Through the Ages -1942-2017” (above left) which includes the
names of the current 260+ male and female members, was distributed to every participant.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 17, 2017
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CLUB DONATES $1000 TO ROYAL’S 2017 CHARITY
TO mark its 75th Anniversary Year, Double Bay Bowling
Club on Saturday, July 15, 2017, donated $1000 to the
Royal NSW Bowling Association’s
charity project, the Motor Neuron Disease Association
of NSW.
The cheque was presented to the Royal’s President,
Barry Watkins, during the afternoon tea session of the
75th Anniversary Bowling Session.
Earlier, Watkins (pictured above left) presented a
silver plaque from the Royal honouring Double Bay’s 75th Anniversary.

75th Anniversary’s pictorial highlights
ONE of Double Bay’s
current members, who
has a long-time family
history with the club,
is David Kellaway.
His father,
Nelson John
Kellaway,
was a two-time club
president and a State
player.
The club’s No. 1 green
is named in
his honour.
David Kellaway wore
his father’s
54-year-old club
blazer and his medals/pins at the
th
75 Anniversary Bowling session
on Saturday.

MERIT AWARDS

Merit Awards were presented by Barry
Watkins to (above right)) Peter Wyner and
(below left) Michael Becker.
A third recipient, Phil Filler, was overseas
at the time of the presentation.

Rob Hutchins (left) introduces Zone 13’s
president, Ray Tozer.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 17, 2017
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Members’ 75th Birthday greetings from
far-and-wide
FROM
FRANCE

FROM
ISRAEL

Members Judy Thomas and Bernard Fridman were
th
in France when they sent 75 anniversary greetings.

FROM
CANADA

Double Bay bowlers, Peter
Grunfeld and Trevor
Rosenberg, were competing at
th
the 20 Maccabiah Games in
Israel when they emailed their
th
best wishes for the club’s 75
Anniversary Bowling Day.
Grunfeld is representing
Australia in the lawn bowls
tournament, while Rosenberg
was selected to compete for
his native South Africa.

BREAKING NEWS

Double Bay Men’s Club committee member, Phil
Filler, and wife, Lisa, sent greetings from Canada.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 17, 2017

Trevor Rosenberg wins
Singles Gold Medal.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Double Bay’s Iris Kampel and Rene Saidman with
Taren Point’s Margaret Sheehen and Bronwyn
McPherson
INSET: The Double Bay cheer squad (back)
Lorraine Becker, Barbara Shotland, Gail Black.
(front) Cathy Shapiro, Rein Rowlands, Wendy
Engelander, Juliette Friedlander, Margo Michael
(obscured) and Leslie Judelman.

Saidman’s “My Fair Lady” act brings
home Regional Seniors Pairs Shield
REPORT AND PHOTOS BY PAM STEIN
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club pairing regained the Regional Senior Pairs title last
week at the Ramsgate Club with a last end display of brilliant bowling and
encouragement from a group of club members calling a well-known catch phrase from
the 1965 stage musical “My Fair Lady”.

The club has won the Region 13 Senior Pairs (a tournament of three bowls
pairs played over 18 ends) previously in 2014 and 2015, but lost the final last
year.
This year the team of Rene Saidman and Iris Kampel, who won the Eastern
Suburbs District title to qualify for the regional playoff, withstood a late charge
from Taren Point’s highly rated Bronwyn McPherson and Margaret Sheehen to
win the medals and the Shield by a 15-12 scoreline.
All the excitement was saved for the last few ends as Taren Point had to play
catch up from the start when Double Bay sat comfortably on 7-1 and by the 12th
end maintained the advantage at 11-7.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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REGIONAL SENIORS PAIR WIN FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
It was the start of Taren Point’s comeback as on the 14th end the pairs were locked
on 11-apiece. It was 12-all with two ends to the finish.
On the penultimate end Saidman moved the jack with a controlled on-shot to the
side and then drew the ultimate bowl for the last end’s one shot lead.
The Double Bay unit appeared to have lost their way in the last end as Taren Point
was in complete charge holding four match-winning shots.
With Saidman on the mat for her concluding two deliveries club supporters
whispered “you can do it, yes you can”.
In something like an Eliza Doolittle response Saidman delivered two immaculate
drawing bowls - the first a centimetre from the jack; the second a only few
millimetres further from the target.
Try as she may, Taren Point’s skip, McPherson, could not budge the two shot bowls.
As the last bowl fell to its rest the Double Bay support group exclaimed the
legendary words from My Fair Lady’s Professor Henry Higgins: "She did it - she did
it. I told you she could do it and indeed she did."
Footnote: It was Saidman’s second Regional Seniors Pairs title. She won the event in 2014
when partnered by Karen Levinson, who has now retired to the Gold Coast.

BOWLING DAYS LOST TO RAIN THIS
YEAR NOW HITS DOUBLE FIGURES
LAST Wednesday’s decision to close the club due to inclement weather was the
10th time this year that a day’s bowling had been called off.
There has been 28 Wednesdays up to last week’s on
July 12, six of which were hit by such adverse weather
conditions compelling club officials to cancel a day’s
bowling.
Last Wednesday’s decision followed overnight and
continuing early morning showers, with more to forecast
during the day.

A heavy downpour left pools of water on two of the three
greens just as ground staff began preparing the playing
surfaces.
Rain was the reason play was postponed on Saturday,
February 25, Wednesdays February 8, March 1, and June 7,
on Thursday, March 16 and on Monday, April 3.
The club was closed due to rain on Thursday, June 8 when
Double Bay was due to host the District Women’s Major
Pairs semi-finals.
Play on two other Wednesdays this year, January 11 and
18, were lost due to excessive heat conditions.
Meanwhile, one club official suggested that Double Bay
should change the spelling of Wednesday in its
published program calendar to “WETNESDAY”.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 17, 2017

The days lost due to inclement
weather so far this year
RED = heatwave
YELLOW = rain
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TWO WITH HOPES FOR
ZONE SINGLES TITLES
SAM ABRAHAMS (left) and Brandon Conway
(right) are Double Bay members with chances of
winning a 2017 Zone
13 Singles title.
Abrahams is only one
match away from being
the Zone’s Veterans
Singles
Champion,
while Conway has won
his way to the semiThe 16-page booklet published
finals of the Zone 13
last week as part of Double Bay
th
State Seniors Singles
Bowling Club’s 75 Anniversary
event.
celebration, is now available on
Both the Seniors and
the club website.
Webmaster, Peter Wyner, said that a number of Veterans (70-years and
members had requested an additional copy of the over) titles along with
booklet which traced the club’s history from its inception the prestigious Open
Single championships
in 1942 to the present day.
“To accommodate requests and more importantly for will be decided on
Sunday at the Engadine
posterity, I have digitised the issue,” he said.
Bowling Club.
To download and print the issue go to
Double
Bay
hosted
www.doublebaybowlingclub.com.au/75publication.pdf.
More than 100 copies were presented to members and Section 2 of the Open
on Saturday and
guests at the Men’s Club President’s Bowling Day on Singles
Sunday.
Saturday, July 15.

ANNIVERSARY
BOOK NOW ON
CLUB WEBSITE

CONTINUES PAGE 2

Double Bay v West Leagues in Zone’s Veterans Singles final
SAM Abrahams will face Ken Cooper, of Western Suburbs Leagues Club in the
final of the 2017 Zone 13 Veteran Singles Championship at Engadine on Sunday
afternoon.
The Veterans matches played to 25 shots were competed over two sections at the South
Coogee Club.
Last Saturday, Abrahams, drawn in Section 1, won his way to the championship match with
a 25-16 win over F Powe (Caringbah) and on Sunday morning when he accounted for J Dodd
(Olds Park BC) 25-16.
In the afternoon session he squeezed into the final with a 25-24 win over a Grandviews
opponent, K. Wheatley, who earlier had knocked out Double Bay’s other Veterans entrant,
Frank Mogor, 22-25 in the section’s other semi-final.
In the early round Mogor scored a 25-14 decision over J. Seward (Grandviews).

Conway’s Alexandria opponent in Seniors semi-final clash
Brandon Conway, who won Section 4 of the Open State Singles at Earlwood
Bardwell Park (EBP), comes up against the Taren Point-hosted Section 3 winner,
K Mitchell, from the Alexandria Erskineville Club, in this Sunday morning’s
semi-final on the Engadine Club’s greens.
The other semi-finalists are P. Hughes (Engadine) and G Letch (Gymea).
On the way to the Section final Conway won his opening clash against D Jones (Blakehurst)
then defeated John Le Cussan (Grandviews) to book a spot in this week’s semi-final round.
In the same section Jack Kampel, after a first round walkover, fell short against Le Cussan
at 26-31, although he held considerable leads of 10-4 and by 22-16.
Also at EBP, Ray Jankelowitz went only as far as the first round where he succumbed to T
Robson (Ashfield).
At Taren Point in Section 3, Gerald Weinberg eased past C Blake (Grandviews) 31-22, then
exited the event in the afternoon’s clash against
M Robinson (Engadine) by 31-15
PEPE GLICK’S TWO AT HOME
Rod Ferrer (pictured) played well
Double
Bay
hosted
to defeat M Phipps (Grandviews)
Section 2 of the State
31-18 then shot past S Puttick
(Taren Point) 31-8 before being Senior Singles where
ousted on Sunday morning by K Pepe Glick was the only
home club competitor.
Mitchell 17-31
He won his two Saturday encounters;
Eastlakes was the venue for
Section 1 where Double Bay’s Michael Becker, in the first round against Mark Garlicky
Gerald Raichman and Paul Baker all were early (Alexandria Erskineville) 31-22, then he
casualties.
knocked out Peter Wright (Marrickville)
Dan Flanagan was Double Bay’s lone entrant 31-23 only to go down on Sunday
in the Open Singles where he fell in the first morning to Graham Letch (Gymea) in a
round to Waverley’s Don Roper 31-17 at the close semi-final tussle 28-31. Letch went
Engadine Bowling Club.
on to win the section final.
Another lone Double Bay entry was Phil Filler
Double Bay members who officiated
in the State Reserve Singles who couldn’t
match the experience of Joe Vetch (Taren over the weekend were Rob Hutchins
and Les Brem (umpires), Phil Filler,
Point) to the score of 16-31 played at Ashfield.
NOTE: Not all results or scores were available when this
report was uploaded to the website.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 24, 2017

Harry Black, David Kellaway, Eric Grusd
and Arnold Javen (markers).
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WAS there any doubt that Double Bay
Men’s Club member, Trevor Rosenberg,
who competed for his native South
Africa in the just completed 20th
Maccabiah Games in Israel, won the
coveted Singles Gold medal?
The official Maccabiah results page
on its website, colourfully showed that
Trevor won the Lawn Bowls Singles
Gold medal from Israel’s Zvika Hadar,
with Lindfield Bowling Club’s, Rod
Silber, bringing home Bronze.
The
results
for the other
lawn
bowling
events
also
confirmed Australia’s triples combination of Garry
Benveniste, Gary Lasky and Brian Rosenberg came back
with Silver, and the fours team of Benveniste, Michael
Yelen, Gary Lasky and Brian Rosenberg finished with the
Bronze medal.
But the doubt arose when checking the Maccabiah
results published by the Sydney edition of the Australian

Jewish News.

It showed Rod Silber as having achieved
The official
the impossible lawn bowls result by winning
Maccabiah Lawn
both the Gold and Bronze medals for the
Bowls Singles result.
Singles tournament!
However, there was no doubt as we saw
the evidence last week when Double Bay Watch published the
photo (at left) of Trevor with the GOLD medal around his neck.
Nonetheless, there is one doubt in many minds: Did the
Australian Maccabi Lawn Bowls selectors miss the chance of a Gold medal
prospect in their squad?
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club proclaims it “Is the place to be!”. Perhaps we could
add “and the place to meet ”. Way back in 2012 three former South Africans
meet for the first time in 12 years when playing at Double Bay.
Something similar occurred here a few weeks ago when new members Brian
Fine and Len Smith recognised each other as team mates of the top-ranked
1962 Balfour Park under-16A soccer team. It was their first meeting in 54
years!
Brian Fine

Len Smith and Brian Fine
at Double Bay last week.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 24, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Drawn teams new format for Triples championship
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club has thrown wide-open its annual Triples
Championship for 2017.
2017 DRAWN
It has discarded the Major standard in favour of a Drawn
TRIPLES
st
Triples event with the aim to attract a wider entry than
1 Round
when teams are formed by its regular competitors.
Ros Norris, Frankie Grusd
Lorraine Becker 20
The “out of the hat” draw is made with players bundled
Rose Novis, Florrie Cohen
as leads, seconds and skips.
Rene Saidman 16
One player is drawn from each bundle to make up a
team.
Maxine Brem, Pat Bryan
Iris Kampel 24
Top skips, such as Iris Kampel and Rene Saidman were
Margaret Hemphill
early casualties, but Barbara Shotland, Lorraine Becker
Faye Glover
and Pam Stein trios are in the final rounds.
Rein Rowlands 12
Lea Portrate,
Alma Goldman
Barbara Shotland 26
Maureen Cooper,
Jan Shedlezki,
Gail Black 7.
2nd Round
Paula. Yeomans
Frankie Grusd
Lorraine Becker 21
M. Hemphill Faye Glover
I. Kampel 13

Visit to Randwick for Friends Day
FIVE Double Bay members joined in the celebration of the
annual Randwick Women’s Club Friendship Day last
week.
One-and-all had a very enjoyable day meeting many players
from other local women’s clubs.
Picture above shows (Back row - left to right) Randwick’s
Louise Baldwin with Double Bay visitors Barbara Shotland,
Lorraine McLaughlin, Wendy Engelander, Jan Frape and
Frankie Grusd; (Front row) Randwick Women’s Club President,
Pam Keir, with club mates Stephanie Cavenagh and Motoko
Kodero.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 24, 2017

Lea Portrate,
Alma. Goldman
Barbara. Shotland 26
Frances. Raines
Yvonne Gorman
Margo Michael 12
Miriam. Rosenberg
Judi Snider
Marna Morris 20
Lia Friedler
Diane Engelander
Barbara Hower 7
Lesley Judelman,
Cynthia. Katz
Pam Stein 25
Joanne Greene,
Hilda Filipovic,
Jan Frape 6
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Double Bay Bowling Club Chairman at 75th Anniversary celebration

CLUB “STILL GOING STRONG”
AFTER 75 years Double Bay Bowling Club is still going
strong, Chairman, Barry Lazarus, told an audience of
more than 100 members and guests at the club’s 75th
Anniversary Gala Dinner on Saturday night.
Double Bay Bowling Club has survived the past so
Barry Lazarus
successfully and there is no doubt that it will also master the
giving the
keynote address
future successfully because of the ability of accepting, and
at the 75th
more importantly, adapting to changes, he said.
Gala Dinner
“The current challenges facing the club include a modern
society characterised by increasing competition and a battle for survival, where
there is less time for fellow citizens and a growing need for materialistic values.
In short, egoism is flourishing. Our role as Double Bay members is to try and
counterbalance these modern trends by promoting team work, companionship
and unity,” he said.
Mr Lazarus said that it is clear that everything in life can be improved and
there are still many things pending.
TWO ZONE 13
“We are not folding our arms, we will, with each year,
RUNNERS-UP
seek new projects and improvements, bearing in mind the
Brandon Conway is
opinion and relying on the collaboration of club members.
the 2017 Zone 13 State
“Tonight I invite you all to a future here at Double Bay
Senior Singles runnerup
and Sam Abrahams
Bowling Club where together we will continue to share
the Zone’s Veterans
our love, not only for the sport of lawn bowls, but more
Singles runner-up.
particularly to enjoy each other’s company and to
Both games were
played
at Engadine
participate in all of the vibrant activities of the club,” he
on Sunday.
added.
SEE PAGE 3
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“This is a bowling club like no other”
75th ANNIVERSARY DINNER REPORT BY PAM STEIN – PHOTOS STEVE EDELMUTH AND JOHN WINEBERG

Décor, lighting, a pink alcoholic drink on a silver tray to welcome us at the door,
the buzz of happy chatter as the clubhouse filled with long-time friends and
“nice to see you” first time meetings, followed us to round tables (so conducive
to easy conversation) laid with the subtle
sophistication of the finest Sydney
restaurant.
Black tablecloths, crisp white cotton
serviettes, matching white water goblets,
two sets of wine glasses and in the centre,
grouped candles in a selection of artistic
ABOVE: Entrance floodlit
vases.
BELOW: Clubhouse set with round
Outside, the greens were lit up with
tables.
iridescent emerald lighting, that announced
“this is a bowling club like no other.”
John Rosen, MC for the evening, made us
welcome, before calling on Chairman, Barry
Lazarus, who gave a short history of the
club and a look into the future.
Miniature plates of a small mouthful of
something delicious were set before each
diner by quiet, efficient waiters and
waitresses with a choice of still or sparkling,
soon followed by a red or white.
The evening was a ready-made success. The
menu, cased in a glass frame, was passed
around the table.
Every plate was photo-worthy, with several
delicate tastes to please the palate.
Congratulations to June Edelmuth Catering,
Maître D, Steve Edelmuth, and their staff
of experienced chefs and servers.
Desert would follow the entertainment. John
introduced the entertainer for the evening –
ABOVE: Plate of delicate food
a comedian who tried valiantly to amuse us.
BELOW: Barry Lazarus and John
But the desert was worth the wait!
th
Rosen cut the 75 birthdays cake.
As a post script, the Pastry Chef wheeled in
the 75-shaped cake for all to watch as she
decorated it with chocolate butter icing and
bouquets of miniature fresh flowers.
The raison d’être of the evening was the
friendship, the fellowship, and the multimutual support
of the Double
Bay Bowling Club
fraternity.
Our
club
celebrated
in
style, but more
importantly, in
soul.
LEFT: The menu, cased in a glass frame.
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Home ground advantage hits Conway in Seniors final
BRANDON Conway lived up to his reputation as one of Double Bay Men’s Club most
consistent bowlers at club and Zone level when he won his way to the final of the 2017
Zone 13 State Seniors Singles at Engadine on Sunday.
The previous week he won Section 4 of the State Seniors Singles at Earlwood Bardwell
Park (EBP) and moved to the sectional semi-final at Engadine on Sunday morning where he
played near his best to score a 31-21 victory over Kim Mitchell, from the Alexandria
Erskineville Club.
But in the afternoon’s final Conway found the overall consistency and the home turf
advantage of Peter Hughes, too strong and was left with the runners-up honour on a 31-12
scoreline.
It was apparent from the start that Hughes had the advantage of local knowledge. There
appeared to be subtle wind gusts or movement which prompted Hughes to play his backhand
around the clock - exclusively for the entire match, even in situations where it looked as if he
was choosing entirely the incorrect hand. It was also the tactic he
employed in the morning’s semi-final win over G. Letch
(Gymea), when playing the forehand.
The green was very quick. Finger tip delicate control was
necessary and Conway started shakily and never quite got to
grips with his own game. His usual reliable consistent draw
eluded him and his frustrations compounded as the score
mounted up.
It seemed inevitable that Hughes was heading for an easy
Flashback to 2007 when
victory until Conway found his best form to retaliate from 4-30
Brandon Conway
down to stage a spirited come back playing to the standard of
defeated Aron Sherriff
which is capable for a few ends, until Hughes eventually got the
in a State
Championship singles.
one shot which mattered and gave him the title.
Conway’s record at Zone level in singles includes the Zone 11
Champion-of-Club-Champions title in 2007 and the Seniors Championship in 2011. He also
has a 31-22 victory over the high profile Australian representative, Aron Sherriff, in the 2007
State Champion-of-Singles Champions. At Double Bay club level Conway held the Major
Singles trophy in 2007 and 2015 and has been runner-up on three other occasions.

Abrahams records best result in Veterans Singles
SAM Abrahams, a true veteran of local lawn bowls, having served on the leadership of
the Rose Bay Bowling Club prior to the merger with Double Bay in 2000, hit the
headlines with his performance in the Zone 13 Veterans Singles (70years and over) culminating with the final at Engadine on Sunday.
Although he had to be satisfied with the runner-up silver medal and a $50
prize cheque, it could be one of the highlights of his bowling record as he
lost 25-16 to Ken Cooper (Western Suburbs Leagues Club), a one-time Zone
squad representative.
“Cooper was more consistent and didn't have my Australian trait of going
‘walk about’ at odd moments,” Abrahams said on Monday.
Notwithstanding that admission, Abrahams won more ends than his opponent.
The greens were very fast, with one hand being fairly straight while the other hand “bent
like hell,” he said. The combatants traded shots early, being even a couple of times, with no
one really dominating the game. Cooper was that more consistent and generally had more
bowls in the head. The telling point was when Abrahams was 13-16 behind on the scoreboard
and gave away seven shots over two ends, which set the pace for Cooper to take first prize.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 31, 2017
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Les Lilian Harold Jankelowitz

Dan Flanagan

Doug King

Peter Levy

Jack Kampel

Will they meet again ... in Triples final?
THE two teams which contested the 2016 Major Triples final have entered to
repeat the feat this year and both have survived their first matches played on
Saturday.
The trio skipped by Harold Jankelowitz with Les Lilian and Dan Flanagan, won the
2016 championship from the Jack Kampel, Peter Levy and Doug
King combination.
This year’s draw, which was made late last week, opened the way for
the two 2016 final teams to meet in this year’s decider.
Sixteen entries were received for the 2017 event, compared with 18
last year, which necessitated in 14 teams being drawn with opening
round byes. The current event has all teams competing in the first round.
Organisers have set the semi-finals to be decided on Sunday (August
6) or by Saturday, August 12.
The Jankelowitz team was in fine form against
RESULTS
the Gerald Weinberg trio (Maurice Boland and
sub David Newman) shooting to a 15-3 lead after
2017 MAJOR
TRIPLES
seven ends. It was well in command at 23-13 on
st
the 18th when they were hit with nine shots over
1 Round
three ends and their advantage reduced to 24-22.
Peter Levy
The tide turned again and Jankelowitz & Co
Doug King
produced a three and a two for the match at 29-22.
Jack Kampel 32
Kampel’s all powerful line up had an easier
v
passage into the second round with a walk-away
Alan Sacks
Ray Novis
32-9 win over the Alan Rosenberg challenge
Alan Rosenberg 9
which was finished after 21 ends.
Close call team victories were produced by Rob
Steve Edelmuth
Fetherston
against Pepe Glick where it was 22-22
Wayne Podger
going into the final end before Fetherston’s side
Rob Fetherston 23
v
hung onto a single shot with the jack in the ditch
Les Ferguson
for the match, while the Peter Grunfeld-Norman
Harry Black,
Morris encounter played an extra end before
Pepe Glick 22
Grunfeld rolled in two touchers for a 24-22 win.


2017 MINOR
SINGLES
rd

3

Round

Gerald Raichman 25
Len Sandler 23

MINOR SINGLES NEARS FINALITY
Gerald Raichman defeated Len Sandler 25-23
in a third round 2017 Minor Singles match on
Sunday and now clashes with Louis Platus in
the semi-final, as Peter Kurta awaits for his
final opponent.
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RESULTS

2017 MAJOR
TRIPLES
1st Round

Jody Glasser
Sam Abrahams
Peter Grunfeld 24
v

Ian Hadassin
James Flaxman
Norman Morris 22
Peter Erdos
Eric Grusd
Peter Kurta 25
v

Phil Filler
Andy Baker
Trevor Rosenberg 23
Dan Flanagan
Les Lilian
Harold Jankelowitz 29
v
Sid Glick
(sub David Newman)
Maurice Boland
Gerald Weinberg 22
Ronald Munz,
David Kellaway
Rob Hutchins 25
v
Mark Sack
Len Simon
Rod Ferrer 18
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
PRESIDENT’S REPORT TO ANNUAL MEETING

YEAR OF A NEW ERA

ELECTED TO OFFICE
2017 -2018
PATRON

THE past 12 months has marked the start
SONIA DAVIS
of a new era for Double Bay Women’s Club,
PRESIDENT
its President, Iris Kampel, told the 39th
IRIS KAMPEL
Annual General Meeting last week.
VICE -PRESIDENTS
It was the decision of the Women’s Club to
BARBARA SHOTLAND
join forces with the Registered Club’s
REIN ROWLANDS
administration to promote and grow together
SECRETARY
for the future, she said.
MARILYN DAVIS
The Board of the Registered Club advocated the financial
FINANCE OFFICER
merger of the women’s club with the Registered Club to bring
MARGO MICHAEL
all the finances and accounts onto the one system, and to
COMMITTEE
bring the men and women membership closer as one club.
DI ENGELANDER
The Women’s Club management put several proposals to the
LESLIE JUDELMAN
RENE SAIDMAN
Board to ensure that it would maintain autonomy on the
PUBLICITY
running of the women’s section.
PAM STEIN
“Our proposals were accepted and our bank account and
COMMITTEES
&
assets were transferred to the control of the Registered Club’s
CHAIRPERSONS
management,” Kampel said.
SELECTORS
“And so-to-speak it has taken 75 years for the two sections
LORRAINE BECKER*
of our club to reach out to one another and join forces to
Wendy Engelander
promote and grow together for the future.
Carol Engelman
“To our members a heartfelt thanks for your cooperation and
Kathy Passman
support for these new ideas and ventures that have been
MATCH
initiated in the spirit of progress and unity.
JAN FRAPE*
“I believe we have a good marriage and our management
Judi Snider,
also made sure we have a good pre-nuptials,” she said.
Frances Raines
The report paid tribute to the club executives and the various
SOCIAL
committee members, as well as Men’s Club officials, who
LEA PORTRATE*
Maureen Cooper
have supported the women’s club during the year.
Railee Michelin
“My thanks to all for giving me your support and trust
Linda Salamon
throughout this year. For me there’s no greater reward for the
Cathy Shapiro
energy and effort gladly given than feeling that we are all
Hilda Filipovic
enriched by this special bond of camaraderie and empathy
LIBRARIAN
that we share and which makes our club so special,” Kampel
FRANKIE GRUSD
added.
* Chairperson
Long-time member of the executive, Jenny Welton, did not
seek re-election to the vice-president’s post and was replaced by Rein Rowlands who
moved from the committee ranks, with Rene Saidman unopposed as the new member of
the committee.
Iris Kampel was re-elected unopposed to serve a second year as President.

PICTORIAL COVERAGE NEXT PAGE
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WOMEN’S CLUB’S
LEADERSHIP
PHOTOS BY PAM STEIN

Club President, Iris Kampel, presents new
management member, Rene Saidman, with her
Committee badge.

Rein Rowlands the Women’s Club new vicepresident.

Drawn Triples finalists
Match Committee; Frances Raines, Jan Frape,
Judi Snider.

TEAMS skipped by Barbara Shotland
and Marna Morris will contest the 2017
Women’s Club’s Drawn Triples title on
Tuesday, August 1.
In the semi-finals a last bowl by Shotland
gave her team a one shot win over the
Lorraine Becker trio by 18-17.
After leading 11-8 Pam Stein’s side fell to
the Morris outfit by a three shot margin.
2017 DRAWN TRIPLES
SEMI-FINALS

Meri Rios (sub for Lea Portrate),
Alma Goldman, Barbara Shotland 18
Paula Yeoman (replacing Ros Norris)
Frankie Grusd, Lorraine Becker 17

SOCIAL COMMITTEE: (back) Linda Salamon,
Kathy Shapiro, Hilda Filipovic
(front) Railee Michelin, Lea Portrate.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, JULY 31, 2017

Sue Johnson (sub for Miriam Rosenberg)
Judi Snider, Marna Morris 19
Lesley Judelman, Cynthia. Katz, Pam Stein 16
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Members honour past leaders at Inaugural Tournament

ALMOST 100 Double Bay Bowling Club members honoured the memory of two of
their stalwart leaders at the Inaugural Leon Portrate and Eddie Fingret Tribute
Tournament on Sunday, August 6.
They competed for the Memorial Tribute
Trophy (right) in the presence of members of
the Portrate and Fingret families.
Leon Portrate was a long-time president and
chairman of Double Bay Bowling Club.
Eddie Fingret was the Men’s Club president
at the merged Rose Bay Bowling Club and
at Double Bay for a combined total of 10
years.
The tournament format was two 13-end
games of two-bowl triples for teams of
men, women or combinations of men and
women.
COVERAGE CONTINUES PAGES 2 - 3

Portrate-Fingret Memorial Day fitting part of 75th celebration
IT IS appropriate that part of Double Bay Bowling Club’s 75th Anniversary celebration
should include the Inaugural Leon Portrate and Eddie Fingret Tribute Tournament,
Men’s Club President, Alan Rosenberg, said on Sunday
“They both played an integral part in our club’s history,” he told more than 100 members
and special guests from the Fingret and Portrait families, at the Tournament’s luncheon
session.
Leon was a long-time member of Double Bay and served as club Chairman and President.
“The club was Leon’s second home and he was involved in everything that went on. He did
this because he wanted to be involved in everything. He was passionate about bowls. He was
a very good bowler, a national umpire and an accredited coach.
“Leon was at the helm when Rose Bay Bowling Club joined
with Double Bay and was the first chairman in 2000 of the
new combined board,” Rosenberg said.
Eddie, who was a long-time President of the men’s bowling
club here and at Rose Bay, was also famous for his wonderful
sense of humour
“He made sure all bowlers mixed together and he
inaugurated the successful Monday and Wednesday
Eddie Fingret (right) and
competitions. At the same time he was a genius with the
Alan Rosenberg the 2005
computer,” he said.
State Seniors Pairs
Rosenberg reminded that he and Eddie were the first male
Champions.
bowlers in the club’s [then] 63-year’s history to win a state
championship when in 2005 they captured the inaugural Senior State Pairs title.
“The current Board of Directors have decided that both Leon and Eddie should be
remembered by those members who knew them and for newer members to understand the
important contribution they made to our amazing club,’ Rosenberg said.
Addressing the family members Rosenberg said: “Lea, Ruth, David and your lovely family,
you have every reason to be very proud of Leon and Eddie for their outstanding contribution
they both have made. May their memories live on.”

Memorial day of bowls, delicious lunch and tributes
AT 10.30 on Sunday morning, after a cup of
coffee or tea and a delicious assortment of
mini muffins, Tournament organiser, Michael
Becker, called the cards and explained that
the scoring for the format of two games of 13
ends of play had been used very successfully
for the club’s popular twilight bowls
competitions.
A couple of hours later, lunch was called with
June Edelmuth Catering serving pumpkin soup
followed by a beef or vegetarian dish topped with
a savoury roll and side salad. The dessert of fresh
fruit and pavlova was happily consumed.

Women’s Club President, Iris Kampel,
welcomed the guests of honour Lea Portrate,
Ruth Fingret and her family and David Fingret. A
letter from Club Chairman, Barry Lazarus, was
tabled with wishes for a successful day.
The audience applauded June Edelmuth
Catering for sponsoring the tournament trophy as
well as the $600 prize money and thanked the
tournament organising committee.
New member, Stephanie Alexander, donated
and arranged the floral display which highlighted
the clubhouse decor.

PICTORIAL COVERAGE OF THE TRIBUTE DAY – next page
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FINGRET AND LEA PORTRATE GUESTS AT DOUBLE BAY BC

ABOVE: David and Ruth Fingret,
Max and Michael Frohlich.
RIGHT: Lea Portrate with Men’s Club
president, Alan Rosenberg.
BELOW RIGHT The winners of the
Inaugural Portrate-Fingret Trophy, Paul
Baker, Maurice Boland and Ronald Munz,
with Lea Portrate (left) and Ruth Fingret.
BELOW FAR RIGHT: Runners-up Pepe
Glick, Harry Black and Iris Kampel.

JOHN
WINEBERG
PHOTOS

Lea Portrate (left)
is a Life Member of
Double Bay
Women’s BC.
In the tournament
she played lead for
Robert Fetherston
and his son,
Matthew.

Platus plays way to Minor Singles decider
LOUIS Platus (pictured) advanced to his first Minor Singles
final after scoring a pulsating one-shot win over Gerald
Raichman in the 2017 semi-final last Friday.
It took him 34 ends to reach the required 25 shots from the everconsistent Gerald Raichman’s total of 24 and
he had to hold off a strong comeback late in
RESULTS
the game.
2017 MINOR
Raichman battled early being down 10-5
after seven ends and 11-16 going into the 17th.
SINGLES
Platus had the score at 18-12 after 19 ends
SEMI-FINAL
when Raichman staged his fight back taking
Louis Platus 25
Gerald Raichman 24
the score to 18-all after the 24th, but Platus added a four shot count

on the 26th to take command at 23-18.
2017 MAJOR
However he could not finish off the game. At 23-22 (30th end) he
TRIPLES
picked up a single (24-22) but on the next end almost dropped two
1 Round
shots but cut it down to a single.
Les Brem
On the 32nd end Platus held a couple only to see Raichman play
Paul Baker
Brandon Conway
an excellent on-shot putting the jack in the ditch and landing close
defeated
to the jack at 23-24; then on the next end he added a single to
Les Ginzberg
Barry Lazarus
make it 24-all.
Barrie Brickman
On the last end Platus drew near to the jack as Raichman missed
Gerald Raichman
with a drive to save the match ending the encounter on 25-24 .
st

Ray Jankelowitz
Sol Caganoff 20
v
John Wineberg
John Rosen
Eric Wainstein 17
2nd Round

Peter Levy
Doug King
Jack Kampel 30
v
Steve Edelmuth
Wayne Podger
Rob Fetherston 15
Dan Flanagan
Les Lilian
Harold Jankelowitz 17
v
Ronald Munz,
David Kellaway
Rob Hutchins 16
Jody Glasser
Sam Abrahams
Peter Grunfeld 20
v
Peter Erdos
Eric Grusd
Peter Kurta 19

Two top triples teams nearer to repeat final clash
THE two teams which contested the 2016 Major Triples final
moved closer to repeating the clash by qualifying for the semifinals of this year’s event.
The defending trio skipped by Harold Jankelowitz with Dan
Flanagan and Les Lilian, had a skin-of-the-teeth one shot win over
the lesser graded threesome of Rob Hutchins, David Kellaway and
Ronald Munz, while the 2016 runners-up, Jack Kampel, Doug
King and Peter Levy, finished 15 shots ahead of the Rob
Fetherston, Wayne Podger and Steve Edelmuth trio.
In one semi-final Jankelowitz’s team will come up against the
first-time combination of Peter Grunfeld, Sam Abrahams and Jody
Glasser, which scored an impressive, but narrow decision over
Peter Kurta, Eric Grusd and Peter Erdos.
Kampel’s semi-final opponent will come from Saturday’s
encounter between the well-graded side of Brandon Conway, Paul
Baker and Les Brem and the Sol Caganoff side of Ray
Jankelowitz and Gerald Raichman.
Depending on players’ commitments to Zone 13 events, the final
will be played on Sunday, August 27 or Saturday, September 2.
DOUG KING’S TOUGH ZONE 13 SINGLES ASSIGNMENT – NEXT PAGE
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Tough test for Doug King in Zone’s Champions Singles
DOUBLE Bay’s 2017 Major Singles champion, Doug King, faces a tough
challenge in the Zone 13 Champion-of-Champion Singles which starts on
Saturday at the Moorefield (Kogarah) Bowling Club.
He has a first round bye moving to face Beau McCaffrey, of Alexandria
Erskineville, in the second round with the possibility of coming up against the
Zone’s current Singles title-holder, David Ferguson, (Engadine) in the third
round.

NSW bowls chief praises Anniversary Day
celebration as “different” from the usual
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s 75th
Anniversary celebration was a different
experience to most official days,
according to the President of Bowls New
South Wales, Barry Watkins.
Watkins was the special guest at the club’s
Presidents Bowling Day on July 15,
marking the Clubs 75th Anniversary.
As well as giving the keynote address
during the afternoon tea reception, Watkins
bowled the specially designed 75th
Anniversary lawn bowl to signal the start Barry Watkins (centre) prepares to play the
Double Bay Bowling Club’s 75th anniversary
of the day’s celebration.
bowl at the invitation of club chairman, Barry
In a letter to Men’s
Lazarus (left) and Men’s Club President
Club President, Alan
Alan Rosenberg.
Rosenberg, Watkins said
he enjoyed the experience which was different to most
official days.
“From what I saw on the day, your club is successful
because it was built on members giving rather than taking. To
use a quote from the late JFK [with poetic license] ‘Think not
what your club can do for you, think what you can do for
th
your club’.
The one-off 75
Anniversary lawn
“This was apparent on Saturday [July 19] with your
bowl with the
members just wanting to come along, enjoy a game of bowls
Double Bay logo
which is now on
and a great afternoon tea and share experiences. Please
display in the
convey my appreciation for the manner in which I was
clubhouse.
received on the day,” the letter said.
PICTORIAL ROUND-UP OF THE ANNIVERSARY’S GALA DINNER – next page
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Perfect HEADS at 75th Anniversary Dinner
Perfect HEAD

Hilary and Barry
Lazarus

Stephanie Alexander
and Scott Barton

Judi Snider, Sue and Louis Platus

Harry and Jaffa Haber

Reva and Brian Rosmarin.

Marianne and

Peter Wyner

Rob and Judy Fetherston
Alma and
Peter Goldman
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Eastern Suburbs downed in
annual Inter-District challenge

SQUAD
FROM THE
EAST

Thirty players from Eastern Suburbs District Clubs are pictured above on the Moorefield Bowling Club green
during the annual match with the St George-Canterbury District.
There is no prize for picking out all the Double Bay representatives!

THE annual Inter-District Women’s challenge between Eastern Suburbs and St.
George-Canterbury was hosted recently at the Moorefield Club.
The challenge is played between four teams of Open Class players and four of
players who have been bowling for five or less years.
All matches were in the Fours format over 21 ends.
DRAWN TRIPLES
Double Bay was represented by its leading members
FINAL RESULT
Iris Kampel, Marna Morris, Pam Stein, Barbara
The result of the Women’s
Shotland, Leikie Becker and Rene Saidman
Club 2017 Drawn Triples
The club members in the Under 5-year division were
Championship
final played
Leslie Judelman, Rein Rowlands, Di Engelander and
last week has to be ratified
Yvonne Gorman.
by the club’s Controlling
Other Eastern District clubs represented with players
Match Committee.
were Clovelly, Randwick, Matraville, Moorefield,
It is considering the
Waverley and South Coogee.
legitimacy
of awarding a
On greens which played on a surface which more like
trophy to a substitute in a
glass than grass the Open was won by St George 86-55 and
winning team.
the Under-5 –Year by St George 86-75.
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Women’s Club in bid for
Grade 2 pennant flag

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club Grade 2 pennant
team faces it toughest test of the season this
week when it represents Region 13 in the 2017
State pennant championships on the Central
Coast.
The State’s Grade 2 playoff has 15 winning
regional clubs divided into a three-sectional
round-robin tournament starting today (August
14) at Canton Beach BC.
Double Bay is drawn in Section 1 with
Merrylands, East Maitland, Pottsville and South
West Rocks. It has the bye on the last day of
sectional play.
The three section winners compete in a roundrobin of three matches with the last two played
at The Entrance BC on Thursday.
Double Bay’s team is Rene Saidman, Lorraine
Becker, Gail Black, Barbara Shur, Pam Stein,
Marna Morris and Iris Kampel.
Jenny Welton is the reserve
player and Lorraine McLaughlin
is the manager-coach.
Double Bay Club manager,
Steve Edelmuth, produced a 10page souvenir booklet for the
team which lists all details and
information of the tournament.
It is the sixth time a Double
Bay team has carried the Region 13 flag at the
State pennant championships.

DOUBLE BAY
WOMEN’S
BOWLING CLUB

Editor: Mike Golland

PETER
KURTA
2017
MINOR
SINGLES
CHAMP
AFTER almost a two-and-a-half
month wait, Peter Kurta, won the
2017 Minor Singles championship
last week when he defeated Louis
Platus 25-16.
Kurta qualified for the final on May
28, but had to “cool his heels” until
Saturday, August 12, to battle for the
title.
For one reason or another the
second half of the Minor Singles was
drawn out until August 4 when
Platus won the other semi-final.
SEE PAGE 2

DOUG KING DOWN IN
CHAMPIONS’ SINGLES
DOUBLE Bay’s Major Singles
champion, Doug King, was
eliminated from the Zone 13
Champions in the third round on
Sunday.
–
PAGE 2

Kurta goes one better in 2017 Minor Singles final
PETER Kurta became the fourth Double Bay Men’s Club player to have been an
unsuccessful Minor Singles finalist prior to taking out the championship title.
On Saturday Kurta, who was the Minor Singles runner-up to
David Kellaway in 2015, defeated Louis Platus 25-16 for the
2017 title.
Bernie Garden holds the distinction of having been in the
Minor Singles finals of 2002 and 2007 before winning the
event in 2012 when he finished ahead of Max Thomas, who
went on to claim the 2014 Minor Singles championship.
In 2008, Jonathan Chapman was the Minor Singles runner-up
and made amends the following year when he won the event.
Until 2015 the Minor Singles format was played to 31 shots.
It is now contested to the first to 25.
Louis Platus
and Peter Kurta

Kurta has a mixed record in club singles events. In the
Major Singles last year he advanced to the quarter-finals
before exiting to the eventual champion, Doug King. At Minor Singles level he
contested the 2015 final, but last year he ended his commitment in round two.
For Platus, his 2017 Minor Singles final appearance was his best performance and
has his name on the Double Bay Men’s Honour Boards for the first time.
Kurta’s nine-shot margin was no indication of the evenness of the final. It was headto-head for the majority of the ends and Kurta held a slight advantage at 17-15 when
he scored a couple of multiple collects to decide the outcome.
RESULTS
2017 MINOR
SINGLES
FINAL

Peter Kurta 25
Louis Platus 16


2017 MAJOR
TRIPLES
2nd Round

Gerald Raichman
Ray Jankelowitz
Sol Caganoff 22
Les Brem
Paul Baker
Brandon Conway 18
SEMI-FINAL

Dan Flanagan
Les Lilian
Harold Jankelowitz 24
Jody Glasser
Sam Abrahams
Peter Grunfeld 15

Odds shorten for Major Triples record
THE defending Major Triples champion combination of
Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Dan Flanagan, has a 50-50
chance of retaining the title.
The trio won their semi-final on
King down to champion
Sunday with a solid 24-15 win
in Zone 13 singles
over
Peter
Grunfeld,
Sam
Abrahams and Jody Glasser.
DOUG King, the 2017 Double
Bay Major Singles champion,
Saturday’s 22-18 upset win by
exited the Zone 13 ChampionSol Caganoff, Ray Jankelowitz
of-Club-Champions in the
and Gerald Raichman over
third round on Sunday.
Brandon Conway, Paul Baker and
He lost to David Ferguson
Les Brem, put that combination in
(Engadine) the Zone’s 2017
the other semi-final against last
State Singles title-holder by
31-15 at Moorefield BC.
year’s runners-up skipped by Jack
After
a first round bye last
Kampel with Doug King and Peter
Saturday, King defeated Beau
Levy.
McCaffrey (Alex) 31-27 to set
If the Harold Jankelowitz and
up the clash with Ferguson,
who now plays Grandviews’
Kampel unchanged teams clash
Steve Jessup in Saturday’s
again in the 2017 final it will
final.
create a club record.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Star twins
end Double
Bay’s Region
triples
representation
DOUBLE Bay Women’s
Club’s three-year run as
Region 13’s Triples
Champion team ended
at Randwick Bowling
Club last week when
they went down to the
Sutherland
District’s
top rated Engadine Club
trio which boasted the
21-year-old
State
ranked twins, Samantha
and Natalie Noronha.

ABOVE: The Double Bay
trio with their Region 13
runners-up certificates
with Region representative,
Margaret Wicks (second
from right), Iris Kampel,
Pam Stein and Lorraine
McLaughlin.
ABOVE RIGHT: The Region 13 triples champions Samantha and
Natalie Noronha with lead Lorraine Martin.

The Double Bay team of
Iris Kampel, Pam Stein and
Rene Saidman which qualified for the Regional playoff following the club’s sixth
consecutive win at Eastern Suburbs District level, was compelled to make a last
minute change.
Saidman was unavailable due to a gastro virus and was substituted by Lorraine
McLaughlin, who played second as Stein took over the skip’s role.
The identical Noronha twins are well known to Double Bay bowlers as competitors
in the club’s annual Invitation Triples tournament. They made their debut at Double
Bay as 18-year-olds in 2014 and last year Natalie was in the star-studded Australian
representative team which collected third prize, while Samantha finished in fifth.
Both are on the verge of Australian representative honours as members of the
National Training Centre. In singles ratings they are ranked in the top 30.
In the Regional play-off the Double Bay trio kept in touch of the opposition twins,
who had Lorraine Martin as the lead, until the 12th of the required 18 ends. But the
13th end was the beginning of the end as they gave away a four count – a blunder from
which they never recovered to finish 8-18 behind the Engadine side.
The Double Bay team had to contend with a fast, but true green.
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And as one Double Bay player remarked after the match. “It was an unusual
experience playing against two opponents who are younger than most of my
grandchildren!”
Engadine will represent Region 13 in the State event in October.

MATCH COMMITTEE RULES —

Substitute “okay” for 2017 Drawn Triples trophy
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s Match Committee has confirmed the
result of the 2017 Drawn Triples Championship and will award the trophy
to the winning team which included a substitute in all its matches.
The decision followed the final of the event when the
2017 DRAWN
winning team played all matches with a substitute for one of
TRIPLES
the constituted team members.
FINAL
The constituted team of Miriam Rosenberg, Judi Snider
Sue Johnson
and Marna Morris had Sue Johnson substituting for
Judi Snider
Marna Morris 19
Rosenberg in every round when Rosenberg suffered a fall
and was ruled out on medical advice.
Lea Portrate
Alma Goldman
Taking this into consideration the Controlling body headed
Barbara Shotland 15
by the Chairman of the Match Committee, Jan Frape,
invoked Law 2.3.11 Domestic Regulations, which states that the awarding of a
trophy to a substitute in a winning team is the prerogative of the Controlling
Body.
The championship was won by Sue Johnson, the substitute for Miriam
Rosenberg, Judi Snider and Marna Morris by a four-shot margin from the trio of
Lea Portrate, Alma Goldman and Barbara Shotland.
They played on a sunny morning with a gentle breeze and the greens running
at about 13/14 seconds. The first three ends went well for the Shotland team
with the front ranks of Portrate and Goldman combining well to go ahead 8-0.
However, from the fourth to the 11th ends the Morris trio turned the game
around and had the score locked at 10-all.
The breeze freshened considerably and the pendulum
swung from one team to the other with Shotland’s side
slightly ahead 14-12. Both skips were most consistent and
each played vital conversions when called upon.
At the 16th end Morris’ team held two close shots and the
gap seemed to be closing, but Shotland played a winning
draw shot to retain the lead at 15-12.
Wind gusts made accurate bowling a problem on the 17 th
end when Portrate opted for a long mat, which resulted five
short bowls and three past the jack close to the ditch when
Marna Morris
the skips took over. Shotland’s first bowl sailed achingly
past the jack, but carried through to the back; then Morris
managed to push one of her bowls up for second shot to have the score at 15-14
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 14, 2017
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The 18th end was all team Morris with Johnson and Snider drawing close
bowls. Shotland was left with little choice but to try and trail the jack back to
give her team a chance. It was to no avail as Morris picked up a five count for a
solid 19-15 win.
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“DÉJÀ VU” FOR DOUBLE BAY TEAM IN
GRADE 2 STATE PENNANTS PLAYOFF
THE Double Bay Grade 2 team, representing Region 13, had a “déjà vu”
experience in the State Pennants when it missed a semi-final spot by a
couple of sectional points.
At the Central Coast’s Canton Beach Bowling Club last week the Double Bay unit
finished its Section 1 four round-robin games with 13 points from three wins which
was two-and-a-half behind Merrylands (Region 14).
Last year it was a similar situation when Double Bay failed by the barest margin to
qualify for the Grade 2 semi-final playoff.
Double Bay’s downfall was that it lost its
opening match against Pottsville (Region 1) 1-4,
and dropped one point when defeating each of its
other three opponents by 4-1, including
Merrylands, which went on to collect the runnerup Flag.
In the semi-final playoffs, West Tamworth
(Region 3) defeated Merrylands 5-0 and Dubbo
City 4-1 (Region 12) in the three game round- The Merrylands team with its Runnerup Flag. Double Bay defeated
robin contest to win the Grade 2 Flag.
Merrylands in the sectional match.
Six of Double Bay’s 2016 team were in this
year’s line up when Barbara Shotland and Barbara
Shur joined Pam Stein, Marna Morris, Iris Kampel, Rene Saidman, Lorraine Becker
and Gail Black with Jenny Welton (reserve) and Lorraine McLaughlin (managercoach).
In 2016 the Double Bay squad went within an ace of qualifying for the semi-final
round. It lost only one rink over the three days, to miss out winning its section by 1½
points. That was the best performance by a Double Bay team at State Pennant level
since it won the Grade 2 Flags in 2001 and 2004.
ALL THE SCORES PAGE 2 - TEAM PHOTO PAGE 3

Double Bay’s Region 13 Grade 2 team reports there was

No flag waving, but plenty to smile about in Pennant playoffs
ALTHOUGH the Double Bay team, representing Region 13, missed out on
challenging in the finals for the NSW Women’s Bowls Grade 2 Pennant
Flag last week, it did come away from the Central Coast with something to
smile about – a win over the powerful Merrylands team.
It took much of the disappointment of losing its opening match against
Pottsville when it produced a motivating 4-1 win against Region 14’s top-ofthe-pack Merrylands club.
“We were a little off form in the first game, but rallied to score wins against
the other four teams in our section,” Double Bay Watch was told on Monday.
“And the best was a narrow, but satisfying win over Merrylands. Overall we did
very well by collecting 13 points, which equalled the tally of the two other
teams which finished second in their sections.”
Scoreboards for Double Bay (Region 13)
1) Double Bay 1-4 v Pottsville (Region 1) by 32-35 shots (rinks 19-16, 13-19)
2) Double Bay 4-1 v Merrylands (Region 14) by 30-29 shots (rinks 14-16, 16-13)
3) Double Bay 4-1 v South West Rocks (Region 2) by 45-30 shots (rinks 19-21, 26-9)
4) Double Bay 4-1 v (East Maitland (Region 5) by 40-32 shots (rinks 16-25, 24-7)
5) Bye
2017 STATE PENNANTS GRADE 2 SECTION 1 -- TEAM 1 QUALIFIES FOR SEMI-FINAL ROUNDS

Club’s top duo entry for Zone 13 Champion-of-Champion Pairs
DOUBLE Bay’s 2017 Major Pairs Champions, Gerald Weinberg and Arnold
Javen, will compete for the Zone 13 Champion of Champions title starting
on Saturday at the Alexandria Erskineville Bowling Club.
Weinberg has won the Double Bay Major Pairs six times, and has taken second
prize on two other occasions.
Three of his Major Pairs wins have been when partnered by Javen and they
also combined to take the highly-rated Sydney-hosted World Masters (over 60
years) Pairs Championship Trophy in 2009.
In the 2017 Zone 13 Champion of Champion tournament, the Weinberg-Javen
combination has drawn a Section 2 first round bye, then face the Caringbah pair
of C. Whitton and B. Whitton.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 21, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Double Bay’s pennant team’s last
supper before exiting The Entrance

All together for a drink or two- the Double Bay Grade 2 team in their Central Coast Reviera
Apartment Marna Morris, Barbara Shotland, Barbara Shur, Lorraine Becker, Pam Stein, Gail Black,
Iris Kampel and Rene Saidman.

AS well as competing at the top level of women’s lawn bowls, the Double

Bay team, representing Region 13 in the 2017 State Pennants on the
Central Coast last week, had a great social program.
“After the hours on the bowling green we had lots of laughs with excellent
company,” a team member told On the Green soon after her return from The
Entrance, on the NSW Central Coast.
“We were accommodated at The Entrance’s Reviera Apartments, along with
reserve player, Jenny Welton and manager-coach, Lorraine McLaughlin, while
we had support from one of last year’s Grade 2 team, Jan Frape, who stayed
with Double Bay’s Women’s Club treasurer, Margo Michael, in a local holiday
home owned by Margo’s son, Gary,” she said.
The Double Bay players exchanged small gifts with their opponents at the start
of each game.
“Our gift was a packet hand-warmer, which was happily received even though
there was enough heat in every game,” the Double Bay player quipped.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 21, 2017
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TOP NSW WOMEN’S BOWLS OFFICIAL TO
COMPETE IN CLUB’S INVITATION TRIPLES

THE President of the NSW Women’s Bowls, Maryann
Parcell (pictured), will compete in the upcoming Double
Bay Women’s Club’s 13th Invitational Triples tournament.
She will be among the 100-or-more leading women bowlers
from throughout New South Wales who have accepted the
club’s invitation to compete over the weekend of September 9 –
10 for the $10,000 prize pool.
A leading player with the St Johns Park Club, Parcell will team
with the up-and-coming twin bowling stars, Natalie and
Samantha Noronha, from the Engadine Club.
TURN TO PAGE 3

CLUB MAJOR TRIPLES RECORD SET
SIX top-shelf Double Bay players will share a record when
they compete in the Men’s Club’s 2017 Major Triples final
this weekend.
It will be the first time that the championship match has been
contested by the two exact teams which competed in the previous year’s final.
A further milestone will be entered in the record books if the 2017 title is
retained by the defending combination.
The scene was set for the landmark 2017 final when the combination skipped by
Jack Kampel alongside the current Major Singles champion, Doug King, and Peter
Levy, won the semi-final clash against the Sol Caganoff, Ray Jankelowitz and Gerald
Raichman trio on Sunday.
SEMI-FINAL SCORE AND REPORT NEXT PAGE

No errors in path to benchmark
2017 Major Triples final clash

Teams Jankelowitz
and Kampel to meet
again for title

THE Jack Kampel, Doug King and Peter Levy team
made no mistake in their bid to have the chance of
reversing the result of the 2016 Major Triples title when they scored a emphatic
2017 semi-final win on Sunday.
The win put them into the final against the trio of Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and
Dan Flanagan, which won the 2016 crown
from them via a 16-shot margin.
That result also stopped Kampel from
retaining the 2015 triples title when he
skipped the unit of Doug King and Bernard
Fridman.
In Sunday’s 2017 semi-final against the
solid combination of Sol Caganoff, Ray
Sol
Ray
Gerald
Jankelowitz (Harold’s elder brother) and
Caganoff
Jankelowitz
Raichman
Gerald Raichman, the Kampel side got off to
a dream start with a four count.
But they didn’t have it all their own way and after 11 ends the Caganoff side was
only one shot off the pace at 10-11.
The match took a dramatic turn on the 11th end when Kampel added another four
shots followed by counts of two, one, two and two, to race to a
match-winning lead of 22-10 after 15 ends.
RESULT
The rot was stopped, albeit only temporarily, on the 16th end
2017 MAJOR
when Caganoff and Co. reduced the leeway by a one-shot collect.
TRIPLES
From then on it was a procession of scoring for Kampel as his
SEMI-FINAL
side pencilled in nine shots over the following five ends to have
the tally at 31-11.
Peter Levy
Doug King
It was all over by the 22nd end when the score was 31-12 as
Jack Kampel 31
Kampel, King and Levy set their sights on a reversing the 2016
v
outcome.
Gerald Raichman

DOUBLE BAY
Jack Kampel has competed in six
Double Bay Major Triples finals,
PAIRS CHAMPS MISS
Gerald Weinberg and Arnold
winning four, two of which were with
Javen, the Double Bay 2017
Doug King and Bernard Fridman (2011
Major Pairs title-holders, were
and 2015), while King was in the 2013 side along with Paul
knocked out of the Zone 13
Baker. In 2008 Kampel won with the team of Brian
Champions Pairs event on
Ginsberg and Pepe Glick.
Saturday.
After a first round bye they lost
Besides last year’s runners-up decision Kampel was the
23-17 to Barry Whitton and his
losing skip in the 2007 triples final when partnered by
son, Colin, from Caringbah BC
Fridman and Alan Treisman when the Gerald Weinberg side
at the Alexandria Erskineville
of Les Ferguson and Peter Levy took the honour.
Club.
Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian are also a recognised
combination having been two-time Major Triples runners-up with Harry Black in the 2012
and 2010 events. They have won the Major Pairs in 2013 and were outdone in the 2010 final
by the father-and-son combination of Matthew and Rob Fetherston.
Ray Jankelowitz
Sol Caganoff 12
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

New standard set for club’s
Invitational Triples event
NEXT month’s Double Bay Women’s Club’s 13th
Invitation Triples will be a benchmark event with
the participation of the highest ranked State official,
Maryann Parcell.
Parcell became Women’s Bowls NSW President in
November last year after serving as an appointed Board
director and will be the first to accept an invitation to
take part in Double Bay’s annual Triples tournament.
Maryanne Parcell
She will also take part in the prize-giving ceremony at
the conclusion of the September 9-10 event alongside the tournament’s Patron
and major sponsor, Jenifer Bailey.
Parcell is also a well credentialed lawn bowler, who joined her local club at
Glenbrook in the NSW Blue Mountains in 1998 and will team at Double Bay
with the Engadine Club’s twins, Natalie and Samantha Noronha, both of whom
are young NSW representative players.
She made her way through the ranks playing for Glenbrook, where she is still a
full bowling member and held various committee positions at club level.
The holder of numerous club, District and Regional titles as well as several
State events and a World Masters Silver Medallist, she also played 14 matches
for NSW and was selected in the Australian Sides Championships in 2011
where she won NSW Player of the Series.
However she now plays her club championships and pennants with St Johns
Park Bowling Club.

National and State players to play at Double Bay
Double Bay Invitational Triples Tournament organiser, Barbara Shotland,
said this week that the team of Maryann Parcell and the Noronha twins
could be one of the “hardest to beat” for the $3300 top prize.
“But, there are many high-graded team combinations, including national and
state representatives vying for the six major prize dividends and upsets are
always on the cards as was the case last year when a composite team of two
players from Sydney and one from Newcastle scored a shock win over two
“odds-on” sides of Australia’s leading ranked players,” she said.
Officials next week will announce details of other top-shelf combinations who
will be in the open draw for the seven 12-end games of two-bowl triples starting
on Saturday morning, September 9 and finishing at mid-afternoon of Sunday,
September 10.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, AUGUST 28, 2017
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OCT
Claire and
Wayne
Turley with
their
daughters
Ruby and
Kaylee.

Invitation Triples “farewell” to
high profile lawn bowls family
WOMEN lawn bowlers from Sydney and
other areas will have the opportunity to wish
“farewell and good luck” to Claire Turley
when she competes in Double Bay Women’s
Club 13th Invitation Triples tournament at the
weekend.
Claire and her husband Wayne, both of whom
are Commonwealth Games lawn bowls
medallists, are moving from the Sutherland Shire
with their daughters to Tweed Heads where
Wayne takes up a managerial post at the local
bowling club.
MAJOR TRIPLES FINAL POSTPONED
The 2017 Major Triples final set for last Saturday
between the two teams which contested last year’s
championship round, has been rescheduled to
Saturday, September 16.
DETAILS NEXT PAGE

DOUBLE BAY
(REGISTERED)

BOWLING CLUB

75th
ANNUAL
GENERAL
MEETING
and

ELECTION OF
OFFICER BEARERS

SUNDAY,
OCTOBER 15
9.30 am
FOLLOWED BY

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S
BOWLING CLUB
ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING
AND ELECTIONS

CLUB’S 75th ANNUAL MEETING DATE SET
DOUBLE BAY (Registered) Bowling Club will hold its 75th Annual General Meeting on
Sunday, October 15, from 9.30 am, followed by the annual meeting of the Men’s
Bowling Club.
The notice of the meetings was circulated to the membership late last week.
Nomination forms for the Registered Club’s office bearers, the Men's Club committee members and
its selection panel are now available at the club and close at 5 pm on September 17.
Earlier indication is that it is unlikely to be any change in the Registered Club’s Board of
Management with Barry Lazarus set to continue as the Chairman while Alan Rosenberg is expected to
nominate to retain the presidency of the Men’s Bowling Club.

Entries open for Popular Handicap Singles title
ENTRIES for the Men’s Club’s 2017 Handicap Singles championship
close on Wednesday (September 5) and is expected to attract a field of
60-or-more players.
The event is the most popular in the Men’s Club calendar and has a
reputation of being an “anyone’s championship” with lower graded players
taking advantage of their handicap starts to knock out opposition from the
higher ranks.
Last year the event attracted 64 players with handicaps ranging from
minus three shots to plus nine shots.
The defending champion is Doug King, the current Major Singles titleholder, who had to give away nine shots to Ray Novis in the 2016 final
before winning 25-17.
In recent years lesser-lights playing off substantial handicaps have won
the event. They include Len Sandler (+5) scoring from Brandon Conway (1) in 2010, Maurice Boland (+7) defeating Gerald Weinberg (-3) in 2011,
Michael
Jackson
Michael Jackson (+8), who plays with a mechanical arm, taking the 2013
title by one shot from Jack Kampel (-3) and Ronald Munz (+8) finishing
ahead of Gerald Weinberg (-3) in 2014
First and second round 2017 games are to be played on or before Sunday, October 1.

HITCH IN 2017 BENCHMARK MAJOR TRIPLES FINAL
THE 2017 Major Triples final is now unlikely be the first time it has been contested by the two exact
teams which competed in the previous year’s championship round.
The match between the defending trio of Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Dan Flanagan and Jack
Kampel’s runners-up combination of Doug King and Peter Levy was originally set for last Saturday,
September 2, but with Arnold Javen substituting for Levy, who is now overseas.
However, late last week Doug King was bedridden with influenza, and it was decided to postpone the
match. A decision to reschedule the game to Saturday, September 16, is awaiting confirmation from
both teams. King is expected to be available, and Javen is on standby to substitute for Levy, who is not
scheduled to return to Sydney by September 16.
None-the-less, the record book will show that it was the first time a Major Triples final was contested
by the same two constituted teams for a second consecutive year.
Before he left for overseas Levy told Double Bay Watch that the holiday was planned with the triples
championship in mind. “I thought that the event would have been decided by the time we were due to
leave, but the first two rounds were played two weeks later than listed in the club calendar,” he said.
On Sunday Levy texted Kampel that he will be back on Tuesday, September 19. “Currently in Cyprus
with my daughter until Wednesday then back to Tel Aviv till Sunday,” he texted.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Last year’s shock Invite Triples winners
out to repeat result against the star teams
THE composite team, which caused
a boil-over when winning Double
Bay
Women’s
Club’s
2016
Invitational Triples, is combining
again in this year’s event which will
be played over the coming weekend
of September 9-10.
The 2016 first prize money of $3300

The defending 2016 Triples team Dawn Hayman,

went to the unit skipped by 19-year-old
Molly Wilton and Jamie-lee Worsnop.
Jackaroo Dawn Hayman, from the Sydney
St John Park Club, with club-mate Jamie-Lee Worsnop in the role of second, and Molly
Wilton, from Newcastle’s Raymond Terrace Club leading.
The trio finished ahead of the Jackaroo representative trio of Kelsey Cottrell (St
Johns Park), Claire Turley (St Johns Park) and Anne Johns
(Cabramatta).
The form guide suggests that the defending champions
will again have to pull out all stops to hold off the
challenge of last year’s second placed combination, which,
although without Cottrell, who recently had her first child,

Sienna, will be replaced by the current Australian open
singles title-holder Ellen Ryan.
Making a welcome return to the event is Val Smith, a
former No 1 ranked singles
player, who is now coaching at
Merrylands Bowling Club.
She will be among many NSW
Ellen Ryan
state players as well as a host of
regular returnees who rate this tournament a top priority.
The former Double Bay player, Leila Levy, who has
represented at Victorian state level, is coming to Sydney to
play in the trio skipped by another club member, Dafna
Orbach.

Leila Levy

With such a wide open field of top notch National, State,
Regional and District winners, the tournament should be a
most exciting event with everyone in with a chance of
sharing in the $10,000 prize purse.
THE TURLEY FAMILY FAREWELL – NEXT PAGE
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Clare Turley - always a supporter of Double Bay
Women’s Club’s annual Invitation Triples event
CLAIRE Turley (nee Duke) has been a
proponent of Double Bay Women’s Club’s
Invitation Triples tournament almost from the
first year.
She and husband Wayne, are about to leave their
Sydney home to move to Tweed Heads where their
future is with the management of the local
Bowling Club.
Organisers of the Double Bay Invitation Triples
are planning to farewell her during the weekend.
Claire has played for Australia on 66 occasions,
after making her debut in 2005.
One of her many highlights was winning a silver
medal in the triples at the 2010 Delhi
Commonwealth Games.
At Cabramatta Bowling Club she was responsible for its bowls program.
She married fellow Australian bowls international Wayne Turley in 2013.
Wayne Turley, who has been the bowls coordinator at Taren Point Bowls Club, is also
well-known among leading players of the Double
Bay Men’s Club.
He won gold in the men’s triples at the 2006
Commonwealth Games in Melbourne, and a silver
medal four years later at the 2010 Games in Delhi,
the same year Clair won a silver medal in the
triples.

Minor Singles attracts newcomers
Two of Double Bay Women’s Club’s most recent members
were among a small field of players entered for the 2017
Minor Singles Championship.
They are Maxine Brem and Faye Green, who gave a good
account in their first round clashes against more experienced
opponents.
In conditions of strong wind gusts Brem went down to Hilda
Filipovic by a seven-shot margin (25-18), while Green fell to the
wiles of Judy Thomas 25-16.
The tournament continues this week.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 4, 2017

RESULTS
2017 MINOR
SINGLES
FIRST ROUND
Hilda Filipovic 25
v
Maxine Brem 18
Judy Thomas 25
v
Faye Green 16
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IT has been widely reported in the
press, through on-line websites and the
so-called social media, that Double Bay
Bowling Club members took most of the
honours at the recent Australian
Maccabi Lawn Bowls carnival on the Gold
Coast.
Despite the fact that the absence of
some 30 Double Bay players (18 of whom
were women) competing in the Maccabi
event, resulted in the postponement of
Double Bay’s Wednesday Intra Club
competition (which caused upset within a section of the membership) some
recognition of their achievements should be reported for Double Bay BC records.
Men’s Pairs (Section 1), Gold medals were won by Bernard Fridman and Jack
Kampel as well as (Section 2) Frank Mogor and Phil Filler.
Peter Kurta, Harry Black and Phil Filler took the (Section 1) Gold in the Open
Triples, while in Section 2, Sam Abrahams and George Sofer, were part of the
Gold medal winning triples combination
The women also hit the headlines with Gold collects in the Pairs by
Iris Kampel and Lesley Judelman, as did Sandy Desiatnik (pictured
left) now a club social member having moved to
the Gold Coast) and Maxine Brem in the Open
Pairs
The fact that NSW won both the Men’s and
Women’s Shields finishing collectively ahead of
participants from Victoria, West Australia, South
Australia and Queensland, speaks well of all the Double
Bay players who finished with medals around their necks.
So congratulations also go to Silver Medallists Paul Baker,
Sam Ginges, Gail Black and Dafna Orbach. Bronze medal
winners were John Wineberg, Jeff Raines and Louis Platus.
And the other significant news was that newcomer to the
lawn bowls, Maxine Brem, was named the Carnival’s Most
Maxine Brem with the
Reuben Steinberg
Promising Bowler.
Memorial Award for
Maxine, is the wife of the popular Men’s Club committee the Maccabi Carnival’s
Most Promising
member Les Brem, who is also chairman of the Umpire
Bowler.
Committee, which suggests Maxine will have no worries
learning about the rules and etiquette of the game.
It will be a lawn bowls carnival to remember for Maxine ... she held the winning
raffle ticket and came home with a brand new set of Aero bowls.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 4, 2017
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Young stars retain
Invitation Triples title

Back-to-Back
win emulates
feat of top
2013 Aussie
players

THE composite team of three up-and-coming star Australian lawn bowlers, Jamie Lee Worsnop,
Molly Wilton and Dawn Hayman (pictured above with Women’s Club president Iris Kampel) on
Sunday became the second combination to win back-to-back Double Bay Women’s Club’s
Invitation Triples tournaments.
Last year the long-shot trio came “from the clouds” to take the $3300 first prize from the two
“odds-on” teams of Australia’s highest ranked players.
But this year the defenders led from start to finish with an unbeaten run of seven games to
take the major share of the $10,000 prize pool.
REPORT, SCORES PHOTOS PAGES 2,3,4

“New hot kids” repeat Invite Triples history
HISTORY was repeated at the 2017 Double Bay Women’s Club’s 13th Invitation
Triples tournament played over the September 9-10 weekend, when the “new hot
kids on the block”, Jamie Lee Worsnop, Molly Wilton and Dawn Hayman,
became only the second team to win the event in consecutive years.
The first trio to achieve the feat was the combination of Australia’s top-10 ranked
players, Kelsey Cottrell, Sharyn Renshaw and Anne Johns who took first prize in
2012 and 2013.
And this year it was almost a carbon copy of the 2016 result when the highly-ranked
unit of Claire Turley, Anne Johns had Ellen Ryan replacing the 2016 skip, Kelsey
Cottrell, to finish in second spot.
The Hayman team led the field from start-to-finish with a perfect score of seven
wins for 14 points and a plus 66 aggregate with the Ryan combination collecting 12
points plus 50 shots.
Taking home third prize with 12 points (plus 31) were Lisa Prideaux, Jan Anlezark
and Val Smith.
Thirty six teams started the event on Saturday, September 9, under clear blue skies,
but a swirling, gusty wind all day made bowling on the fast
running greens a great challenge.
SECOND
A late cancellation was answered
at the last minute by the Killara BC
trio of Julie Dunn, Ngo Chan and
Louise Amos, who went on to finish
in sixth spot.
Sunday produced calm weather
resulting in more evenly contested
games producing thrilling, close
results on most rinks.
Off the green, the catering and
general hospitality for which Double
Bay is renowned, was applauded.
President, Iris Kampel, said on
Monday that the army of volunteers
for the event was “quite amazing”.
Claire Turley, Anne Johns and Ellen Ryan
“The support from Double Bay
finished runners-up.
Men’s Club in helping with the
umpiring, the scoring and by supporting the raffle, adds up to making this tournament
so successful,” she said.
Tournament convenor, Barbara Shotland, welcomed NSW State President, Maryann
Parcell, the NSW Women’s Bowls CEO, Daniel Gatt, as well as local Eastern Suburbs
District President, Sue Snape. Also welcomed was Double Bay Registered Club
Chairman, Barry Lazarus.
The main prize of a set of bowls sponsored by Jackies Bowls was won by Jan Anlezark,
of Merrylands BC.
MORE PHOTOS NEXT PAGE
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THIRD
.

13th Invitation
Triples prize
winners
* ALL PHOTOS
by
PAM STEIN

FOURTH
THIRD

ABOVE: Double Bay
Chairman, Barry Lazarus,
presented the third prize to
Val Smith, Jan Anlezark and
Lisa Prideaux
RIGHT: Fourth prize to
Margaret Sheean, Keiko
Kurohara and Bronwyn
McPherson

FIFTH

LEFT: Tournament
Convenor, Barbara
Shotland, presented
fifth prize to Natalie
Noronha,
Maryann Parcell
and Samantha Noronha

SIXTH

RIGHT: Julie Dunn, Louise
Amos and Ngo Chan being
presented with 6th prize
money by (at right) NSW
Women’s President,
Maryann Parcell, who also
competed in the tournament.
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13th INVITATIONAL TRIPLES – HOW THEY FINISHED

1st $3300
2nd $2550
3rd $1800
4th $750
5th $450
6th $300

Molly Wilton, Jamie Lee Worsnop, Dawn Hayman 14 points plus 66
Claire Turley, Anne Johns, Ellen Ryan
12 points plus 50
Lisa Prideaux, Jan Anlezark, Val Smith
12 points plus 31
Keiko Kurahara, Margaret Sheean, Bronwyn McPherson 11 points plus 40
Maryann Parcell, Natalie Noronha, Sam Noronha
10 points plus 68
Julie Dunn, Ngo Chan, Louise Amos
10 points plus 28

Farewell to Claire Turley

Double Bay Women’s Club had one
entry in the 13th Invitation Triples in
which several members competed
during the seven games. Pictured
above are Gail Black, Marna Morris,
Pam Stein, Barbara Shur, Iris Kampel
and Barbara Shotland.
The “team” finished 18th on seven
points from three wins and a draw.
Bowlers at the 13th Invitation Triples
took the opportunity to farewell Claire
Turley and her family, who are
moving to Tweed Heads.
Tournament convenor, Barbara
Shotland, presented Claire with a
souvenir edition of Double Bay Watch
which highlighted her continued
support for the annual event.

75th ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
REGISTERED CLUB AND MEN’S CLUB

ELECTION OF OFFICE BEARERS
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15, 9. 30 am
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 11, 2017

MEN’S MAJOR TRIPLES FINAL DELAY

THE 2017 Men’s Club’s Major Triples
final originally set for Saturday,
September 16, has been postponed to
Saturday, October 14, due to several of the
players having other commitments in the
coming weeks.
Nomination forms for the Registered Club’s
office bearers, the Men's Club committee
members and its selection panel are now
available at the club and close at 5 pm this

coming Sunday, September 17.
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Leadership unopposed at
75th Annual General Meeting

NO CHANGE
AT THE HEAD
THE leadership of the Double Bay (Registered)
Bowling Club headed by Chairman,
Barry Lazarus (pictured), will be
returned unopposed at its 75th
Annual General Meeting on Sunday,
October 15.
Lazarus has led the Registered
Club’s Board of Directors since 2013
when he replaced John Rosen, who
retired after nine years in the post.
The men’s membership, however, will be asked to
elect a five-person committee for the Men’s Bowling
Club at its Annual General Meeting
which follows the Registered Club’s.
The Men’s Club President, Alan
Rosenberg (pictured), and the Vicepresident, Gerald Weinberg, are not
challenged to retain their positions,
but six nominations for five seats on
the Committee were received by the
deadline of September 17.
The selector’s panel will also require a ballot.
SEE PAGE 2 
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Men’s Club’s vote will bring a change to Committee
THERE will be at least one new
member on the Double Bay Men’s Club
committee after its Annual General
Meeting on Sunday, October 15.
Although the President (Alan Rosenberg)
and Vice-president (Gerald Weinberg) are
to be re-elected without a vote, six
nominations were received for the five
seats on the Committee.
Four of the five retiring committee
members, Michael Becker, Peter Goldman,
Phil Filler and Arnold Javen, are
Les Lilian
Gerald Raichman
nominated for re-election, while the fifth,
Les Brem, is not among this year’s candidates.
The two members challenging for a place on the committee are Gerald Raichman,
who was an unsuccessful candidate in last year’s ballot, and Les Lilian, who served on
the Men’s Club Committee and also as a member of the selection panel, for a year
from the 2008 annual meeting.

EIGHT SEEK FIVE SEATS ON SELECTION PANEL
EIGHT nominations have been received for the Men’s Club’s Selection Panel,
which has been under the chairmanship of Gerald Weinberg, for the past 16
years.
Weinberg is among the nominations of Barrie Brickman, Julian Engelman, John
Rosen and Harry Stein. who selected and graded teams during the past 12 months.
They are challenged in the poll by Sid Glick, Andy Baker and Peter Goldman.
NOTE: The election of club selectors is held under Section 5 of the Double Bay Men’s Club
By-Laws, which came into effect in October, 2015.

Started 11 months ago - Drawn Pairs final finally decided

BRANDON Conway and Cedric Amoils have been crowned
the 2016 Drawn Pairs Champions following a 26-11 win over
Phillip Joel and Domenico Verre on Saturday, September
16, almost 11 months after they played their first round
matches.
Conway and Amoils had been on the semi-final rung of the
event since mid-January, but it wasn’t until July 1, that the
other semi-final was won by Joel and
Brandon Conway
Cedric Amoils
RESULT
Verre over Harold Jankelowitz and Ross
Ruzicka.
2016 DRAWN
Then it took another 11 weeks before the two finalists agreed a date for the
PAIRS FINAL
championship match, which started with little between the two teams as the
Cedric Amoils
Brandon Conway 26
score was locked at 7-all after 7 ends.
v
Amoils was in top form in the difficult conditions and led the way for
Domenico Verre
Conway
to consistently add shots, including a five count on the 14th end
Phillip Joel 11
which spelt the end for Joel and Verre after 19 of the 21 allocated ends.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 18, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

JAN FRAPE‘S MINOR SINGLES
CROWN AT SECOND ATTEMPT
RESULTS
2017 MINOR
SINGLES
ROUND 2
Judy Thomas 25
v
Hilda Filipovic 8
Margo Michael 25
v
Lesley Judelman 23
Jan Frape 25
v
Di Engelander 15
SEMI-FINALS

Jan Frape (left) and Wendy Engelander
Pam Stein photo

Wendy Engelander 25
v
Judy Thomas 24.

“BEST friends” contested the 2017 final of the Women’s
Jan Frape 25
v
Club’s Minor Singles Championship last week, when Jan
Margo Michael 14.
Frape won the crown from Wendy Engelander.
FINAL
It was the second time Frape had competed for the title. She
Jan Frape 25
was runner-up to Barbara Hower in 2014.
v
Against Engelander, the turning point came for Frape when Wendy Engelander 13.
she opted for long ends and managed to cope with the
swirling wind to take the match 25-13.
"Not only was I playing one of my best friends, but I was also playing the
wind," Frape said after the match.
In the semi-final Frape ended another frustrating Minor Singles tournament for
Margo Michael, with an 11 short winning margin. Michael has taken second
prize in the event on three occasions – the first in 2003, then in 2009 and the
most recent in 2015.
Engelander had a much closer passage into the final when she squeaked past
Judy Thomas, last year’s runner-up, by a singles shot at 25-24.
Club officials were pleased with the performances of the up-and-coming
bowlers who displayed potential in this year’s Minor Singles
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 18, 2017
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STRONG ENTRY AGAIN
FOR HANDICAP SINGLES
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FOR the second consecutive year the Men’s
Club’s Handicap Singles championship has a full
field of competitors.
The 64 entry means that there is no need to allocate
first round byes.
This year’s entry list is the same number as in 2016
and is 10 more than 2015, when the draw
necessitated five matches given byes into the second
round.
The Handicap Singles is the club’s most popular
championship and regularly attracts more entries than
the Major Singles event.
In the past 10 years, six of the Handicap Singles have
been won by players giving away starts to their
opponents.
Doug King won last year’s event with the maximum
minus three handicap. He defeated Ray Novis, who
played with a six shot start, by 25-17.
The four champions in the past 10 years who played
of plus handicaps are Ronald Munz, (+8) in 2014,
Michael Jackson (+8) in 2013, Maurice Boland (+7) in
2011 and Len Sandler (+5) in 2010.
In 2007 James Cook was off the maximum minus
three shots when he won from Pepe Glick, who was on
a minus 2 handicap.
The only other time the final was contested by both
players off a minus handicap was in 2012 when Pepe
Glick (-2) defeated Jack Kampel (-3).
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE

FLASHBACK TO 2007

Only three have won two
Handicap Singles titles

ONLY three players have won the
Men’s Club’s Handicap Singles twice
since the merger with Rose Bay Bowling
Club in 2001.
All three have also taken the runner-up
prize and gave their opponents a start.
Jack Kampel won the Handicap Singles
in 2003 and again in 2009 and was beaten
Pepe Glick (right) congratulates James
in the finals of more recent times of 2012
Cook after the 2007 Handicap Singles
final.
and 2013.
Gerald Weinberg took the title in 2001 and again in 2015 and was twice
runner-up (2011 and 2014), while Pepe Glick won the event in 2004 and 2012
and was beaten in the 2007 final by James Cook.
During the two years James Cook was the club’s bowls administrator, the
Handicap Singles was played in two sections according to pennant gradings.
The 2005 Division 1 (Grades 1-3) was won by Pepe Glick and the Division 2
(Grades 4-7) went to Mark Sack. Brandon Conway won the 2006 Division 1
and Ken Shapiro was successful in the lower grade event.
The 2016 defending champion Doug King
was presented with a tough passage when the
WOMEN IN THE MONEY
draw was made last Wednesday.
In the first round he faces John Wineberg FOUR members of the Double
Women’s Club were last
(+1) and if successful comes up against the Bay
minute entrants in a Taren Point
winner of the clash between Max Thomas BC Charity Day tournament last
(+5) and the 2014 champion, Ronald Munz, week.
who now plays with a lower +3 handicap
Iris Kampel, Barbara Shur, Gail
start.
Black and Marna Morris finished
Novis (+5) was drawn close to King and runners-up and each collected
has the tough first round task of meeting $70 prize money.
They played two games of 11
Brandon Conway (-3) with the winner to
ends.
come up against the lower graded pair of
The first game against a team
either Alan Simmons (+5) or Harold Roper from Revesby Workers was a
(+10).
close 9-7 result.
The full draw is now on the club’s notice
In the second, the Double Bay
board and has been emailed to participants. unit came up against a lesser
First round games should be played on or graded side from Taren Point, to
win 19-7.
before Sunday, October 1.
Matches are first to 25 shots. The jack is
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, SEPTEMBER 25, 2017
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not placed on the tee if it goes out of bounds. Dead ends are to be replayed.
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NEW FACILITY IDEA
BY CLUB CHAIRMAN

DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club is considering adding a conference facility to its
clubhouse building, its Chairman, Barry Lazarus (pictured), says in his report to
be tabled at the 75th Annual General Meeting on Sunday, October 15.
The Board has set its sights to the future with proposed new and exciting
projects and is currently looking at options to build a conference facility
adjacent to the main clubhouse, his report says.
The facility can offer new opportunities for the membership, guests and the
wider community and it can be a venue and platform for a myriad of functions from catering to
small functions, such as Board meetings, property auctions etc, to bigger events such as
weddings, corporate parties and even community events, Lazarus says.
The report says that the Board of Management has worked hard with multiple projects
designed to improve the club’s services and maintain what it continues to do best. We shall
continue to strive to be recognised as one of the friendliest bowling clubs, where everyone is
made to feel welcome and a place where the members come to enjoy themselves.
Lazarus says that the General Manager, Steve Edelmuth, has performed an incredible job and
has worked tirelessly in ensuring the success of the various functions and events throughout the
year.
SEE ALSO NEXT PAGE

The Double Bay Clubhouse and at right a digitised insertion of the adjoining area on which a
conference facility could be constructed.

CLUB SHOWS FIRST
PROFIT SINCE 2013

TREASURER PRESENTS
“HEALTHY” REPORT

DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club recorded a profit during the
past 12 months, treasurer Barry Isenberg (pictured), will
inform the membership at the 75th Annual General Meeting
on Sunday, October 15.
It is the first profit since the treasurer’s report for the 2013
financial year.
Although the cost of running the club is essentially the same as
last year, the main reason for the turnaround is due to a higher
return from the club’s investments, the report says.
It also adds that the club has been hired 22
times for functions which
contributed to the net profit.
Although there were no major
capital purchases during the
DOUBLE BAY (REGISTERED)
year the club has met costs
BOWLING CLUB
involved with the proposed
th
75 ANNUAL GENERAL
town house development on
land it owns adjoin the club
MEETING
site. These include architect’s
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15 9.30 am
fees, the lodgement of a
FOLLOWED BY
Development Application and
DOUBLE BAY MEN’S
other miscellaneous expenses.
NOTE: The 11-page audited
Financial Report is included in the
75th Annual Report which is only
for private circulation to the
membership.

BOWLING CLUB
ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
RESULTS
2017 HANDICAP
SINGLES
1st ROUND
Trevor Rosenberg (+4) 25
Pepe Glick (-3) 17
Michael Rowley (+5) 25
Sol Caganoff (0) 22
Rob Hutchins (+1) 25
Phil Filler (+6) 22
Harry Black (-3) 25
Len Simon (+5) 9
Alan Simmons (+5) 25
Harold Roper (+10) 12

START TO 2017 HANDICAP SINGLES
TWELVE of the 32 first round matches in the 2017
Handicap Singles were played during the week.
The one surprise result was the ousting of two-time
winner, Pepe Glick (-3), who fell to Trevor Rosenberg
(+4) 25-17, and after giving him a seven-shot start.
Glick won the Handicap Singles in 2004 and 2012, but
against Rosenberg he did not wipe off his handicap and
open the scoring until the ninth end when he collected two
shots and lagged on the scoreboard at 2-15.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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NEW MEMBER DEBUTS WITH
FIRST ROUND HANDICAP WIN
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

TREVOR Rosenberg (right) was ahead of Pepe Glick by
21-6 until the 17th end when Glick rattled off eight shots to
reduce the deficit to a seven margin (14-21).
Rosenberg steadied and by the 23rd end had scored the
required 25 shots to qualify for the
second round.
New member, Brian Rosmarin (left), in his competitive
debut at Double Bay playing off the maximum 12 shots,
showed his potential with a 25-14 win over the
experienced veteran Clive Wolff (+9).
Rosmarin won eight of the 13 ends contested to set up an
interesting second match clash with
RESULTS
Stan Franks (+6), who earlier had
2017 HANDICAP
eased past Brian Fine (+12) 25-19.
SINGLES
Michael Rowley staged a form
1st ROUND
Alan Sacks (+6) 25
reversal when he used his five shot advantage to knock
Ken Shapiro (+7) 12
out the scratch marker, Sol Caganoff, 25-22 over 25 ends.
Stan Franks (+6) 25
Caganoff was in control early and held sway at 16-9
Brian Fine (+12) 19
after the 11th end. On the 22nd end Rowley grabbed four
Sam Abrahams (+5) 25
Gerald Raichman (+5) 14
shots to reduce the leeway to one and then added five
Peter Erdos (+5) 25
more without reply for the match.
Richard Trayer (+12) 19
Top-flight Gerald Weinberg (-3) was in form against
Brian Rosmarin (+12) 25
Rob Clark (+2) to quickly draw level on the scoreboard
Clive Wolff (+9) 14
and take command for a 21-end win 25-17.
Mark Sack (+1) 25
Errol Kaplan (+9) 14
In the second round Weinberg clashes with Rob
Gerald Weinberg (-3) 25
Hutchins (+1) who was made to battle against Phil Filler
Rob Clark (+2) 17
(+6) in the opening match. At the halfway stage Hutchins
Max Thomas (+5)
had a four shot advantage and held on to win 25-22.
forfeit win from
Ronald Munz (+3)
All first round matches must be completed by Sunday,
October 8.

DRAWN PAIRS TITLE AND SUMMER SHIELD ON THE WAY
ANOTHER popular club championship event, the Drawn Pairs, will start
to find the 2017 champion with first round matches set for Saturday.
Club officials will make the draw for the championship on Wednesday.
At the same time Men’s Club officials will decide how many teams will
contest the 2017 Zone 13 Summer Shield, which starts on Saturday, October 21.
It is anticipated Double Bay will field five teams, one in Division 1 (restricted
to players graded 1 or 2) and two in each of Division 2 (grades 3 and 4) and
Division 3 (grades 5, 6 and 7).
DOUBLE BAY WATCH OCTOBER 2, 2017
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Easts outgunned in District challenge
EASTERN Suburbs District (ESD) found the talent of the Sutherland Shire
(SSD) a shade too classy in the Inter-District Challenge played on the
Moorefield Club greens last week.
The challenge is played in two divisions, one for the open class competitors
and the other for those who have been playing lawn bowls for five or less years.
Double Bay had nine representatives selected, six in the open teams and three
in the five year competitors.
Barbara Shotland skipped the all-Double Bay side of Jan Frape, Marna Morris
and Pam Stein, while Iris Kampel was skip of a unit which included Barbara
Shur and Gail Black. Lorraine McLaughlin skipped a team of Clovelly and
Waverley members and Kathy Passman played second for the side headed by
Ros Madgwick from Randwick BC.
The Double Bay trio in the Five-years squad was Lesley Judelman, Rein
Rowlands and Yvonne Gorman.
The power of the Sutherland team included Engadine’s Jackaroo hopefuls, the
twins, Natalie and Samantha Noronha, alongside Taren Point’s Bronwyn
McPherson, who was a prize winner in Double Bay’s recent Invitation Triples.
Best ESD result came from the Under-Five Years teams which finished the
four matches ahead by one shot 71-70, but the Open teams were behind the
count 88-153 which gave the match to Sutherland Shire by 159-223.

Double Bay Women’s Club’s “up-and-comers” who took part in the ESD v SSD match last week (left)
Yvonne Gorman (and at right) Lesley Judelman and Rein Rowlands with their Under-Five-Years team
mates Kimberley Freed and Gina O'Reilly of Clovelly.

DISTRICT SHIELD RESULT – NEXT PAGE
DOUBLE BAY WATCH OCTOBER 2, 2017
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IN THE END DOUBLE BAY TEAM PULLS UP
ONE SHORT IN BID FOR DISTRICT SHIELD
WHEN your team scored several four counts, one of five and another of eight
shots, you can be forgiven for thinking that the final score would count as a win
in last week’s Eastern Suburbs District (ESD) Sheila Corne Shield match at the
Randwick Club.
It didn’t and it happened to one of the two Double Bay teams playing against
Moorefield in the annual event.
The District Shield was inaugurated in 1987 as a fours competition by a one-time
Double Bay member and popular local personality, Sheila Corn.
It was changed six years ago to a three-bowls triples event over 21 ends for two teams
from each competing District club, where one point is scored for winning an end and the
team winning the most ends is allocated three Match points.
Pam Stein’s side of
Rein Rowlands and Judy
Bihari was relaxed being
so far ahead on the shot
tally
against
the
Moorefield trio, but
when it came to the last
of their 21 ends, found
themselves a couple of
end points short in the
Drinks all-round! Double Bay’s Judy Bihari (second from left), Rein
final calculation which
Rowlands and Pamela Stein (at right) toast their Moorefield
mattered.
opponents Colleen Cunningham, Deb Corbin and Fiona Brown.
On another rink was
the other Double Bay
trio of Barbara Shotland, Faye Glover and Kathy Passman, which finished with the end
points count ahead of their opposing Moorefield combination and claimed the three
Match points.
When it came to the final
reckoning for the Shield,
Double Bay had 27 points, one
less than the new District
Shield holders, Clovelly (28
points), and three ahead of the
defending Randwick Club (24
points) in third spot.
Double Bay and Moorefield
were two of seven District
clubs which competed for the
2017 Shield.
The others were Randwick,
Matraville, Waverley, Clovelly
and South Coogee.

The Double Bay team Faye Glover, Barbara Shotland and
Kathy Passman after their District Shield match last week.
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Long-shot co-incidence gave 2016 Drawn
Pairs champions chance to defend the title
IN what was believed to be the first time, a champion Drawn Pairs team was put
together to compete in the following year’s event when the 2017 draw was made
last week.
The draw for the event, with a list of 52 entries, was conducted during the afternoon tea
session of the popular Wednesday Intra-Club competition.
Club officials estimated that it was a chance of about 1000-1 that the two players who won
the previous year’s event, would be drawn to play as a team again in the next championship.
In another unusual fact about the Drawn Pairs contest, the 2016 final was played only a 18
days before the 2017 draw was
made.
Brandon Conway and Cedric
DOUBLE BAY
Amoils won the 2016 event from
Phillip Joel and Domenico Verre on
(REGISTERED)
September 16, 2017, some 11
BOWLING CLUB
months after the first round was
th
completed.

75 ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING
THIS SUNDAY
OCTOBER 15 9.30 am
FOLLOWED BY

DOUBLE BAY MEN’S
BOWLING CLUB
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

Brandon Conway

Cedric Amoils

WHAT HAPPENED IN THE
FIRST ROUND?
RESULTS NEXT PAGE 

Conway and Amoils exit Drawn
Pairs as substitutes called in

RESULTS
2017 HANDICAP
DRAWN PAIRS

BRANDON Conway and Cedric Amoils did not take the
1st ROUND
chance of becoming the first team to win back-to-back
Clive Wolff - Louis Platus 32
Drawn Pairs titles when both were unavailable to meet
Alan Sacks – Ian Ossher 24
last weekend’s first round deadline.
Stan Franks – Bernard Fridman 21
The Conway pairing was drawn to meet Werner Kos and
Phil Filler – Julian Engelman 19
Harold Roper, but Conway was unavailable on Saturday and
John Rosen – Barry Lazarus 25
had Peter Levy listed as his substitute, while Kos was also
Bernie Garden - Michael Rowley 18
not able to play and had booked Les Lilian to replace him.
Alan Simmons - John Wineberg 25
The situation was made more bizarre as Amoils failed to
*Eric Grusd – Alan Saidman 16
front for the match on Saturday as he understood it had been
Barry Glover – David Kellaway 29
arranged for Sunday.
Maurice Hurwitz – Sol Caganoff 21
Club officials then substituted new member, Malcolm
Ian Hadassin - Les Brem 32
Serman, for Amoils, so the players on the green were Levy*Peter Erdos – Rob Hutchins 18
Serman v Lilian-Roper which resulted in the defending
Alan Simon – Gerald Weinberg 38
champions eliminated by 25-11.
Jules Popper – Trevor Rosenberg 17
All 10 first round matches were completed by Sunday.
Andrew Baker - Pepe Glick 30
Twenty-six entries were in the hat when the draw for the
Len Smith – Mark Sack 21
2017 Drawn Pairs Championship was made at last
Harold Roper – *Werner Kos 25
Wednesday’s afternoon tea break.
*Cedric Amoils – *Brandon Conway 11
To make up a 32-team event six byes were included in the
Robert Weiss – Harry Black 37
draw.
*Ken Shapiro – Ezio Visintin 10
In another co-incidence for last year’s championship
 denotes substituted
pairing, Brandon Conway and Cedric Amoils, their names
were pulled to play the 15th listed first round match – the
same position in the bottom half of the draw as 12 months ago.
When it was realised that the 2016 winners were again a pair in this year’s event the more
than 90 bowlers at the tea tables expressed surprise with good hearted banter. It also drew a
big smile from Conway and Amoils, but later events proved a disappointment when they
couldn’t meet the first round deadline.
The Drawn Pairs is a three-bowl event over 25 ends where dead ends are replayed and it is
compulsory for competitors to wear the club uniform.
All second round games have been scheduled for Saturday October 14 at 12.30 pm.
Players involved in Double Bay’s sides competing in the weekend’s Bowls NSW Club
Challenge are to arrange their Drawn Pairs games to be decided during this week.

SUBSTITUTES IN DEMAND FOR DRAWN PAIRS START
An unusual number of substitutes were required for teams competing in the first
round of the 2017 Drawn Pairs event which started at the weekend.
The draw was made on Wednesday, October 4, with the first round to be completed
within four days to October 8. Many competitors had prior commitments over the
October 7-8 weekend and called for substitutes.
They included the pair who won last year’s event, Brandon Conway – Cedric Amoils,
who had Peter Levy and Malcolm Serman playing in their place.
Among others who had substitutes were for Werner Kos (by Les Lilian), Eric Grusd
(David Nathan), Peter Erdos (Steve Edelmuth) and Ken Shapiro (Bernie Hirst).

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 9 2017
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Handicap Singles defender wins opening round,
as two-time winner has shock loss at first hurdle
DOUG King, the defending Handicap Singles champion, scraped home in the first
round of the 2017 event, as two-time winner Jack Kampel, fell to the inexperienced
competitive player, Chris Gorman, in a short 15-end upset.
RESULTS
King (-3) was made to battle from the start by John Wineberg
(+1), a Minor Singles champion, before taking the honours 25-21
2017 HANDICAP
over 32 ends.
SINGLES
Wineberg scored a three on the 15th end to hold command at 111st ROUND
7, and was holding King to 20-all after 28 ends, only to allow his
Chris Gorman (+10) 25
Jack Kampel (-3) 8
opponent to add the vital five shots over ends 29-32.
Ray Novis, the 2016 runner-up, whose handicap was reduced
Werner Kos (+3)
forfeit from
from six to five following his form in last year’s event, also
Jody Glasser (+8)
suffered an early exit.
James Flaxman (+8)
He made the 2016 championship round after a 25-25 semi-final
forfeit from
win over the A-graded Peter Levy (-3), but this time he found the
David Nathan (+8)
form of another minus-3 handicapper,
Bernard Fridman (-3) 25
Brandon Conway, too solid to the tune of 25Frank Mogor, (+5) 23
13.
Harry Jacobs (+7) 25
Kampel, recognised as one of the club’s top
Derek Garfinkel (+12) 21
exponents of the singles game, having won
Doug King (-3) 25
four Major Singles, as well as two Handicap
John Wineberg (+1) 21
Singles and twice runner-up in the event,
Len Smith (+12) 25
could not overcome Gorman’s 13-shot
Sam Ginges (+8) 23
handicap.
Peter Wyner (+6) 25
Barry Glover (+7) 15
Gorman, who has made only one Grade 6
Chris Gorman
pennant appearance for Double Bay since he
Brandon Conway (-3) 25
Ray Novis (+5) 13
joined the club in 2014, had a plus 10 shot
start, while Kampel was off minus three.
Wayne Podger (0) 13
retired forfeit from
Gorman shared the ends with Kampel,
Allan Kavnat (+11) 14
RESULTS
scoring singles on four of the opening seven
Bob Seymour (+11) 25
HANDICAP SINGLES
ends to be in front 13-4. From the 11th end
Steve Edelmuth (+11) 18
Gorman out-scored Kampel adding 12 shots
2nd ROUND
Ian Ossher (+2) 25
Stan Franks (+9) 25
without reply for the match at 25-8.
Louis Platus (+5) 11
Brian Rosmarin (+12) 24
Another surprise result was when Andy
Andy Baker (+5) 25
Sam Abrahams (+5) 25
Baker (+5) knocked out Alan Saidman (0)
Alan Saidman (0) 3
Michael Rowley (+5) 24
who won only two of the 11 ends in a 25-3
Barry Lazarus (+1) 25
Werner Kos (+3) 25
result.
Cedric Amoils (+6) 18
Alan Sacks (+6) 24
Wayne Podger (0) won on a forfeit when
Peter Levy (-3) 25
Gerald Weinberg (-3) 25
Allan Kavnat (+11 and 14-13 in front)
Norman Morris (+6) 19
Rob Hutchins (+1) 21
th
retired at 9 end due to a medical problem.
Peter Grunfeld (+3) 25
Trevor Rosenberg (+4) 25
In second round encounters there were
George Sofer (+8) 16
Harry Jacobs, (+7) 11
one-shot wins by Sam Abrahams over
Michael Rowley, Stan Franks against Brian Rosmarin and Werner Kos from Alan Sacks.
DOUBLE Bay has been drawn against The Hills and Merrylands 2 in the Men’s Gold Division (Section 9) of
the 2017 Bowls NSW Club Challenge tournament on Saturday at The Hills Club.
Each club plays one rink of 21-ends Singles (4 bowls), 14-ends three-bowl Pairs and 14-ends of two bowl
Fours. The Section winner returns on Sunday against the top clubs from Sections 10 and 11.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

DOUBLE BAY HAS “FIVE AT MOSMAN”

Double Bay’s Five-at-Mosman Iris Kampel, Rene Saidman, Barbara Shotland, Marna Morris and
Barbara Shur.

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club competed for the unique Mosman-hosted
Top-Five Shield last week.
The tournament is open to club teams of five players and Double Bay has been
a regular supporter of the event, which is for two sides, one of pairs and one of
triples.
The pairs section is four-bowls over 15 ends, and the triples is a three-bowl
contest. Each team plays one match in the morning and a second in the
afternoon. Team make-up must remain the same for all matches.
Double Bay’s teams found the surprisingly heavy, inconsistent greens difficult
to master and had to be content with two wins and a draw.
Iris Kampel and Rene Saidman played the pairs rink, while Barbara Shotland,
Marna Morris and Barbara Shur competed in the triples.
In the morning session Kampel’s rink lost to Roseville, while the Shotland side
drew with Killara. After lunch Double Bay won against St Ives and Gladesville.
The Top Five Shield was won by the combinations from Turramurra with the
five from Belrose taking the runners-up prize.
Double Bay won the Top Five Shield in 2007.
Club president, Iris Kampel, said her team enjoyed the company of the North
Shore-based players, and took the opportunity to seek support from the
competing club teams to come to Double Bay for the upcoming annual Charity
Day event.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 9 2017
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RECORD WIN IN
MAJOR TRIPLES
FOR the first time the two
same constituted teams
contested back-to-back Major
Triples finals at Double Bay
with the 2017 result reversing
last year’s decision.
On Saturday the trio
pictured of Jack Kampel,
Peter Levy and Doug King
won the 2017 championship
from Harold Jankelowitz, Les
Lilian and Dan Flanagan.
MICHAEL ROWLEY PHOTO
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Parking main problem for members
THE Double Bay Bowling Club membership spent more than an hour at its 75th
Annual General Meeting on Sunday, October 15, discussing the lack of car
parking space near its grounds in Kiaora Road, Double Bay.
This followed the tabling of a petition signed by more than 70 members urging the
Board of Management to “explore all options to create additional parking by covering
the open concrete culvert in Kiaora Road”.
UNDER
The petition was organised by club member Brandon
GREEN
Conway who told the 88 members of the Men’s and
PARKING
Women’s Clubs at the meeting that the request for action
should not be taken as a criticism of the Board, but as a
COULD BE
way of showing the membership’s concern of the parking
SOLUTION?
problem.
CONTINUES PAGE 2

SEE PAGE 3

Much work done in car space dilemma
THE Double Bay Registered Club’s Board of Management has “done everything
possible” in recent times to overcome the problem of parking space for the membership,
its Chairman, Barry Lazarus (pictured), told the 75 Annual General
Meeting on Sunday.
He revealed that he and the club secretary, Peter
2017- 2018
Wyner, have spent many hours on the problem
LEADERS
and in particular the possibility of utilising the
REGISTERED
Water Board’s open culvert which runs along the
CLUB
club’s border.
CHAIRMAN
The club has received consultative advice that
BARRY LAZARUS
Sydney Water under its current regulations would
not approve such a project. The club has also conferred with
DEPUTY CHAIRMEN
surveyors and builders and received similar opinions.
John Rosen
Barrie Brickman
Barry Lazarus said that the estimated cost of such a project
would
be $1.3 million plus various consultant’s
SECRETARY
fees.
Peter Wyner
Peter Wyner (pictured) assured the membership
TREASURER:
that the Board had not been inactive and
Barry Isenberg
“continues to explore all avenues to alleviate the
parking problem”.
DIRECTORS
He said that for the last three-or-so-years he
Elected by membership
had
communicated with the local member of State Parliament,
Harry Black
Barbara Shotland
Gabrielle Upton, met Woollahra Council's Director of Technical
Men’s Club president
Services, as well as other staff and councillors including the
Alan Rosenberg
Cooper Ward’s, Luise Esling and Anthony Marano, who continue
Women’s Club president
to champion the club’s cause to try to resolve the parking issue.
Iris Kampel
Wyner said that he has sought from Council residential parking

exemptions, suggested a special category for club parking,
MEN’S BOWLING
requested regular ranger policing of parking restrictions, the
CLUB
removal of boats trailers etc and extra angle parking.
PRESIDENT
“We have also considered the possibility of using the upcoming
Alan Rosenberg
pick-up on-demand public transportation, and we recently
negotiated with Cross Street Car Park for a reduced parking cost
VICE-PRESIDENT
for at least 25 spots coupled with the club providing a bus pick-up
Gerald Weinberg
and return service,” he said.
Regarding the Water Board’s open culvert, the club submitted a
COMMITTEE
sketch
drawing to a consultant to research the possibility of
Phil Filler
receiving
authorisation for the club to cover the canal for a car
Peter Goldman
Michael Becker
parking facility. Opinion was that authorisation would be difficult
Les Lilian
and estimated the cost in excess of $1 million, Wyner said.
Arnold Javen
“We were advised by the Woollahra Council’s Director of

Technical Services, that it had a similar idea to cover the canal,
but decided not to pursue as the estimated cost, similar to the
SELECTORS
figure we obtained, was considered excessive and [Sydney Water]
Gerald Weinberg
Julian Engelman
authorisation to proceed may not be forthcoming.
John Rosen
“Other avenues considered to create parking on the Club
Barrie Brickman
premises were to reconfigure one green or part thereof,” Wyner
Sid Glick
said.
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE
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Club group to look for parking solutions
THE 75th Double Bay Bowling Club’s Annual General Meeting on Sunday
approved a suggestion by its Board Chairman, Barry Lazarus, that a group
of members be formed to assist in finding a solution to the current car
parking problem.
One of the possibilities the six-person unit could consider is the construction of
an underground car park beneath one of the club’s three greens.
The six members, who have accepted the chairman’s invitation, are Brandon
Conway, Phil Filler, Ian Ossher, Jack Kampel, Michael Rowley and Margo
Michael.
The idea of a underground car park facility with a synthetic green laid above
ground level, received little support by the members at the annual meeting,
although it would mean the club would have only two greens during the
construction period estimated at a year or more.
Another possibility to alleviate the local parking situation would be to
purchase a small bus which could have a regular pick-up route throughout the
nearby areas on established bowling days.
Among other immediate solutions which are expect to be discussed by the
group is to organise “share rides” to the club on Mondays and Wednesdays and
during Pennant seasons.
Parking in Kiaora Road, Double Bay, on weekdays is at a premium. Although
parking is restricted to a six-hour maximum, all spaces are taken by 8 am and
only become vacant some seven hours later.
Members have suggested that they walk a distance further from their car to the
club than they do in a three hour game of lawn bowls.
Several long-time players say the situation is so taxing that they will have to
consider retiring from the lawn bowls scene at Double Bay.
The newly established parking group will report directly to the Board of
Management.

The Parking Group: Michael Rowley, Margo Michael, Brandon Conway, Ian Ossher, Jack Kampel and
Phil Filler

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 16, 2017
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Double Bay loses A-grade Pennant status
FOR the first time in many decades Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club will not
compete at A-Grade State Pennant level.
This was announced at the Men’s Bowling Club’s Annual General Meeting by its
Vice-President, Gerald Weinberg, who also revealed that Double Bay would not be
represented in that Grade of the Zone 13 2017 Summer Shield, which starts this
Saturday.
Weinberg chaired the annual meeting in the absence overseas of President, Alan
Rosenberg.
“Double Bay was the lone Eastern Suburbs club which entered a team in the AGrade Summer Shield, compelling organisers to cancel that level of the competition,”
Weinberg said.
Since the merger of Zone 11 into Zone 13, Double Bay
NO VOTING
has competed in the Metro A-Grade competition conducted
by Bowls NSW, while Grades 2-7 are under the control of NO vote was required
to elect the leadership
Zone 13.
In the 2016 Metro Grade 1 Double Bay was outplayed by of the Double Bay
Registered Club Board
top flight teams from Belrose, Ashfield, North Sydney and
of Management, nor for
Waverley and finished at the tail of its Section with six the Men’s Bowling
points and open to relegation.
Club Committee at the
The 2018 Pennant Season has been delayed to avoid a 75th Annual General
clash with the Commonwealth Games on the Gold Coast, Meeting on Sunday,
but the Zone 13 Championship events will be staged soon
October 15.
All positions on the
after the start of the new year.
Board
and the Bowling
First round 2018 Pennant matches will be played in April
Club Committee were
instead of the customary first week in March.
In the Summer Shield Double Bay will have two teams in uncontested.
The
lone
vote
each of Division 2 and 3. Matches are played in rinks of
required
was
to
one each of pairs, triples and fours.
determine the Men’s
During the annual meeting members questioned the Bowls Club Selection
leadership on the cost of competing in club championships
Committee.
when the green fee is required by each player, irrespective
Seven nominations
if the match is played when club facilities are not available.
were received for the
The membership also asked for an email vote on whether five positions on the
to continue wearing “mufti” when competing in the club’s Committee.
Intra Club Monday and Wednesday events.

No joy in the one-and-only Club Championship match
DOUBLE Bay made a quick exit from the re-vamped 2017 Club Challenge
tournament after one round at The Hills Club on Saturday.
Competing on a synthetic green in a morning drizzle Brandon Conway won his singles 2113, Bernard Fridman, Pepe Glick and Alan Saidman lost the triple rink 11-13, while the pairs
rink of Sol Caganoff and Gerald Weinberg went down 6-22 to collect two points.
In the second game Double Bay clashed with Merrylands as Conway won his singles 21-18,
Fridman, Glick and Saidman drew 14-all and the Weinberg pair lost 14-15 for three points.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 16, 2017
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Jack Kampel takes Major Triples crown number five
JACK Kampel chalked up his fifth Major Triples title at Double Bay on
Saturday, when his team defeated the defending trio
of Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Dan Flanagan
Doug King shares
by a six shot margin of 27-21.
spoils in four
Four of Kampel’s Major Triples crowns have been
championships
when Doug King, the current Major Singles champion,
was in his combination. His other partners in the wins
have been Peter Levy, Bernard Fridman (twice), Paul Baker and Pepe Glick.
The win by Kampel, Peter Levy and Doug King reversed last year’s result when the
Jankelowitz trio took the title by 27-13 and it was the first time the two same
constituted teams contested back-to-back Major Triples finals at Double Bay.
Kampel’s other Major Triples wins have been in 2008, 2011, 2013 and 2015 plus
he’s taken the runners-up listing in 2007 and 2016.
Conditions were not perfect for this year’s final, but at times both teams produced
bowling of top quality.
The Kampel outfit raced to a 9-3 lead after seven ends, then the Jankelowitz team
levelled with a four shot addition on
the 9th to be 9-all.
The 12th end was a body blow to the
defending title holders. Harold
Jankelowitz, renowned for his accurate
drives, was on the mat facing a five
count, but completely missed the target
to present his opponents the mid-match
edge at 17-9.
Then Flanagan and the consistent
Lilian, with Jankelowitz steadying his
approach, pulled back to lag by only
one shot 19-20 going into the 21st end.
Dan Flanagan, Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian
Kampel and Co. however, won the
Champions last year, runners-up in 2017
following two ends for the advantage at
23-19 and by the last 25th end put the issue beyond
with a 2016,
threerunners-up
count for
title at
Major doubt
Triples winners
thisthe
year.
27-21.

New 5-week competition
Starts Thursday, October 26

Twilight Bowls

Double Bay’s popular
Twilight lawn bowls and
dinner competition will
start a five-week season
on Thursday, October 26
and run to November 23.
Cost is $30 per week and

is to be paid in advance.
ENTRY FORM AND FULL
DETAILS ON THE CLUB
NOTICE BOARD

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 16, 2017
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Drawn Pairs team stages six-ends comeback win
Gerald Weinberg and Len Simon scored 12 shots on the last six-ends to win their
second round 2017 Drawn Pairs match against Gerald Raichman and Sam
Abrahams last week.
There
was
little
between the two pairs
until the 13th end when
Raichman chalked up a
four count to take a 15-9
lead and go on with the
advantage until holding
24-13 after 19 of the
required 25 ends.
Gerald Weinberg
Len Simon
It was the signal for
Weinberg to produce his
customary accuracy to score on the next five ends to have
the scoreboard at 24-all going into the final end.
With both teams under pressure, Abrahams delivered two
close shots, while Weinberg’s first bowl reduced the
situation to one-down, but Raichman restored a second shot
and remained in position when Weinberg’s next delivery
overshot the mark and Raichman’s bowl dropped shot.
Weinberg’s last bowl was a perfect backhand draw toucher
which beat the two shot bowls while Raichman failed with
his final delivery.
In another close call the pairing of Bernard Fridman and
Stan Franks squeezed past Ian Ossher and Mark Sack after
being tied at 21-all on the 23rd end. Counts of two and three
put them into the last eight of the tournament.

RESULTS

2017 MAJOR TRIPLES

FINAL
Jack Kampel
Peter Levy
Doug King 27
v

Harold Jankelowitz,
Les Lilian
Dan Flanagan 21


2017 DRAWN PAIRS
2nd ROUND
Stan Franks – Bernard Fridman 26
Alan Sacks – Ian Ossher 21
Len Simon – Gerald Weinberg 25
Sam Abrahams –Gerald Raichman 24
Barry Glover – David Kellaway 29
James Flaxman – Eric Wainstein 12
Andrew Baker - Pepe Glick 36
Peter Grunfeld – Barrie Brickman 12
Robert Weiss – Harry Black 28
Harold Roper – *Werner Kos 18

Andy Baker scores narrow win in Handicap Singles
IN the 2017 Handicap Singles second round,
Andy Baker (pictured), with a plus five start,
caused a surprise with a narrow 25-23 decision
over Mark Sack (+1) as he added 20 shots to his
handicap by the 22nd end.
Brandon Conway (-3) kept his hopes alive with a
solid performance against Alan Simmons (+3)
reaching the 25-12 score after contesting 21 ends.
He was in control from the start, discarding his handicap after
two ends, and racing to 20-7 after playing the 13th.
Another solid win came from Peter Wyner (+6) who overcame
the challenge from Ian Hadassin (+7) by four shots (25-21) on the
18th end.
In a first round match Rod Ferrer (-1), made light work of
giving Maurice Hurwitz (+12) a long start to finish on top at 2516.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 16, 2017

RESULTS
HANDICAP SINGLES
1st ROUND
Rod Ferrer (-1) 25
Maurice Hurwitz (+12) 16
2nd ROUND
Brandon Conway (-3) 25
Alan Simmons, (+5) 12
Peter Wyner (+6) 25
Ian Hadassin (+7) 21
Chris Gorman (+10) 25
Len Smith (+12) 21
Andy Baker (+5) 25
Mark Sack (+1) 23
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club most recent new member Tina Ferguson (left) was partnered by the
club’s experienced player and long-time serving executive member, Margo Michael (second from
left) against the well-credentialed Rene Saidman and Rose Novis (right) in the first round of the 2017
Drawn Pairs Championship last week.

Newcomer shows skill for lawn bowls
ONE of Double Bay Women’s Club’s newest
members, Tina Ferguson, is showing a marked
enthusiasm for the game of lawn bowls.
In less than two months with Double Bay she has
practiced regularly with sessions of roll-ups to
perfect, what her coach describes as having a
“natural smooth delivery of the bowl”.
Her keenness is shown by the fact that she has
joined the ranks of the Men’s Club’s Wednesday
Intra-Club league where she is substitutes for teams
in the Red Division.
In the Women’s Clubs Drawn Pairs Ferguson
made her “debut” in club competition as the lead
partner for Margo, scoring n eight-shot win before
falling in the second round to an extra strong duo.
The semi-finals and the final are due to be played
this week.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 16, 2017

HANDICAP PAIRS
FIRST ROUND
Rose Novis- Rene Saidman (+6) 25
Margaret Hemphill - Jan Frape (+8)
Tina Ferguson - Margo Michael (+12) 20
Meri Rios - Barbara Hower (+10) 12
SECOND ROUND
R Novis- R Saidman 26
T Ferguson- M Michael 10
Faye Green - Kathy Passman (+11) 13
Judy Thomas - Marna Morris (+7) 20
Hilda Filipovic - Gail Black (+7) 21
Faye Glover - Iris Kampel (+5) 11
Wendy Engelander -Barbara Shotland (+5)
forfeit from
Lesley Judelman - Barbara Shur
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STATE CHAMPIONS

The Double Bay team of Marie Thatcher,
Marna Morris, Iris Kampel and Barbara
Shotland, representing Region 13 won
the 2017 Women’s Bowls NSW Seniors
Fours State Championship at Taren
Point on Saturday.
Photo by Alan Saidman
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Fifty-six ends over 10 hours to win
State Senior Fours championship
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club team of Marie
Thatcher, Marna Morris, Iris Kampel and Barbara
Shotland overcame State level opposition and
withstood rain and wind to take out the 2017 NSW
State Seniors Fours Championship on Saturday
(October 21) at Tarren Point.
The team’s path to the championship to represent
Region 13 started in February with the District title
followed by the Regional qualification in May leading to
last week’s State event.
On Saturday the team played a total of 56 ends starting
at eight o’clock in the morning and claiming the title ten
hours later at six o’clock in the evening.
Double Bay Women’s Club
Double Bay was the “outsider” in the final against the
president, Iris Kampel, who
highly-rated Dubbo City four of Merrill O'Sullivan, Kay
played third in the State Senior
McKenzie, Judith O'Connor and the well-known skip,
Fours team with the 2017
Championship Trophy
Annette McMillan, but maintained their determination to
win the title over 18 ends by 15-13.
In the first round on Friday morning teams were confronted with atrocious conditions of
pouring rain and a vicious wind, making for a heavy, difficult holding green, but Double Bay
mastered it all to score a convincing decision over
Cabarita Beach 19-7 without playing the last end.
ONE BETTER THAN
Conditions in the afternoon became even more 2014 SENIORS FINAL
intolerable as Double Bay faced the highly fancied top
outfit from Merrylands which listed past and present
State or National players of the calibre of Cheryl Gillard,
Vaana Ohmsen, Betty Herbertson and Jan Rolph.
After four ends with Double Bay 4-1 up, the weather
conditions were such that the Controlling Body halted
play for the day and reduced the remaining matches to
18 ends.
Saturday morning’s play recommenced at 8:30 with
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club
Double Bay maintaining its overnight lead. On the 18th
team of Karen Levinson, Jan
end Double Bay was ahead by three shots when
Frape, Iris Kampel and
Merrylands produced perfect bowls to hold a winning
Barbara Shotland was the
five shots with skip Shotland to come to the mat.
runner up in the 2014 NSW
Her first delivery was short of the pack; she composed
State Seniors Fours
herself and played a perfect draw to claim second shot
Championship when the
and a place in the semi-final on a 13-11 scoreline.
title was won by
After a 10-minute break Double Bay faced another topNorth Haven 22-11.
notch combination the well credentialed Warilla team
which had won its match by a 20-or-more shot margin..
CONTINUES NEXT PAGE 
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EARLY EXIT IN STATE SENIOR PAIRS TITLE
DOUBLE Bay’s top flight players, Iris Kampel and
Rene Saidman (pictured), qualified to represent
Region 13 in the 2017 Women’s Bowls NSW State
Senior Pairs Championship after taking out the
event at District and Regional levels.
Fifteen regions from Culcairn, Merrylands, Neutral
Bay, Young, Denistone, Narrabri, Cooma, Warilla,
Soldiers Point, Bomaderry, Westport, Wyong and
Alstonville were represented in the event.
The Senior tournament is a three-bowl 18-end game,
with the lead playing her three bowls before crossing
over for the skip to deliver her three bowls.
In the first round at Tarren Point on Monday morning, October 16, Kampel and Saidman
came up against the Champion pair from Orange City BC, Janette Oakley and Marianne
Boers.
The Double Bay duo hit its straps early to surge ahead 9-0 with consistent and accurate
bowling before the pair from Orange came back to level 10-all and then take a three shot lead
on 13-10. A four count regained Double Bay’s composure and they remained on top to take
the game by 24 -16.
The afternoon session, on a quicker green with a tricky wind, proved the adage that threebowl triples is often a skip's game. When the Double Bay team was holding three or four
shots against Soldiers Point's Alison Moxey and Pamela Stevens, the opposing skip cut the
deficit down or claimed the shot in what was a low-scoring, evenly matched contest.
With the score on 11-all on the 16th end and with only two ends to play it was anyone's
game. On the penultimate end Soldiers Point collected four shots and then sealed their win
with a one count to make the semi-final on a 16-11 result.

Tough conditions in Senior Fours games
FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

CONDITIONS deteriorated and the cross winds became exasperating, yet the team
from the Eastern Suburbs, managed the conditions better than its top rated opponents
in a low scoring game for a place in the Championship round.
After gaining a slim early lead Double Bay managed to maintain the advantage. At 9-6 on
the 10th end and 13-10 at the 16th it scored singles for a winning 15-10 result into the final.
Competitors had a short lunch break before the Double Bay verses Dubbo City final, where
conditions did not improve with the wind becoming even stronger.
However, it was an well-matched contest with the score fairly even in the opening ends.
Double Bay held a slim lead for much of the time and on the 16th end was four shots to the
good, when Dubbo challenged with a hold of four shots which would level the score.
Team work came to the fore as Kampel played a game-changing bowl to draw the shot
which gave skip Shotland confidence to defend the head and keep the score to the minimum.
Double Bay went into the last end with a four shot lead and it was vital to cover all the
opposition’s bowls and this was the case until Dubbo’s skip, MacMillan, with her final bowl
moved the jack towards four of her team’s bowls.
There was drama as the tape was required to allocate the score, but when the measuring dust
had settled Double Bay held third shot to claim the 2017 NSW State Senior Fours
Championship by 15-13 - just as the clock ticked past 6 pm.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 23, 2017
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Fridman wins handicap singles
battle of club “heavyweights”
BERNARD Fridman (pictured) won the second
round Handicap Singles battle of the
“heavyweights”,
at
the
weekend.
He knocked out fellow Agrader, Peter Levy, by a 12-shot
margin when both started on a
minus three shot handicap.
The closest Levy came to
worrying Fridman was when the
tally was posted at 6-7 after 11
ends.
By the 27th end Fridman had
the match all parcelled up with
a scoreline of 25-13.
It was the first time in this year’s contest that two
of the club’s highest-graded players clashed,
although there is another awaiting in the quarterfinals when Brandon Conway and Doug King are
set to draw swords.

RESULTS
2017 HANDICAP SINGLES
2nd ROUND
Bernard Fridman (-3) 25
Peter Levy (-3) 13
Doug King (-3)) 25
Max Thomas (+5) 17
Barry Lazarus (+1) 25
James Flaxman (+8) 20
Ian Ossher (+2) 25
Bob Seymour (+12) 21
Wayne Podger (+0) 25
Len Smith (+5) 21
Harry Black (-3) 25
Peter Erdos (+5) 20

2017 DRAWN PAIRS
2nd ROUND
Ray Novis –Norman Morris 29
Errol Kaplan –Paul Baker 8
3rd ROUND
Andrew Baker - Pepe Glick 29
Robert Weiss – Harry Black 13

King the defending champion and current Major Singles title-holder, in his second
round contest soon overcame his minus three handicap deficit against Max Thomas
(+5) to face a tougher next round challenge against Conway (-3), whom he had the
better of in this year’s Major Singles final.
King scored on 12 of the 21 ends against Thomas and was ahead from the 11th when
he added three shots to have the tally 15-11 and finish at 25-17.
Fridman appears to have an easier path into the semi-finals when he meets the
consistent Trevor Rosenberg (+4) in an upcoming quarter-final.
In other round two clashes Ian Ossher (+2) defeated lower-graded Bob Seymour
(+11), Chris Gorman (+10) finished ahead of another high handicapper, Len Smith
(+12), the steady Wayne Podger (+0) had a narrow victory over the dependable Len
Sandler (+5) and A-grader Harry Black (-3) eased past Peter Erdos (+5) 25-20.

Pepe Glick - Andy Baker first team into Drawn Pairs semi-final
PEPE Glick and Andy Baker are the first team into the 2017 Drawn Pairs
semi-finals following a 29-13 win over Harry Black and Robert Weiss at the
weekend.
They won 29-13 after playing 23 of the allocated 25 ends.
At the same time the pairing of Norman Morris and Ray Novis cruised past
Paul Baker and Lionel Hovey (sub for Errol Kaplan) 29-8 in the second round.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, OCTOBER 23, 2017
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No bright news in first Summer Shield results
DOUBLE BAY fell short in the opening round of the 2017 Zone 13 Summer
Shield on Saturday when a draw was the best result in its four matches.
This was when the Division 3 (Section 1) team shared the eight points at Ashfield on
the back of a solid 17-9 pairs win by Sam Abrahams and Louis Platus.
The Summer Shield is contested by sides of Pairs (19 ends), Triples (25 ends) and
Fours (19 ends) all of which are worth two points for a win with the aggregate shot
tally adding two points.
Double Bay won the aggregate against Ashfield by one shot (53-52) following a 2023 result in the triples by Len Sandler, Ray Novis and Alan Simmons and a 16-20
score by David Kellaway, Alan Rosenberg, Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner.
The Division 2 (Section 1) team, at home to Marrickville, went down 2-6 (52-72
shots) when the fours combination Ray Jankelowitz, Ian Ossher, John Wineberg and
Rod Ferrer finished ahead 20-17, but Sol Caganoff and Alan Saidman lost 10-25 and
Julian Engelman, Les Brem and Mark Sack
JULIE IN UNIFORM
finished 22-30.
The Division 2 (Section 2) side at Engadine
went down 2-6, but only by two aggregate
shots (66-68) after the threesome of Michael
Rowley, Phil Filler and Andy Baker won by
eight shots, the Barry Lazarus – Barrie
Brickman pair lost by nine and the Rob
Hutchins skipped fours (Trevor Rosenberg,
Gerald Raichman and Peter Grunfeld) went
down by a single shot.
Another 2-6 two-shot aggregate loss (60-62)
was registered at home against Eastlakes in the
Division 3 (Section 2) encounter.
Double Bay’s bar manager, Julie
Highlight was a solid 22-11 victory by
Carter, was presented with a club shirt
Norman Morris and Len Simon. However, the
to coincide with the start of the 2017
side of Brian Rosmarin, Ian Hadassin and Stan
Summer Shield.
Franks missed by 21-24 and the fours of Barry
She will wear it when serving at all
pennant and inter-club matches.
Glover, James Flaxman, Jody Glasser and
Robert Weiss went down by 10 shots.

New 5-week competition
Starts on Thursday,

Twilight Bowls

Double Bay’s popular
Twilight lawn bowls and
dinner competition starts
a five-week season on
Thursday and runs to
November 23.
NOT TOO LATE
TO ENTER
$30 per week paid in
advance.
ENTRY FORM AND FULL
DETAILS ON THE CLUB
NOTICE BOARD
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ONE WEEK STATE CHAMPION
NEXT WEEK HANDICAP PAIRS

TWO weeks ago Barbara Shotland (right) skipped the Double
Bay team which won the 2017 Women’s Bowls NSW Seniors
Fours State Championship.
Last week she was skipping again when she had Wendy
Engelander (below) as her team mate to win the Double Bay
Women’s Club’s 2017 Handicap Pairs Championship.
Coincidentally, the other team in the final was skipped by
Shotland’s State Seniors Fours teammate, Marna Morris, who
was paired with recent newcomer to Double Bay’s Women’s
ranks, Judy Thomas.

REPORT AND ANOTHER PICTURE PAGE 4

MOVE TO CUT COST
OF CHAMPIONSHIPS
THE Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club
committee wants to reduce the cost of
competing in its annual championship
events.
At a meeting last week the committee
resolved to seek Board approval to cut the
fee charged for playing in a championship
match when refreshment is not provided.
This follows complaints raised by the
membership at its Annual General Meeting
on October 15,
CONTINUES PAGE 3 

Pam Stein Photo

BRANDON CONWAY HALTS
DOUG KING’S BID FOR
BACK-TO-BACK HANDICAP
SINGLES TITLE
REPORT PAGE 2

King dethroned from Handicap Singles title
DOUG KING, the defending champion was unceremoniously ousted from
the 2017 event by his current “nemesis”, Brandon Conway, on Sunday in a
surprisingly one-sided encounter.
The pair have been “friendly enemies” in recent times. King defeated Conway
31-22 earlier this year to claim the Major Singles
title, while Conway reversed the result when he took
out the Major Singles in 2015 by a single shot from
King.
On his way to the 2016 Handicap title King, had a
25-22 semi-final victory over Conway.
Up to that point there was little between the club’s
two top-shelf singles exponents.
Brandon Conway (left) and
None-the-less, the ease which Conway put paid to
Doug King after the 2015
Major Singles final.
King’s hopes of being the first to win back-to-back
handicap singles in the past 17 years, surprised
onlookers, as he out-played and out-scored King to the tune of 18 shots.
Both players were handicapped off minus three, but Conway hit his straps
from the start to have the 11th end advantage of 8-3.
King was then held to scoring four single shots over the following 12 ends. By
the 19th end King lagged 7-14 and it was the last end on which he scored.
Conway then amassed 13 shots via a two count on the
20th, then two collects of four and a triple count to have the
RESULTS
match won after 23 ends with a score of 25-7.
2017 HANDICAP
SINGLES
3rd ROUND
Brandon Conway (-3) 25
Doug King (-3) 7
Gerald Weinberg (-3) 25
Sam Abrahams (+5) 10
Chris Gorman (+10) 25
Ian Ossher (+2) 24
Andy Baker (+5) 25
Stan Franks (+9) 18
Peter Wyner (+6)
forfeit from
Wayne Podger (+0)


DRAWN PAIRS
3rd ROUND
Bernard Fridman
Stan Franks 21
John Wineberg
Alan Simmons 17

Conway now awaits his quarter-final opponent who will come
from the clash between Werner Kos (+3) and Barry Lazarus
(+1).
Two-time Handicap winner, Gerald Weinberg (-3), eased into the
Round-of-16 with a solid 17-end (25-10) decision over Sam
Abrahams (+5) which included high scoring in the opening stages
to take a match-winning 14-6 lead after eight ends.
Ian Ossher (pictured) a former Minor Singles
winner playing off a plus two handicap, exited the
Handicap event at the weekend in a one-shot loss to
the inexperienced Chris Gorman, who had a 10shot start.
Although Ossher out-scored Gorman by 22-15
shots, he just failed to overcome the handicap, when Gorman
added two to his tally on the 25th end to take the match 25-24,
Andy Baker (+5) needed 17 ends to overcome the challenge from
Stan Franks (+9) by a score line of 25-18 and will face Gorman in
the next round.
Peter Wyner received a round three forfeit when Wayne Podger
was unable to meet the arranged time for the match.
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Men’s Committee in bid to cut some match fees
THE Double Bay Men’s Committee wants to reduce the cost of competing in
rounds of its annual championship events if refreshments are not provided.
Currently players are charged a fee of $12 for every round they play in championship
events, irrespective if the club provides an afternoon tea or other refreshments.
The issue was raised at the Men’s Club’s recent annual meeting when members
complained at the “the unfairness of the costs of playing in competitions especially on
days, such as Sundays, when refreshment is not available”.
The committee has now suggested that the cost of competing when there is no
refreshment should be cut from $12, to a green fee of $8 and that a new token be
provided for the $8 charge.
It is understood that the committee’s suggestion has to be put before the Club’s
Board of Management.

Summer Shield results again below par
THERE was little improvement in the results of Double Bay’s second round
Summer Shield fixtures completed in the Eastern Suburbs on Saturday.
All four sides finished behind in the points scoring and in the shot aggregate figures.
At Earlwood Bardwell Park (EBP) Double Bay’ s Division 2 (Section 1) Pairs rink
of Sol Caganoff and Rod Ferrer, won 18-16 to collect two points in the 2-6 points loss
and by 53-63 shots.
On the Double Bay turf,
Bernard Fridman takes first
the Division 2 (Section 2)
place on opening night
team’s Fours rink of Rob
Hutchins, Gerald Raichman,
Les Ferguson and Peter
Erdos, scored a 18-10 win in
a 2-6 (52-61) loss to
Eastlakes.
Also at home, The Division
3 (Section 1) unit, lost 2-6
(56-66) to Coogee with the
lone win coming from the
WET weather failed to stop the opening of the Spring
Fours
side
of
Alan
Twilight Bowls and Dinner session last Thursday.
The rain stayed away as Bernard Fridman topped the
Rosenberg, Phil Filler, Eric
scoring with a collect of 16 points and the $50 prize.
Grusd and Peter Wyner by a
In conditions which were quite pleasant with very little
solid 29-11.
wind and a cloud cover, Fridman finished one point ahead
In the Division 3 (Section
of Andy Baker and Pepe Glick.
2)
local derby clash at
Brandon Conway, Steve Edelmuth, Sid Glick, Trevor
Diamond Bay the home
Rosenberg and Rob Weiss were substitutes for
unavailable players.
team was far too strong for
Players and guests praised the superb dinner menu
Double Bay in a 8-0 (65-37)
prepared by June Edelmuth Catering.
win.

Twilight Bowls
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Men’s Club’s standing ovation for State Champions
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club members last week gave a standing ovation
in honour of the Women’s Club team which won the 2017 Women’s Bowls NSW
Seniors Fours State Championship.
The rousing applause was by more than 85 players during the tea break of the Wednesday
Intra Club competition.
Two of the wining State
combination, Iris Kampel and
Barbara Shotland, compete in the
Wednesday
competition
and
acknowledged the tribute on behalf
of their two teammates, Marie
Thatcher and Marna Morris.
The Double Bay team qualified for
the State event as the Region 13
Champions.
Pam Stein Photo
Shotland thanked the players for
their applause and said the team had
The NSW Senior Fours Champions, Iris Kampel, Barbara
received congratulations via every
Shotland, Marna Morris and Marie Thatcher, raise their
mode of communication.
glasses as the club mates make the champagne toast at
“We received dozens of text
last week’s congratulative luncheon.
messages, emails and mobile phone
calls and each player was presented
with a box of chocolates from four of the Men’s Clubs Grade 5 Pennant players, Michael
Rowley, Andy Baker, Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner. That was a very sweet gesture,” she said.
The Women’s Club hosted a special luncheon on Tuesday, October 24, to congratulate the
Senior Fours Champion team when the management provided the champagne to toast the
players.

Shotland-Engelander win
club Handicap Pairs title
Barbara Shotland continued her
current good form when she was
teamed with Wendy Engelander to
win the club’s 2017 Handicap Pairs
title last week.

Marna Morris
and Judy
Thomas

HANDICAP PAIRS
FINAL
Wendy Engelander
Barbara Shotland (+5) 14
Judy Thomas
Marna Morris (+7) 11
SEMI-FINALS

Thomas –Morris (+7) 15
Playing with a plus 5 start ShotlandRose Novis
Englander accounted for Marna Morris and
Rene Saidman (+6) 11
Judy Thomas (+7) by 14-11.
Englander-Shotland (+5) 21
The Morris-Thomas pair produced good
Hilda Filipovic
Gail Black (+7) 10
bowling in a low-scoring game and were
leading until the 15th of the 18-ends.
In the semi-finals Shotland-Engelander eased past Gail Black and Hilda
Filipovic (+5) by 21-10 while Morris and Thomas just had the better of
Rene Saidman and Rose Novis 15-11.
The event is three bowls pairs over 18 ends.
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HAVE you ever wondered how the
Monday and Wednesday Intra-Club
competitions are organised to ensure
a smooth running event?
Probably not!
Here are a few of the facts which
should make you “dip your hats” in
acknowledgement of a job well done.
First point is to know that three
club officials, Peter Goldman, Harry
Black and Gerald Weinberg, have the
onerous tasks of arranging each day’s
play.
The Monday competition has some
50-60 regular players and the
Wednesday league has 112 members
linked to the 30 teams in the current two divisions.
One would expect that all the three officials have to do is to follow the team v
team draw and allocate the rinks. Easy, Yes? NO!
Take for instance last Wednesday (October 25) when no less than 28 members
were “unavailable” compelling a shuffle of players in a dozen-or-so teams.
The day’s task of arranging the playing roster begins at 8 o’clock when Peter
Goldman arrives to check the overnight and early morning phone message from
players who, for some reason or another, have to be scratched from the day’s
listing. Next he checks the Away Board, which hangs in the men’s dressing room,
and hopes the dozen or more names have been written on the correct date.
Then he collates the two lists ready for Harry Black and Gerald Weinberg to
arrive a half-an-hour later to attempt to allocate substitutes for each of the
day’s missing players.
In the meantime, Goldman has a record of members who have been absent in
previous weeks due to health problems and other reasons. The question is will
they be returning to their
teams? A phone call is the only
way to ascertain the player’s
availability. Last Wednesday,
Goldman made 18 calls.
However, that’s not the only
problem Goldman, Black and
Weinberg come up against.
It
is
almost
a
regular
occurrence that a member will
contact the club mid-morning
when all the cards have been
filled for the day’s games, to
announce that they would not be
playing.
Harry
Black
said
they
understand that an emergency
ABOVE: Peter
can be the reason for a late no-show
Goldman,
Harry
by a member, but what riles him and
Black,
and
his co-organisers, is that many pull out
Gerald Weinberg
due to predicted weather conditions!
arranging last
And Peter Goldman urges each and
Wednesday’s
every member involved in the weekday
playing roster.
competitions to take note that the
deadline for their not playing (or
LEFT: The work
playing) announcement is on-the-dot of
sheet of names.
10 am.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH OCTOBER 30, 2017
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IRIS KAMPEL NAMED DISTRICT
PLAYER OF ESDWBA
INITIAL
YEAR
WINNER
PLUS
NOMINATION
INNER
AS BEST STATE
SENIOR BOWLER
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club’s high
profile Women’s Club member, Iris
Kampel, has been named Eastern
Suburbs District’s Women’s Bowling
Association’s (ESDWBA) inaugural
Player of the Year.
Iris Kampel with the plaque acknowledging
her honour of being named the Eastern
Suburbs District Bowling Association’s
inaugural
Pam Stein
Photo Player of the Year.
Player of

Lorraine McLaughlin also
hope for State recognition

At the same time Kampel, who is Double
Bay Women’s Club President, has been
nominated for the Women’s Bowls NSW’s
Senior Bowler of the Year Award.

ALL THE DETAILS ON PAGES 3 - 4
Double Bay Women’s Club’s District
representative, Lorraine McLaughlin, has
been nominated for NSW Women’s
Club Official of the year.
REPORT NEXT ISSUE

Damp weather and results in Summer Shield
DOUBLE Bay is still looking to claim a win after three rounds of the 2017
Zone 13 Summer Shield.
The third round on Saturday, November 4, was played on heavy greens
following overnight rain and continuing showers throughout the day.
Three of the four teams returned 2-6 losses, while the fourth, in Division 3
(Section 2), went down without a rink win at home to Waverley on a 0-8 (3289 shot) aggregate.
The Division 2 (Section 1) team at Bronte registered a Triples win when Julian
Engelman, Ian Ossher and Les Brem finished ahead 26-22, while Sol Caganoff
and Rod Ferrer went down in the Pairs 13-18 and the Fours rink of Ray
Jankelowitz, Alan Simmons, Mark Sack and John Wineberg fell 14-16 for a 2-6
(53-66) result.
At Double Bay against Caringbah, the Division 2 (Section 2) also lost 2-6 (4857) with the Triples side of Eric Wainstein, Barrie Brickman and Peter Grunfeld
taking its match 22-17.
The trip to Gladstone Park, the Division 3 (Section 1) table toppers, was a
disappointment for the Double Bay team where Sam Abrahams and Louis
Platus won 19-15 in the Pairs, but the Triples and Fours teams were not
impressive in the 2-6 (47-63) result.
At the half-way stage of the six-round competition all Double Bay teams are at
the tail of the points tables.

RAIN STALLS
CLUB GAMES
AND MONDAY
COMPETITION
MATCHES in the club’s
2017 Handicap Singles
and Drawn Pairs
championships set down
for decision on Sunday
(November 5) were called
off due to heavy showers
which saturated the
Double Bay greens.
Twenty four hours later
club officials cancelled
play in the Intra-Club
Monday Competition.
The club website indicated
no play was possible with
the explanation that the
weather prediction was for
more rain and a storm.

Two share top spot in
second round matches

Twilight Bowls
DAVID Newman (pictured) shared the top spot and the
$50 prize money with club newcomer, Maurice Teicher,
after the second session of the Double Bay Men’s
Club’s Twilight Bowls and Dinner last Thursday.
Teicher was substituting for the unavailable Devorah Lees and
played well to score equal top collect of 14 points.
The weather was perfect for an evening of bowling on smooth
running greens which was followed by another superb dinner by June
Edelmuth Catering.
Heading the points scoreboard after two sessions is Bernard Fridman
on 29 points with Andy Baker on 27.
Pepe Glick and Fred Ginsberg are equal in third place on 26 points.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club

Double Bay’s Iris Kampel is East’s Best of Year
REPORT BY PAM STEIN

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s Iris Kampel has been named the winner of
the Eastern Suburbs District Women’s Bowling Association’s (ESDWBA)
inaugural Player of the Year award,
The award, an innovation of the ESDWBA Committee, was unveiled at its
annual Presentation Day at Clovelly Bowling Club on Tuesday, October 31.
Two leading members of Women’s Bowls NSW, the CEO Daniel Gatt, and a
member of its Governance Committee, Pam Andrich, were among those who
presented the District’s 2017 Award pins, trophies and certificates.
Gatt made the presentation to Iris
Kampel, who gained the award ahead of
five other unannounced nominees.

Pam Stein photo
CEO of Women’s Bowls NSW, Daniel Gatt,
presenting the Eastern Suburbs District’s
Player of the Year Award to Iris Kampel

Kampel gained points for winning
Double Bay’s 2017 Major Pairs, and being
in Double Bay teams which won the Grade
2 Pennant competition.
At District level Kampel was in winning
Seniors Pairs and Fours teams as well as
the side which won the Triples event.
Her Regional points were allocated on
being in the winning Seniors Pairs and
Seniors fours.
The Double Bay team’s win in the NSW
State Senior Fours two weeks ago also
increased her points total.

STATE NOMINATION NEXT PAGE

Husband and wife now
have Player of Year Awards
LAST week’s announcement that Iris Kampel
has been named the Eastern Suburbs Bowler
of the Year, wasn’t the first time a member of
the family has been so-honoured.
Her husband, Jack, acknowledged as one of
the top shelf members of the Double Bay
Men’s Club, was the Eastern Suburbs District
(Zone 11) Bowler of the Year in 2002.
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“Bowled over” by State Award nomination
IRIS Kampel was shocked when she opened an email late last month from
Women’s Bowls NSW which offered “congratulations” on being a finalist
for the 2017 Senior Bowler of the Year award.
“I was bowled over by it,” she told Double Bay Watch
last week.
“It is an honour for our club to have a representative in
the final nominations. I don't think realistically that I
could win, as usually nominations come from senior
ranks of the NSW State team,” she said.
The winner will be announced at the Women’s Bowls
Night of Champions on Friday, November 23, in the Grand Ballroom of the
Bankstown Sports Club.
The invitation (pictured left) emailed to Iris
Kampel said: “After a highly competitive year in
Women’s Bowls throughout NSW, Women’s Bowls
NSW is pleased to advise you are a finalist for the
2017 Senior Bowler of the Year award”.

The Senior Player of the Year is a recent
addition to the annual awards categories and
State level players have been prominent
amongst the winners.
Iris said it is her understanding that the Awards
Committee collates points for wins in District,
Region and State events.
“This year I gained a fair amount of points from being in finals of these tournaments
and the title win by the Double Bay team in the recent State Senior Fours
Championship must have added quite a number of points,” she added.
Iris will be accompanied at the Night of Champions ceremony by husband, Jack, and
is likely to have support from Double Bay Women’s Club and Eastern Suburbs
Women’s Association members.
NSW Women’s Bowls
official, Pam Andrich,
(second from right)
presented Iris Kampel
(second from left) and team
mates Rene Saidman, Pam
Stein with substitute
Lorraine McLaughlin (left)
the District and Region
Triples Championship prizes
at the Eastern Suburbs
Women’s Bowling
Association Awards day.
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Club “proud” to recommend Lorraine
McLaughlin for Club Coach-of-Year
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club is proud to have
nominated Lorraine McLaughlin for the Women’s
Bowls NSW Club Coach-of-the-Year honour, its vicepresident, Barbara Shotland, said on Monday.
Shotland revealed to Double Bay Watch that a Women’s
Bowls NSW official asked her if Double Bay has a
member qualified to be nominated for an award which
would be presented at the upcoming annual Night of
Lorraine McLaughlin
Champions.
“I immediately thought of Lorraine McLaughlin,” she said.
“Because nominations closed within two days it was added to the agenda of our
management meeting which had no hesitation to put forward Lorraine McLaughlin as
Coach-of-the-Year and it committed me to prepare the “50 words or less” nomination
(see page 5).
“When one has such a high regard for Lorraine, who is our ‘in-residence member
coach’, fifty words seemed totally inadequate.
“Whatever the outcome, the club is proud and thrilled to have Lorraine listed as a
finalist on the Night of Champions,” Shotland said.
The nomination is in the category of Club Umpire or Coach-of-the-Year.
McLaughlin joins Double Bay Women’s Club’s Iris Kampel, as a candidate for a Night of
Champions award on Thursday, November 23, in the Grand Ballroom of the Bankstown
Sports Club.
Kampel is a finalist for the 2017 Senior Bowler of the Year award.
President of Double Bay Men’s Bowling Club, Alan Rosenberg, said that it is a wonderful
honour for Iris and Lorraine to be nominated for such prestigious awards.
“And it is a celebrative event for both Double Bay Women's Club and the whole Double
Bay Bowling Club membership,” he said.
MOST VALUABLE CLUB MEMBER PAGE 5 

Gerald Weinberg nears third
Handicap Singles Title, but ....
GERALD Weinberg, a two-time winner of the
Double
Bay
Handicap
RESULTS
Singles, is now two games
2017 HANDICAP
away from a third title
following his win over Peter
SINGLES
Wyner in a 2017 quarter4th ROUND
final match on Sunday.
Gerald Weinberg (-3) 25
Peter Wyner (+6) 16

Playing off a minus three
handicap Weinberg defeated
Andy Baker (+5) 25
Chris Gorman (+10) 15
Wyner (+6) by 25-16 and set up
a semi-final encounter with Andy
Bernard Fridman (-3) 25
Trevor Rosenberg (+4) 17
Baker (+5), who at the same time

knocked over Chris Gorman
(+10) 25-15.
DRAWN PAIRS
Weinberg
has
won
the
3rd ROUND
Handicap Singles in 2001 and
Wayne Podger
Sam Ginges 28
2015 and was runner up in 2011
and 2014.
Gerald Weinberg
Len Simon 14
In the other half of the draw,
two
other
minus
three
handicappers, Bernard Fridman and Brandon Conway,
could challenge Weinberg for the title.
On Sunday, Fridman joined Conway at the quarter final
stage when he accounted for Trevor Rosenberg (+4) 2517.

... still eludes Drawn Pairs title

THE Drawn Pairs is the only championship Gerald Weinberg
has failed to win at Double Bay and he will have to wait another
year to claim a “full house” following a
quarter-final loss in the 2017 Drawn
Pairs event at the weekend.
Weinberg, drawn with partner Len
Simon, was well beaten by Wayne
Podger and Sam Ginges 28-14 over 23 of
the allocated 25 ends.
A mid-game collect of 12 shots in six
ends paved the way for the PodgerGinges team to claim a semi-final spot
Gerald Weinberg
where they will clash with Pepe Glick and
with some of the
Andy Baker.
Championship
Bernard Fridman and Stan Franks are in
trophies won in
recent years.
the top half of the semi-finals awaiting the
outcome of the David Kellaway and Barry
Glover verses Norman Morris and Ray Novis third round match.
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HALF POINT WINS
WEDNESDAY’S
INTRA CLUB TOP
COMPETITION
A HALF point decided the
winning team in the Blue
Division of the WinterSpring’s Wednesday IntraClub league which ended last
week.
The fours team skipped by
Jack Kampel alongside Phillip
Joel, Paul Baker and Ronald
Munz, collected 49½ points to
claim first place, with the side of
Pepe Glick, Les Lilian, Peter
Kurta and Fred Ginsberg on 49
points in second place..
In third spot was Peter Levy’s
team of Rod Ferrer, John
Wineberg and Les Ginzberg
with 46½ points.

EASIER RESULT
IN LOWER GRADE
THE Red Division was won
convincingly by the unit of
David Kellaway, Cynthia Katz,
Mike Golland and Neville
Yates, which scored 58 points,
11½ more than the nearest
challengers, Frank Mogor,
Louis Platus, Jill Abrahams and
Domanic Verre on 46½ points
Jerrold Jacobson, Colin
Rosenfeld, Peter Jacobson and
Harold Roper, finished in third
place with 46 points.

THIRTY TEAMS IN NEW
WEDNESDAY LEAGUES
The 2017 Spring-Summer
Wednesday league starts this
week with 17 teams competing
in the top Blue Division and 13
in the lower-graded Red
Division for a total of 120
players.
Thirty-six players are listed to
play when substitutes are
required
throughout
the
competition.
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Charity benefits from club’s
Melbourne Cup day festivity
IT was almost a “full field” at the Double Bay Bowling Club’s 2017
Melbourne Cup party last week.
Hosted by the Double Bay Women’s Club it provided all the usual Cup Day
festivities, plus a luncheon by the in-house Edelmuth Catering.
In addition members and guests were encouraged to take part in a guessing
competition for prizes donated by the Vintage Wines company, from which the $600
proceeds was donated to the club’s regular charity, the Randwick Hospital Children's
Oncology and Research Unit.
The Women’s Club will finalise its contribution to the hospital at its annual
Presidents, Charity and Friends Day this coming Thursday, November 16.
Many Women’s Club members featured by wearing hats and head pieces in keeping
with the theme of the Melbourne Cup.

Pam Stein photos
HAT PARADE: (Above) Judy Bihari, Leslie Judelman, Kathy Passman, Wendy Engelander,
Judi Snider, Faye Green and ( below right) Devorah Lees

Sweepstake and Guessing Competition ticket sellers –
Peter Goldman, Harry Black, Alan Rosenberg,
Michael and Lorraine Becker.
Right: A section of the luncheon menu
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Double Bay’s first win in Summer Shield
DOUBLE Bay chalked up its first win after four rounds of the 2017 Zone
13 Summer Shield when its Division 2 (Section 1) team returned from
Marrickville on Saturday with a collect of six
points.
The 6-2 (74-59 shots) win came on the back of the
35-21 result in the triples rink by Julian Engelman,
Ian Ossher and Rod Ferrer (pictured) aided by the
three-shot margin win (18-15) by the fours team of
Sol Caganoff, Alan Saidman, John Wineberg and Sid Glick, while the pairs
team of Ray Jankelowitz and Mark Sack held its opponents to a single points
loss at 21-22.
With two rounds to play
Fridman retains lead as two
Bronte heads the four
team section on 28 points,
share evening’s cash prize
while
Double
Bay,
Earlwood Bardwell Park
(EBP) and Marrickville
are all on 12 points.

Twilight Bowls

The Division 3 (Section 1)
team also sits in third place
with 12 points following its
4-4 draw at home to
Ashfield thanks to the
defensive play by its triples PEPE Glick and Fred Ginsberg, who were equal in third
and fours rinks, as the pairs place, closed the gap on table topper, Bernard Fridman, with
of Sam Abrahams and equal-best scores and a share of the $50 cash prize in last
Louis Platus, won by a 10- Thursday’s Twilight Bowls and Dinner.
shot margin (24-14) which
Fridman, who collected 15 points on the night, still leads the
negated the two marrow way with a total of 44 points, while Glick and Ginsberg, both of
whom finished with 16 points, have tallied 42 points over the past
defeats in the other rinks.
Although Len Sandler, three weeks.
Next week, Glick is unavailable and puts his faith in brother Sid
Trevor Rosenberg and Ray
Novis went down 21-24 in to substitute for him.
This week’s substitutes were Steve Edelmuth, Tina Ferguson,
the triples and the fours
Eric
Grusd, David Kellaway, Wendy Perkins and Rob Weiss.
combination
of
David
Edelmuth Catering provided lamb shanks for the evening’s
Kellaway, Alan Rosenberg,
mouth-watering main meal.
Eric Grusd and Peter
.
Wyner missed by one shot
(16-17), Double Bay claimed the two aggregate points on a 61-55 count to share the
match.
Double Bay’s Division 2 (Section 2) team battled at home against the strong section
leaders from Engadine losing all three rinks 0-8 (42-76).
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
It was the same outcome for the Division 3 (Section 2) side at Eastlakes which
returned home without a point.

Lorraine McLaughlin “most valuable” club member
PAM STEIN REPORTS

LORRAINE McLAUGHLIN, who is a nominee for Women’s Bowls NSW Club
Coach-of-the-Year, is one of the most valuable and appreciated members of the
Double Bay Women’s Club.
Not only does she give many hours of her time coaching Double Bay’s new
members, she also has the highly important and time consuming portfolio of
Chairman of the Eastern Suburbs District
NOMINATION FOR CLUB COACH-OF-YEAR
Women’s Bowling Association’s Match
DOUBLE BAY WOMEN’S BOWLING CLUB
Committee.
LORRAINE MCLAUGHLIN
Lorraine McLaughlin is a qualified
Lorraine McLaughlin is an exceptional,
umpire, and often forgoes the opportunity
genuine, kind and ungrudging lady - a ‘true
to compete in events and tournaments to
teacher’ and coach in every sense.
Devoted to task, in the most selfless manner,
take on the responsibility of officiating in
with the sharpest eye she encourages, shares
the umpire’s role.
her knowledge of the winds and tides, gives
Her 16-year record at Double Bay
continuous support after lessons and is
Women’s Club takes in being a Vice
totally dedicated to her pupils.
President for nine years; serving on the
Lorraine (self- taught) and a most dedicated
coach, selflessly available on request (from
Management Committee and a three-year
sick-bed to lesson) is one in a million.
stint as Chairman of Selectors.

KYOGLE VENUE FOR FIRST
GAME OF BOWLS AT AGE 21
Although Lorraine’s background bears
no relation to her Club Coach-of-the-Year
nomination, it is interesting to note that the
70-year-old began her lawn bowls career in
the northern NSW town of Kyogle at the
age of 21, where a player had to be 21years old to set foot on the green.
Lorraine went on to partner her mother to win
that club’s Pairs, Triples and Fours, while she
won the Singles beating her mother!
Moving to Sydney Lorraine was employed
and played for the Bellevue Hill Bowling Club.
Following that club's move to Rose Bay
Bowling Club in 1980, she continued to be the
barmaid and on the green was successful in
every category of the game.
With Rose Bay’s merger with Double Bay in
2000, Lorraine continued assisting in clubhouse
administration and retired from serving at the
DOUBLE BAY WATCH NOVEMBER 13, 2017

COACHES GALORE: Lorraine
McLaughlin (circled) when Double Bay
Women’s Club hosted a State Coaching
Clinic attended by (back) Debby Brien
(NSW), Ruth Wood (NSW); (front) Gayle
Jenkins (Bondi), Kathy Chatillon
(Chairperson NSW Coaches) and Kerrie
Hamer (South Coogee).
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Double Bay players receive 2017 rewards
bar in 2006.
Despite ongoing back trouble she has continued a prolific coaching routine and competes in
Double Bay colours at the highest level whenever needed.

A CROWD of near 90 lawn bowlers and club officials took part in the
recent 2017 Eastern Suburbs District Women’s
Bowling
Association’s
(ESDBA)
Awards
presentation at Clovelly Bowling Club.
Shields, trophies, pins and certificates were presented to
various winners and runners-up during the ceremony
organised by ESDBA President, Sue Snape, and its
Secretary, Toni Hartley.
The tables were decorated by Kylie Hartley in the day’s
Halloween theme.
Special guests were Women’s Bowls NSW, CEO Daniel
Gatt, and its finance officer, Pam Andrich.
Double Bay Women’s Club was well represented in the
listing of the
PHOTOS
currentBYyear’s
championship
PAM
and STEIN
Pennant
recipients.

Double Bay’s Rein
Rowlands won a prize in
the Halloween guessing
competition.

BY

PAM
S
Eastern Suburbs Women’s Bowling
Association secretary Toni Hartley (right)
presented bouquets to the Double Bay
players who won the State Seniors Fours
Championship Iris Kampel, Barbara Shotland
and Marna Morris. Absent: Marie Thatcher

PHOTOS BY PAM STEIN
Double Bay’s 2017 Pennant Grade 2 District and
Regional winners pictured with (top right)
Margaret Wicks, the Region 13 Representative.
The team is (back) Iris Kampel, Marna Morris,
Pam Stein, Barbara Shotland; (front) Gail Black,
Barbara Shur and Rene Saidman.
Absent: Lorraine Becker.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH NOVEMBER 13, 2017

Double Bay’s 2017 Pennant Grade 3 District
winning team members (back) Jan Frape,
Margo Michael, Lorraine McLaughlin, Audrey
Weinberg, (front) Kathy Passman and Judi
Snider with the Pennant Shield.
Absent: Florrie Cohen and Leslie Judelman.
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Women’s Club gives $3000 to
Children’s Hospital Research
s

DOUBLE BAY
WOMEN’S
BOWLING CLUB

Editor: Mike Golland

DONATIONS
NOW PASS
$61,000
MARK

Pam Stein photos

Double Bay
Women’s
Bowling Club
last week
presented a
$3000 cheque
to the
Randwick
Hospital
Children's
Oncology and
Research Unit
bringing its
total donation
to the charity to
more than
$61,500
Pam Stein photo
..
The cheque was president by Women’s Club president, Iris Kampel, to the hospital’s
representative, Connlaith Ni Raifeartaigh, at the club’s annual Presidents, Charity and
Friends Day on Thursday, November 16.
REPORT & PHOTOS ON PAGES 5, 6.

DOUBLE BAY BOWLERS VOTE NO – STORY PAGE 2

NO VOTE KEEPS MUFTI WEAR FOR
WEEKDAY AND SOCIAL PLAYERS
WHILE the majority of Australians were reported to have voted YES in the SSM
postal survey on Wednesday, November 17, the Double Bay Bowling Club
membership gave a definite NO to its email-referendum on the question of what
clothing to wear on the bowling green.
More than 100 club members voted via an email poll on
MUFTI
“whether it be compulsory to wear club uniform (as opposed to
mufti) when playing in the Monday and Wednesday
competition and Saturday social games”.
Members were asked to reply to the email vote with “a
simple YES or NO”.
Mufti is considered in
bowling terms to be playing
attire other than the club’s
registered uniform.
Men’s Club President, Alan Rosenberg,
announced the poll result during last Wednesday’s
afternoon tea break.
UNIFORM
He revealed that there were 71 [No] votes in
favour of mufti being worn at Monday and
Wednesday competition and on Saturday social games, as opposed to 31 [YES] in
favour of full uniform being worn.
“Accordingly bowlers may continue to wear mufti should they so choose,”
Rosenberg said, but added “that mufti still requires a ‘respectful’ dress code and must
including a collared shirt”.
Double Bay allowed mufti garments for members and visiting players competing in
its popular weekday intra-club competition for a “trial period” in mid-2014.
On Wednesday, February 4, 2015, members by a majority show-of-hands decided
that they were in favour of continuing to have the option to play in mufti.
The question of allowing mufti wear was raised again at the Men’s Club’s 75th
Annual General Meeting on October 15. The leadership promised it would once more
seek the membership’s opinion on the matter and circulated its email voting poll on
Monday, November 13, 2017.

RECORD ATTENDANCE AT WEDNESDAY COMPETITION
DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club equalled its Wednesday attendance record when 118
players competed in the opening round of the Spring-Summer Intra-Club Fours
competition last week.
Groundsman Robert Fetherston had to make a last minute configuration of the No. 3 green
to accommodate eight rinks, while seven rinks were marked for the No 1 green.
Fetherston is hoping to have the No 2 green available within weeks following its annual
restoration period during the past months. Seventeen teams are in the top Blue Division and 13 in
the lower-graded Red Division.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH NOVEMBER 20, 2017
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First win for Double Bay in Summer Shield
DOUBLE Bay scored its first win in the 2017 Zone 13 Summer Shield when
the Division 2 (Section 1) team defeated visiting Earlwood Bardwell Park
(EBP) 8-0 (58-42 shots) on Saturday.
The club has been without a win in the previous four rounds of the
competition, but the Julian Engelman-managed team produced the best result of
the season so far taking the honours on all three rinks.
The Pairs side of Alan Saidman and Mark Sack scraped home 16-15, as the
trio of Engelman, Les Brem and Trevor Rosenberg scored a match-winning
points margin of 12 shots (26-14).
The fours combination of Sol Caganoff, John Wineberg, Phil Filler and Sid
Glick consolidated the result by getting home 16-13.
Disappointing form continued for the club’s other three teams.
The Division 2 (Section 2) side at Eastlakes could not get on top in any of its
matches and finished behind 0-8 (40-64).
In Division 3 (Section 1) Double Bay at home to Coogee for a 1-7 (45-62)
loss. It claimed a single point when its Fours rink of Alan Rosenberg, Louis
Platus, Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner, had the score all-even at 14-14 for a share
of the points, but the
pairs just missed 15-17
Good bowling in the drizzle
and the triples side lost
16-31.

Twilight Bowls

LOCAL DERBY
TO DIAMOND BAY
In the local derby,
Diamond Bay playing
on Double Bay rinks,
completed the “double”
in Division 3 (Section
2) by 6-2 (43-68).
The pairs side of
Norman Morris and
Jody Glasser held on to
win 20-18 to collect the
two points.
There is no Division 1
competition this year as
Double Bay was the
lone entry for the topgraded competition.

Unfortunately the constant drizzle during last Thursday’s
first game was a bit of a spoiler, but everyone was still
enjoying themselves as almost everyone wanted to back-up
for the second game.
Low-and-behold, the drizzle ceased thereby producing very still
and almost perfect bowling conditions bearing in mind the slightly
damp nature of the greens.
David Woolf bowled superbly to take out the top score with 16
points. Hot on his heals with 15 points was the consistent Fred
Ginsberg who has now overtaken Bernard Fridman to be leading
going into this week’s final round.
Pepe Glick is in second place after brother, Sid, picked up 11
valuable points for him. Bernard Fridman and David Woolf. are
just off the leader’s pace.
Steve Edelmuth, Di Engelander, Tina Ferguson, Sid Glick and
Judi Snider played as substitutes.
June Edelmuth Catering served a superb fish dinner

DOUBLE BAY WATCH NOVEMBER 20, 2017
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Pepe Glick and Andy Baker
first in Drawn Pairs final

RESULTS
2017 HANDICAP
SINGLES

PEPE Glick and Andy
Baker received an unlikely
3rd ROUND
passage into the final of the
Peter Grunfeld (+3) 25
Harry Black (-3) 18
2017 Drawn Pairs on
Barry Lazarus (+1)
Saturday.
forfeit from
Their semi-final encounter
Werner Kos (+3)
against Wayne Podger and Pepe Glick

Andy Baker
Sam Ginges was conceded
DRAWN PAIRS
after 13 of the required 25 ends were completed.
th
4 ROUND
Glick and Baker were ahead 16-6 when the game was
Andy Baker
called to a halt.
Pepe Glick 16
Their final opponent has yet to be decided.
Sam Ginges
They are waiting on the outcome of the third round clash
Wayne Podger 6
between the David Kellaway - Barry Glover pairing
(match conceded)
against Norman Morris and Ray Novis.
The winner moves into the semi-final against the solid duo of Bernard Fridman
and Stan Franks.

WEDNESDAY COMPETITION WINNERS RECEIVE THEIR REWARDS
WINNERS of the Winter-Spring edition of the Double Bay Wednesday Intra
Club competition were presented with their “rewards” during last week’s
afternoon tea break

Blue Division winners (above l-r) Phillip Joel,
Ronald Munz, Paul Baker and Jack Kampel.
Runners up (below l-r) Fred Ginsberg, Peter Kurta
and Les Lilian. Absent Pepe Glick.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH NOVEMBER 20, 2017

Red Division winners of the Spring
Wednesday comp above (l-r) Mike Golland,
Neville Yates, Cynthia Katz and
David Kellaway.
Runners-up (below l-r) Frank Mogor, Louis
Platus, Jill Abrahams and Domanic Verre.
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Packed house for a top (hat) Charity Day
PAM STEIN REPORTS

ALMOST 100 women lawn bowlers from various Sydney clubs packed the
Double Bay clubhouse last Thursday for Double Bay Women’s Club’s
Annual Presidents, Charity and Friends Day.
This year’s theme for the 98 members and visitors was FANCY (T)HAT to
showcase the bowls dress uniform and hat.
Guests, welcomed by club President, Iris Kampel, included players from
Randwick, South Coogee, Matraville, Clovelly, Turramurra and St. Ives, as well
as Women’ Bowls NSW President, Maryann Parcell (St John's Park BC) and
Women’s Bowls NSW Governance Committee member, Wendy Herbert
(Western Suburbs BC), Woollahra Councillors Lucinda Regan and Councillor
Luise Esling, who were special guests as were Club patron, Sonia Davis, and
Double Bay Men’s Club representative, Gerald Weinberg.
Part of the day’s agenda was the naming of three NSW Service Pin recipients
from Double Bay Women’s Club
members. The pins can only be
presented when the President of
NSW Lawn Bowls is present.
Recipients were (pictured from left)
Lorraine Becker, Barbara Hower and
Rein Rowland.
Proceeds from a raffle, which included
plants, jewellery and glassware plus
baked goodies, jars of pickles, biscuits
and jams, helped raise the club’s yearly donation to the Randwick Hospital Children's
Oncology and Research Unit to $3000.

Barbara Shotland
Rein Rowlands

When guests arrived for the morning bowling
session they were offered tea and
coffee, banana cake and biscuits.
They were also handed their
name tags and details of their
team make-up and the rink
number. Drinks, nibbles and dips
were served halfway through the
bowling session.
During the luncheon prizes for
the best group hats, raffles and
A TOP HAT
grid were drawn.
MORE PHOTOS NEXT PAGE

DOUBLE BAY WATCH NOVEMBER 20, 2017
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HEAD TABLE
BEST HAT PARADE

COFFEE ON ARIVAL
MORE OF PAM STEIN’S
PHOTOS NEXT ISSUE

TWO TEAMS CONTEST ANNUAL WILLOW FONG TOURNEY
THE

Double
Bay
Women’s Club fielded
two teams in the
annual Willow Fong
two-day
Invitation
Fours
at
the
Merrylands Club on
Sunday and Monday
November 12-13.

Willow – The Doyen of Aussie Bowling
Willow Fong, (pictured with
Double Bay’s Rene Saidman) is
the doyen of Australian women's
lawn bowls, having represented
the country and won every
category on the championship
calendar several times
Inducted into the Bowling Hall
of Fame some years ago, the
tournament is held in her
honour.
Born in the Philippines, she married an Australian and
made her home here.
She was a regular invitee at the early Double Bay
Invitation Triples tournament.

Thirty
two
teams
competed for the $8500
prize money playing two
18-ends games each day.
Iris Kampel Gail Black,
Pam Stein and Barbara
Shotland combined in one
team, while the other combination was Rene Saidman, Marna Morris, Jan Frape and Cynthia
Katz, who played as a substitute on the Sunday.
The Kampel side finished the first day’s play in second place, but two one-shot defeats on
the following day put an end to the teams hopes of
collecting a prize packet.
One of the losses was to a team of youngsters skipped by
the up-and-coming 21-year-old Natalie Noronha (pictured
front left) which included a 15-year-old schoolgirl (front
right). The collective age of the Double Bay team is 295
years – their opponents have 71 years between them!
Rene Saidman’s team lost both games on Sunday and
won the two games on Monday but also failed to be among
the prize winners.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH NOVEMBER 20, 2017
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“FIFTEEN MINUTES OF FAME”
FOR TWO DOUBLE BAY WOMEN



IRIS
KAMPEL
Iris Kampel and Lorraine McLaughlin, the two Double Bay Women’s
Club members who were nominated for Women’s Bowls NSW 2017
honours pictured at the Awards ceremony last Thursday night.
REPORT PAGE 5

JACK KAMPEL PHOTOS

and

LORRAINE
MCLAUGHLIN



Fifth grader knocks out high profile
rival in Handicap Singles semi final
TWO-time winner, Gerald Weinberg (-3), on Sunday
blew his chance of a third Handicap Singles title at
Double Bay when he fell in the 2017 semi-final to fifthgrader Andy Baker (+5) by a 11-shot (14 25) margin over
20 ends.

ANDY
BAKER
NOW IN
TWO
FINALS

Baker must be considered one of the club’s up-and-coming
players as his win propelled him into a second club final match
within the past weeks.
On November 18, Baker and partner Pepe Glick, qualified for
the 2017 Drawn Pairs championship round.
Weinberg may have overdone his passion for lawn bowls when
he faced Baker in Sunday’s semi-final.
He had been playing competitive bowls for four consecutive
days prior to the encounter with Baker.
On Wednesday he was playing in Double Bay’s Intra Club
competition. Thursday he turned out for the club’s Twilight Blows
session. On Friday he was competing in a Pairs event at Taren
Point and on Saturday he was representing the club at South Coogee.
None-the-less he was on target early against Baker.
By the sixth end Weinberg was ahead 8-6, but the game swung on the next end when
Baker claimed a full hand count to regain the lead at 10-8.
Gradually Weinberg appeared to lose concentration as Baker’s consistency had a
bowl at the head in all the following 14 ends during which Weinberg only changed his
score in three ends with a collect of six shots.
Baker’s Handicap Singles final opponent has yet to be decided as the other half of
the draw awaits the outcome of the fourth round clash between Brandon Conway (-3)
and Barry Lazarus (+1), with the winner up against Bernard Fridman (-3).
On Monday Weinberg told Double Bay Watch that he had delivered more than 400bowls since last Wednesday . “I guess I over did it,” he said.
At Taren Point on Friday Weinberg partnered Jack
Kampel in the Prestige Pairs winning one of the day’s three
RESULTS
games.
2017 HANDICAP
On Saturday Weinberg was in the Double Bay line-up
SINGLES
which played three pre-arranged pairs games away against
South Coogee where Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian
th
4 ROUND
beat Stewart Jackson and Mick Bruce 27-10, Jack Kampel Bernard Fridman (-3) 25
and Arnold Javen defeated Dane Dennis and Graham
Peter Grunfeld (+ 3) 22
Kennedy 20-16, while he and Pepe Glick drew 18-18 with
SEMI-FINAL
Peter Mc Donald and Peter Manning..
FOOTNOTE: Double Bay was also represented at the Taren Point
Prestige Pairs by Pepe Glick and Brandon Conway. Both Double Bay
entries failed to qualify for the second day’s play.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 27, 2017

Andy Baker (+5) 25
Gerald Weinberg (-3) 14
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No shine in 2017 Summer Shield results
THREE of Double Bay’s four teams which contested the 2017 Zone 13 Summer
Shield finished at the tail of their sections.
In a most disappointing season for Double Bay only the Division 2 (Section 1) side
completed the six-round competition with a respectable two wins for a collect of 20
points and a slightly better shot aggregate of
minus 29 to finish ahead of Earlwood
ZONE 13
Bardwell Park (EBP) also on 20 points, but
SUMMER SHIELD 2017
with a minus 34 shot deficit.
SECTIONAL RESULTS
In its closing game the Double Bay outfit
was downed 0-8 (57-73) at Bronte
Bronte won the Section with 44 points,
which included last Saturday’s 8-0 (57-83)
win at Double Bay and will play Section 2’s
top spot, Engadine for the Shield honours.
Engadine lost one match to finish on 36
points with Caringbah second on 28 points
eight of which came from its final round
home win over Double Bay by 51-90 shots.
In Division 3 (Section 1) Coogee with 27
points qualified for the Shield play off against
Section 2 winner, Waverley, which scored 43
points in an unbeaten run.
Double Bay’s Section 1 team, which ended
the competition in fourth spot with 19 points
on Saturday chalked up its first win with a 6-2
decision at home to Gladstone Park, when the
triples rink of David Kellaway, Alan
Simmons and Ray Novis won 28-15, the fours
combination of Alan Rosenberg, Len Sandler,
Eric Grusd and Peter Wyner was successful
by 19-11, but Sam Abrahams and Louis
Platus lost the pairs 11-18.
The Division 3 (Section 2) unit was
outclassed throughout the competition scoring
only five points out of a possible 48 and gave
away a massive 182 shot deficit.
On Saturday its fours side of James
Flaxman, Ian Hadassin, Jeff Raines and
Robert Weiss shared a 19-19 result in the 1-7
(41-80) loss at Waverley.
The Section playoff to decide the Summer
Shield winners is on Saturday from 11 am at
Ashfield Bowling Club.
NOTE: Final sectional results are to be
confirmed by Zone 13 Match Committee.

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 27, 2017
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Twilight Bowls season
ends with “FLUKE” shot

Pepe Glick
holds off
all challenges
to take major
prize money

CONDITIONS were perfect for last Thursday night’s final twilight bowls
Spring session and friendly rivalries prevailed as competition hotted up for
the $250 top prize.
The first game turned into disappointment for Fred Ginsberg and David Woolf
drizzle
as they couldn’t keep pace with the inform Pepe Glick,
(pictured) who scored nine shots and Bernard Fridman, who
added eight to his tally to fight for the top prize.
In the second session Fridman applied the pressure putting
together a seven shot collect as he witnessed Glick struggling
on an adjoining rink, where Judy Thomas consistently drew
bowls close to the jack against Glick who could only add four
to his tally.
One of Glick’s shots came via an amazing fluke when his offtarget drive pushed a short delivered bowl at least 10 metres to
within an inch of the jack.
As the players enjoyed the dinner meal session, officials
tallied the five-week’s points scores where Fridman was on 67, one more than
Pepe Glick, while Ginsberg and Woolf were both on 63 points.
Under the scoring system only a player’s best eight games count for the final
total as each player’s lowest two scores are eliminated from the count.
After the adjustments, Pepe Glick had 60 points, Bernard Fridman 59 points,
Fred Ginsberg 57 and David Woolf finished on 54 points.
Pepe Glick will dream about his fluke bowl which gave him his fourth shot
and ultimately the $250 prize purse, while Fridman is probably having
nightmares about it!
Top score for the night of 16 points and the $50 prize went to David
Kellaway, who was subbing for Ian Ossher.
Visitors who joined for the June Edelmuth–catered dinner included Marilyn
Woolf, Brian Ginsberg and Cindy Ginsberg.
Double Bay Bowling Club’s Twilight format is organised by Jack Kampel,
Bernard Fridman, Mike Becker, Gerald Weinberg, Arnie Javen, Steve Edelmuth
and Phil Filler, with the assistance of Sid Glick, Mike Rowley, Norm Morris
and Ian Ossher.
Officials expect to announce the Summer season dates of Twilight Bowling
early next year.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 27, 2017
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Fame for few minutes, but no rewards
at Women’s Bowls honours evening
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s two nominees for Women’s Bowls NSW 2017
Best of Year honours, Iris Kampel and Lorraine McLaughlin, last week had
their “15 minutes of fame” at the Awards ceremony in the lavish Bankstown
Sports Club Grand Ballroom.
Kampel was nominated as the Senior
Bowler of the Year and McLaughlin
for the Club Coach of the Year.
Neither was successful in being
named the top pick in their categories,
but as Kampel said this week they had
their “15 minutes of fame”.
“We loved sharing in the fun and
festivity with a wonderful support
group from the club headed by Men’s
Club President, Alan Rosenberg,” she
ABOVE: Iris Kampel (right) with Lorraine Becker,
said.
Lorraine Stafford and Marilyn Davis.
Others in the Double Bay party were
BELOW: Lorraine McLaughlin (right) with
Iris’s
husband, Jack, Marilyn Davis,
Alan and Rayna Rosenberg and Jenny Welton.
Rein Rowlands, Margo Michael,
Rayna Rosenberg, Lorraine Becker,
Jenny Welton and Lorraine Stafford.
The evening’s programme honoured
officials and administrators, had a Hall
of Fame induction and named the best
women lawn bowlers in many
categories.
“When the pictures of the finalists of
the various categories were revealed
on the screen Lorraine and myself found ourselves nominated amongst some real
‘heavyweights’,” Iris said.
“It was no surprise when Beth Quinlan, a NSW representative, won the Senior
Bowler of the Year honour and Jenny Palmer was named the Best in Lorraine’s
category,” Iris said.
Alan Rosenberg said on Monday that it was a privilege to have represented the

club at the Awards night.
“The bowlers nominated with our girls were all outstanding candidates,” he said.
“How the winners was selected in each category would have been a very difficult
task. Although Iris and Lorraine didn’t come home with a trophy they were certainly
winners in the eyes and hearts of the Double Bay members. We are very proud of both
of them,” Rosenberg added.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 27, 2017
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FANCY (T)HATS AT ANNUAL PRESIDENTS DAY

Iris Kampel Maryann Parcell

Wendy Engelander

Lea Portrate

Sonia Davis Lorraine Stafford

Lorraine Becker and Rene Saidman

REPORT
AND
PICTORIAL
COVERAGE
OF THE
PRESIDENTS
CHARITY
AND
FRIENDS
DAY
BY
Lesley Judelman

Judi Snider

Judy Bihari

PAM
STEIN


THE
SLOUCH
HAT

Visitor to Double Bay

Jan Frape

DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 27, 2017

Gina Ferguson
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Aussie slouch hat Presidents Day talking point
THERE were hats of all shapes and sizes, most were wonderful creations in the
theme of FANCY (T)HAT to showcase the bowls dress uniform and hat at the
Women’s Club’s annual Double Bay Women’s Club’s Annual Presidents,
Charity and Friends Day.
However, one which attracted the
attention of most of the 98 members
and guests and visitors was the
interpretation of an
Australian Digger’s
hat worn with due
pride by Double Bay
member,
Frankie
Grusd (pictured above).
It was a well-used sun hat
transformed into a version of the
Australian Army slouch hat with the
addition of Emu feathers purchased on
e-bay.
Frankie told On The Green that
about 40 separate feathers arrived in a
plastic bag and she taped them into
several clumps and sewed them
together under the band which cost
Frankie Grusd showcasing the slouch hat
less than $1 at Spotlight.
The Badges also bought on e-bay ....
needless to say not the ‘original’ which are unaffordable, Frankie added.
According to Frankie, a former South African there is an anecdote that goes with the
iconic slouch-hat which suggests that when the ANZACS were in South Africa
fighting the Boers and were asked by the Boers what the feathers were, they replied
that they were kangaroo feathers and apparently the Boers believed them.
And Frankie added: “Why let the facts get in the way of a perfectly good story?”

Draw to the jack for points in Consistency tournament

A CONSISTENCY four-bowl singles tournament has been included in this year’s
Women’s Club tournaments.
It demands accuracy to draw to the jack, which is placed on a ring and if moved is returned to the

original position.
Ten points are available for each end until 129 points are collected: Nearest bowl to the jack scores 4
points: second shot 3 points, 3rd nearest 2 points and fourth adds one point.
RESULTS: Round 1: Barbara Shur d. Carol Engelman 32, Margo Michael d. Rein Rowlands
101, Leslie Judelman d Lia Friedler 89, Jan Frape d Jan Shedlezki 101, Iris Kampel d Judy Bihari 72,
Tina Ferguson d Frances Raines 80. Byes: Hilda Filipovic and Rene Saidman. Round 2: B. Shur forfeit
to M. Michael, J. Frape d L. Judelman 73, I. Kampel d T. Ferguson 19, R. Saidman d H. Filipovic 71.
Semi-finals: Tuesday; Final: Thursday.
DOUBLE BAY WATCH, NOVEMBER 27, 2017
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Board hears members’ complaint on $12 cost for championship games

Green fee reduced when no club service available
PLAYERS competing in next year’s club Major and other championship events will pay a
reduced green fee when there is no serviced refreshments available.
This was decided by the Double Bay Board of Management at its November meeting and
followed a request tabled by Alan Rosenberg, the Men’s Bowling Club representative on the
management committee,
The membership has complained about the $12 green fee applied when championship games
are played on a weekday morning or afternoon and Sundays when no afternoon tea is provided
and the bar is closed.
At the Men’s Club’s Annual General Meeting in October, members questioned the leadership
on the cost of competing in club championships when the $12 green fee is required by each
player, irrespective if the match is played when the usual club facilities are unavailable.
The Board approved the recommendation from the Men's Bowling Club that when matches
are played at any time when there is no afternoon tea, the fee will be reduced to $8 and a
different colour token will be issued.
There is no change in the $12 fee when afternoon tea is served.
On Sundays and at other times when the club’s bar is closed,
members can purchase alcoholic and soft drinks from a self-serve
refrigerated cabinet in the clubhouse.
Payment is by an “honour system” with the cost per item listed on
the door as pictured at right..

NSW WOMEN’S BOWLS
POSITION FOR TOP
DOUBLE BAY MEMBER
BARBARA SHOTLAND
Turn to page 4 

Mid-week club competitions suspended
during Christmas – New Year holidays
THE
Monday
and
Wednesday
Intra-Club
Prize money
competitions will be suspended during the 2017 Xmas
now for
and 2018 New Year holiday period.
Monday
Men’s Club vice-president, Gerald Weinberg, this week
competition
announced that the Monday competition will stop for the
holiday break on December 11 and resume on January 8,
2018, while the Wednesday event last game for 2017 will be
on December 13 with a restart on January 10, 2018.
In an bid to attract a larger participation to the Monday
Competition the Board of Management has agreed to a
request of the Men’s Bowling Committee to provide prize money for the top
teams similar as is awarded for the Wednesday Intra-club event.
PHONE FOR
SOCIAL GAME
DURING
BREAK

During the holiday break from the weekly Intra-Club
competitions, the greens will be available for social play,
but members must phone 9327-6774 before 9.30 am to be
included in the day’s matches.
The club will be closed on all Public Holidays.

A-graders to battle for 2017 Handicap Singles final spot
TWO of Double Bay’s top-flight singles players will fight out the right to compete
in the 2017 Handicap Singles final, following the quarter-final win by Brandon
Conway on Saturday.
Conway (pictured) will now clash with fellow A-grader, Bernard
Fridman, in the semi-final where both will start with a minus three
shots handicap.
Awaiting the winner is the former Bronte Bowling Club player,
Andrew (Andy) Baker, who has made his mark since joining Double
Bay by being the 2016 Minor Singles runner-up and teaming with
Michael Rowley to contest the 2016 Major Pairs championship
match.
Conway is the only player remaining in the 2017 Handicap event who has competed
at the final stage in the past 17 years, when he was runner-up to Len Sandler in 2010.
However, Conway, defeated James Cook for the 2006 Handicap Singles when it
was played in sections according to grades.
His advance to the semi-final was never in doubt in the clash with Barry Lazarus
(+1) at the weekend. He hit his straps from the outset quickly redeeming his three
shot deficit to be 12-2 in front after nine ends. Lazarus won seven of the 21 ends
played for a collect of nine shots in the 25-10 result.
RESULTS AND START OF MIXED PAIRS NEXT PAGE 
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Nineteen teams seek mixed pairs title
NINETEEN teams have entered the popular 2017 Mixed Pairs
Championship, four of which have previously won the event, including the
husband and wife defending champions, Julian and Carol Engelman.
Seven of the entries are married couples, headed by the sixRESULTS
time winners, Jack and Iris Kampel, who took home the
trophy in the years 2002, 2004, 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2013.
2017 HANDICAP
The 19-team draw necessitated 15 pairs being given first
SINGLES
round byes, one of which saw two–time winners Gerald and
th
4 ROUND
Audrey Weinberg, being eliminated out of by the combination
Brandon Conway (-3) 25
Barry Lazarus (+1) 10
of Bernard Fridman and his partner,

Judy Thomas.
The Weinbergs won the title in
DRAWN PAIRS
2011 and 2012, but this time found
rd
3 ROUND
Friedman and Thomas (pictured)
Norman Morris 23
too consistent in the 29-21 result.
Ray Novis
After a confident start by the
David Kellaway 21
Barry Glover
Weinbergs, who were ahead 8-2,
their opponents came back to race to the front 21-11 after 15

ends and continued the pace to have the game won with eight
MIXED PAIRS
shots added over the final three ends.
st
1 ROUND
In the other first round match Alan Saidman and his wife
Alan Simmons
Rene, who is the current Women’s Club singles champion,
Rene Saidman 23
Phil Filler
just scraped home from the new-look combination of Phil
Margo Michael 22
Filler and Margo Michael, by a single shot ( 23-22) over the
nd
required 21 ends.
2 ROUND
Bernard Fridman
At the halfway stage the Saidmans were in control with the
Judy Thomas 29
scoresheet at 14-7, but Filler-Michael added multi-scores to
Gerald Weinberg 21
Audrey Weinberg
reduce the leeway to 15-19 after the 16th end and had the
th
score even at 20-apiece going into the 19 . A two count
Phillip Joel 22
Lorraine
Becker
followed by a single put the Saidmans into the second round
Sam Abrahams
where they face the unlikely pairing of Ian Hadassin and the
Cynthia Katz 10
talented Dafna Orbach.
Rain interrupted play in the second round clash between the well-matched team of
Phillip Joel and Lorraine Becker against the first –time partnership of Sam Abrahams
and Cynthia Katz. Joel and Becker gradually pulled away on the scoreboard and held
a 12 shot advantage after 15 ends when the weather compelled the players to leave the
green with the Abrahams-Katz combination agreeing to concede the match.

DRAWN PAIRS NEARING 2017 CHAMPIONSHIP ROUND
THE top half of the 2017 Drawn Pairs is now at the semi-final stage
following the two shot (23-21) win by Norman Morris and Ray Novis over
David Kellaway and Barry Glover at the weekend.
The Morris pair now face Bernard Fridman and Stan Franks in the semi-final
with the winner to clash with Pepe Glick and Andy Baker for the title.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Barbara Shotland appointed to
NSW Women’s Bowls posting
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club two-time
president, Barbara Shotland, has been
elected to a post on the Women’s Bowls
NSW administration.
Shotland was named to serve on the
Women’s Bowls NSW Membership
Committee alongside Denise Huender (St
Johns Park), who will also be the Umpire
Educator.
The appointments for the 2017-18 year were
announced at the Women’s Bowls NSW recent
annual meeting.
Shotland has a strong administration history
Barbara Shotland, the first Double Bay
since she became a member at Double Bay
member
elected to the Women’s Bowls NSW
Woman’s Club soon after the Rose Bay
administration.
amalgamation in the year 2000.
Since then she has served on the Women’s Club leadership starting as a committee
member, then as Chairperson of the Match Committee, a vice-president and as the
treasurer, with two terms as club President, which elevated her as a director on the
Club’s Board of Management, a post she continues to hold in her own right.
More recently, Shotland has gained local and state recognition as the convenor of the
Women’s Club’s prestige annual Invitation Triples Tournament.

Rene Saidman - Jan Frape in Consistency final
THE 2017 Consistency Singles Championship will be
contested by this year’s Major Singles Champion, Rene
Saidman (left), and the winner of the 2017 Minor Singles

title, Jan Frape (right).
In the semi-finals Saidman had a three shot margin (129-126)
over the 2016 Major Singles champion, Iris Kampel, while Frape had an easier result
against Margo Michael by 129-85.
The Consistency event favours players who can produce end-by-end accurate
bowling. Ten points are available for each end until 129 points are collected. Four
points are allocated for the bowl nearest bowl to the jack: second shot 3 points, 3rd
nearest 2 points and fourth adds one point.
Such was the accuracy produced by Saidman and Kampel, the closest bowl would
earn the 4 points, but the opponent's 2nd, 3rd and 4th bowl would earn a total 6 points.
The final is set for Tuesday, December 5.
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WHEN it comes to holidays, it seems
the majority of our membership takes
to the high seas for a two-to-three
week luxury cruise.
Not so John Lennox, this year he
again took an international flight to
Honolulu, where he knows the location
of the local bowling club at Ala Moana
Regional Park.
John tells that the club, founded in
1938, has a steady stream of visiting
players and he is more
than welcome to have a
game with some of its
local
members
providing he has the
suitable footwear.
Not only does John
have the appropriate
pair of shoes with him,
he also packs his Double
Bay shirt.
The club has a variety
of bowls to loan to
visitors and John finds
a set similar to that he uses at Double Bay.
Obviously, he has good times and has made new friends, as
evidenced by the photo (above)
Will Santa arrive
which he received via email from with new uniforms?
club member Ronald Dedrick, with
AS
part of the club’s 75th
the accompanying note “… here’s the Anniversary program the male and
picture we took to commemorate the female members went through the
hassle of being measured for a new
fun we had hosting you! I hope you uniform. That was in April and we’re
still waiting to don the updated outfit.
can join us again soon!”
The reason for the long delay is much
Interestingly, Honolulu Lawn Bowls
complicated.
Club is hosting the 2018 Unofficial
Suffice to say the Board of
Barefoot
Bowls
World Directors at its most recent meeting
Championships from February 14, minuted the news that “the uniforms
are on track to be received
through to February 17.
before Christmas”.
We’re not sure if John will be one
We can only wait and see.
of the competitors!
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Bad weather hits at start and end of year
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club will end the year as it started, as far as
the weather is concerned.
Wet weather compelled officials to call off play before it started last Monday, December 4, and
two days later a thunder storm accompanied by soaking downpours, resulted in no play after
the tea break on Wednesday, December 6.
This brought to 12 the number of bowling days in 2017 which had been lost or curtailed due to
inclement weather of either rain or high temperatures.
The previous time play was called off due to rain was on Wednesday, July 12, but the year
started with the Wednesday sessions of January 11 and 18, being cancelled due to excessive
heat.
Rain was the reason play was postponed on Saturday, February 25, Wednesdays February 8,
March 1, June 7, on Thursday, March 16 and on Monday, April 3. The wet also closed the
greens on Thursday, June 8, when Double Bay was to host the District Women’s Major Pairs.

CLUBHOUSE
.
DECORATED
FOR HOLIDAY
SEASON
The Double Bay clubhouse has
been decorated with two holiday
theme trees
At left Kathy Passman, Lorraine
McLaughlin and Barbara
Shotland decorate the Xmas
tree, while (right) a white tree of
blue and silver bells adds
another aspect of the December
period for the club membership.

Conway masters Fridman in tussle
for Handicap Singles final berth

RESULTS
2017 HANDICAP
SINGLES

BRANDON Conway won the battle of the A-graders
SEMI-FINAL
when he defeated Bernard Fridman 25-22 over 29
Brandon Conway (-3) 25
ends in the 2017 Handicap Singles semi-final last
Bernard Fridman (-3) 22
week.

He now faces the challenge of having to
MIXED PAIRS
give away an eight shot start to the lowerst
1 ROUND
graded Andy Baker (-5 handicap) in the
Julian Engelman 27
final.
Carol Engelman
Both Conway and Fridman have the top
Domenico Verre 18
handicap of minus 3 shots and it was
Jill Abrahams
Conway who got off to the better start in
Brandon
2nd ROUND
the semi-final. By the 11th end he was
Conway
Alan Saidman 24
ahead 10-2, but once Fridman had
Rene Saidman
eliminated his three-shot deficit, he hit
Ian Hadassin 18
Dafna Orbach
his straps and pulled back to 8-11 within
the following three ends.
Brandon Conway 28
Nonetheless, by the 21st Conway had
Barbara Shotland
retained his advantage 19-14, but in the
Pepe Glick 19
Lesley Judelman
run to the required 25 shots the
combatants were all tied at 22 after
Bernard
playing 27 ends.
Fridman
It was Conway who kept the pressure to score a single on the
next end and claiming the match with a two count on the 29th end.

Mixed Pairs champions ease into third round
JULIAN and Carol Engelman (pictured) left little to chance in their bid to
retain their Mixed Pairs title with a solid 2017 opening round 27-18 win
over Domenico Verre and Jill Abrahams on Saturday.
The Engleman team was one of only four entries which
had to play a first round match and they were on top from
the onset running to a 16-7 advantage after scoring five
shots on the 11th end.
The lesser-graded Verre and Abrahams “returned the
compliment” on the following end with their five count to
reduce the leeway to 16-12, but the experienced
Engelmans kept up the attack and with another five shots on the 16th end were
never in doubt in their bid to be repeat last year’s championship form.
CONTINUES PAGE 4 
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Men’s membership on the up-and-up

Philip Labrooy

Michael Fisher

DOUBLE Bay Men’s Bowling Club has increased its membership over the
past few months.
Two of the newest members received their club name tags from Men’s Club
President, Alan Rosenberg ,(pictured above) at last Wednesday’s afternoon tea break.
They are Philip Labrooy and Michael Fisher. who are now competing regularly in
the Wednesday Intra-club league.
Most recently members have also welcomed to the club Barry Blogg, Malcolm
Serman, Enzio Visintin, Robert Weiss and Stanley Rohald.
In the second half of the year new members included Len Smith, Joe Berman, Daryl
Mallach, Maurice Hurwitz, Scott Barton, Colin Manoy and David Woolf.
Two ex-members, John Woods and Daryl Rosen, have rejoined the club.

Oldest member, Sam Terley,
congratulated on 97th year

Sam Terley

DOUBLE Bay Men’s Club’s oldest active
member, Sam Terley, celebrated his 97th
birthday on Wednesday, November 22.
He was given a rousing cheer by more than 100
members at the afternoon tea break as general
manager, Steve Edelmuth, presented a birthday
cup cake with a single sparkling candle.
Sam’s enthusiasm for playing competitive lawn
bowls continues as evidenced when he spent
almost four hours on the green as the lead in a
round of the Drawn Pairs championship.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Saidman confirms consistency in new title win
DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club’s current Major Singles champion, Rene Saidman,
confirmed she is one of the club’s most consistent players when she won the
Inaugural Consistency Singles Championship last week.
But she had to work overtime to finish
in front of another consistent
competitor, Jan Frape, by a 27 shot
margin on a 129 -102 score sheet.
The Consistency event calls on players
to reach 129 points over any number of
ends. Each end offers ten points where
four points are allocated for the bowl
nearest to the jack, second shot is worth
three points, two points for third closest
and fourth shot adds one point.
Both played drawing bowls “par
excellence” as almost every end was
tight requiring a measure to clarify the
points allocations.
Rene Saidman and Jan Frape
Club officials have announced a
change in the 2018 Consistency
Championship.
It will be played throughout the year without a marker, which will require
competitors to judge their own situation at the head.
Women’s Club Match chairperson, Jan Frape, will reveal the revised format early
next year.

Ex-title-holders stage late scoring in Mixed Pairs win
FROM PAGE 2

THE 2015 Mixed Pairs champions, Brandon Conway and Barbara
Shotland, staged a late fight back to win their second round match in the
2017 event at the weekend.
They scored a 28-19 decision over Pepe Glick and Lesley
Judelman by scoring nine shots from the 17th to the 21st end.
Until this stage the Glick combination had matched their
opponents and had the scoresheet showing 11-all after 10 ends.
Then they went ahead 15-11 after playing 12 ends, only to
allow Conway-Shotland to score a five to regain the lead at 1615 and go on to secure entry into the third round.
In another 2nd round match Alan Saidman and wife, Rene,
(pictured) needed a six count on the 12th end against Ian
Hadassin and Dafna Orbach to take control at 16-9. This was followed by four shots
on the 15th end (22-10) which set the pace for a 24-18 win.
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WOMEN’S CLUB CELEBRATES
END OF YEAR WITH XMAS PARTY,
CHAMPIONSHIP AWARDS,
LUNCHEON AND SHOWTIME OF
“AUSTRALIA’S GOT TALENT
AT DOUBLE BAY”
Evi Perl, Jenny Welton and Kathy Passman, of
the Double Bay Very Amateur Dramatic Society
(DBVADS), wowed the judges with their
Triples Tunes act.
REPORT AND MORE PICTURES PAGES 4-6 

STATE MP TO ACT
ON DOUBLE BAY
CAR PARKING
PREDICAMENT

DOUBLE BAY HOSTING
60th TURN-OF-YEAR
PAIRS, SINGLES AND
TRIPLES SECTIONS

REPORT ON PAGE 3 

DETAILS PAGE 2 

A Merry Christmas

Happy and Healthy New Year
to members and their families
THIS DOUBLE BAY WATCH IS THE FINAL ISSUE FOR 2017 – RESUMES MID-JANUARY, 2018

Double Bay hosting 60th Turn-of-Year
DOUBLE BAY will be one of four local clubs to host sections of the historic 60th
Diamond Jubilee Turn-of-the-Year (TOY) Open Bowls Carnival from Wednesday,
December 27, 2017 to Thursday, January 4, 2018.
The TOY event was inaugurated in 1958 and has continued every Xmas-New Year
period. In recent times the event has been organised by Zone 11 and now continues under the control
of Zone 13.
Ashfield Bowling Club is the major sponsor of the 60th TOY event and will host sectional matches
as well as post sectional games, plus quarter-finals, semi-finals and finals.
Other local Clubs staging matches are Leichhardt and South Coogee.
Events to be contested are Open Singles (four bowls of two nine-end sets plus three end tie-breaker);
Open Pairs (15 ends) and Open two-bowl Triples (18 ends).
Double Bay will be the venue for the Pairs sectional play on Wednesday, December 27, Sectional
play for the Singles on Thursday, December 28 and the post sectional contest on Friday, December
29. The club hosts the Triples section play on Tuesday, January 2.
On the above days no rinks are available for Double Bay members social play.
Competing under the Double Bay banner are
SINGLES: Gerald Weinberg (runner-up in 1998), Ian Hadassin and Walter Jacobs.
PAIRS: Gerald Weinberg-Jack Kampel; Werner Kos-Harry Black; Mark Sack-Ian Ossher; *Dafna
Orbach-Ian Hadassin; Gerald Raichman-Arnold Javen.
TRIPLES: Ian Ossher - Mark Sack - Peter Grunfeld; Werner Kos - Harry Black - John McDonald;
Arnold Javen - Gerald Raichman - Les Brem; Brandon Conway - Walter Jacobs - Phil Filler. *Dafna
Orbach - Ian Hadassin - Gus Franco.
*Women’s Club member, Dafna Orbach, will play in the Turn-of-the-Year under her first
allegiance club, St Johns Park in the singles. She will skip for Double Bay players Hadassin and
Franco in the triples, as well as for Hadassin in the pairs.
Current Double Bay members, Les Lilian and Rod Davies, won the TOY Pairs title in 1998 playing
out of the former Rose Bay Bowling Club, while Rob Fetherston and his son, Matthew (Alexandria
Erskineville BC), were the 2012 Pairs championship combination. In 2007, the late Phil Gordon
partnered James Cook, then Double Bay’s bowls administrator, to win the Pairs.

Conway overcomes handicap for 2017 title
BRANDON Conway (left) became only the eighth Handicap
Singles winner playing off the minus three mark when he
defeated Andy Baker (right) for the 2017 title on Sunday.
All, but one of the other titles have been won by competitors receiving handicap starts.
Conway, who is a two-time Major Singles Champion, had to battle before accounting for Baker, a
Grade 5 pennant choice with a plus 5 handicap start, on the 29th end by 25-22.
Since the 2001 merger with Rose Bay Doug King (2016), James Cook (2007), Gerald Weinberg
(2001), Pepe Glick (2012, 2004) and Jack Kampel (2009, 2003) have taken out the Handicap Singles
starting from the minus three shots, while Arnold Javen, was off scratch when he won in 2008.
Baker, since his arrival from Bronte BC, has proved to be a consistent
RESULT
lower-grade competitor, playing in last year’s Major Pairs final and the
2017 HANDICAP SINGLES
Minor Singles Championship round.
FINAL
Against Conway he opened with a resting toucher and raced to a clear
Brandon Conway (-3) 25
11
shot lead after 10 ends, but by the 19th Conway had adjusted his line
Andy Baker (+5) 22
and length to be only one-shot off the pace at 14-15.
Conway hit the front at 18-15 for the first time on the 20th end, only to see his opponent regain the
advantage at 22-20 going into the 27th end. Conway then scored a single to lag 21-22 and used his
experience to roll a full length 29th end. His first bowl was a resting toucher and his fourth delivery
moved the jack behind his other three bowls to score four shots for the title on a three-shot margin.
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Local MP acts on club’s parking problem
GABRIELLE Upton (pictured), the NSW member for Vaucluse,
has offered to take up Double Bay Bowling Club’s Kiaora Road,
parking problem with State and local Council authorities.
In an email to Double Bay Bowling Club’s secretary, Peter Wyner,
Upton, who is the NSW Government’s
Minister for the Environment, the
Minister for Local Government and
the Minister for Heritage, said she
understands the club’s concern
regarding parking in Kiaora Road and surrounds.
“I will raise your concerns with the Minister for Transport,
Andrew Constance, on your behalf. I will also raise your
concerns regarding monitoring of parking with Woollahra Council’s General Manager, Gary
James. Please note that a response could take up to six weeks,” Upton’s email, reproduced
above, said.

Long walk to play a game of lawn bowls as near parking non-existent
In recent years parking in Kiaora Road has been almost non-existent from early
morning to mid-afternoon following the increase of business concerns in Double Bay’s
retail area.
Members have suggested that they have to walk a distance further from their car to the club
than they do in a three hour game of lawn bowls.
Several long-time players say the situation is so taxing that they will have to consider
retiring from the lawn bowls scene at Double Bay.
The parking problem was a major topic at the club’s recent 75th annual general meeting.
This followed the tabling of a petition signed by more than 70 members urging the Board of
Management to “explore all options to create additional parking by covering the open
concrete culvert in Kiaora Road”.
At the annual meeting secretary, Peter Wyner (pictured), assured the
membership that the Board had not been inactive and “continues to explore all
avenues to alleviate the parking problem”.
He said many hours had been spent on the possibility of utilising the Water
Board’s open culvert which runs along the club’s border.
The club has received consultative advice that Sydney Water under its current
regulations would not approve such a project. The club has also conferred with
surveyors and builders and received similar opinions.
Wyner said that for the last three-or-so-years he had communicated with the local member
of State Parliament, Gabrielle Upton, met Woollahra Council's Director of Technical
Services, as well as other staff and councillors including the Cooper Ward’s, Luise Esling and
Anthony Marano, who continue to champion the club’s cause to try to resolve the parking
issue.
Double Bay Bowling Club has sought from Woollahra Council residential parking
exemptions, suggested a special category for club parking, requested regular ranger policing
of parking restrictions, the removal of boats trailers etc and extra angle parking.
Wyner told the meeting that another avenue considered was to create parking on the club
premises by the reconfiguration of one green or part thereof.
The meeting also elected a six-person group to assist in finding a solution to the current car
parking problem although it is the opinion of consultants that the problem would only be
solved by the club providing vehicle parking within its own grounds.
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ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Oh! What a Day It Was - members
celebrate end of a wonderful year
STORY AND PHOTOS BY PAM STEIN

 Bowling
 Xmas lunch
 Trophy
Presentations
 Gifts to Salvos
 Patron marks
90th year
 Showtime

DOUBLE Bay Women’s Club last week maintained
its reputation for hosting a five-star celebration to
mark the end of a successful year on-and-off the
green.
The near capacity attendance of 80 members and
guests at the 2017 end-of-year party on Tuesday, December 12, had a day to
remember as they played a few ends of lawn bowls, sat down to a delicious
Xmas lunch menu of chicken and salads followed by Christmas pudding
washed down by glasses of a punch cocktail created by the club’s ex-barmaid,
Lorraine McLaughlin.
At the same time the club wished “Happy Birthday” to its Patron and Life
Member, Sonia Davis, who marked the start of her 90th year.
Double Bay
Then all the club champions of the year were rewarded with
members
their prizes and trophies as well as Tina Ferguson who was
donated to
purchase food
named the winner of the Meg Collins Trophy for Most
parcels and toys
Improved Player and Paula Yeomans who was handed the
for the Salvation
coveted Dutchie Backhouse Award for a non-pennant player.
Army’s Xmas
It was then time for the show time pièce de résistance under
Appeal.
The parcels were
the heading Australia's Got Talent at Double Bay with a cast
presented to
of 15 club members with Lorraine Becker the Master of
Vicki Newham.
Ceremonies-cum-compère.
The acts were judged by look-alikes of Simone Cowell
(played by Linda Salamon), US President Donald Trump (Di Engelander) and
the Women’s Club President, Iris Kampel (Faye Green), who also presented
opening and closing rhyming monologues.
All the acts brought the house down and were
*Black And White Illusion - a dance routine choreographed by Wendy
Engelander, performed by Barbara Shotland, Judy Bihari, Judy Snider,
Rene Saidman, Jan Frape and Engelander.
* The Littlest Bowler with Lorraine Stafford and Pam Stein.
* Triple Tunes - medley with Jenny Welton, Kathy Passman and Evi Perl.
* Comedy’s My Game – comedian Pam Stein.
* After the Ball with Rene Saidman and Judi Snider.
* Tina Turner Presents – portrayed by Barbara Shotland (pictured).

The party closed with everyone singing a happy Xmas-cum-Chanukah.
PICTORIAL COVERAGE NEXT PAGES
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DOUBLE BAY SHOWS TALENT OFF THE GREEN

The Double Bay’s Got Talent (look-alike) judges Iris
Kampel (portrayed by Faye Green), Donald Trump
(Di Engelander) and Simone Cowell (Linda Salamon).

Compère Lorraine Becker.

The “After the Ball”
act presented by
Judi Snider
and Rene Saidman.

TOP and ABOVE: The Black and White Illusion cast of
Barbara Shotland, Wendy Engelander, Judy Bihari,
Judy Snider, Rene Saidman and Jan Frape.
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CLUB LUNCHEON AND PRESENTATION PICTORIAL

ABOVE: Tables set. BELOW: Members and guests wellsatisfied with the luncheon menu.

President Iris
Kampel
congratulates
Club Patron,
Sonia Davis
on her 90th
birthday.

ABOVE: Sonia Davis presents Paula Yeomans with the Non-Pennant Player Award.
RIGHT: Tina Ferguson receives the Most Improved Player certificate from Iris Kampel.
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